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. . ABSTRACT

. KWASHIORKOR ON KILIMANJARO; 
THE SOCIAL HANBLING OF

malnutrition"
•o

By

Mary Theresa Howard

The problem of hunger has .rarely been a focus of ethnography 

with the notable exception of Turnbull's study of the Ugandan Ik. 

ais thesis deals with childhood malnutrition among another East

Afrfcan mountain people, the Chagga of Mt. Kilimanjaro, Tanzaida. It 

is based on.four and a half years of participant observation and three 

• - multidisciplinary studies conducted on Kilimanjaro'by the author.

Although the Chagga are considered relatively prosperous 

compared with other East African peoples, the shift to cash crops and 

■ w^ge'labor and a highly uneven distribution of income has given rise 

to poverty and a high incidence of kwashiorkor. The thesis examines 

the cultural,^ contradictions and social processes which effect the 

distribution oi poverty among households and the distribution of 

kwashiorkor among siblings and which shape the settings in which 

•individuals attempt’to cope with this affliction.

. In seeking -to convey the whole of their experience, special 

focus, is given to' culture because cultur^has been the most neglected 

or, misunderstood aspect in "research on kwashiorkor to date. Much of 

Chagga culture centers around two-^themes; preventing scarcity so that 

all people have provisions and limiting the number of births within 

the family.' The myths, beliefs and moral precepts'which help to 

perpetuate these efforts; also set up criteria for rejecting those who

*
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shi^t ^ • ■

\
■2::'

fail-.to maintain them. Traditionally hierarchical, the Chagga's

;to a capitalist mode of life has produced a veneer of prosperity while
’..'-.S'- ■ .

excluding those’ who fail to obtain the necessary cash from coffee

fanning or employment. Old forms of welfare still maintained by the

f

Chagga have become ineffective in providing for all clan members. In 

times of,scarcity, today's wealthier Chagga can moire easily shirk their 

lineage responsibilities by referring needy kin and neighbors to ■

- 'institutional forms of welfare. Families who persist in failing are 

apt to be blamed as' responsible for causing their own-misery.

The ways in which the better off households respond, or fail 

. to respond to the predicament of their impoverished kinsmen, give
v_ , - : ’ “ '

rise to a set of processes which help to define the meaning of 

. kwashiorkor and condition the outcome of the disease. <3Che failure of 

the affluent to provide support in accordance with;Chagga patterns is .

. generally not: openly acknowledged. Rather, the presence of poverty 

and even more the occurance of the.symptoms of kwashiorkor, tend to be 

taken as evidence of violations.of Chagga cultural precepts regarding 

cosmological balance, particularly the injunction to space child births. 

The stigma of poverty tends to compromise the ability of parents to 

Cop^ economically^and socially and to provide nurturance to their 

infants. Hie more deeply stigmatizing significance of kwashiorkor 

makes it difficult for parents to take aejiion to reverse the course of 

the. disease. Kwashiorkor is characterized as the mourning of these
r

children for loss of nurturance,-..

Health planners approach kwashiorkor as primarily a problem of 

The planners attribute theif lack of success'in 

treating the illness largely to non-compliance of clients which is in

nutrition education.

■ 'I
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turn accounted for by morally'.stigmatizing conditions such as alcoholism,

family breakup,, and unempldyment of tfe father rather than to'conditions

more deeply rooted in Chagga economy and culture.. Here too,‘there
** ’ ; •

appears t'6 be a victim-blaming attitude which probably elxercabates rather

. r •' —

;

than remedies the disease.

• • «
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CHAPTER I .

<•
■ ■ INTRODUCTIONr VIEWING THE PROBLEM.

... . , when ths paths traced, out become too difficult, or wheii'we see 
^ ■ ■ • no path, we can no longer live in so urgent-and difficult a world.

All. the ways are barred. However, we'must act. So we'try to 
change the world, that is, to live as if the connection between '

■ things and their potentialities were not ruled by deterministic 
processes, biit by magic. Let it be clearly understood that this 
is not a game; we are driven against a wall,'’and we throw ourselves ' ■ 
into this new attitude with all the strength we-can muster 
■(Sartre 1948:'59). • • ■'■

The most prevalent form of malnutfition in these days of global 

■ hunger is kwashiorkor,'a slow starvation from lack of protein and

more children in the world than

other' disease. Oyer a—four—and-a.half-year-period.i-.liKei-a±thJlie—

Chagga on Mt. Kilimanjaro, Tanzania, where kwashiorkor was np stranger. 

Paradoxically,^although the Chagga have an-image to the rest of their 

countrymen of prosperity, nutrition surj^s show that one child in 

twenty has severe protein-calorie malnutrition and nearly forty percent 

are consijjered symptomatic. While my study is related to the frequency • 

and-distribution of kwashiorkor on- Kilimanjaro-:and will help, illustrate _ 
the paradox of kwashiorkor rates being lower* in less prosperous

/

calories which kills and debilitates any

neighboring societies,'I vd.ll not explore these patterns..with, this 
thesis. Instead, my primary concern is to portray the ways in which the 

Chagga experience and respond-to kwashiorkor, reflecting significant

events in their families, in their communities, and in their, world. 

Although emphasis is given to the emotional aspects of kwashiorkor.

1 .
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■. nei't^ier the emotionality of the problem nor^ its physical'/hutritional
:i.' - ’ i . , . ,.. ' , <1 . '

manifestations will be,used to explain it. Instead, kwashiorkor is 

examined iSJi^^mtangling . the c'omplex: cultural threa'ds that show how-

'phoplh'intefpret their problematic, emotionally stressful lives.;

This is a clear departure from the usual approach problems 

of malnutrition and hunger. In some scientific circles, such phenomena 

are viewed as isolated pathologies located within individuals and.

■ . their deranged societie.s, and caused by poverty, ignorance, and lack .

of modernity.. According to this interpretation the greatest burden of 

change lies with the effected individuals, their families, and the'ir ■ 

communities. The solutions, devised are simple: treat the malnourished 

with an improved diet and educate the parents, who are assumed to' 

possess one or a combination of pathogenic traits.

- Other, observers suggest that these assumptions actually work 

to maintain an Unequal distribution of food and food.producing 

■ resources. They claim that colonialism, industrialization, neo- 

• colonialism, SEnd'-elitism within third world countries cause hunger and 

malnutrition. Therefore, those seeking individual, simplified 

: . solutions are merely perpetuating the problem through their ignorance

■ .'and unthinking.support of the broader socioeconomic processes involved.

■ .

./ To a large extent, I agree with the criticism that ignorance 

o,:f context obstructs an outsider's understanding of how people interpret ' 

their^wn hunger. Researchers asking questions in the face qf 

starvation may experience guilt, and otl^ conflictiirg^ emotions. They 

I, :. -may.;Consider,^their ,research to be qn adequate exchange in place of

fulfilling the immediate needs of.hungry people. By placing the blame 

- exclusively bn hungry individuals or on their culture, outsiders may
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. ■ deny their own responsibility for the.hunger—an attitude which com

pounds the life ofvthe, hungry. This denial is. enhanced by creating 

labels such as apathetic and hostile child, incpmpeteht mother, ' ‘ 

alcoholic, father,' Confected'families, and inefficient or 

society. These labels help rationalize and legitimize' an obligation,

to remain'outside and the outsiders right to change"the behavior of
, » • •■■■'. ■ • •

. hungry people. ‘ ' , . ; ■

_ I_.d2_B9t agree with any view that-hoids the stigmatized are

helpless, despairing, victims o.f circumstance. Instead I consider .

them to be dignified individuals who would, if possible, use their

stigma and-their suffering to manage their own situations. My

interpretive approach to explaining their experience' frees me from the

■ confines of biological science, which often discourages speculation on

what.the stigma and situation mean to the people and.how they go about .

managing both. '

- irresponsibly. ..

• ^-

.•

«?

,

■ My primary fociSs on the problem will be cultural. Although, .

economic, eftsjxjtuimental-, nutritional,-psycholSgical,-and other alterna- 

. tive foci are valid, culture has been the most misunderstood or 

neglected phenomenon in kwashiorkor research to date. Within this 

.eO.ften-sub^e-system of ideas, beliefs, and attitudes, fraught with 

contradictions, paradoxes, conflicts, and ambiguities, an interpretation 

of.kwashiorkor emerges and gains meaningT I will show the curious 

pattern of kwashiorkor distribution—it is found in some societies and 

not in,others, in some families and not in others, and in some children 

within a family and not in others. This selectivity will be examined 

through detailed analysis of the socioeconomic predicaments suffered 

by a few families I observed closely with kwashiorkoric children. The

\

' A

1

. \

;■
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patterns of interaction between afflicted families and neighbors 

obsecure'until I unders,tood the various views in the population towairi
■y. ■ ' ■ ' ■

scarcity:1the meaning of scarce resources to the Chagga.in general; ■ ■ 

how’-indiviaualsvcpme -fo value, certain .resources oyep: otheps;,and if . ,

' these meanings, and values change over time. ' :'

■ I do not wish to infer that some ^Chagga purposefully choose to 

have-a malnourished child.- Rather, I will show that these people are 

responding to either perceived or actual environmental- limits which 

■could result in neglect of the child. , The behavior, towards '^rill 

child is' part of a'-broader effort to affect some change in the family's
. ■ V ■' ’ ■ *

situation. It’is an-emotionally complex process'in which the‘child has

was

•r >

powers to affect a response as well. I am suggesting- that little under

standing is gained by" inquiries which either blame or totally exonerate 

- hunger victims-'-both views are one sided and fail to acknowledge the ,

■ processes of interaction involved.

. . It is_ not easy for- the outsider to overcome his/hep ethno

centric biaseWthat.color observations of another person's life

*

r.
problems “Buring my' research' my dim 'two "children: wef'e' bcffh.' This 

alone forced me to be more dependent on my Chagga' friends than I had'- 

anticipated. ^eir unscheduled easy interaction with children made 

them childcare .authorities in my eyes. But I was-unwilling to accept 

their authority during my own children''s illness due to- my- emotional..

stress and.cultural bias. Understanding the social.handling of a child ' 

with kwashiorkor-comes in part from the struggle of identifying with, 

yat rejecting another people*s ways. . '

. ^ -r .:. .

i

> •
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Understanding the Prpblemt-.From Observation
■■ to Participation to Interpretation

• I initially prepared for the problem'in 1970,by writing a 

.• research proposal to determine the.'extent- of . protein-calorie malnutri- '. . 

tion (PCM) in the Kilimanjaro region and its'relationship'to infant

r

r '

V

feeding practices, infant mortality and morbidity, and long range 

populatioi( growth. Mindful of Harris'. (1968: 461) suggestion to start . 

with kwashiorkor, I chose Jelliffe's ecological model in which the 

causes^^of. PCM were assumed to be determined by techno-econymic and - 

, techno-environmental forces such as population growth, change_in->- 

agricultural economy, landlessness and modernism'(including-the, spread 

of bottle feeding). Field 'techniques were de-vised 'to measure' 

statistically the incidence- of illness in 'relation to the bottle feeding 

syndrome and other hypothesized causes.

My home base on the.-mountain'(from, 1970 to 1975)' was an old 

German built coffee estate 'which my husband and I renovated and 

cultivated cc^^nally with fourteen Tanzanians,'many of whom had close 

• familial ties with the nearby "village," referred to as Lukaranga.^ - .

V This intensive participatory living arrangement is the.basiS of •

; . information'for my present study and will be discussed shortly*when I
■ '. . . . . . . . ■- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

-.compare my own impressions of the .Kilimanjaro people with past accounts. 

-After only six months it became obvious thftough a number of incidents 

' including the bir.th, bottle feeding and death of a -child born to our 

communal, group (a death said to have been partly caused by my warning 

to the mother that unless she clean the dirty bottle the child mght ,

fcr ..

#

A

r

T

die)^that there were other cultural, phenomena which seemed to have less

fco do with the bottle than with the complex emotions fo/ which I had no



t

■ ' ^

ready explanation.-- (See Chapter Seven for a description of this
1

■ incident.)

In response to my confusion and misunderstanding regarding 

research in general and my relationships with, the Chagga in partlcula'c, ■'

: I so,ught to affiliate nyself with a research institute to secure govern- ■

' ment clearance and to improve my original methodology for -Inyestigating 

malnutrition. A large regional hospital known as Kilimanjaro Christian- 

Medical Center (K.C.M.C.) became my research .base where I maintained'
' r •
an ad.-hoc consultant position with the Community Health and Pediatric 

Departments. The first research projecj; we initiated provided 

statistics on existing health beliefs and practices of mothers ^trending 

stationary child clinics (Lindner 1972). 'It was presumed that the data

_ obtained in one hour interviews of over,400 motjiers, along with clinical

measurements made of accompanying children,, would pro-yide-the' rationale 

for.,establishing a network, of mobile., clinics and a nutritional 

rehabilitation.center (NUKU) botiTfunded by the same private American 

donat;lon that.\guppofted the research.

i kept an eye on NURU's progress and three months later I 

formally evaluated it in a six month'study conducted by an inter-

I

•

I •

r-'

■'disciplinary team consisting of , a sociologist from the- University of
'«

"The Young Child

A

• S'

Dar es Salaam, a Chagga home economist' and myself.

Study" (Freyhold et al. 1973), as the project came to be known, wasV

*';pfgnnized to investigate the process of child nurturing and the

traditional cultural context within which modern programs in health and 

We gathered information-for its sponsors—UNICEF ,education operated, 

and the Tanzanian National Scientific Research Council—on Kilimanjaro's
' ./

ecohpryi child care, food consumption patterns, division of labor, land
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tenure, population trends, and available statistics 

incidence, including rates- of protein-calorie malnutrition. Three days 

of interviews with NURU's energetic and involved staff gave me a 

sense .of hope .for the .afflicted children. .It was- the only program 

we evaluated that did not appear swamped by people, 'its staff did not

act in the characteristically burned-out manner I observed in most of 

the other formal health programs operating in the Kilimanjaro area,

NURU planners intend'ed the institution to approximate as closely 

as possible normal Chagga life, so that concepts of medicine, education 

and nutrition would be conveyed in a manner approaching Chagga

on disease

;'

*•

N
traditions. Two large, whitewashed concrete buildings, were erected.

- Cfne housed,, in domitory style, the mothers and' their. children; the 

othe'r was used for cooking, teaching and the staff. The .place,was ,

referred' to as a klgigi (village) even though there.were no villages 

as such on the mountain. As initially planned,- mothers were'supposed 

to be in residence • for three to six weeks or until the child Hid'fully
rpcovered.

.Nine months after the first evaluation, NURU called for its own 

evaluation after staff noticed the same children returning and mothers 

leaving before their expected stay'was complet^. I helped design ,a 

follow-up study to investigate Irfiese problems 'as well as the socio

economic causes of malnutrition arid its fllationships. to the ppsition

The f^ollow-up study provides the primary focus for my thesis 

It was carried out by myself and five Chagga 

women students.who Were employed during the University’s three month.-' 

va,catipn period. Each of the students investigated'three to five NURU 

. families nearby their own Homes. I made regular visits to eight NURU •'

• of women.

(Swantz et al, 1975).

• i

■
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. families who■were living close to a mission clinic where I stayed for
■ ■. . . . . . . . . . ■ ■. . ■' ' . '■

one and'a'half months. . ^In .all,'-..we followed up forty families from;

NURU admittance re'cords and 'two additional families.found in my-study

; area which We'referred to NURU. The, selection-of familiesrdepended'

: minly on their proximity'to-the-home basest,of, the researchers^ • For' .. :

V -'each NURU family visited, at least two.other, families within their

immediate heigh'borhbod were supposed to he interviewed for ooipparative

purposes. Altogether, sixty-nine neighborhood families were visited^- - -

some-being the neighbors of mdie tt^^pne NURU family. Similar

comparative research methods were, used for neighbor families with the ' . .

additional aim of obtaining-neighbors' and relatives' viewpoints on

'tKe'^u5es"^The'™RU'^hlld'' s '.ilThehs' 'ahf the’ie^^ '' '

= rehabilitation.

' .  . The principal investigator in the follow-up, Marija Lisa;Swantz,

sought a problem-oriented-approach to st'a^ .the position,of women on' 

Kilimanjaro-ione that would result in the active involvement of 

researchers ia_gejgking solutions to the proble^.'facing their own ; ■ "

. people. Some of the events that affected our perspective on malnutrition 

' would hot,have occurred without these-efforts, - The mixed social' response, 

to our activism enabled us to confront the people's' poteritial for • . 
preventing kwashiorkor, to experience the barriers ^ected to obstruct 

prevention, -arid to be sensitive to the’ frustrations both the neighbors 

.and, the-NURU families as they attempted to cope.with one another.

\ tesearch.ers kept a^ daily journal of the results of-.their-visits with the. 

families as well'as other significant observation's^ conversations, and

'i

-yv

■—V- -.

r

'ji.

personal impressions. In'tdditlon, specific Info^tiOn on a variety of 

soc'ioeconomic, demographic, and environmental factors was,.obtained

'.N
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,through a questionnaire, the following table lists topics covered in ■ 

the questionnaire (see Table 1). To keep from Inhibiting rapport' ' 

between the people and the investigator the-questionnaire was not filled 

out in the families' presence. -The close relationship’to the people

: r ■ helped-us to-compare the Jamilyis^exp'ianations with .their, neighbors_____
V

^ ' and with our own observations*-*

.^.-The next table (Table 2) is taken from the follow-up report and ' .

summarizes significant factors we consider to. be involved in malnutri-
V'

tion. A quick glance of these findings shdwd that almost every one of 

the NURU families had two or .more factors'cited as responsible for the 

, childrens' illness. It was evident to me however that many other 

’Kilimanjaro families also shared these multiple/problemS but did not 

„ . ..have children with kwashiorkor. My thesis will not provide’ answers for 

simplified solutions to nutritional problems.Additionally our report 

- states that the- summary does not adequately express that traditional ’ 

constraints may' be factors in malnutrition. The only cases counted are 

■ those, in whicfa sorcery, curse, or neglect of a traditional obligation 

were specifically mentioned by the people concerned.'' (There were nine 

•such'cases in all.) The present study.,.seeks to explain in detail how 

past Chagga tradition interacts with contemporary socioeconomic and . 

environmental factors, I maintain that- tradition p-lays a role in each 

^ family's situation, regardless of whether it is mentioned or'not.

. The basis for this assertion stems not only from my field . 

research but also from.past ethnographic accounts of the Chagga. I 

initially prepared for.field work by studying:Guttman, feaum, Dundas, 

Mareila, and'others who gave prolific descriptions' of "traditional" 

Chagga life, Each of these.individuals had extensive personal

* •

■ !
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Table i. Topics in questi'onnaiie used for'NURU study. •'

1. Size'of cash and subsistence crops-'

2. Housing standards and possessions (including livestock)

3. Sanitation, and'iwatef resources

4. Father's occupation

5. Father-! s and-mother' s mobility ' ; - .

6. Ages and relig-ion of parents '

-7. Income producing activities of mothers

8. Family income

9. Mother's knowledge of family income

10. ‘-Alcohol.'consumption of parents

11. Education of parents

12. Reported child mortality 

13., Ages of (living children

14. The position of the NURU child in,the family

15. Mother's knowledge-of nutrition

16. ■The cduses,ef the child's malnutrition

17. Clinical assessment of the child's "malnutrition

18. Existence of cooperation amongst neighbors

19. Food purchasing and eating patterns

J

.J'

V-

V
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. Table 2. -.Sunimary of significant factors in cases of malnutrition 
' (Swantz, et al. 1975)

FACTORS

Total No. 
of Factors

' Case 
Nos.

NURU
Nos. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10•1 2 3

.37 1 1 1 1 51 -1
is*

6137 + 39
2 +‘i26

2 1 1 1 1
1 5■3 1. 1 1 1

1+ 1- 1 573 4 1 1
144 1* 315 '■ ■ 1

3 ■- 6 1 162 1
1* 4181 7 1 1

61 1'-74, 75, 8 1 1 1 1
11* 1 81 19 1 1 1

1 • 410 1 1 1111 ■: 
05-52-

61 !■ 1 1 176 11 1
05-59-

4-1* 1 1-"93‘ .. 12 1
213 1 11
2198 - 14 1 1
31 1T95b 15 ;.l

-1-96-
42, 43

16
17. .

61 144 • 1 1 1 1
1 4 . 

, 2.

71 1 1 1

18 1 1174 1

21 1164 -.19
165

133, 134 Sr
1* 61 1142 20 . 1 . 1 1

9 or 106
30 .22

521 1 1 1 1 1
0

a57-,' 161
1' 2-166 23 1

765 24 1 1 11 1 •1 1

\

S
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Table 2 (cont’d.)

NURU-
Nos.

Total No. 
of Factors;

Case
Nos.

8 101 2 3 6 7 9

t

1<(3 3125 1

4158 1 1 1
■■

4 41- ;.l27 1
1,

•15 28 1 1 2

3,1 1139 29 1

4130 1 1 132,

71 11 1 126 31 1

1 1 .18 32

41133 1 1-20

'4'11 1 1183, 184 34

3,11. 114 -35.*
07-46 
48. 49, 11.36

50
1 5.1 1- 137'- 117,6

41 138 1 110

51 1 139 1 131
A '

87V 88 3140 1 1
.-i--

1 31 14180 <
42 1'-1 167—

7 22 14 -917 13- 28 18 20 17TOTALS

>•

; r.
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Table 2. (cont'd.)-

j

Factors:

1. Landholdings (kih'amba): below 1 acre or none. C17)
2. No lowland cultivation. (13)
3. No cattle owned (indicates cows .are kept for other owners) v'

(28)..-
4. Lowest level of housing (IV) _,or no loose property (income

. indicator). (18) ■ . •
5. No, education of one or bpth parents. (20)

^ 6. ..Alcoholism. .(17) • • '
7. Illness or death of father or illness of mother. (7)
8. Husband's inadequate support.
9. Frequent births (at least two births in two consecutive years).

. (.1^) ■ ' ■ . ■■

10. Sorcery allegations, curse or neglect of a traditional 
obligation. .(9)

(22)

V
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involvement with the people. In'‘fact,' Raum (1940) was born' and raised 

. ^_on Kilimanjaro by his missionary parents and Marelle (1963, 1965) is 

himself a Chagga. Guttman (1926, 1932), a missionary ethnographer 

- who lived.with the Chagga fop more than two decades in the first quarter 

of the twentieth, century, has published over 500 items on these people. ■ 

Dundas (1924) joined the Chagga in the earlier pant of this'century as ^ 

District Officer for the British Protectorate,. Supposedly beloved by 

the people hd" governed', Dundas'is partly responsible for introducing and 

spreading coffee production. All four individuals were deeply devoted 

and attached to the Kilimanjaro way of life and. their chosen task was to 

preserve.ideal society in writing before westernization abolished its 
meaningfulness. Taken together, their work, stands as an.informative '

portrayal of past customs of the Chagga*-

When I arrived at Kilimanjaro in 1970, I was initially impressed 

with an apparently different people than those portrayed by' others.At 

first glance, the wealthy and educated el'lbe seemed^o be^almost totally 

integrated fh-feo^a-sophisticated urban mode of.jlife. Their ways spread 

a web of influence' over .the peasantry so that the whole population .took 

on a veneer of transformation. Both peasants and elites often chastized 

me for what they considered-were my efforts to identify‘with“ordinary

people. My style of dress, I was told, was quite behind the -times—was' -

2 * ‘
I mocking African culture^ Why did I not have servants when fl could

afford them? I could walk a mile down the mountain into Shanty-Town,
• ■ , i - - .

the wealthy European,..-Asian and African ghetto, where I could-expect, a 
' dry mdrtini and my choice of stereophonic music at a number of plus/

Chagga homes—a stark contrast to life in Lukaranga where most /

' socializing took place outside'my hosts' simple mud abodes.- /

\

-f..

r - 'j*..'t

r-.T." . ‘‘
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’ It was in the wealthier homes that I was initially taught Chagga

manners—that it was rude' to ask people how many children they had, that

• one- usually does not speak during meal times (although wealthier people 

usually do), and so on. Friends took pride in teaching me Chagga 

cuisine.and displaying the hand-carved Chagga wooden bowls in which 

the food was served before being dished onto fine China. ■ -After dinner 

conversations' would examine Kilimanjaro history and make critical 

reflections on the direction people seemed to be choosing,-,. Although ' 

wealthier people assured me of the demise of what they called "super- 

stitions," I sensed that this came more from assessing-the-.beliefs of 

their Wazungu (European or white western) company than.from, fully 

- rejecting tradition. These people were still strongly tied to their 

"country cbhsins" on the mountain and many maintained a small farm for 

weekend retreats. Even less well-to-do but modern farmers might keep a 

banda (banana thatched iroundovai) on their premises to continud ties with . 

' - the past. At first this struck me as strange since on the mountain a 

banda.as the dwneris only home was a sure sign of deprivation., ' I later 

came to understand that the Chagga elite adhered to,traditions in order 
• '^H.o fortify, their own sense of .aesthetics and history. - Yet, depending 

on their company and perhaps their own level of reflection, they often 

spoke of customs as being -vulgar and primitive. . '

Although.the Chagga seemed to be an open people, they had their 

defenses. Host likely these were erected to shield them from implied 

and actual'criticism by the large Hahlndi (Asian) and Wazungu CEuropean). 

minorities who came to Kilimanjaro as merchants,^olonial farmers, 

missionaries, teachers, doctors, and experts-with solutions. The Chagga 

-borrowed what cultur-ai- elements- they- admired and dismissed._the...rest with

k-.-
' 'V

9?
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an array of distancing mechanisms—a characteristic way to handle and- ■

_eventually incorporate those who wished ^ live on the mountain.

As an outsider, I had a variety of motivations in coming to." '

. Kilimanjaro. Abandoning the discontent and activism of the sixties, - 

I sought a-socialist refuge.where-I-cbuld live with, a rural/people and 

begin my family.' Ify-.research proposal was devised'-'as a. means of' ' 

legitimizing my interests and supporting, an "intellectual inyoTvement 

in the process of rearing children.’ The ujamma (communal) spirit- we . . 

foisted on those living.with us was a farce in this largely capitalist . ■

enclave of"socialist Tanzania. Yet it was through this naive-attempt at 

integration that I came, to understand deviancef'coritradiction, .'conflict, 

anT^'the problem''Of kwashiorkor which is rooted in these aspects -of • 

Chagga life. .
■

Before introducing my approach in'interpreting the Chagga ‘ 

experience with kwashiorkor, I will review other approaches to show the - 

exteitt' to which they ignore or reject the peoples' perspective, 

resulting in further blaming of the victims'. Historically, most research 

- on the nature and'etiology of kwashiorkor has centered on two- sets, of 

factors aimed at improving curative and preventive measures: 1)' those 

relating to- diet and nutrient intake; 2) those relating to sickness; • 

disease, and genetic factors which affect an-individual's .nutrient 

requirements. "A brief epistemology^ of, this research is. given in order 

to examine'the underlying assumptions. -I the.n discuss certain '

.psychological and cultural studies chosen as representative’of the 

field and .as particularly incisive ..regarding subtle aspects of, the ■

: problem that I wish to emphasize. However,. most,^re limj.ted in their

—Befception of context and systems of meaning which are necessary for_ ^_ _

\.
V

>
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undetstandirig the complex processes surrounding the social handling of 

a hungry child.' . „

Medical Studies of Kwashiorkor

The first"scientific description of kwashiorkor was written in '

1926 by a British physician in Kenya. He states:

The disease- Occurs only in quite young children; the child is 
nearly always of an•extraordinary light color and is^usqally 
brought up on account .of swelling of the feet. The only 

■ history obtainable appears to be that in a number of-cases thejg.* - 
had been slimy motions for some time.- As the disease progresses, . 
•the child becomes pale in color and the pigment seems to be 
concentrated into a curious black desquamation which is often 
noticeable on the arms and legs,. The, child, as far as my 
information' goes, nearly always dies (Erocter^l926: 284).

-In a historical account of medical research oh kwashiorkor

Trowell (19^4: 13) observes that most early health workers concluded .

that the disease was entirely due to tropical'parasites. Yet later

descriptions given' by Trowell,, such as McConnel's ,"edema disease^'

(19l8),, showed a geheral absence of parasites when the disease

appeared shortly after famine conditions. . Furthermore, Normet (1928)
>iV^ II1 I I j

found that parasitic infections were often no heavier among.pooV 

agricultural laborers and cooliea.Jdi Indo-china who had symptoms of 

kwa.shiorkor than among apparently healthy workers. The fatty liyer 

observed in- most pathology reports influenced Waterlow (1$48) to define 

kwashiorkor as' "fatty-liver disease,"' again another,attempt to place ■ 

the locus in a single organ-. The, credibility of this hypothesis was - 

_ questioned when the fatty changes in the liver were demonstrated to be 

, neither marked, nor significant and sometimes altogether absent in 

adult*cases studies by Davies (1948). Still others based their 

. ^ diagnoses on dermatosis, supporting the view of Stannus (1935) that the 

: - : disease; '^S pellagra—a 'vitamin 'B^c'dmprex^defi'ciency-;- - - - - ^- - - - - -

.- »•

-s.
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: In a recent articlej- Trowel! (1975) describes his .own personal ■ ■

He first assumed■struggle to■understand the etiology of kwashiorkor.

.. - the Jisease^to be due-to parasite infestations, then; infantile pellagra..

In-1935 while working in Uganda-, he found the disease diagnosed as' 

congenital sj^hillis and treated accordingly.

■ by'Trowell, a treatment regime based; on tjie diagnosis was initiated and

In each instance cited '

resulted in failure. ■ • Tha-^hysicians involved, who were almost always ' 

■working in Isolation:from one another, usually attempted to define 

disease in terms of singulat signs or symptoms. Proctor's diagnosis, 

for example, was'simply given' as "a nutritional edema of .Unknown: ' 

cause" (1926.: 284) . He was unaware of other descriptions'"of the . - 
disease in children as well as adults where 'edema was shown to be 

, absent. Understanding the nature and cause of illnesses like kwashiorkor 

was difficult, for a host of reasons :' poor communication^ lack of 

laboratory equipment at medical stations, variations in the symptoms-

- ■ manifested by different ethnic groups, little of no information' on the 

Incidence of. suficific diseases, and a general dismissal of cultural ■ 

beliefs about its, etiology, as superstitious, unimportant,-or, at w'orst.j'' ' 

interfering in a -family's compliance with a treatment program.

Brock and Autret's publication (World Health Organization 1952) 'v 

■ on kwashiorkor concluded that'diet plays a large part in its etiology',
, • ■it '

' specifically a deficiency of prote.in in relation to calories. However,

Trowell (1975;: 2) gradually^began to question such a-'‘'^mplistic

approach, as he observed a fOrt-y percent mortality rate in children ,, '

after;treatment .with.milk, a nutritious diet, and all knoim vitamins.

•. /

"How could-this be a deficiency disease? How had the ignorant Africans 

recognized a disease we had missed?" he asked, referring. to the word .
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kwashiorkor which was taken from the Ghanian language.

■ Williaing (1933) was the first, to adopt this term used by the 

Ghanian people with whom, she was working. It translates as "the 

. disease of the deposed baby when the next one is born." ^Her ppprecia-

_ tion of the peo^ple's sociological view of causation helped to broaden "

' the understanding of non-bi'ologicail factors involved in disease etiology.
. . 1

• ■

■ . • ^is manner of. medical', thinking was finding some acceptance as,- a

consequence of scientists' inability to explain chronic illnesses such 

as cancer, diabetes and heart disease on the basis of single factor'' 

causality. Admitting variation in the definition of a disease:does'

hot'mean that;the biological-nature of the disease'hias changed. _

-Without adequate proteins and calories there most likely will be 

. However,^lack of such foodstuffs, wliile a necessary 

condition, maynot always be suf f icient' to cause kwashiorkor. Williams 

' (1973: 335) noted:

It is, in fact, rarely possible to see a clear cut case of one 
specific nutritional deficiency. Most cases that one.sees are 
of non-specific conditions usually mixed in manifestations and

- - - - ^ in. _etloldgy,_pften mild or marginal and differ greatly
■according to the stage that -the disease has reached when 

' observations are first miade.

. ‘ . williams', statement becomes even more meaningful when we Ipok .

at debates on the supposedly more easily measured biophysical factors 

in research on kwashiorkor and the related' syndrome marasmus.

Traditionally maramus has been des.cribe^r-hs a deficiency of energ'y 

-Ccalprles).,:.and„kwashiprkor .as a deflc^ncy of protein accompaniedjijy 

adequate calories. However, Waterlow and Payne. (1975) suggest instead • 

-that ^n'a,diet marginally deficient in both protein and energy individual 

; variationsiin'requirements due to unknown biological factors could lead 

to maramus in a child with high energy requirements and kwashiorkor in

>

kwashiorkor
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'a child with high protein requirements. They maintain that evidence ,

_ ;■ of kwashiorkor as a protein deficient state is inconclusive, based on

current estimates of children's protein and energy requirements. They 

propose that the problem is one of tothi energy availability and 

individual utilization of food stuffs. The disease is manifested • 

through loss of appetite and an increased: protein and energy require- 

ment associated with infections and the Inability'qf weaning children _ 

V to hold and digest.sufficient quantities of cereals, to satisfy their ’ 

„ energy needs, ..They further state that it isi-important to realize how 

much is still unknown about the way in which" children adapt or fall 

to adapt to deficient diets, implying that, psychological and socip- . 

cultural factors have some impact on_physiological utilization of 

digested foods.

1

As awareness develops of. the legs easy'y measured ’ sociological r ■ 

and psychological factors, scientists persist in seeking devices'to ‘ 

measure the impact of. these features so that.they too can be ifolated 

and therefore ultimately controlled'. Parallel research on similar 

syndromes such as celiac disease—a digestive disorder in children, 

highly prevalent in the developed world—came to gn,earlier appreciation 

of the nonphysiological/nutritional aspects of the Illness, probably- 

because researchers could more easily identify with the emotional 

components found in their owii culture.

^ Celiac disease is now generally considered a psychosomatic ''

■ illness (Rank et ai. i948; Prugh 1957). Various stress related theories 

have recently been used for explaining cases of celiac disease and 

' other syndromes inwhich psychological factors are viewed as causal 

(Mutter 1966). Researchers are attempting to-design, scales to measure

-»
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the impact of sprees on the child's nutritional status (Coddington 1971).

While individual'CQi^eling may help reduce stress..hy providing

support, this approach sKiTts.the larger issues involved in loss of 

■ stable support. In addition, reducing the cause to psychological 

components has the effect of either blaming the individual child or 

its parents for causing the problem—a ready explanation if the 

physicians' efforts at amelioration .fail.* "

Although I consider the emotional climate- as the most suitable
. A

environmental context, to be analyzed for an^.understanding bf kwashiorkor, 

I.oppose explanations in which psychological factors alone are viewed 

as the source of kwashiorkor. Citing stress, change or conflict as the 

cause of-emotional disturbance and, therefore, the cause of the disease 

brings out the absurdity -of programs designed to reduce stress in the 

liv^'of people experiencing a famine!

Although these concepts have put new emphasis on the complexity

of kwashiorkor-as a systemic phenomenon, viewing stress and the

resulting emotional strain as causes of pathology reifies them aS

agents of, rather than usual accompaniments to, the problem. !Jhy, fp.r

instance, do similarly, stressful events fail to produce malnutrition

. in other situations, or why is it that the same events stimulate
•/ ■ . » . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

■ preventative measures in different contexts? Without an overview of_

the whole situation, including the peoples'^own interpretation of it,

the role of stres's in human interaction becomes misunderstood.

/

• \



Psychological Approaches to Kwashiorkor

Those who have emphasized the psychological factors in 

kwashiorkor have illuminated the problems of a child's adaptation to 

its environment. Personal observations and experi^gnces with . 

kwashiorkoric,children made me aware of the-emotionally charged climate 

that surrounded them. Parental apathy, rage, indignation, flight from 

responsibility, guilt, and other feelings accompanying the child's 

retreat from the world needed, I felt, to be-explained. My work is

:■

essentially an effort to get behind the appearances of the emotional

environment and interpret tfie wider contexts of events which trigger

The studies reviewed below are two ofparticular emotional responses.
I

the best summaries to date of the psychological components in the

occurrance and handling of kwashiorkor. Although the emotional changes 

‘ accompanying,'the disease have long been recognized as Important in the 

child's failure to thri-ye, those involved in disease prevention and

■p-

treatment have generally remained perplexed and angry at emotionality 

because it cannot be controlled with the resources at their disposal.

The fetrst-study was conducted in a hospital setting in Mexico 

City-(Gomez et al. 1954: 631). The "psychosomatic" problems observed 

are listed as "maladjustment between the child and his family, loss of 

spinchter control, inability to stand, unwillingness to take any food 

that is not liquid, and perserverations of mo’tions, attitudes and 

spoken word." In addition, they say that in the final stages of the 

disease, there is‘absolute quietness and a full withdrawal from the 

environment. The child lies with his eyes .closed, reluctant to watch 

-the things that move about. Reactions to auditive, gustative and 

tactile stimuli are slight and consist of systematic negation and

A.
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reifusal. The changes are attrlhuted partly to polyneuritis-and partly 

■ to the frustration-of the emotional and biological needs of the child 

. which, brings nonspecific reactions of. the -whole'personality, to the ‘ i

~".'extefnarme-dium";~“ Anorerf.-a--(refusal-to- eat) -which^-is seyere^.is-„:_

considered to beithe'result of the child's daily frustrations to the 

• satisfactions of its most imperative demands. While some description 

of the psychology of kwashiorkor is given in Gomez's study,: little ,

-; effort is made to-explain,..for instance, why there is familial malad-

justment-, why . the child's needs become frustrated, and why it refused . “

to eat and finally withdraws. .

.— . ■ . \

; A more-useful, description-, of psychological- factors is given in 

a 1956 investigation (Geber et al.; 307.) of. twenty-four mother/child ' 

. -couples hospitalized in -Uganda which bases its. observations on Bowlby's-

(-1958) attachment studies,' It-cprrelatea physical.separation of child

and mother ..and failure to thrive.:

In; more than half of all the.cases of kwashiorkor that, have been . 
admitted'to .the wards, of the Infantile Halnutrition Group, there 
-has been a history of separation.-„.The effects that the child 
deprived, of maternal care has become a well-recognized patho
logical‘entity as an outcast from European society Ihere Bowlhy 
is, cited] . One of the first and most important reactions.-to 

' .distress is by ari alteratiprrof his way of eating, usually . 
refusal to get usual food and a demand for the more exotic.

. If the European And'the African'.child happen to react in the -
s^^ the consequences may be'.even more ■ - • *
spectular for the African. . He may get'-kwashiorkor.

The authors are particularly concerned with situations i-n which ^

- :the child was sent,' according to Custom, to live with grandparents of

other relatives. In these cases they consider the loss of. the mother to 

.. be a mechanism in the development of psychological Injury, ultimately .

causing kwashiorkor. They state that in the most severe cases, hospital 

observations of mother-child interaction showed the child to be insecure

••
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;and acting as if rejected. The researchers hesitantly assert that 

"the quality of the relationship might determine to somerextent the 

degree of [disease] severity" (307). They also point to some puzzling
I

features, of. the incidence Of tjhe disease referring to patterns of
' ' ■ - - ■ ■; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '

distribution within and between famj.lies.

It has often -been found that only one of several children in the 
same family has been affected,-although no change in family 
circumstances*, or of diet, can be discovered. It has been 
notable, too, that the families affected were not necessarily 
.the pooregt, or the most ignorant, or those that had the 
greatest difficulty in getting food to which they were 
accustomed (296). * .

■ The researchers conclude that the parents hdve the power to alter the 

child's condition,■"but in fairness to the parents,-we should admit that 

we have very little knowledge of the circumstance that have determined

All we know is -that the life of the African is.oftentheir- attitude.

hazardous and uncertain, and'that for many reasons disturbances of family 

life are common" (309)(emphasis added).

More than any other work, the Ugandan study plays on the points 

I wish to clarify with this thesis. Ever since Bowlby (1958) showed 

the measurable'*pB^iplogical response of both mother and child in 

attachment and J,pss processes, there ha^ been a better appreciation of 

the psycholo'gical/physiologicai feedback in this relationship. In 

applying Bowlby’s model, however, the Ugandan researchers fail to ? 

explain the processes connecting the patterns they observe. They seem 

mesmerized by the psychological t^ologies used to enhance their 

descriptions, and raise questions which they leave unanswered because' 

'“thelrhospital research isolates the problems from their natural 

■contexts.' If the child were observed in its home environment, the 

' 'researchers-might broaden Bowlby's theory of attachment to include

.....
V--: '
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other nurturers with whom the child has formed culturally acceptable, 

bonds. They would .question the causes of bonding disturbance 

including the cultural views of the child's responsibility in the 
attachment\process, and they might question the processes responsible 

for the cultural views in the first place. If nothing more, their 

• .gently posed implication that parents and African society are 

. responsible for kwashiorkor, would not-be conclusions that blame 

victims, but would stimulate further'inquiry, including reflection 

on,the implied demand for personal involvement with the ill children 

. they encounter and their own ambivalent response.

Cultural Approaches to Kwashiorkor

To my knowledge, the experience of kwashiorkor has not been , 

the central focus in any anthropological research. The disease is 

usually.;Considered~as part of another .problem as in Whiting's (1964)

study of the effects of climate on certain cultural practices, 

work provided some of*the guidelines for my initial research proposal

His

and contributed insights into questions regarding distribution of 

kwashiorkor between societies. It also helped stimulate some of the

questions which developed out of my interests in the peculiar distribu-, 

tion of kwashiorkor within a family. Whiting found a correlation 

between kwashiorkor occurrence, tropical environment deficient in 

available protein, and a cultural complex^designed to limit the 

. possibility of this disease. He was originally searching for the origin 

of male circumcision rites when, using the Human Relations Area Files, 

he found-the following chain of casual events. Protein deficient 

tropical diets were seen as placing a premium on prolonged lactation 

for maintaiiiing the infant's protein intake during critical growth
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period!. In turn, the taboo of postpartum sex during•nursing protects 

prolonged lactatthe competition of pregnancy and a second

Sex taboos partially explain polygyny and separate housing forinfant.

the husband’s wives. This becomes more-convenient with patrilocal 

residence which strengthens patrilineal ties. The existence of strong 

patrilineal ties.in a situation where the wife sleeps apart from her 

■ husband but next to her nursing child necessitates a severe puberty 

ritual -to assure proper male role identity.'

A similar complex of events was interpreted differently by 

Jelliffe (1975), a trbpical pediatrician who has long recognized the
- /

need for an anthropological contribution to studies/on childhood

malnutrition. He maintains that kwashiorkor should be regarded as the 

result of an ecological imbalance rather than exclusively as a dietary 

disorder. In one paper he confirms the African assumption, that weanling 

children are more vulnerable to kwashio’rkor than any other group, and 

discusses the following cultural and environmental factors,as contribu

ting ..to the syndrome. A decline in postpartum sex taboos leads to mor^ 

frequent pfegrEancyand maternal depletion.. Mothers seldom nurse while 

pregnant;-because of beliefs that it will adversely affect the' nursing 

child. The increased birth rate leads to population growth on land . 

having limited carrying capacity. This in turn results in an insuffic

ient supply of nutritious food for both mother and child and 

consequently induces malnutrition in weanling children,

Whiting's and Jelliffe's studies appear to contfad'icrnme- - -—

another. Jelliffe points out that malnutrition in weanling children
. . . .  - —
occurs because of a breakdown in a society's methods to adequately 

space .births and that this depletes the'environment causing further

...
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malnutrition. Whiting states that the origin in'a society's prophy

lactic customs such as prolonged nursing, postpartum sex tahoos, etc., 

are the results of an already depleted or limited environment. As much 

as Jelliffe insists on an ecological approach to_ kwashiorkor, his work 

nonetheless reflects the medical scientist's search for isolating .. . 

features which can be controlled,•given the proper measures. His 

■study of kwashiorkor is limited anthropologically because of its
Both Whiting and Jelliffe view

kwashiorkor as being mechanistically detepnined by a single line of 

causes, and they fail to explain feedback between'the systems examined.

A few anthropological studies on nutritional problems have made, 

additional findings in terms of disease distribution: Foulk's research 

on. Arctic hysteria among-the Eskimo-being the most noteworthy.. Studies 

that depend exclusively on quantitative methods, however, tend to have ■ 

a limited understanding of process and consequently are prone to 

misinterpretation. An example of this is a 1968 study in a partially 

industrialized area in South India which was concerned with growth 

failure in children and its relationship to infant nutrition 

(Gokulanthan, K. et al. 1968). It analyzes the weight and height of ■ 

preschool children of high, middle and low socioeconomic groups- along 

■ with levels of modernity. It then compares these growth patterns with 

those found in industrialized areas of India and the United States.

The researchers conclude that the growth failure seen in the high and 

middle sociOtnconomic—groups-fji_p.artially industrialized areas (compared 

to the growth of children in the same soci^eonomic groups in 

industrialized areas) and the growth failure of children in low socio- 

economic groups in both partially industrialized and in industrialized 

, is ''no^du’e^ to poverty and the^lack of avaiiabirity of food

. exclusive’ concern with cultural causes.

b

areas
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materials"-(118). Instead, they cite a certain complex of socio

cultural traits as causing what they refer to as "sociocultural 

malnutrition" (118). Among them is conflict between traditional and 

modernAways 6f life which.leads to "improper utilization bf, modern
• -r.

technical knowledge about infant nutrition by a traditionally-oriented 

peasant community" (122). They refer to the people caught in this

conflict as being disassociated from their traditionaLvalues.,, ' 

basically suspended dn a cultural gap where old ideas are applied 

Their culture itself is-likened to a "disturbedinappropriately.

^state' akin to the clinical condition of any .organism under:a stressful

situation" ,(122). The syndrome of. sociocdi^al malnutrition, the 

autbors7suggest, "is not limited to partially industrialized areas, but ' 

can occur in any community" in the process of socio-ciiitural integration 

to urban life" (123). The assumptipn carried throughout their -research- 

is that these individuals fail to integrate themselves in the broader 

society because of: 1) choices to maintain certain traditions which-"Sre 

applied inappr^fiately; 2) general technological incompetence; and '

3) ignorance of successful old and new traditions. <rheir' solution is' 

simple: more research on sociocultural factots so that the people can 

be educated as to the proper choices in child care.

In contrast to-this .perspective, I suggest that these "marginal," 

people are actually integrated into the wid.er society by sharing 

similar beliefs, values, knowledge, etc. Yet they'are subjected to a- 

great amount of social ostracism from the predominating "modern" groups 

which systematically; obstruct their incorporation, in part, because the 

rejected group holds alternative cultural ties. Because rejection makes 

.'decision making more stressful and less secure, I'marginal" people appear
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to'lack gaidelines for their behavior.' Their conflict is puch more 

complex than the researchers suggest and cannot be easily measured in 

a questionnaire. Had they thoroughly investigated the more successful 

groups they probably would have found both older and newer traditions 

present. However, the acceptability of these successful groups prevents
' . V. ' ' ■ •• ■ ■ .

their lives from appearing-fraught with stress and conflict. The 

researchers also fail to perceive’ what the people view as their options 

during stressful situations. This;myopia skirts the relationship'

• between groups of people'which has more impact on what people do than 

any other |^tor cited in this process. The researchers blame the ' 

"pathogenic culture" and its ignorant , and incDmp_etetit members for 

causing malnutrition. Unwittingly, they are participating with the 

wider society in rejecting families with malnourished•children as being 

• ignorant, unprogressive and moral failures.

In this thesis, I examine the process of becoming typed as a 

failure and show how the resulting stigma increases the stress of 

. failure. I suggest that the role of ignorance is greatly overplayed 

in assumptions^f'kwashiorkor causation and that the role of culture 

conflict has been twisted”'by the ethnocentric biases of those outside 

the hunger experience. The kind of qualitative approach presented in 

the following, section is intended to supplement the findings of 

luantitative research as well as to stimulate reflection on research 

ssumptions.

A
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InCerpretive Social Science:'An Alternative
Approach to tKe Study of Kwashiorkor

This disseration represents my own search for a meaning to the 

absurdity felt when observing little'children failing to grow. ■ 'Voicing', 

the experience of a people with the help of their own interpreta€ibn.

• . can provide a synthetic and more holistic view of’a problem when

juxtaposed with the interpretations o£ an outsider. Such philosophical • 

-concerns' are placed under the rubric of "hermenutics', a phenomenological 

examination of the self/other encounter th'at has influenced the 

questioning style of interpretive social scientists who seek "to 

organize a wide variety of human phenomena that cannot be comprehended

- - throughHnnde-ls-based-en—l-inear—relations-amonE_elefents" (Rabinow and_ _ _

Sullivan 1979; 4). Emotional, intuitive and sensual "data" become 

valid and significant aspects of problems being considered. Meaning 
itself is more profoundly understood when it'ls recognized as a-pa;^!^”^ 

of shared not merely observed interactions. The use of h'ermenutlcs 

encourages the investigators to be aware of their epistemological 

foundations so that they-can be more sensitive to both the social 

. processes and the contexts of learning which determine the typologies 

used in their explanations.

Ignoring either the nontraditiortal phenomena or the values and 

feelings of the researcher contradicts the'principles of holism which

s "

' social science espouses, provides fuel for the distancing mechanism

and removes' the investigator from the 'necessary to blame the vic^^, 
task of self-reflection. /Distancing function’s to defend the observer

from any personal feelings of connection and responsibility toward the 

people and situations being observed. Through defensive labels the 

■ observer can attempt to_ manipulate'the person's pathology which is
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to be isolated, from the rest of the person. Reifying the pathology 

serves as an idealogical support f.or the outsider's dominant position 

as manipulator. '

Goffman (1974) refers to the legitimations and. rationalizations - 

which {produce labeling ideology and protect the status quo as "stigma 

theories". These ideologies explain the stigmatized person's inferiority 

and threat to society which justify a variety of discriminations that 

effectively, if unthinkingly, reduce the .stigmatized person's option.

I have used Coffman's wo'rk on stigma’ to interpret many of the individual

situations encountered throughout this thesis. Stigma, I show, is 

tied to the Chagga whose failures appear to be a .chronic drain on

Caretakers of children with kwashiorkor are frequently, though^others.

not universally, viewed as unenlightened individuals who stubbornly

refuse' to join |he modern world or who, for lack of managing competence, 

fail to acquire its material symbols. • '

Stigma can also be applied to wealthy neighbors or kin who fail 

to assist others in their misfortunes or who have no excuse that holds 

up- against a censuring community. The people who .fail and the people 

-who reject the failures share the same ideologies, are affected by the

same economic crises, and share the same conflict regarding modem and

In fact, it was probably due to thesetraditional ways .of life. 
similarities that people had a reserve of compassion for failed

individuals. 'If the stigmatized manage to improve their situation, the 

legitimacy of the imposed stigma is questioned and they stand a ■ 

better chance of regaining support. Other people's situations which 

not yet stigmatized especially highlight the dynamics of stigma 

manag^ent when their children became ill with kwashiorkor, because- -

were
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It-is only by carefully interpreting each

t these processes

kwashiorkor was sti^atic.

person's situation and his/her interpretation of jit tHk 

- are illuminated;' J- . -

The interpretive approach is not without shorfcomings. For 

instance, Turnbull's rather, biased discussion of the Ik o'f Uganda finds 

■ the ill-fated researcher immersed in a problem'with which he was ' ■■■

emotionally unprepared to deal. In fairness to Turnbull, it is hard to 

' imagine any human being able to maintain an analytical posture when

surrounded-by the extensive suffering and death caused-by severe famine.
. ' - ' ’ • ■ ' ■ : • • ‘ - 
The hungry''eyes which stare at, his food while avoiding interpersonal

communication, the dying ol(J man who resjionds with ingratitude, to the
' . .. : • ; ' ' . ■

_ attempts Turnbull made to comfort him, the population which seemed -in 

■' ,'. mourning for loss of meaning are all characterized as “fespmsible“for 

their own predicaments. Such presumptions are expressed even though 

the author acknowledge's that the Ik had been recently forced by .the 

Ugandan government from their hunting-gathering subsistence in a lush 

environment to agricultural subsistence in a marginal area. Turnbull- 

appears to use“§fifer at the Ik as, a defense against his own feelings.

T have come to appreciate Turnbull's work, not because I find his 

■"' concluding interpretations altogether'convincing, but because of what 

he.-communicates to us about an outsider trying to remain removed from

. a human misery he shares by living in the ’s'ame^wo'fTd';: ^
■ » • ,t *

Mjt^udy among, the Chagga would have had similar biases had I

had the Same good^fortune as'Turnbull'to finalize the report within a <

short period after the field experience.- Circumstance has forced an

extended evaluation' of the 1970 to 1975 period during which I lived in

Tanzania, most of the time on Mt. Kilimanjaro, where a famine occurred

A
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•during the mydle two years. • Six months prior to the famine, I worKed 
with~'a“-medidal'team-^ to-establish a nutrition-rehabilita^icm center 

which was designed to reduce the growning numbers, of malnourished 

. children. We developed a typology of causes of kwashiorkor: ignoranoei- 

apathy, overworked mothers and lazy fatherSj^ alcoholism, social and 

familial breakdown, poor financial planning,'cgmpetiveness, lack of 

cooperation, social inequality, and the refusal of the Chagga, people ,

■ accept a socialist government. These -views were consistent with our ^ 

assumptions about why the nutrition tenter was failing—it was simply - '

the fault of the Chagga. '

. V

A Summary of:. Findings -

The-fear of scarcity, which inltialj^^’^raay have been limited’ to 

food shortages,, took on added meaning as the society grew in ■ 

complexity and population during the coloniali period. The insecurity
'..ir •’• •

normally triggered by food.los?,in days of subsistence farming, could 

also be triggered by actual or possible threats' to the cultural or 

material tieSs^tlie.Chagga kept with a broader world cash economy. These 

changed orientations increased the work burden of women because men 

were pushed- off the farms to seek more prestigious cash related work.

The religious Ideology brought by the colonialists strengthened the 

rationale for male’dominance while it weakened traditional sources-of 

male ^ldentltv~and~~Eradi1rional—guidelines For spacing children.

Coupled with growing inequalities in income and decreased size 

of landholdings; poorly spaced children-are being born to parents who 

. compare their situations to others and see that they are falling behind. 

- ■ 'Most people aspire for.maendeleo (social progress) which in the Chagga 

' culture is more deeply rooted~to-the-eapitaiist- goal-of-industrial —i ^
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developBent than is their contempdrary "spcialist- government’s goal of

kugitengamea (self-reliance) .-^'Consequently, scarcity can mean a

shortage of modem material goods and opportunities. Scarcity, for

example, brought the Tanzanian government to restrict private cars,

much to the Chsgga's resentment. .Government confiscation of rental •

, ~ properties stimulated similar reaction in the Kilimanjaro population,

even though these measure’s were intended to redistribute-wealth. Rumors

of- sugarj oil and flour shortages, limited wage employment,
- • . * 

fluctuations in coffee prices, increased cotton cloth prices, reductions

in the number of private physicians, and growing competition over

secondary school and university admission are aii experienced as forms ,

of scarcity; . Belief in these material symbols of progressive modern

‘‘Chagga is, shared regardless of a person's socioeconomic rank. The

anxieties and,hoarding behaviors, stimulated by rumored or actual

shortages, are also widely shared, even, though consumption of'these . . .

y-items is unequal.

V

One major concern in this thesis is to describe how an adult's 

experience with scarcity filters down to .children and eventually 

results in kwashiorkor. Needless-to-say, the children's experience 

cannot be^examined in an interview siHge^they are seldom able to - -

explain What has happened, to them. Yet tlAir emotional response to 

stress has a vital role in the quality.,66>their care. To summarize

my observations of that response, I maintain that kwashiorkor is a

mourning process in which children express through their illness a loss

of dependable nurturing. However, analyzing why the loss occurs and why 

kwashiorkor is the form of illness which conveys mourning is not simple.
A

»

■
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Although kwashiorkor may be associated with impending doom 

because it often develops in times of environmental stress, it has 

less dramatic, though still serious, implications for daily life.

Kwashiorkor communicates a moral failure of the ill child's parents— 

usually a failure to properly space children. Men and women are ■

-taught to balance what are believed to be interdependent

phenomena: their sexual activities, the division of labor, and the

distribution of food among family members. Ideally, the balance works
*

to protect the patrilineage,in the same manner as did reciprocity 

between ancestors and the' living, chiefs and commoners. As I demon

strate in Chapter Three, fin inappropriately timed- birth can upset the 

balance'and threaten patrilineal perpetuation;,- So rather-.than experi- — 

ence loss Of that social support from the ancestry and the living, 

which is necessary to sustain the rest of their family, the parents 

—may-distance_themselyes_frgm__the child who signifies their failures.

Moral failures do not necessarily have to result in benign neglect of 

children, but are given-more weight by the community if the family 

also fails economically. Such families can be a chronic material drain.

j*-

\

forcing the community to judge the family's worthiness to share in its 

material resources and their welfare.' Five of these families'

The child'salternati-wes are discussed in detail in Chapter Seven, 

response (see Chapter-Six) is to withdraw^rom its parents and the 

world on which it can no longer depend.

The community's concerns over a family's ability to reciprocate 

is repeatedi in the.family's relationship toward certain children, 

■notion of scarcity and its meaning in the Chagga context (examined in 

Chapter Two) is central to an understanding of intergenerational-

The
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reciprocity (Chapters Five and Six), a concept which emphasizes.the 

anticipation of future success or failure between child and nurturer.-

Without the material items and social achievements to continue a good 

life as the Chagga define it, nurturers may feel they have little or 

nothing to give. The sense of-incompetence that arises in these - 

• circu^tances, created in'part ,by a loss of sex related self-esteem, 

(Chapter Four), can erode remaining intentions for sharing resources 

with dependents. Often, the child’s birth or later behavior may elicit 

‘a belief that its future is limited, wlt{i few returns for its- 

nurturers." Some of. the criteria for evaluating children are examined 

in Chapter Five, where I- su^'es't~tHaT;"yrew^afe“bTten“'dEt'ermlffed-by—

• ;•

the familiesanxieties oyer what they perceive to be limited resources- 

in the present as well as future life.

The child who becomes a scapegoat for the parents' experience of 

fcimily conflict or community: rejection withdraws from its unsupporting 

world and may become malnourished. This behavior can .cause, further 

parental rejection because an unsociable child is difficult to love and 

" *■ "because kwashiorkor itself is stigmatic. The nurturers may also 

. , -actually withhold costly animal proteins from the child because of their
• -"-ij

' • anxieties about the security of their own food supply.

Fears that-the-child will fail under these circumstances may 

result in mere gestures of caring (Chapter Six).. Paradoxically, some 

children's failure to thrive may help replenish the family's nurturing 

energies' because in certain contexrs“the cost of the scarred identity 

arid the fear of social ostracism that often accompanies having a child 

with kwashiorkor is known to cement the exits from -apparently impossible

\

situations. The tremendous ambiguity I observed in peoples responses to

. I'- m
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their ill children shows that there is no certain closure to felt states
' « ■ ' • • • ' . ' '*.1

of hopelessness. ■ • . .

What becomes apparent to outsiders are the superficial aspects
-.c . i

of the process—apathetic or incompetent parents, who seem ignorant of 

the resources at their disposal; Chapter Eight deals with the efforts ' 

of people outside the experience of .hunger to educate and change these 

apparent deficiencies. "In my analysis of the nutrition rehabilitation 

center I suggest that many of these afflicted families are actually- 

harmed by an education program that ighorfes the more crucial aspects 

■ of their struggle. Chapter Eight also provides a critique of various 

imposed solutions .for improving the situations of high risk families.

These solutions are shown to fit the pattern of a growing-’dependence 

on institutional rather than familial support as ip illustrated in the 

discussion on. welfare alternatives for problemed families (Chapter 

Seven). The.basic concern of my whole thesis is not to provide more

r

material to enhance predictability and control of events, but rather
fai^^lies against their culturalto paint a pitEu;^e^of the afflicted 

background.

3*

-i-.
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Footnotes

Because of the high density on the mountain,'people were not 
organized into viUages as such. Nevertheless various .political ^ 
and geographical boundaries formed people into loose village-like 
clusters which some, but not all, referred to as villages.

2
I made little attempt -to dress in any particular manner, 

including the latest fashion or Afritan dress. Ordinary women wore 
, simple Western shirt-waist dresses which were often altered with a 
colorful.cloth shawl used to carry infants. Men wore cotton pants and'

. neatly pressed shifts. A great deal of attention was paid to clothing, , 
as it was used to convey and assess one's social status.

Ujamaa villages are .registered and regulated by the Tanzanian 
government to provide water'., health, educational and other services. 
Those existing iii the Kilimanjaro region are located on the plains.

r

-
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CHAPTER ir

•> ■ KILIMANJARO WELFARE: ITS ENVIRONMENTAL, 

DEMOGRAPHIC, HISTORICAL, SOCIOECONOMIC 

AND POLITICAL CONTEXT'

The well documented history.of the Chagga of Mt. Kilimanjaro • 

tells of a varied and open people-who were influenced a's much by the 

-seeurity-of-.thelr-bountiful^,mountain_fottress as by^,droughts, soil 

erosion, disease, internecine warfare, and conflict with outside 

groups, all of which plagued them from time to time. Their traditional 

subsistence combined cattle keeping with banana, Iregume, and, vegetable 

“cnltivation and now includes,'maize production-and“Coffee-farming,-the—- 

latter introduced in 1918 by Catholic missionaries. My focus on the 

Chagga.experience with kwashiorkor has been one way of highlighting a 

- number of apparenfly crucial existential dilemmas facing, them. . I firs.t 

became' aware of these when T reviewed the literature prior ,'to my 

arrival in Tanzania. On the one hand, Chagga life styles were portrayed 

as having been modernized at a pace percep.tibly. faster than neighboring 

groups of past^alists~lind f'armersT^The .KiTimanjaro-area -appeared. ■_ 

to ha-ve more health and educational facilities, and larger numbers 

of representatives in civil service, entrepreneurial and management 

positions than did otter Tanzanian societies. In addition, the

-s.

- ■* .•

i

■ t
mountain cantaine^^ percent of the improved’breeds of dairy

cattle raised on small holdings in Tanzania, and produced about 30 percent

■ 39
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of the country's principal export, coffee. Yet, in stark contrast to 

these signs of affluence, Kilimanjaro was shown in a nutritional survey 

to have a higher rate of severe ptoteah-c^lorie malnutrition (five
V . '

parcent).^^an Tabora (one percent), and Dodoma (four percent) which have 

lower per capita incomes (Kreysler 1973). _

In order to understand the political and economic context of 

kwashiorkor.this chapter addresses itself to the heart of these 

. apparent contradictions by examining Chagga-welfare, or systems of 

redistribution. Beginning with a description of their mountain 

environment, I. ask how ■:he problem of scarcity and unequal distribution 

.. of resources could arise among- the Chagga. Although scarcity may. have 

been triggered by fluctuations in environmental and'other ..external 

conditions, the unequal-accumulation of.resources under threat of ^

scarcity probably had as,much .to do with causing hunger as drought 
c^tinuities in social status existed throughout

. or. warfare. "Wt^ile

Chagga history, I will show that sizeable changes in economic structure

conditioned the way in which redistribution and reciprocity worked.
.. ■ ‘ ■ ......

These alterations have brought a sense of confusion about moral 

- • rights and obligations which often obstructs efforts to prevent hunger.. 

Contemporary failures in welfare may illustrate which social processes ■ 

■ contributed to the. .Chagga experience of hunger in the past'.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -»■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

■ Environmental-and Demographic Fluctuations

" "7 The Chagga-dilemmas have their historicaT roots in the people ' s

, ■ .interaction with their physical surroundings. Ruwaj who is God, the 

sun; the source of all'that is good yet the source of fate, li-ves on 

■ two snowcapped volcanic peaks of lit.
. .  I Kilimanjaro.^- A central reality in much of Chagga myth, Kilimanjaro has

-i.
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< seldom failed as; an aesthetic ihspiration for people in their daily 

work. However, its variable climate, topography and soils-have created 

settlement problems and most liekly have contributed ^ socioeconomic 

di-Crersity. . ' ^

Within the mountain environment there is a transition from a 

desert climate on. the plains to humid tropical and temperate conditions.

■ •

bKe^recipitous mountain slope. -Throughout Chagga history the
on

..'plains have been undesirable for settlements, not only because they 

' lack adequate water for cultivation,, bub also because of malaria,

tseste fly, and the threat of the warlike Masai who used the-area for

grazing their cattle. TPfecipitation on the mountain varies and the ' 

population is concentrated on the. southern slopes where rainfall is 

most abundant. It is in the middle belt of south Kilimanjaro that 

Chagga settlements have mushroomed. Variation in soil texture, 

character, and composition, and erratic rainfall patterns exist even .. 

in this lush, more densely populated part of the mountain. Periodic, 

but unpredictable drought has been a constant source of insecurity to 

Chagga welfare. To reduce the effects of~drought: and maintain a year 

round agricultural planting season, the Chagga have devised an intricate 

network of irrigation furrows.' Although this system has led' to, soil 

•erosion in certain.areas, fts success has contributed to the growth 

and maintenance of a large population,, which has brought its own

dilemmas.

As population-grew, Chagga marriage'and inheritance customs 

reduced the security and size of land holdings. There has been a 

. .Change:in. the. proportion p.f .polygamous marriage. Polygyny is the ideal 

form of magrlage in this predominately Christian society although
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95 percent of the population was estimated to be monogamous in recent
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ •: : 

census figures (Moore 1978) Women of lower social standing arextaken-
' ' . ■ ■ _ ■ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ -V. ■

•as secondary wives, and' their children, accordingly, have less 

favored positions. Excluding affective ties which could override the 

norm, most, children of secondary'wives receive less inheritance in 

■ -property and land and will be the first to suffer if the fathers' 

resources are limited.

. Post-fmarital residence is virilocal for the eldest and youngest »■, 

sons, but neolocal for immediate sons.. When land was ample, all sons 

received an inheritance through their father, securing their rights 

to the homestead.' But the absorption of available^cultivation and 

pasture land by coffee, along with rapid populatipn_growth, caused land

to become a scarce and valued commodity. Table 3 describes Xhe_j_ _ -

population growth in the Kilimanjaro district-since' 1921.

WV.

Table 3. Human population in Kilimanjaro District, 1910-1967, 
■ iricluding^the number of Chagga (Maro 1974)

Kilimanjaro District

TotalYear Chagga

-1921. 136,000 
147,447‘- 

. 164,141 
_ 262^235

.128,443

143,031

155,337

230,665

1928

1931 .

:-19,48.. .

1957 339,094 • 
■476,'467

N.A.

'393,707.1976

U.

The rate of population growth over the period Of .1921-31 was 

1.9 percent annually; between. 1948-67 it was'.slightly less than 2.9 

“■"" percent. ; ’i^.''compares''TrftTr"a“carrenr:-fe-s'rimred-rate-of--'natural——
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increase of 3.7 percent (Egeno et al. 1973: ”290).. These differences 

in population growth, rates are largely explained by a fairly high-rate^ 

of out-migration from .the rural areas to Moshi and other towns as . 

disinherited sons and daughters seek employment. ' • ' ■

The explosive growth of the population assumes staggering 

significance for the region's agriculture-when one considers that less 

• than 500 square miles in the district are available to the Ghagga for 

■.■ ..•intensive cultivation.-^ This is the total area betweeh-the 3,500 and

< ••

. ■■

6,000 foot contour lines on thejsoutherh and eastern slopes of
- - ^

Kilimanjaro. In the icibosho parish of'Kitandu dir'ectl;^ up the jroad ■-

from where I lived, estimates of 3,690 people pef Square mile have been

given (Von-Clemm-1964: 100). This is especially noteworthy considering 

- ’ the dispersed homesteads—there are no towns or villages on the ' ■

mountain to account for .this density. . ...

Despite, the fairly high rates of p'ppulation growth which existed 

prior .to 1948, land pressure was not cause for, alarm, although most 

• earlier ethnographers noticed the possible threat. Even today., a ■ i

large portion of the district outside the kihamba belt (area where 

■ homes and garden plots are integrated) is sparsely populated-for reasons 

■ just cited. During the first quarter of the twentieth’century, ample 

land for new settlement was available within the traditional kihamba

——belt5i—With-the~expansion-^of--coffee-product.±oitj-originally- introduced—-

by Christian missionaries just after World War I, the pasture which 

used to.surround thfe'kihamba land was used for permanent crops. By 

1945 to 1950 permanent crops were spreading .through-the less favorable 

' upper and lower belts and average productivity per acre began to decline.

By 1967 population density was a serious problem, approaching 400 people

■fir

.i .
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kilometer in the kihamba belt proper, and large nuraber|-M3f__^^'- per square
individuals faced the prospect of being landless.

With the accompanying shift in annual crop production to the 

drier lowlands and a gradual change in land use from pasture and annual 

crops to coffee production, the rapidly growing population was absorbed ^ ■

by means of successive marginal changes in the Chagga agricultural 

sys^tem.. As coffee expanded prior to independence, the area's growing 

population, relative to most other Tanzanian societies, appeared 

prosperous due to the additional cash income. At the.same time 

maize production for both food and cash purposes expanded in the lowlands. 

Maize was readily adopted by the*' Chagga as a substitute for the milk, 

bean, millet, banana, and meat production lost to coffee.

In a study on milk production and consumption patterns in 

Kilimanjaro, Zalla (1981) shows how coffee competed with cattlS-grazirig^ 

land and forced, a iOO percent stall feeding system which decreased p^

capita milk production to less than, one fourth of. what it. wss_fifty_ _ _ _

. He suggests that all but the wealthiest farmers are 

• reluctant to buy food to compensate nutritionally for the lost production.
years ago.

With the added demand, milk prices- have increased considerably, forcing 

many families'to sell milk to.meet pheir income needs. l-Ihile adult

• diets do not seem substantially altered by these'changes because of an'
apparent^crease in meat purchased from pptside the area, children under

five who traditionally are not fed beans or meat have come to depend on 

a maize porridge diet without milk. It can be assumed that these 

changes have influenced the present rates of kwashiorkor and maramus 

which older, Chagga and past ethnographers such as Gutmann claim have 

increased-withih the span,of.-their observations.

. r .

i
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It seems ■reas'ona'Ble to conclude that these environmental and 

■ demographic constraints pushed growing, ntimbers of people from more 

nutritionally bountiful into more nutritionally marginal living

conditions and have contributed to a society_s;ith both malnutrition
The impact of these changesand an apparent abundance of resources, 

on infant and child feeding patterns will be taken up.in more detail
1

The*rest-of this chapter will focusin Chapters Four,' Six and-Eight, 
on the social constraints imposed by Chagga society on the people, as

they coped with their world.

Clanship and Chieftaincy: The Beginnings of '
Social Differentiation ' ;7.-

•Chagga society originated primarily frpm successive migrations 

of various Bantu agriculturalists who were organized predominantly in 

in patrilineal clans around a.religious political system of ancestor' 

worship. Age grades probably adopted from.the Masai, ranked men,and
' women^inr(r“specifi'c"’spheres—oT-coiiective—interdependene-y-wi-th-------------

lineage elders politically dominant. As many as 700 patricians
-
maintained individual areas of control, which were partitioned by 

natural ridges carved by rapidly flowing mountain rivers.

-historians suggest that the clans were already differentiated in wealth

■»

.»•

Some

and power, since certain ones competed in. warfare over the more 

where their people and cattle flourished. Villageproductive areas
life never developed on the mountain. People's daily activities

included maintaining their separate hamlets and the -surrounding 

kihamba--a life style which remains largely untouched today. Cattle 

were pastured away from the kihamba, but the constant threat from 

•neighboring clans and the Masai forced an early'development of a stall
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feeding.system and a line of defense, including the age grade~system, .

The peak of Masai power during the 1860's was followed by a 

thirty year period^of drought, and disease, and internecine warfare

As a result of the decimation of Masai herds, many

\

^ong the Chagga.

Masai weif?”forced into a semi-agricultural existence near Kilimanjaro

and elsewhere,. The nature of the Mhsai-Chagga contact'also included '

' ' ■ "•••-»•. - _ _ •

peaceful trading relations centered around iron and salt, and judging

from today's situation, probably included intermarriage. Dundas (1924)

suggests that the Chagga have imitated the Masai in many aspects such

as dress and belief in a supreme creator God. However, a long history

of intermingling between Eastern Bantu and • Southerlf Ciishit.ic peoples._ ^

may indicate that such cultural traits as circumcision, linear age set -

• systems, irrigation, and certain cattle raising practices were

Incorporated in earlier periods than Masai-Chagga-contacts. '

Chagga military industry..during this period is evident tbday

-

in the remains of extensive underground tunnels dug ^or hiding women. 

Their early agricultural industry boasts of_children, and cattle, 

an ingenious system of irrigation in which the mountain streams and

underground springs were topped in such a way as to divert water flow 

upwards. 'Very possibly the chieftaincy developed along with these 

major technological accomplishments out of an additional need to make- 

defense- more efficient through a central decision making power. Chagga,. - 

chiefdoms are thought'to have started in the late eighteenth ___ 

nineteenth century,.,. Historians seem fascinated by the divserve 

personalities of individual chiefs whose deeds and influence remain 

important in today's politics. The nineteenth century saw a great deal 

■■ of military acti-vity on Kilimanjaro as various chieftains attempted to

h^an3
early .

<

» .
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increase the scale of their political domain. -Raiding and plun4ering 

among the Chagga clans or with neighboring non-Chagga agricultural 

peoples was common, increasing the power of successful chiefs. The 

growing importance of slave trade provided.both an incentive for the 

raids and a ready market for captives ...^Moreover, it enabled some 

^ , ■Chagga clans to acquire modern ar^llery with which to dominate their 

- . '.neighbors. Not until, the Germans came in 1914 with their superior 

weapons and asserted their own political..dominance did the raiding 
.stop;

-x. • ■

^ ■.

» c

/ Y'

The competitive, defensive function of chiefs in Chagga welfare 

had a practical and s^boIicT.n’fluence on redTs'tffilbuti'on~and~pat:te 

reciprocity between the ranks. This is reflected in the position of 

the chief in Chagga religion. Since the Chagga believed the- spirit 

world mirrored the mundane world, chiefly anc'estrat spirits were ■ 

differentiated from those of commoners.’ Sacrifice was seldom made

-of-Lilo

i

voluntarily, biit was more usually thought to be demanded by the spirits

who by causing misfortune or afflication signified their need for 

nourishment. When affliction affected the whole community or country.

the logical conclusion was that the trouble, came from Ruwa or some

spirit connected with the people as a whole, such as the chief..

Ordinary misfortunes were counterbalanced with sacrifices to commoner

lineage spirits. The spirits of family apcestors were not believed 

connected with individuals of other families, nor did people think of 

sacrificing to strange spirits outside the lineage, since ancestors from 

different clans like their li-ying counterparts competed over resources.

.
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Through his power and authority, the chief could amass large

numbers of animals so that critical times .of stress were balanced with

. .extra-protein. His vital role as protectorate and redistributor was

reciprocated by the commoners' return of‘homage, labor, and a bonded

serf child from each family with at least'three children (Gutmann

■1926: 348, 348). Chiefly ritual responsibility corresponded with that

of clan elders. After rites of petition, sacrifical animals were

slaughtered and the meat di-vided. Meat distribution, patterns

reflected the hierarchical arrangements in human relationships, with

- significant parts being portioned to individuals with high status,
—who-then-diat-r-i-buted-t-he-meat--feo-thei-r—G-lan-.—Lii^agei-bonds_were_thuS-^

solidified through meat sharing, while the redistributive patterns

acted to communicate principals of reciprocity which supported the :

hierarchical lineage structure.

Meat di^rihutibn was,- of course, not only the chiefly .

obligation. Chiefs were both sovereign and judge.' The people

looked-to'them for guidance in personal and public affairs,, for 
* - s . '

V
security of the^and, for innovations in' agricultural industry, 

and for the welfare of the widowed, crippled, and destitute.. Dundas 

(1924: 278) notes that in some respects the chief was their high 

priest and primary custodian. The esteem in which he was held 

dep^ded not only on the amount of authority he commanded, but also

gations. Gutmann (1926: 379)

'N -

•>

■4

.on how well he met his reciprocal 

gives an account of some traditional teachings'for a chiefly heir.

In social intercourse., the chief should be affable and avoid 
the-nppearance of haughtiness. The poor should be received 
at the court with kindness, for not- only do they produce 
more offspring than the. rich, but'•they are also more faithful: 
they would'rather starve themselves than have their chief
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want anything. Ihe rich are a moral danger, for^.they rely on- 
tlieir wealth'-to-excuse or If necessary, to redress wrongs which '
they have perpetuated. Widows, oirphans and e^ectant mothers

. ■ are)'specially recommended to the chief's consideration. —
[Emphasis mine.] ■ .

The values of reciprocity and respect inherent in these lessons wgre

evident in the protocal between chief and commoner and'formed the basic

pattern of interaction between -unequals throughout Chagga. society.

Other .important chiefly responsibilities included overseeing .

labor (irrigation ditch digging) and distributing water andcorvee

_ . land'rights. One.of the primary respoasihilities of adult men was and
The men werestill it to dig an^maintain their' irrigation syst^.

■ y ■. ...
organized in work groups responsible to a minor official.- These tas'fc

,V

forces were a readied source for other chiefly needs, including

It was within the chief's power to fine any individual whodefense.

neglected corvee duty. . ' ~ ^

Regulation of the Chagga system of land tenure was in the hands 

of the chiefs. It developed from the dispersed settlement pattern 

of isolated hamlets' and divided holdings into two types which still 

exist today: kihambd and shamba.

■ the individual occupant has what amounts to permanent freehold 

V rights--although local opposition can prevent sale to someone out^e 

the chiefdom. Traditionally located in-the well-watered middle belt 

of the mountain, the kihamba is where, an individual establishes his' 

residence, stalls cattle, plants permanent crops, and a vegetable 

garden.

Usually a man will have one kihamba for each wife in this 

traditionally, polygamous society; and>he in turn, works the land and 

for any cattle placed with'her. At the husband's death, the

Kihamba land is clan land in which

- T.

cares
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land, usually passes to his youngest son by that wife," although if the 
land can be partitioned the oldest son is g^en priority over middle 

sons and receives a piece as well. If■a kihamba is very large each
Those not obtaining anson may inherit a kihamba of his own.

■inheritance can petition the chief for kihamba land. Should none be

available in the traditional kihamba belt the chief ^411 give them
■

shamba land which"th^
(Johnston-1946:

Shamba land is less securely held.

icomes incorporated inttf* kihamba tenu^..

It lies on the lower slopes

Tradition-of the mountain and is utilized mainly for maize and beans, 

ally, shamba was held on a year to year basis- at thie discretion of 

the chief. "As the shortage of land became more acute, the chief

often gave shamba land to'someone-else for kihamba tenure and the
Tp.day sfambaprevious occupant had to, find shamba land elsetirhere, 

tenure is growing increasingly secure and fathers desiring to ac’quire

an inheritance for their sons are often obliged to purchase shamba 
land, putting a competitive premium on all the cultiva'ble land.^

■ The smaller local chiefdoms disintegrated during the British 

era when a few chiefs gained control over larger territories. 

these^positions collapsed in the post-colonial government, chiefly 

regulation of. the. land tenure system no longer exists, 

distribution is now overseen by counsels o^elders and local courts 

— whose load of land disputes outnumbers any other form of conflict. 

Differentiation still persists, however, with homage paid to 

individuals on the basis of wealth or |>olitical and religious power, 

while common people cling to their expectations of subsistence- 

-■ ".'"insurance even though their experiences suggest otherwise. Hereditary

Since

Land
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'■ chiefly clans still exist but hgve no important political function.

Of all the positions of power in Chagga society toiay, the priest, 

especially the Roman Catholic priest, maintains the greatest lines of 

continuity with chiefly status and function. The evolution of this 

position^y^allels the development of a political and educated elite

who seem to have as great ah access and control over the cash economy 

as. chiefs once did over the ^communities' surplus. This wid. 

in the following discussion of the commercialization of Kilimanjaro 

agriculture and the misgionization of, the Chagga people. >

.German::.,Coloiixai-:-Po.l-i-cy-and-the Goimnere-i'al-i-zation
of Kilimaniaro ABriculture""'

• In the late nineteenth century, German .Commercial; interests 

recognized the agricultural potential qf Tanganykia for supplying raw 

materials necessary for Germany's ongoing.industrial revolution;'

■ Through a series of treaties between 1885 and 1890 with Britain,

1.,. Portugal, and the Sultan of Zanibar, Germany obtained control of what •• ,

is now mainland Tanzania, Rwanda, and Burundi. It was not until 1891, .

however, that Germany was able to-take-over administration of the 

territory; and.then only after a series, of battles with local inhabi- 

— • tants_ Armed resistance to German rule continued on a localized' basis-,

■ culminating in the famed Maji-Maji uprising of 1905-1907 in which an

estimated 120,000 Tanzanians died aiid ac^ve resistance was more or " 

less crushed. ' .

‘ The main thrust of German colonial aqai.commerlcal policy in

East Africa was the development of plantation agricultiire. Areas like

Kilimanjaro with its high economic' potential suitable for immigration
■" ,' -f -
and with indigenous populations sufficiently large to supply labor to

y

■■
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52:5.e the centers of German'administration. Early inplantations,

the German colonial period a large concentration of European settler 

agriculture arose in Kilimanjaro. A few coffee estates were

established on the upper slopes, but never so many-as to close off 

African expansion in the same way it did in Arusha. The majority 

•of the settlers in Kilimanjaro located on the drier lowlands where 

sisal thrived or on the dry, uninhabited western slopes of the 

mountain,-.closing these areas to African expansion in the twentieth 

century (Ilifee 1971: 13). , ‘

The plantations began the system of hut and poll taxes to 

create a need for wage employment, while at the^-same time raising 

' revenue for colonial administration. Where.the supply of labor stilj. 

was insufficient, the Germans resorted to labor taxes. This forced 

labor was then leased to European planters, causing a great deal of 

resentment on the 'part of the African population. Indeed, colonial 

labor policies contributed in no small way to- the Maji-Maji uprising 

. (Handbook of German East Africa 1920: 15-22). After the Maji-Maji 

uprising labor contracts replaced forced labq^ and the government 

began supervising recruiting practices. Long distance labor migration 

-grew in importance as local labor began producing cash.crops for its

own accoun

By the late 1920's African cash'c^op production had become 

firmly established, rivaling the plantation sector in economic power 

and significance. It was during this period that the cooperative, - 

movement began, with the formation of the Kilimanjaro Native Planters 

Association by African coffee growers,in 1925. Maize and coffee 

production.continued to expand in the north where soil conversation was
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was becoming an increasingly important concern (Fuggles-Cpuchman 1964: 

19).

At this time a class of African capitalist farmers emerged, who 

gained control•over large areas of land which they farmed with hired 

labor-. Although, the size of holdings was considerably smaller 'in 

' Kilimanjaro than in other areas, the same kind of situation was J 

^developing there (Iliffe 1971: 23-27). The larger, more comraerical 

farmers led the cooperati-ve movement which, was growing rapidly through-
V “ • . ■ ,

- ’ out Tanganyika during this period. Frequently the cooperative became 

a tool of these elite farmers and provided opportunities for further 

■ accumulation, often at the expense of the less educated, less know

ledgeable members (Iliffe 1971: 40-41). To this day-the cooperative 

movement in Kilimanjaro is dominated by this class of'farmers.

' While the Chagga resented hut taxes and imposed or forced labor; 

they responded pore enthusiastically to the opportunities and possible 

securities that could.be derived from cash cropg such as coffee.,...Those, 

areas favorable for- cash crops quickly developed a lead over less
k

Westernizedfavored areas, accentuating already existing differences, 

education was regarded by the Chagga as a chance to Improve their

situation. Mission education reinforced this oppoftunism and provided 

a stimulus.for the concepts of individual achievement and maendeleo 

(social progress). It was also a catalyst^ln the moral unbiirfening of 

better-off Chagga, relieving them of their responsibility to redistribute

their wealth among" lineage kin.
.. ...JS

T..
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The Impact of Christian Missions on Forms of
Wealth and its Distribution

The first serious missionary activity in Kilimanjaro began in 

1885 when the. British missionaries of the Church Missionary Society 

(C.M.S.) established mission in Moshi. When the Germans took over 

3dministration of the area following a Chagga uprising in 1892, the 

C,M.S. missionaries, suspected of conspiring with the Chagga against 

the Germans, were replaced by the Leipzig Lutheran Mission (Bennett . 

1964: 229). Meanwhile, in 1890 a Roman Catholic mission was 

esta.blished in Kilema by French missionaries (Shann 1956: 27). Soon 

others were established Md eventually the mouhtain was carved into 

separate and often competing spheres of religious’lnfluence—divisions 

which continue to be important in local politips today.

The missions used education as a ijieans of propagating the . 

faith and were aided in thisj;respect until after World War II, by .the 

hesitance of the colonial administration to devote more than token

V

resources to education. Essentially, the missions had a free hand 

both in establishing schools and controlling educational content 

(Samoff 1974: 37).' Mission enrollment showed remarkable progress in 

■ the period precedin’g World War I. By 1914, Shann counts 20,000 

children enrolled in mission schools in Kilimanjaro (Shann 1956:. 25).

At a very early' stage this area of Tanganyika established its lead
%

over the rest of the country in access to -education.

■ The extra religious activities of the missions encouraged 

internal differentiation at the expense of the traditional clan values 

(such.as the esteeming of-.collective behavior). The Christian, 

educated convert?came to be regarded as an example of modern man. 

Through modern education some found access to wage employment and the

: -
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(i r
beginning of capital accumulation; others found it a basis for social and

political authority; 'still otfiers perceived it as a means of overcoming

the tecbnical weakness of their.own'society as compared to Western

' industrialism. His personal welfare separatedi at least partially,

frpm that of his society, an individual could begin to accumulate and

use his newfound power and influence for his personal economic advantage.

A' dis'sdrtation on the impact of church-related activities by a . 
■*** . ^ ■

Chagga scholar Ahza Amen Lema (1973: 51-52) suggests the extent to which

economic transformations and their accompanying values were facilitatid'

by the presence of Christian missions. He-states:.

Their [missionaries] very' presence in Chagga communities 
crested a market for raw materials such as.food and building 
materials and a demand for labor which they preferred to pay 
for in cash. Thus they introduced to the Chagga the concept . 
of money,as payment for goods and labor. Life in Kilimanjaro 
began to experience the- gradual but revolutionary change- from 
barter to a money economy. The ramifications were considerable.
Time became a comjodity to be bought and sold; traditional 
.labor patterns of shared work on’ the shamba changed dramatic
ally'.. New patterns'of agriculture emerged; new crop.s were '

, planted most of which were not for co'nsumption but for 
selling. Men learned trades such as bricklaying, masonry,, 
carpentry and printing.

Over the first 15 years-, from 1897 to 1912, th^ 
missionarires-Hioted with" both pleasure and concern-th 
wealth of the Chagga people—much of it in an expendable form.

- - . The growing opportunities for paid workers in. mission,and
government stations to earn a regular, wage.and for agricultural 
■produce to be sold as.a cash crop created a new consumer demand.
In' pi'ace of traditional weapons., tools, utensils and clothes-- 
all made within the Chagga households—people began .to purchase 
European manufactured steel axes, knives, and cooking pots; 
china plates, cups and dishes; cotton shirts, trousers and 

'dre.sses. A whole range of imported luxury goods such as 
umbrellas, boxes, chairs and leather goods, etc., also appeared 
in ships and were bought by the more affluent Chagga.

_.J
These' transformations and their effects on patterns of redis

tribution and reciprocity, especially for food sharing, are highlighted 

when-observing people today interacting"wxTrhstheir priest, 

out earlier, the Catholic Church introduced coffee farEutng to the

-k ■

e increasing

As pointed

... V
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Chagga, and it was readily accepted as a means of acquiring cash, phce . 

this system took hold, the Church did not relinquish its role in

perpetuating the transformation. To the contrary, the majority of, 

parishes maintained huge coffee estates and tracts of cultUvatable land. 

In 1974, when a number of European and Chagga estates were nationalized, 

- . the'Church became concerned for its own holdings after losing one to

the government-which judged this particular, church's schools and other 

welfare programs to be faltering. This presented the people with a 

conflict and much debate ensued regarding the moral justification of 

the government's act toward a religious institution.

■ Because the.Church and.priest were ideologically synchronic with

the hierarchical patrilineage and the religious-political function of
'»

chiefs, accumulation of a land base by the Church is-viewed'as 

appropriate. Chagga participate in cohstructing a wide network of 

church schools and the churches themselves have become symbols of 

progress. -Their gothic cathedrals make the concept of God materially

“—evident and bound:;to a house suitable to his status. 
The'cEristian

people's^ pride and spiritual^ security is enhanced 

by the presence of the priest in their community just as the chief's

presence made coherent the principles of differentiation from which 

- Chagga society evolvei^. into its present form.

housed in fine manors surrounded by expansive, well kept lawns. They
' -— ■»'

drive cars, eat fine food, are served by servants, and supervise church 

estates.. The priest'maintains ail the"deportment of a chief and. the 

people treat him with the greatest ishima (respect) given to any mortal,* 

surpassing even the bwana mkuwba -Cbig man) who does not possess 

religious power. Second to the court of elders, the Church council

Priests are often ■?
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. presided over by the priest holds court arid makes judgments in social, 

disputes, defining-moral guidelines jus.t as the chief did^in times 

past. Civil courts in contemporary Kilimanjaro^are more frequently 

the last resort in the' resolution of social disputes.

' The Chagga priest today has replaced the chief as mediator

between Ruwa'and the people. Sacrificial feasts during rites of

passage have had to make room for Christian rites Of baptism^ first

communion, confirmation and marriage. Offerings ,of cash are put on a

plate which is passed around to guests or is placed in the center >

where individuals make visible contributions corresponding in amount 
• ',rh .

. to their social-eiononiic stathsJ Wen the priestjiffidiatss he is

given a donation, usually twenty'shiUdngs. This money is not returned

directly to the community, but goes to the church programming and

Since the priest is an unrelated member of 'support of the priest, 

his community, his ceremonial functions do not work to strengthen kin^

Even more significantly.redistribution'ofties as did the chief's.
wealth in food-stuffs does not directly filter down to the people during . .

Although small feasts accompany Christian

Instead people are

promised, heavenly rewards and the benefits of education and maendeleo 
' ... * • • '• 

through working on community improvement projects. ^

In order to preserve the vital ancestral ties, Chagga today ’ •

still make ancestral offerings through household or lineage heads.

notion ;of ancestors as objects of emulation is not opposed by the

church, but is seen as a form of reverence like that given to saints.

However,.;sacrificial offerings of slaughtered animals are viewed as

pagan superstitions'and an affront to Christian Values. As a result.

Church ceremonies.‘ 

ceremonies food sharing is not a church function.

. \ ■

The
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■ food sharing as, a redistributive jnech'anism to. ensure lineage solidarity 

is undermined-..' Furthepnore, .the model for meat distribution epitomized 

'in the chief's central role as redistributor is found only during mass 

when the, priest gives communion.

Post Independence Effdrrs’ to Reduce Differential
Distribution of Resources '

%
Many gf these -alterations 'greatly disturbed the; newly, founded 

socialist government^' which attempt.ed' to legislate policies aimed at - 

' enhancing colle.ctive behavior and eliminating' inequality- in .distribution. 

Surprisingly, most of the Kilimanjaro people reacted negatively to 

. these measures'.

In the first years after independence in 1961, the direction 

of ag.riculturai development in Tanzania and Kilimanjaro followed the 

pattern laid down during the colonial period. Wage employment became . 

an even more important source of differehtiatio’n within Tanzanian 

society especially between urban and rural areas.

.. Formal education continued to.-provide the principle entry to 

public sector''a5a~Civil service employment.

eminating from education and higher levels"of employment contributed 

to a visible class of edueat^i. 

the extent to which already pri 

manipulate the system to their-a

V
; r-';

The status accruments

f
elite. It would be interesting to trace 

■^^^ged, families were able to successfully

age. It seems likely that those
. . . . . . ’ - ■ ' ’ ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -- ■'

who controlled more land, who were children of the ruling'clans of

iridi-vidual chiefs, or who were prosperous farmers were the first to 

, gain formal education, In spite of government efforts to provide more 

balanced educational opportunities, Chagga still maintained a consider

able educational edge over other ethnic groups in Tanzania. 'At the

•/- ,

to .
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• tsliue of the 1967 population census, Kilimanjaro District had proportion

ately twice as many children enrolled in school as the mainland average • 

■and a slightly larger proportion, enrolled in secondary school. '

In reaction to the growth of. an elite class. President Nyrere 

in his 1967 Arusha Declaration, made_a. radical break with the develop

ment trends inherited from the colonial' administration. In his speech 

Nyrere called for nationalization of the major means of production'and 

effective democratic control of public institutions by workers and ■

. peasants.' Noting that Tanzania was predominately agricultural and 

that agriculture must be the basis of Tanzania's development, the 

Arushq Declaration reversed-the--trend towards, capitali^-and -industr-ial—

ization.

It was' not until the beginning of the Second Five Year Plan of- 

1972 that Tanzania began Implementing the Arusha Declaration policies in
* . • * • ' . ir / ' .

rural areas. These policies were based on the principles of Ugawa -

. Csocial equality), kujItengemea (self-reliance), maendeleo (economic 

and social-transformation), African economic-integration, and.Ujamaa 

..(brotherhood). Djamaa Vijljini (brotherhood in the village) was designed' 

to unite dlsperse'd peoples and organize those in close settlements in 

order to encourage programs of integrated rural de-yelopment towards 

Tanzania's socialist ideal.

By the time Ujamaa policies arrived in Kilimanjaro, the- area Had 

developed the high population densities already cited. ''There was no 

real reason to bring people together: they were already in sufficiently 

■£lose contact. As a result, government efforts were focused on 

developing Ujamaa villages in the plains and on encouraging farmers, orl 
the mountain to join agricultural and small^cale industrial cooperatives.

i

■ 9
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Kilimanjaro the reaction to the Arusha‘Declaration and its 

ensuing policies has been one of, outright mistrust, to say the least.

: ^ ' Even' the takeover of large estates, though initially-heralded-^y- -  ■-

■nearby inhabitants who presumed -they would benefit, -increased the’ 

mistrust over time. For instance, I witnessed the takeover of a 

- .British oroed estate. After being informed by radio that the estates. 

now belonged to the people,- local'farmers rushed into the area with

sisal twine to' partition th'e land. They were chased off Ijy government 

soldiers and, were-told that the"government, was'the people. All workers . ■

on the estate lost their jobs only to be rehired at a lower wage.

Especially’ discouraging to the“loc’ar'people was-the conspicious—■- - - _

corruption of officers administrating this particular estate, who 

regularly pilfered the poultry and swine stocks and threw large-parties 

where enormous numbers pf the animals, were consumed in full view of 

the locally hired staff. One year after, the takeover, the laborers’

’ contributed 700.shillings ($100 U-.S.) towards the medical .esqjenses of

If not wholly out of compassion.

\

- the estate's ailing British founder.

“ this act seemed to- demonstrate their ire, towards th£.: government's 

. false promise.
• Other socialist measures aimed'at reducing income disparities 

Tjere criticized by the Kilimanjaro people. I was perplexed at the 

pepple'.s reaction to the-government's-restrictions oh privately owned

. . cars. In spite of extensive government jfropaganda on the .long term

benefits of this measure, even the poorest peasants voiced resentment. 

Not one of tfiem^I knew had any hopes of purchasing a car. However, 

ordinary.'people shared the-consumer -values which linked more accessible 

westera products such as ready-made clothing, watches, radios, wheat

<<>
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flour, processed oil, and sugar, to the practically unattainable 

automobile. The strongest source of the people's' reaction against the 

government restriction was not these material values, but rather what 

the car had come to symbolize. On the one hand, it was material 

evidence.of Chagga modernity and the progress of wealthy individuals, 

■with whom their poorer kin were identified. On the other hand, the 

'■ car''served as a suTjstitute^for traditional values similar to the 

chief's surplus.accumulation that he redistributed; in times of scarcity. 

Poorer Chagga expected that their'wealthier neighbor's'car,would bring 

similar security in times of crisis by providing transportation for 

injuries, births, etc,

ignore these expectations., or obligations.

For -the most part, no dignified .Chagga would

However, smaller crises did 

not alway's prompt assistance and resentments brewed until they exploded 

in ways*frequently misunderstood by outsiders. Automobile drivers 

venturing into the network of mountain roads might be greeted by hand 

waving, welcoming children, or by mocking requests for a ride, 

driver complied with thev^equest, the petitioner might feign surprise 
and gratitude^TT"the dri^r refused, then the car was occasionally 

. bombarded with stones, j4.s the dust spewing vehicles sped.by harrassed 

pedestrians shouted veifbal insults while brushing .off their clothes. 

Perhaps the' most pointed ambivalence towards the car was an often

repeated warning to drivers that they should never stop after hitting'
. . . »

•' a pedestrian, lest they encounter "instant justice," It was not just 

the injury or loss of life that elicited such mass emotional retaliation, 

but rather the -ambivalence: th^ although automobiles were ideal 

'' instruments for integrating the past to the present, they seldom 

provided security and actually degraded nonowners, symbolically

If the

V.*
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separating them from the main stream,of progress, as well as causing 
them to reevaluate^^^eir traditional security.

•This anger at false promises came out repeatedly as I watched 

:|^cidents in which government executives and other powerful individuals 

manipulated situations to their own advantage. The people of my area 

were quietly enraged yet felt impotent to act when the money they had 

collected to buy materials for building a foot bridge over their 

river was pocketed by one of their TANU executives. ..He would hold the-, 

money in trust, he told them, and congratulated them for consulting him 

before they built the bridge because, as he said, the government would
u-

have lost its initiative to reconstruct a bridge large enough for

buses.

Although such evdnts were common tlie. people-seldom organized 

collectively to right these .injustices unless a multitude of other 

■factors propelled them towards small local revolts. Shortly after our 

collective failed to gain ownership of the land we had cultivated for 

'almost two years (it was owned by a European who ran a factory in town) 

the'neighboring^^feas experienced a threat to'their very subsistence.

■ Tbe area surrounding our coffee farm was owned by the Kilimanjaro 

Christian-Medical Center (KCflC) which permitted the -farmers with 

bordering plots,to use their land for maize and beans. When a minor 

hospital official heard that KCMC intended to release the land to those 

who could prove yearly cultivation, he planted bananas to claim rights 

to a large portion-of the land including jSqjne which was used by others. 

When he found, all his banana plants uprooted the next day, he called 

the police. It was the first time I witnessed the people bonded 

together, shouting, with hoes in hand to insist on their rights. A

••-X.
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baraza (.judical court) was held with the KCMC. The farmers were granted . 

continued use of the fields nearest their homes, but were not given any 

■additional land to expand their subsistence. This was awarded to'the

hospital official who could prove more ably that the land would be

productive...

"Proof of productivity" seemed to result more from an individual's 

social status than from any past per,formances. Cattle loans and 

insemination services were not provided for poorer' individuals who 

appeared to be risky investments. . Although Our cooperative was able .

• to "prove" on paper that it had turned nonproductive land "into use, 

even, the administrator for cooperatives was not impressed with the

1*

\ ■

future potential of its illiterate farmers who came to him seeking to .

incorporate as an Ujamaa. Instead, the land .now belongs to a member.

of Kilimanjaro's parliment.

Summary and Implications of Welfare Changes

By focusing on the transformation in Chagga welfare, we can 

appreciate their difficulties in coping with; the world demand for their 

cash crop—coffee. In terms of the material and .general well-being of

this historically interdependent, yet often conflict ridden people, 

their direction seems to promise as mucTi poverty as progress.

The vagaries of ^feather and warfare promoted a hierarchical 

system-in which commoners were protected bj^ the power of their chiefs

r

to accumulate surplus and redistribute it in times of need. This

arrangement provided a model for other forms of ranking arid permeated 

the relationship of the living to the spirit world. Positions of power 

were maintained largely by reciprocity: the less powerful defended on 

the provision of social and economic support, and the more powerful
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depended on the homage and labor-provided in exchange. Although this 

system of redistribution and reciprocity still exists as an ideal ttj^ay, :

— reciprocity between unequals when it occurs is substantially altered.

As I demonstrated, the Chagga were-always a people in flux, open 

to outsiders through trade, incorporation, dr warfare. Anything but 

■ ■ isolated,

on them in many ways'. Nothing, howler 
" their wav,df.-life-as-colonialism and the present government's push to

modernize Chagga subsistence agriculture in order to survive the .world's 

'capitalist economy. _ ^ '

Men who did not stand to inherit kihamba Jafms were in a 

vulnerable position vis-a-vis colonial powers. They were recruited 

for forced-labor on plantations far from home. , This'f’esulted extending-'

_. even further the tendency of a large number'of people to get a, late start ■

. . .  in,.life. Of those left behind, more fortunate individuals sought to , 

enhance their material status and their security in an increasingly 

insecure world, dependent on price'fluctuations. Most of their energies

they ar^ firmly imbedded, in the larger, societies, which impinges

has had as many inroads into

-I
. •x"

centerd on developing a cash crop—coffee—slated for export to •

Colonial governors; missionaries, and the majorityEuropean markets,
of the Chagga saw this as an opportunity to' bring cash to the economy
‘and'hence facilitate revisions in housing, education, clothing and 

other materials now associated with maendel.do, an "improved" modern way. 

of life. What’in fact, took place as an improvement of European import 

companies and the material lot of a large number of Chagga who later 

c^e to acfTas entrepreneurs through the development o'f a cooperative 

• marketing systra for,-their produce. Although this system was originally- 

designed to meet all" the fanners' needs, Kilimanjaro :cooperatives
•; l-V -
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It was inalmost exclusively benefited those who had power and wealth, 

the colonial interests to perpetuate the power differentials by creating 

a managing upper level and a large number of compliant individuals who
Thiswould produce coffee on a small scale for meager cash returns, 

generated the need for more cash which could be obtained from working

on large coffee estates owned by the colonialists.

In a metaphorical and real sense, cash was traded for the

security of agricultural subsistence. Cash became the new mountain

environment with all of its bounty and all of its unreliability,_ .
' . *

St'imulated by population growth, increased food demand clashed with a 

growing need for cash income, resulting in maize-supplanting beans, 

bananas, milk, meat and millet in the diet. These :alterations 

negatively affected the nutritional status of children under five.

With the influx, of an unstable cash e|;ohomy, traditional; 

patterns of reciprocity between unequals were gripped apart, further 

jeopardizing a secure food source for children. In past, droughts' 

th]^ats to the food- supply would have been remedied by the 

chief calling for a surplus to be redistributed according to status, 

owed favors, and need. The destitute were always under the chief's 

care, who supposedly saw that they did not starve or go naked in

.  return for their labor. Better-off lineage kin could amass the help

of others for house making, care of cattle-j and farm labor in exchange 

for beer, milk, meat, clothing, and other materials necessary for 

subsistence. Presently, cash is the medium of transaction. Without 

cash, an individual is essentially isolated in terms of obtaining 

continued sources of help, because cash is necessary for repayment.

and other
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Accumulation of wealth tended to follow old lines of 

differentiation; The more powerful and priviledged gained greater 

. access to education, managerial and clerical jobs, and crop and stock,' . 

improvement. Most of the Chagga I encountered share the sgme set of 

values-which, deriving from tradition, found ground_in the move towards ■ 

modernization. Many have enjoyed material'"progress." Yet a sizeable 

portion of the middle sector and• the mjority 'of the poor-became
'. ‘ • ■ * • •.'V . . . . . ...

* -painfully';vulnerable when changes undermined'continuity iii traditional'

social, support.
-11 _ ijjis confusing, 'shared, perspective pbou-t the harmonious- 

integration of the old and new juxtaposed to the''reality of .conflict

over injustices seems to shroud contemporary Chagga welfare systems.

. The messages conveyed by .the swollen bellies and hungry eyes of li.ttle 

children.are.special bitter testimony to the Chagga that something

. .  in their welfare is failing. The tremendous emotional and ec.ohomic

burden kwashiorkoric children place on neighbors and kin who feel 

oblig'ed to assist-is not easily endured over long periods. While 

these rationalizations are accompanied by.a great deal of reflection 

and social criticism,'little substantial effort is made to reorder the 

broader economic and political processes involved. Even the more 

powerful peopje appreciate the grave cost of joining the modern world, 

but they express little hope for altering-5.tKe direction of change.

When food seems unavailable and neither old nor new forms of welfare 

are effective in-preventingmalnutrition, hungry children have come 

to symSolize, as they probably did in the past, not the-failure of the 

copnunity to help, but the failure of the child's caretaker for having 

. brought the child into the world and neglecting its care. In a real

-s
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sense, the victim? i>£ stress 'are being blamed by their own culture as 

well- as by outsiders—blaming being an escape 'from a shared sense of

This blioe filters down to the children who experience 

,a form of selective elimination from a, system tjiat has

■ responsibility.
‘hunger

failed ‘ them.

\
- '•

«r
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Footnotes

^ Kilimanjaro, which stands at 19,390 feet, is the highest 
mountain in Africa.

2 ■ ■ ' ' '

As is true throughout Chaggaland, deep river gorges, roads,
irrigation furrows, grazing commons, and school and church grounds 
reduce the area available for habitation and agriculture.

■ 3 ■ . . . .■^. . ^

Stall feeding refers to a system'iii which grass is brought to
the animal which is housed inside rather than let roam or graze.

Although the sale of land in Tanzania is officially illegal, 
•it is quite common in Kilimanjaro for goodxcQffee land•to sell for 

' ■ 600 to 1,000 per acre.
■ ^ This pattern was observed in my own -area where some of the 

immigrants were originally'brought in by force for'work oil sisal 
plantations. In time, these individuals managed to plant the cash 

, crops of coffee and maize, although they still sought modern Wage . 
employment. • ” • '

•• , ■•
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. CHAPTER III. ..

.CHAGGA COSMOLOGY AND THE PROBLgM OF KWASHIORKOR

The Chagga's social world, as documented by past ethnographers,

was formed mostly by libidinal ties based'on concepts of maleness/ -

femaleness and pufity/pollution: It was a sjanbolic world relating .

to their mountain environment, and it created-an illusibnary order. .

If rules maintaining this, .order were followed all-could share in the

, comforting feeling that their social attachments were secure and

supportrvei The Illusions not only provided guidelines for building

•positive setf=fimages by winning social’acceptance or status, but they

also provided criteria for nonacceptance and the resulting loss of

■;.self^esteem-an(L-sens.e-of-.personal-failure. ’ .

My.own understanding of the cultural interpretations given me "

often cfeaa®! by'my efforts to present alternative explanations

to demonstrate the irrationality of their beliefs.. Nevertheless', •

■ people persisted verbally and nonverbally to offer Insights to an

ideology'which when seen as a whole has its own logic and'represents

.l- an aesthetic response to the Kilimanjaro enviro'nment. Once I returned
. ■ . ■ . w - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ■ o . ■

.. home and grew distant to the problems encountered and my need to" change .

■ them, I began rereading the accounts.of tfie Chagga given by Dundas,

. Gutmann, and Kaum. ’ Each lived -over’twenty years on Mt. Kilimanjaro bnd

produced extensive literature on Chagga; custom,. law, religion, and

. cosmology. •

-1^
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’ Althougli many of the rites used to transmit notions of order

are defunct, a haunting sense of the old morality manifest^•itself in 

critical periods and in the judgment of.self or others. . The following 

discussion juxtapSses the older ethnographies against my own impressions 

of 'Chagga traditions and asks how kwashiorkor fits in. Speculative 

leaps guided more by intuition than'inductive reasoning are made 

because.no one, not even myself, posed questions relating kwashiorkor 

. ■ to Chagga cosmology. My'conclusion is that kwashiorkor is intuitively ' 

seen to be a problem of spacing births and of scarcity. Hie strength

of my synthesis lies not in its attempt .to be precise, but in its

* ability"to" reflect the people's subtle reactions-to, questions about 
■ kwashiorkor, which inherently imply—why did you fail in your sexual ' ^

toie and why did' you fail to provide for your children? Few more

devastating inquiries could be made.of any human being.anywhere.

is integral to reach person's social 

identify, it is important, to understand the criteria for judging 

success or failure in'sexua'l behavior. I will begin by presenting 

some Chagga teachings on sexuality in order to abstract the central 

' • meanings of maleness, and femaleness and their implied and actual 

functions. Fundamental .is the idea of reciprocity between the sexes 

guided by norms that ultimately result in the spacing of children. In 

the second section I will discuss the' logics behind spacing norms which 

takes into account the environmental constraints of Mt. Kilimanjaro.

In this section I will pose the problem of kwashiorkor.' The chapter is 

intended not only to portray the aesthetics of Chagga knowledge in coping 

' with a particular'problem, .but also to represent the continuing presence 

of a'.'dying'cosmology which sometimes supports and sometimes contradicts 

; modern traditions. '.

Since sexual identity^
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Lessons on Human Sexuality

The most significant mode of communicating Chaggaide^ of 

order was found in the initiation rites, which are no longer practiced. 

The rites themselves show how the central dualities of life and death, 

male and-female, purity and pollution are not polar opposites or 

. . systematic and consistent representations of concrete realities, but

instead are shared elements of human experience that need to be balanced. 

In order tb teach this, the Chagga devised an elaborate series of myths, 

which were told to children and young women. Foremost was the idea 

that the anuses of adult men were permanently closed. Because their 

.  anuses'were pl^ during initiatidn''they were able to
■ , X' ■ . , • ■_ _ _ _ _

fully'digest their food without d^ecating,. without polluting the earth. 

They were said to have'once'had the capacity to be impregnated by other 

men'which is why their anuses had to-be plugged, -since birth would 

.result-in the death of both father and child. These beliefs provided 

the basis of male superiority—the rationale for the patrilineage^— 

and for male authority. However, only children were duped by this myth 

because its fraudul'dnce was exposed in both female and male’ initiation. 

Everyone else knew and swore to keep secret that in reality men were 

- bpeii. like women. . Thus, children were the only members of the patri- 

- lineage who believed in the source of male authority. Yet it was not the 

authority of the male that most, impinged upon their daily life, but that 

of the paternal mother. In Chagga society tlje grandmother stood out as 

chief executor of clan ritual, clan health, and clan morality. She 

. ienforceil the rules and customs because once her sons married her long 

arduous journey from.nonmehber to member of her husband's patrilineage 

■.was eventually repaid her in the form of economic security and a central

• d

,.
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position of authority.' If a young man became siclc with diarrhea, he 

could ,turn'to an old woman.for help because she would be. sure to safe

guard, the s'eeret of the.nonexiStent/existent feces.

Moore's (1976) analysis of Gutmann's work on the fiction of 

Chagga initiation shows how the Chagga were preoccupied with the 

problem of-explaining, comparing.and distinguishing male and female ■ 

roles.in procreation and with, the comparative value, of maleness and 

femaleness, .in the initiation rites, according to Gutmann, each sex

iC- ■

claimed to have originally possessed the whole sexual continuum; that ‘ -

men wombs and the capacity to become pregnant.

-V .

is, wo'meip-once had'penises.

Young men had to be reminded that they .were not solely responsible for

the birth.of a chil^d, that the woman had her part in it, too (Guttman.

' .1933) . '. This reminder was necessary because of. an overemphasis of the

man's role in conception and of the.hereditary traits supplied by the 

father. The nine month stay in initiation camp--emphasizirig man's part 

in reproduction—corresponded to the woman's period of pregnancy. Both' 

men and boys yere taught that'this stay was necessary for the.birth of. 

a child, counterbalancing the stress of pregnancy for women with nine 

months of stresssi for men. ■ ' ’ '

During initiation similarities in sexual behavior were taught. 

Men went, through a mock hunting ritual which contrasted with the. near 

absence of hunting in Chagga economy. It symbolized their sexual 

prowess. Correspondingly, girls performed a mock hunt in which they 

caught grasshoppers and tadpoles and embedded them in a grass bundle, 

symbolizing the fetus (and penis) possessed by women—their source of 

sexual prowess. Men also mimicked warfare during initiation, while 

women-were taught virtues of the ideal stoic Chagga woman, to guide
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• them in successful-delivery, hailed as a feat of warriors.

bri the other hand, sexual'differences were accentuated. The' 

myth of the male anal plug helped symbolize the nation of the male 

' being closed, as-opposed to the women being open. Men were retainers 

of‘feces and blood, while women were defecators and menstruators of 

blood'-l-sources of pollution and their lower status. Yet in pregnancy,, . 

th'e'height of their fertility, women were considered closed because 

they no longer menstruated. Pregnant women had abnormal powers which, 

couldbring misfortune to men; and men, asi^ll knew; did defecate, 

were opdn. The dual symbolic categories of open and closed were not 

. only connected with sexuality, but with life'.and-death as well. For .. 

instance, by possessing male feces or female menstrual blood, the

. ,.A

person creating these excretions .could be made sterile, resulting in 

the death of his/her line,

Moo.re (197b) discusses the values attributed to these ‘resonating

categories:

Thisv4aiible association of femaleness and maleness, each and 
both with life and death’and each and both with blood and milk 
and faeces, helps reveal what seems to be a general circumstance . 
about many Chagga symbolic categories,_ that they ate dual and 

■’ then doubled again. It may also: explain in part why,' though 
female is associated with the left, with misfortune and impurity 
and like negative categories,, she is also associated with the 
luckiest number of the Chagga,- the number four, which is used to 
announce the birth of a girl (Raum, 1940': 96, 97). -Three is for 
males. It also may explain why,-.desp^e the negative connotation 
of femaleness-in some dual symbolic categories, the blood wealth- 
payment of the Chagga for a dhad .woman was said to be eight cattle 
and eight goats, while the samp payment for a man was seven head 

— j of cattle, and seven goats (Gutmann 1924: 243; HRAF trans: 216).
The-answer, proposed here is that female has two aspects: ^
inauspicious dangerous menstruating polluting death-bringing, 
castrafed penis-less female;.associated with the left when the 

' left.ha's a negative meaning, and the other aspect, pregnant, 
non-menstruat'ingj childbearing, maternal, feeding, lifebringing, 
peaceful, femaleness associated with the'ilucky number four.

, ‘Equally male has two aspects: auspicious maleness associated with

- b
- - - V-'
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purity, cleanliness, strength, virility, completeness (l.e., having ' 
a penis), and other life-bringing qualities associated with the 

■ right. But maleness is also imbued with violence,' the-'death- 
pollution of killing in war', animal slaughter, and characterized 
by male incompleteness in not bearing'children and not producing 
milk food.

Moore adds further insight to Chagga understandings of human sexuality, 

pointing' but that the initiation ceremonies are a source of questioning 

about the mysteries of procreation, maleness and,femaleness, the

puzzling connections among food, sex and life—in short, what makes -life^

■ -The.rituals Of both sexes declare that they do "not know the 
answer to the mysteries. Neither sex has' the "secret". Somewhe-se 

, - in the .fact that men's secret is a fraud, there is a poignant ' .
■ statement that men do not have the secret, that they do not know_ 
the ultimate mystery of the making of life. The women's ritual

^^tates that women once had the secret, but that the men stole it,_ _
and that all-that is left is pregnancy. - Hence the women, too,- 

. declare that they do not have the secret.

It seems likely that the Chagga intuitively understood thgt the ' 

answers to the mysteries of life were not to be found in parts, but in 

the whole. Neither malep or- females had the answer in isolation,from 

each other, but as part of^each'other. Recognizing the functional 

distinctions,.it was then necessary to devise ways of harmonizing the 
apparent diffeVenc^. Paradoxically, one mechanism was to emphasize the 

. distinctions. Nearly every aspect, of daily life could b'e interpreted in 

terms of the separate' spheres of maleness or femaleness. Ownership of 

material goods, rights to certain foods, and forms of work were seen as 

distinctly suitable for mentor women. Through specified reciprocal . 

transactions men gave to and received from women, -and women gave to and 

received from men so as.to form a balanced continuum and in a real sense.

. *

*

obliterate the distinctions.- Deviation from this order could evoke 

severe social sanctions, even social‘ostracism.
::
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The mkin less in the mandate to-reciprocate: was to’mimic the

■ cooperative'spirit foundvbetween the’living, and the dead,, who.•worked to 

, ehsure.Xh^t, continuity as -a;.vital- wholeiV The stress-of scarcity \ ,

sabotaged the. wholeness by setting-one part-against the other, as if ; I
• ■ insecure' interdep^denty:^^lcLcreate^its„P^J)alahcg.:,to:perpyuity:  with. .

" 'one'menier ."consuming"' the other, resulting iniannih'llatioh. " I will now. ' 

-discuss some' ceritral themes, in .preventipg' sucK a -possibility. ■ ^ r

Sexual Reciprocity and Its Relationship s to Fbed-''
' and Kwashiorkor in Traditional: Ghagga Cosmology.

-V

• .To., the 'Chaggi, kwashiorkor" is a symptom of an imbalance, in fqpd. .

land, and human resources, .Successful managem'ent.' of resources demands ' .

tio betw.een social*' , "an active balancing act--one that regulates the ra 

. : supports ' gathered from .a human, community, rand, the land .and ;f ood- ,

■ resources^upon which that;community■ is,^ependehti ; Yet, as:we,■ saw in ; '" ; • , ; 

: ■ Chapter, Two, every step in'.Chagga history seems characterized., :by paradox. ■

■ The moist mountain environment was 'able'to-provide tir^endous security

■ from famine-, invasion of hostile ^jrtiide^resulting
bility of most infants-reaching adulthood.-,' At the same time droughts

in the proba-

. • .n'
;;''-and: wdrs .between Chagga clans - forced the' population rtb devisn.regulations 

which could produce'^ardy individuals able to survive the catastroph'ies 

'brought about by the very sources of security. Yhe dependence on a diet , 

’ which maintained the population through di,re weather conditions as well

■enhanced'-their-.'creative--energies, during less stressfuT';time? had its ;

■ y ".y'.':'.

i

-- - as

- cost. .Ib,was kwashiorkor.

V ^ - Swollen children probably became associated with times when thd' ^

'— - more -valuable protein sources, were, scarce._.4However^'chagga symbolic:;_ ,

interpretation viewed kwashiorkor as resulting from^ excessive or ; • 

inappropriate sexual behavior of the ill child's parents. The cultural

,.4--

r
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explai^tioii tends to^^r^^late the spacing of births, lest the parents' .

excess cause their child to contract the disease or die. As'painful as ■

they are, the resulting deaths pf children keeps Che numbers of offspring

within the families' present or anticipated'means and,tends-to. check the

population growth which otherwise might expand beyond-the limits of the ‘ 
•r- _ , . . .

. ■ .land tenure system. . ■ . ' . ■ • ,

The following section will serve fo■elucidate the manner in which 

Chagga conceptions of order work to prevent kwashiorkor and enhance the 

life of children destined to perpetuate the ancestry.

Order in Chagga Ideology

The people of Kilimanjaro view humanity as equally influenced 

by the governing processes which affect other entities found in nature.

^ ■ To guarantee the cyclic renewal of.pen and women, of animals and plants,

of day-and nighty and,of.the seasonsj\life must be balanced in an 

orderly pattern similar to the essence of Ruwa (Chapter Three). The 

basic orders celebrated in Chagga ideology, abstracted from Gutmann's 
work by Moore ^are combination, separation, and sequence,^ Moore (1976) 

derj.ved from this sense of order three interdependent themes:

1) The denial of ultimate death, since- the chain of aifcestors and'
descendents.was perpetual etod the dead lived on in the spirit 
world, ■ , ' • ' ■

2) The mysterious sexuai-procreative process which continued the 
chain of men, animals and plants,

3) -The magical properties of the food |froducing,' food eating, and 
fopd sacrificing that kept, men and spirits alive . , . there was

, a symbolic and ritual preoccupation with food and sex, with 
eating and fertility as the basic means' of preventii^ death,' 
both immediate and eternal, and perpetuating life. ^

. Sexual reproduction provides the Chagga with a model of the mos't

A

powerful f orces ini the universe and is the; key to balancing the related

The wrong combination or sequence of sexual■ .forces of life' and death.

- V
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Behavior, the failure to keep, certain sexual matters separate provokes 

potential chaos and ultimately death. ' Food is used both symbolically 

and Instrumentally to express and insure sexual guidelines-to'the’extent 

that women are fattened to represent a pregnant state (Moore 1976: 366).

In fhct, the ideal of female beauty was and' still is fat or pregnant .

. young women. 'Thin women are assumed infertile'and suspected of evil doing.' 

Failure to. bring forth offspring because .of sterility means the absolube 

end to an individual.

. .5

Kwashiorkor As an Imbalance'in the Reproductive. Forces; In Xombination><

The cyclical nature of plant reproduction is expressed in Chagga- 

rayth-and symbol, producing a cosmology'in which'Both digestion-(eating, 

excreting) and sfexuallty_ were connected with fertility and the life'

Cycles. The living believe the dead also need nutrients, obtained'through 

the spirit of the ritually slaughtered animal. Small'libations of milk', 

blood, meat, and'beer are placed in a special sacrifical spot In the'

_ banana, grove, and, if eaten by wild animals, are said to be absorbed by

^recently deceased individual is admitted to the life of the 

spirit with a ritual-slaughtering. The animal's death symbolizes the^ 

release of the dead person. Its spirit "feeds" the dead person and its 

carcas provides food for the living, A slaughter share given to the dead * 

as a libation dramatizes to the living: 1) the need for coramensality, 

between living humans and their ancestorsp- and 2) the sharing of the life/, 

-.death continuum manifested in the clan. The same slaughter share, when, 

consumed by the living,-results in their nutritional maintenance and the' 

fertility of the soil though defecation. ^The following gives a diagram- 

atic portrayal of the life/death continuum and its connection with, 

food) and feces..

- .*■ ,

ancestors.

sex.

1

• /
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This conceptual diagram attempts bo illustrate the culture/nature
Apparent "opposites" are '

For instance,
.chain cycle found in Chagga cosmology, 
understood,to be polar extremes of the same reality, 
lightness and darkness, life and death are a part of each other in a 
mutally necessary continuum. The' outer sphere represents the' snow ' .
capped volcanic mountain environment, mother's breast and father's penis 
—all sources of moist energy. It is within these two opposing energy 
sources, dryiless and moisture, that the dramatic life chain is enacted, 
assuming death as well. In the cente'r of the diagram is the small sphere 
representin|rthe~negative poles of life—the mouth and vagina, both dark 
and reddened moist orifaces. The death of substances (people) produced, 
from the -vagina feeds the male line with ancestors. The "death" of sub- ' 
stances^ passing from the mouth through to the anus produces fecal 
material which feeds the earth. The smaller, sphere at the bottom repre
sents the anus. The two opposing positive poles represented by the penis 
on the left and the banana on the right feed into the negative poles to 
produce life. Proper feeding assumes the penis to be eaten by the vagina 
and the banana to be consumed by the mouth. Crossing over the projectiles

■ into .inappropriate oriface’s, i.e., the penis into the mouth or anus pr 
the banana.into the vagina or anus are logical as well as actual possi
bilities, and may. in part, be responsible for much of the hianor associated 
with the banana. The anal plug myth might also have had its logical

'origin in the Chagga's belief in the'possibility of men having anal inter- 
^ . .course with other'men. In fact, this hypothetical possible channel'of 

producing people became idealized in the Chagga myth which maintained 
that men were the original possessors of the capacity to conceive and give

■ birth., -It represents the logical perfection in a-male dominated society 
' where'the creation of people came about exclusively through the male. -

*

Figure 1. Culture/Nature Chain Cycle in Chagga Cosmology.
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To the Chagga, sexuality-food-digestlon-fecesT-life-death are 

combined in numerous symbolic, references. The prof>er combination of 

male' and, female and the proper use and combination of food t^o perpetuate 
the results, of that combination brings lifi*^ It. follows '■logicallyTKit" 

improper combination of male and'female and'the misuse of prod.uctiori, 

distribution and consumption of food will bring death', Moore points ■. 

out that the practice of using manure may have developed an emphasis on 

the psychosexual fantasies relating to feces'and digestive processes'' 

that ap'p'ear and reappear in Chagga ritual-and myth,- The magical-' 

qualities .of 'cattle manure spread care^ully among the, banana plants and' 

human feces which are^idefecated in the banana grove are seen as' bringing 

fertility to the plants. Similar to'men and cattle, bananas propagate 

themselve^ It is men'who own. the banana grov'es and pass them on to 

their sons. Boys are circumcised astride a banana stem thus becoming .. 

capable of legitimately procreating male offspring for the clan,- Still,

■ the-banana as well- a'k feces .are^ related to death When these' life, giving-—^--- - 

substances th^selves are perceive^ to be out of. order,'usually through 

excess,

■ f

/

>s..

V'

■ ■ - i

2 .

■ At this point it is helpful to recall that the food'economy of ' ■

Kilimanjaro is a combination of banana, the basic caloric source,'and ' 

cattle whose-milk, blood, and.meat provide the primary protein supplement. - 

Although vegetables and fruits enrich the'SHiet, the banana grove and -

■' -V - ■ ■ - ^ ' . ' - - - - -

cattle products are considered staples. In fact, the Chagga's notion 

of .food is' the-banana. They see themselves as banana eaters, as opposed 

to. Masai whose habits, including an almost exclusive diet of meat, are 

viewed as barbaric. Other banana eaters such as the Wagandaof Uganda, 

the W^eru of Mt. Meru, the JJyaikussa of the southern Tanzanian highlands
)
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. and the Bahaya of Bukoba are acknowledged by the Chagga as^ siiailar, 

^brothe'rly, refine^people. Bananas are considered necessary for the 

maintenance of life. But are accorded a’ lower status by being considered 

a feminine, food. 'Meat is a masculine food and is said to be tamu 

(sweet)—that which enhances life.

This notion is closely linked" with-the biological, psychological 

and symbolic bases-of kwashiorkor physiology. When.the diet relies 

heavily on the banana and is not enhanced with protein staples more

vulnerable to.^ the vagaries of weather, the banana becomes associated by

the. Chagga as a food in excess even though its quantity may'in fact be 

reduced.- This "excess" is further associated with nutritional deficiency 

-in the following manner. One of the earliest symptoms of kwashiorkor is 

. • diarrhea, which contributes to upsetting the child's electrolyte balan.ce, - ■

. causing-awellirig. Normal parasitic.loads are less - tolerated by the child 

under s'tr'ess whose diet is deficient in calories. . Whether kwashiorkor' is 

triggered by parasites, infectious diseases or dietary deficiencies is ^ 

less.important"to the Chagga than the symbolic implications of both the 

reduced amountV*of-animal protein in the diet and,the swelling and 

diarrhea. (More detailed discpssion in Chapter Nine.)

A

■ -For-the Chagga, "the symbolic opposite'pf kwashiorkor occurs, 

hypothetically, if a child is born without apertures (mouth, vagina-, anus).

■ • Such a child is killed immediately .and" the chief makes sacrifice to Ruwa 

in order to forestall grave misfortune, said to be drought. The absence 

of sexual and digestive capacities in a child-:-without orifaces balances 

the excess of them found in a kwashiorkorlc child, -To correct tha.^ -

. . .  imbalance, brought on by sexual and digesti-ve deficiencies, the .chief has

. - , to act to protect the whole population- from what threatens their



reproductive capacity. It is one oi. the rare ominous occasions in which 

>the chief'directly appeals t^Ruwa.-,-

• Because kwashiorkor is more common than'Che birth of a child

. without apertures, it J.s left for ordinary people to handle.

■ that certain customs , (such as birth'spacing) we'r'e^ devised over time to • 

•prevent, kwashiorkor. , Deviation from these customs results in kwashiorkor .

It appears

:
which is explained as a mechanism, brought on by the ancestors, to •i

restore the'balance upset by~ the'.abnoriiiaLbehavior-of-rthe-‘-l‘iving~parents.r-

In the pastr a child associated with its parents'-abnormal behavior

• • .would-possibly have been aborted 'of killed at'birth. But, other methods 

prevail. Nurturers such as the. grandmother who acts as caretaker for

. ' the,whole clan conspires with the ancestors to sanction the.deviance, by 

withholding life, enhancing proteins. In another form'of social sanction 

the community rejects the parents by withholding support until they make ' 

the-necessary:;.r.ituals of reparation.

■ Kwashiorkor is commonly-assocrated with the weanling child.- The 

Chagga explain the disease when it occurs in a- nursling as being a 

Te'sul't of an improper combination of. sexual material. 'Lydia, whose 

situation will ife discussed in Chapter Seven, suffered the loss' of all 

four closely spaced children because, had she continued nursing while . 

pregnant, she;would have been choosing to visibly misbehave—a threat

• . to her., own life. '. Chagga ideas about propej; reproductive behavipr

forced Lydia to abruptly wean her, children.. Behind this belief was the 

Chagga-analogy between feeding and reproduction.

^ this analogy the body is considered to be a container : feeding

the mouthmaintains life while "feeding, the vagina during intercourse 

produces new life. The mouth and vagina (negative poles) are fed by the

:»■

A

.

V
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. breast/penis (positive poles) to sustain the chain’ of life. However,.-the . 

expec'ted sequence of feeding must not-be altered; .that is, . one .must not 

have been, feeding the: vagina-of a mother when she is feeding the mouth of 

her child. In addition, semen is believed to cause the milk.to spoil, 

most probably because the power of this life’giving substance, when not 

combined with its significant opposite, (menstrual blood which is symbolic ..

-V

. —of-death) combines with mother's milk'to create an.excessive life force

The effect ot these beliefs is"v 2 :which is lethal to'the. nursing child..' 

a pcfetpaftiim se? taboo creating arresting space. between births, and .also

maintaining the nursing mother's nutritional-status, therefore protecting 

her capacity to care for the nursling, and make othet contriljutions to 

the family .ecbnom/. If parents break the taboo and have sex while the 

woman is nursing,’ then tradition demapds that any resulting fetus be . 

aborted.

. Kwashiorkor .As an Imbalance in the Reproductive Forces:In
and Sequence.^

' Nine of the forty-two families contacted during the follow-up 

study, blamed their child's illness on an infraction of a traditional 

■ ^obligation, in spite of the fact that the researchers were not seeking 

such explanations. One of these children was said to have the disease 

because it's mother failed to become circumcised, -The connection made.

. between, cifcximcision and kwashiorkor become^ clear through understanding 

the Chagga orders of separation and, sequence, . The notion of separation 

• is most'strongly seen in the-differentiation between male and female '

'work. The necessity to keep the sexes distinct and thus assure the 

- . proper, outcome (descendants) at a proper time (through legipiated

intercourse); is closely llnted tb the peo|lb's ;i;ieb of kwashiorkor. .  r
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causality'. ■ In Chagga' society the ritual and behaviors surrounding 

female circimcision regulate available food-and energy resources.

- .turn, the social structure results, in part, in a feedbaclt between

■ population size and environmental constraints, ii\cluding periodic but 

'•unpredictable droughts. The nature of .these, feedbacks can be

. visualized through a brief summary of the ritualized ways of handling 

food and the conventions 3overning'“its consuinp.tion. • '

Conventionalized Chagga ideology^ separatesimost foods into 

predominantly male or female categories', even though actual -res'trictions 

and prohibitions for consumption ar,e rare and are prafcticed by few 

clans. PB'r~Tn''s''tanTre~aTian^canno't--take-milk frotr'Siis''wife's calabashes • 

without her permission, nor can a woman enter the storage basket of ’ 

r-millet without her husband's permission. Such rules are important and ' , 

affect the most ordinary daily life. Rich high protein foods are 

distributed between the sexes at different times. Female foods'like . x ■ 

milk and mlaso.'a blood and butter, mlxturd, are given abundantly during y 

critical rites of passage in order to fatten the woman for producing an 

heir fof"her husband's lineage—a triumph ritually celebrated in the 

sam^'manner as a successful warrior-hunter returning home with a kill'. 

Ordinarily, the woman's husband' receives the greater share of proteins- 

which he is expected .to parcel out in quantities proportionate to the • 

-size- and status of other family members. His rightful controj. of the

■ more, valuable protein foods corresponds with the ideal that me^' are
■f- . ' ■ .

more important to society since it is through them that the patrilineage 

is perpetuated;

In'.'

.V

...

^ -

’ *

•' *t

..I:
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Separation of food distribution pattern? based on separation of ' 

the. sexes-and their respective biological needs ensures that woiien 

^receive optimum nurishment during the stress of pregnancy and lactation, 

while men are trained to survive nutritional deprivation. This becomes 

. clear in the differential treatment which was,given tO male and female 

initiates prior to circ'umcisioi^ ^These practices no longer exist.) *

A Chagga girl underwent three months of isolation from the rest of . 

society before circumcision, and up'’to six month's after her operation 

to represent the nine months of pregnancy. ' During both of .these.times 

. she w?s fattened with a special diet prepared by'adult female relatives.

- A Chagga boy underwent his initlat,ion through nine'mo'hth’s of ’ extreme- - - 

duress and hardship isolated in the wilderness, often on the brink of 

starvation.'• With these .rites,, the Chagga recognized-the necessity of 

balancing nutritional■stores to correspond to the kinds of nutritional 

■ stress_derived.from the sejmal division of labor, I'Jhile fighting and'

, hunting,-men .could-not consume great quantities of food. Yet these 

trials of stagina -(which may have included training for selecting 

fittest) .required, that the men be,in_ robust health-, -made possible by •

■ • their, maintaining overall nutritional well being during less stressful 

times. Women, whose warrior achievement was the successful birth of- a 

child, needed to consume and store nutrients during pregnancy and 

lactation.- In contrast to men's idealized.'^ole, women were considered .

.  to-have more time available for eating and, in fact, were and s.tii^^rtev •

forced to,reduce their activity during pregnancy as well as during post 

natal confinement. Important also is the Chagga belief that'improved 

female nutrition was correlated with viable offspring. ■ Raum observed

/ ,

■A

-that--pregnant-Chagga-women-are,,not„suppo'sed to eat bananas--.the dietary
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staple associated as women's food (Eaum 1940: 79-80). Instead, their

diets emphasize plenty of milk, fat, sweet potatoes, and yams.- The 

banana, restfriction may have resulted hot only from ^he people's

intuitive appreciation of the need for extra proteins to enhalice life, 

. , but also from the phallic symbolism attached to the banana. Just as 

intercourse is parttiaJJy restricted during pregnanfix^^be^use of its 

■ • correlation with prematurity or weakness in the child, tlie-banana is 

thought to bring about the s^e . problems.

'Since-ideally Chagga- men

the patrilineage, they, are Ideally,reserved the lion's share of the

life enhancer, protein. At the same time women are, seen as more

•valuable on a'practical ievel because it" was through them that the .

lineage is actually, perpetuated.. Food is recognized as an important

component in that perpetuity and so, practically speaking, the woman

receives the larger share of-available protein, at least in times of

, reproductive activity which began with her circumcision.' Such care of

nutritional well-being of women is characteristic of traditional .

Chagga culture. They recognize the vital hecessity of sound health . ' .•

prior to conception, for an almost immediate consequence of 'circumcision ■' 
' - . . . '

for a girl is the commencement of her wedding ceremotes. The added 

:■ six months of nutritional enhancement following circumcision, when 

compared to the three months after giying .birth, shows how - important 

this rite was to the Chagga; In. fact, the celebration for her circum-..

. cisipn was the greatest day in a woman's life, commemorated with the .. 

largest number of presents she would ever receive.•

are more vital to_ the continuity of

VV-'.

the

r-

-t*
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Based on the ritual, social and nutritional Importance placed 

• • on this'rite, circumcision_aeted primatliy as a balancing mechanism in

which male and female activities (including food usage) were kept
■’’X.

that when combined within a proper sequence, the 

■ result'would be fertile.and healthy offspring.’ .We have already seen 

how. important it was for circumcision of both sexes to-occur prior.to' 

conception, .e-v'en more important than marriage in legitimating offspring.

for marriage could always be adjusted' socially were a girl' to become 

pregnant before her bethrothal ceremonies... To appease the' community-

ire minor infraction,' a’ '

But -ttie horror and

t-

of ancestors and living' offended .by this^ 

sacrifice could be offered, perhaps a goat, 

perception of chaos felt when uncircumcised iovdrs .create a pregnancy

; : out of sequence was dr'amatiged in the defunct, tradition-of impailing 

. them one on top of the'other, at important cross paths on the mountain.

so^that alLcould see and be forewarned. '

Circumcisfon, especially for females, had otherfar reaching

■ repercus'siohs^for Chagga society and for its need to balance the

respurces upon which it depended,

in the folio'wing. analysis of circumcision ritual.

The disihtegrition of'the age grade is the gradual process 
•that taKes ten years or longer. One member after_the other of 
the,age .grade breaks away as soon as he.has to have a child 
circumcise’d. The'main cause for this gradual disintegration of

■ tile age grade was the circumcision ofgthe girls. The circumcision 
of the boy's ,was deferred and was done simultaneously for an ■ 
entire generation:, this would have made it possible fpr the

■ fathers to reslgn as a group from the age grade. But the 
circumcision of -the girls had to be done as soon as the girls 
began to mature and the event took place at different times and 
at different houses. A girl's circumcision could force a man to 
resign from his age grade at a time when,the age grade was still

■ Sdministering the law of- justice.- Why did a man have to resign 
from his own agC-.grade .as soon as he had to have one of his 
children circumcised'? The name for the act of resignation will 
give the answer; ikuwuta mohoju which means literally, "to take

Gutman (1926; 324) brings this but

. •.
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oneself off the banana'stem." The banaim stem is the one on ■ 
which the man has been circumcised. The.banana shaft signified 
the. alliance of procreation, and .this alliance, lasts until the 
first born hims.elf seeks.consecration for the preservation and 
renewal of the alliance. .The .father makes way for his son and 
the-mother is not allowed to'giyfe birth'anymore after her ' 
daughter ge^s married,. "If the child-jumps over you, you must 

, die. , Take yourself'quickly off the.banana stem." To be jumped 
over by the child means to still belong -to the alliance of - 
procreation while the child is being received -into-this' alliance.

The manner in which the birth restriction worked for the older 

couple waa4presumably through exercising birth control, abortion or 

infanticide rather than imposing.restrictions on the husband's sexual ■" 

access to his wife. A mother is presumed to have fulfilled her

-»

childbearing obligations by the time her eldest son or daughter is 

capable of bearing. She is also approaching an age where the care.of 

_ her own infant would conflict with obligations she has towards the

care of her grandchildren. The reproductive restrictions ensuing from 

this order of sequence can also be seen as acknowledging the problems

of excess fertility which would create excdssive nutritional, . 

phy.siological, and psychological stress on the older woman, "If the 
child jumps''OT7er~you—you must die" was not only*a ritual incantation, 

warning of the wrath of the ancestors, but was also practically grounded 

in .avoiding a pptentially conflicting situation where interdependent 

persons would be competing over the same resources.
• r

-The Chagga believe that for a girl to refuse circumcision would

S> ■ ■

■»

result in the swelling and death of her"first born child, i.a..

.kwashiorkor. In addition, enforcing her dauther's circumcision is 

advantageous-for the mother because- it protects the mother from further 

pregnancy and. the daughter from illegitmat.ely conceiving, losing her 

family's chances 'fpr bride price installments. The mother-in-law, under 

whose jurisdiction the girl will reside, has interests in maintaining
..
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the female 'circumcision rite in that it prevents the death of her 

son's heir and in so doing perpetuates' that lineage of which she is 
hoitbred member.

own

The balance evident in these features of Chagga 

culture permits and protects the procreation of legitimate and viable —. .

now an

. offspring while at the same time protecting the living by limiting the 

size of the earthly extended family. The father's act of resignation 

from his age' grade of procreation publicly dramatizes the"extent to' 

which this balance must be maintained. If his wife were also to become 

pregnant and nurse a newborn he would'also face a conflict of 

interests by trying to provide'bridewealth for his son and special 

costly food provisions for his wife.

■.
.. Summary of the Interpretation of Traditional :

- Ctfagga Ideology

. .The sexual guidelines inherent in female circumcision ritual-and 

other Chagga rites of p'assage work to create reciprocity between the 

sexes which is supposed to guarantee a pattern of food 'and labor 

distribution .^ correspond with each family member's nutritional heeds'. 

These guidelines, essentially spacing norms, are probably not always 

followed, so that the consequences of having too many children relative 

to a family's resources could result in the problCm of scarcity. An 

■ excess of children does not necessarily cause scarcity, but it could 

crfeate emotional stress for a family lackiii^ sufficient .economic 

•stability. In this case any existing scarcity is- perceived as the 

problem. A common accompaniment to such stressed situations is 

kwashiorkor, which is interpreted as evidence of failure to space 

children relative to family resources, Tt is also associated with times 

when animal products are scarce. But' the high'value placed on animal

/

r
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C

protein an-a-^symb^l of status and welj. being means that familie's' unable — 

^tb obtain,these foods are probably already experiencing overall
- •••, - - - . ' ■ ; ■ . ..-If- •v-

dep,rivation' of subsistence resources arid community support. . .

■ The fascinatiriguse of the banana as a symbolic device for 

communicating the importance of restricting family size may have rested' "

■ on more than its phallic appearance," Chag'ga believe the banana.permits, 

the maintenance of• their life, but its "excessive use", (without protein 

... :supplementation) is connected, like excessive fertility^ to the same "

. disease—kwashiorkor. Rather than couching" this complex knowledge in

biomedical terms it" is expressed .through religious ritual whiclThas the-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■ ■ ■ -

additional impact"of affecting conformity in-behavior! Lack of - ' 

conformity, either in failing to amass suffic_ient resources to.offset

. f-

I

■V,

i

.(V

scarcity or in disregarding the sexual norms for spacing, appears 

to fuel'community rejection. The next chapter will discuss religious

and moral alterations resulting from the Chagga's .accep.tance of 

Christianity and a cash .crop economy. These cKariges will-be•shown to- 

form" additional criteria for morkl judgements about a particular family's
. situation.

i
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Foottfotes
. 1 . ^ ■. .

■ ■ These,three orders, nicely summarized in Moore's work-on Chagga- 
.cosmology).are not reified, separate entities, but conceptual tools . 
which provide Useful distinctions for the varieties of Chagga 
explanations given for.the existence of kwashiorkor. -'For this reason 

■ there^pi bi miidtf oTCriS ih"Sy m - - -

^ Other notions of excess regarding food-are recognized by the 
.Chagga- The banana, for;instance,'is Unown as the"milk tree", in 
part because of- its milky sap, but also because it -maintains life as
does-mother-'-S-mllk_ I_ was frequently encouraged to drink^pomb'e, th^ ■■
locally brewed banana beer, while nulling my, own child.

. considered good for the baby' s, temperament and;helpful in producing 
milk.) In biomediial terms, it is particularly high in vitamiU B'complex ■ 
and protein because pf the.millet used in'its production. However,

, excess banana beer creates excessive-dependency on'alcohol, and' the . ' , 
growing■ problem of alcoholism was frequently'T.amented by m:^ friends.

•' Similarly, diarrhea and vomiting during early infancy was-attributed to 
excess mother's milk.

. ^ Animal products were also used in sexual symbolism. Milk, meat,
blood and.manure,- conmiunicated notions about life giving and death 

. bringing forces. However, milk especially lacks the ambivalance.of 
the banana In seacual symbolism, since it is associated almost delusively 
with life and' healing powers. ' I have omitted references to milk in . 
rites of passage rituals, because I was less able 'to associate' them with 
the problem, of•kwashiorkor.

It is
' 4^

1- *
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CHAPTER IV'

CHANGES IN SEXUAL RECIPROCITY .ANDT;T'S IMPACT ON '

SPACING AND FOOD DISTRIBUTION:WITHIN THE FAMILY :

As -we-ha-ve'seen, .-the choices-made hy the Chagga ;in the colonial ' 

arid .post-colonial era reflect^heir' search for a more successful- way 

to prevent scarcity. The scarcity, which-nevertheless prevailed, was

attributed primarily to shortages- of resources ..^.Resulting ,unequal_

distribution was interpreted as the individual's failure to attain ■ '

■ cash wealth. In this chapter, I .will examine how old’order of sexual 

reciprocity between men and wpmen were affected by the ^eed to earn 

cash.';'Not only were labor, and work values partially transformed, .but 

food usa^e and child spacing measures were also altered to -varying 

: degrees with remnants of old moral guidelines left behind to question,

the chariges. ..Less successful men and women caught in the predicament

/. ■

... . . ..

.*

- .

-

; \were forced into', acts potentially corrosive.-to their self-esteem and 

. tfreir capacity to nurture others. . '

The economic and ideological transformations in wgrk_relations -

A

that.,ac,companl‘ed the influSc of Christianity.contrasted with the more

intuitive approach to the division.of labor found in Chagga ideology, 

bhristian dogm left lit.tle unanswered. Notions of separation between ’

man arid woman •viewed sexual distinctions, not as an aesthetic mystery, 

put. rather as a rational phenomena which polarised the differences. The

highest Christian form of masculine and feminine identity could be 

achieved through the priesthood oir sisterho

91
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■ . persons by virtue of their sexual abstinencemocking'the reproductive

function of'.ttadj-tional'chagga order. ■.

■ , As. man came to epijquer. nature, he also came to'master his wife; ■

such Christian notions meshed with realities in'old Chagga society.

However,- Christian doctrine ras opposed to the mysterious-opaque .dis

tinctions in which sexual orders were ritually, and rather humorously, 

•viewed -as related to. questions' and;answers';tKat. -gave people p'ause “to-:-' 

question reality. Truth, in Christian terms, was not supposed-to be a 

relative process contingent on context, but - whs. art absolute. Christian 

.- ideology ignored humanity^more harmonious,- less mechanical-relationship 

with nature and’ the actual power of women in society.

? • The philosophical stage was thus set. In the realm of human

sexuality .Christianity provided •the''''fundamental cont'fadictions faced by 

today's Chagga--contradictiorts opposed to vital a'spects of Chagga cosmol

ogy, .morality, and sexual identity. This conflict was. not clear^ to the •••

. people because missionaries began their attack against behaviors already 

characterized ambiguity-polygyny,- -abortion, and infanticide. When 

mod.ern forms oj birth control became available, -the foundation for attack- 

■' -ing modern as-well as traditional artificial methods had already been laid.

■ . Changes in birth spacing methods were reinforced by a-.new system •

■ of teaching. .Old methods o^ education were replaced by both secular and 

..non-secular formal-educational institutionsswhich taught a certitude ,

that.accomodated’-the shift towards a money economy and scientific '

In their -push towards progress and a capitalist mode of life 

the'Chagga .came to depend on the newer guidelines which rejected the 

old teachings. . Becfause of the changes and continuities, people had 

more difficulty knowing what Co expect from one another pr how and when

f?:.

»
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it wis appropriate to impose sanctions-for undesirable behavior. "—

For some, increased options-resulted in a profound sense of 

personal alienation when conflicting strategies became obstacles to 

securing a stable home economy. I will now examine how the transforma

tion of men's and women's activities and sexual identities-have placed 

the economically or emotionally impoverished in suspension where newer 

alternatives are virtually out-of their reach. While modern,develop- 

■ ■ ■ ments have' improved the lot of many men and;.,women, old structural ,

. - constraints and lack of cash have made life'sdem impossible for others.- 

.. These changes will be weighed in terms of the added problems of

failing ta space births and failing to provide for children. '

The Bind of Contemporary Chagg'a Men

-

• O
. . 4^

Consistent throughout Chagga history were concepts of male 

domination over women which were hot contradicted by Christianity. Two 

forces have worked together to intensify male’dominance. First is 

- the loss of aiiiioat'ali men's, traditional source of ritual status incre

ments. The Wgewgrade system (destroyed by the Germans, who considered 

it a political threat^ exists only in some areas on the mountain as a 

social club. This loss removes the insurance that each man, by right 

of his-birth, will grow into a socially recognized sphere of power at 

the'height of his'manhood and into a-position-of authority simply by 

bUing old.- Rites of initiation establishing these statuses have also., 

disappeared, and even circumcision is.no longer practiced 

rite among age cohorts, ' Instead, young men; often already in their 

twenties, have the operation performed-at nearby clinics-or hospitals, 

'devoid, of most-of its symbolism. Such changes strip the Chagga of- 

informal educational devices; to teach and symbolize the reproductive

a

i

as a mass
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principles of their society and the rights and obligations between

sexual partners-V' The view of-^the ®ile as a nohdefseating, hunter- ,

Warrior persisted as a vague ideal, but is even mbre nonexistent in ' 

contemporary reality. The joke of the mythical mele anal plug is still 

■ alive today. However, -it is now an embarassment to the men-who have ' ■

been more accepting- than women of scientific -views that-regard sue-h : ’ 

beliefs as superstition; Older women especially-still-dppear to take-- 

the anal plug seriously. since'it was once, symbolically tied to their- 

source of power^;

The second force'which-has 'increa^ed' the .loss of‘kale identity,

.*■

' and paradoxically Intensified male domination is, ftie Chrisfian notion. ;

.’■of polarized.opposition: an absolute good, an absolute'evil; a total 

' wan,- a total woman'! This attacks the Cha'gga idea of balance through!

. , re.ciprqcal processes—the basis upon which perpetuity and the flow of 

humanity, was =built. It-also undermines the aesthetic modes'of V 

communicating sexual differences, necessary to understand the sexual 

continuum as a^whole. Stripped of their old identities, men‘who fail - 

.to attain newer identities related to cash shield their -vulnerabilities 

with exaggerated forms of dominance. Wife beating, alcoholism, .over

consumption of protein foods' by the father, and theft were hardly - 

. mentioned,in .the old ethnographies. . During my. stay, if a newcomer 

; did not notice these social problems^ people* would refer to them in 

casual conversation. '' •
•»

.The changes in culture and male sexual'identity have been 

■ 1 replaced bn a,positive'level with opportunities for educational 

- achievements"and securing wage employment. Cash is the new life 

■ enhancer, replacing meat brought home by father. Coffee farming.is . '

7
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syitfbolicalXy and actually connected to cash and therefore seen as the 

man's realm. The coffee money, is strictly controlled by men because, '

I was tdld, men know how to deal with the complicated technology 

involved—prurting, spraying, processing. - However,' since biashara 

(business matters) push coffee farmers off the kihamba into tovm to 

purchase farm equipment and negotiate prices, some of'the high status . 

•technical labor- is performed by women,'even though'people deny it— 

new myth's to, vie with the waning'bf the-old. As land becomes more, 

scarce many men find themselves'in the unfortunate predicamenf:of 

owning very little or no coffee wealth which partly curtails educational 

• and .wage employment opportunities i They have to hire out as day

laborers .to work on larger estates among women and ybuthr-a degrading 

• .. alternative for grown men. Three to nine shillings for .a, ten hour

- day.hardly provides for 'a family. This degradation takes on added 

intensity because cash is the new symbol of men's access to authority 

and dominance over wdmen—the very rationale for the existence of the 

patril'ineage.VJfttJjout cash and the visible presence of the necessities 

and luxuries it buys, such men may be considered failures by their 

community and themselves.

As a.result, many of the men in these situations are regularly

seen together at the local'beer club, where people of different status

: - .mix. The clubs are either established buifdin’gs open daily to" the

public or homes in which certain individuals, usuallj'"women, alternate

beef brewing. The beer drinking community is the life line for older

Chagga customs,'*'So that it provides a.soothing refuge for the jobless 
■ ■ : . .. • ' ' . 

or underpaid men who fail to meet new criteria .for success.. As groups

■of women advance down the slopes early each iiorning to cut grass for

i.

••."i.. . . ;■
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their cattle or to cultivate thp-lrmer gtiamba, groups of men. gather . 

about the' pombe shop to await its opening-at nine o'clock, 

places trappings of what yas once important to Chagga life are 

dramatized through formalized exchanges over the pombe calabash.

Status is reinforced by beer sharing manneri^s in which.old or'other

wise honorable mM^re given deference. Even though people fr'o'ra all • 

-levels attend-,: the^eer'club provides the greatest opportunity for men'

.. on the brink'of failure-to mutually support each'other in their - common 

concerns. The- beer club is the grapeyinp for information about job 

-- openings, and is -a place to carry on business transactions or discuss 

news of a community dispute.. Many clubs are equipped: with a’radio, 'so 

government and world news also enters discussions, giving many humble 

' men at least some sense-of connection with broader political .spheres of

In these

•:

power.

There are costs in -this over dependency on an old institution.

■ Money which could be used to pCrchase food for the family buys pombe 

In 1975, a calabash of beer cost as much as one shilling.

It is not unheard of for some men to consume a day'.s earnings on ppmbe

"instead.

alone. .In,addition, men, eat roasted meat and asprb, a blood and meat 

mixture prepared and sold at the club as an accompaniment-to their, . ' 

pombe. Once inebriated, a man may return home and demand additional 

-' meat, neglecting to divide it among his, dependents. Alcoholism and the 

overconsumption- of meat;.by the father were cited'as contributing factors 

to child malnutrition in'seventeen out of forty-two NURU families. Men 

.have rights,to pombe and rights to control the protein rations. Their 

abuse of these'r.ights appears to'be^^an overcompensation for a loss of 

self-identity as a man. Although drinking in the, company of supportive

./ .
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‘ tele friends is an accessible and acceptable vay of being a. ten^ it can 

. ultimately compound these men's shame as the community blames them for 

' their neglect. Aspirations and love for their family turn- to guilt, 

anger, and assertion-of tele dominance, and finally in some families to . 

the physical abuse of women and”children.

■ Talk: of such trends, and patterns,is often a .part of sej^us. group 

' ’ discjussions.' People lament as 'they' see one of their own kin or neigh-

hors'become-victims to this vicious cycle.- Yet the overall reaction . 

towards' the government' s-closure .of beer clubs in' 1975, was outrage! 

.'■•'Tanzania's anxieties about the drought which was forecast to-become

even more severe in the next years forced this decision, in addition to . ■ 
jailing farmers found guilty o'f^ndolence. Most people, .rich and poor " 

-alike, feel robbed of .their ability to determine their own fate. As 

. costly as the beer club is to the Chagga, it seryea as the last bastion 

. of, customary life, linking the Chagga together as a community.

t

1

. i

The Bind of Contemporary Chagga JJomen

Alterations in male identities have their counterpart in 

women’s identities as well. “Since male initiation rites no longer exist, 

the symbols of female power are not ritUally dramatized for all to-see. ■ ' .

On the other-hand-, fetele eircumcision ritual continues, although older , '

women complain that it is devoid of the usual teachings. Yet it retains ' 

• all' the ritual festivity which clearly, contrasts with tdie -lack of 

communal celebr'ation for male circumcision,

. In group discussions among the young debate, on the value of

bride price installments.

Many educated women speak-of cliterdectpmy as barbaric, while some 
■ ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'ra.
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, educated men complain, that.it reduces the woman’s sexual appetite. By
i : ■ . "

comparison, in arguments about the waning of bride.price installments 

some girls, argue against any change, wh^e young high school boys see 

. its demise as a positive trend toward maendeleo.

Le^ educated'young women seem ambivalent towards female 

circumcisibh. One -sixteen year old- compared her feelings before and- - 

after the operation, saying that it m^e sexual relations- chungu 

“ ,(sbur>. However, she.-did,-,not seem-altogether reluctant when-preparing,

, for the rite.' Like other girls I knew who .experienced the operation,

. ■■■ her focus was most likely. on tl^e gifts she would receive and-the ■ * '

security she would.gain. . If "there is a reduction'in orgamsic respon- - 

siveness, this is less a concern o^the young girls, who, ideally, are 

supposed to, know little, of female sexuality. Mature, traditional TJomen 

. who believe that the operation .curtails sexuality may favor it in order 

to limit the sexual threat of the younger women. Mothers of young men 

, are said to refuse, the food prepared by their uncircumcised daugthers- 

in-law. Consequently, many women have the operation performed after 

marriage to reduce this 'potential for conflict. According to. the nurse 

„ in charge of UMATI, a family planning.unit, some women elect to undergo 

a minor cut on the labia instead'of submitting, to removal of the labia- 

minbra-and clitoris, which is -the customary surgical, proc.edure.. The 

operation can be performed in nearby clinics, especially Reman Catholic 

clinics, that 'da it to prevent tetanus, Protestant areas are mpre . 

reluctant to sanction female circumcision, so that its-incidence appears 

higher in Catholic communities and lower in Protestant one.s. ,. The 

’Protestant church is more vocal on issues regarding women's rights, so •

/

t •
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S.’

■ along th -the socialist position Of the governmentChagga have to 

confront alternative Christian ideologies regarding the' equality of the

sexes.

In the 1970's socialist Tanzania focused morevon women's work 

than on the problems-of sexuality just discussed—not that th^ were ^een 

as unrelated. Many women, liowever, are unable to support the government 

• ideology of liberation, partly because they fear the potential loss 

of-, feminine self-esteem that might accompany their autonbmy. Because - 

of economic changes, a. woman'has a vested interest in seeing her 

-husband off the shamba early every morning. Her self-esteem will be 

enhanced by her husband's employment and successful''bus'iness trans

actions in town or community centers. ' To-assume any authority of make 

decisions regarding the shamba will undermine her husband's position 

and cost, her community support. Yet the frustration resulting from - 

' women's sense of the injustice of their actual work load is not wholly 

repressed. In my 1973 study (Freyhold et al'.') of the young child in 

Moshi District, nine groups .of women were called together at different 

places to.talk abbut child care issues: "If it were not fbr the children,'

would you leave-your husbands?" Despite this'being a leading question 

■ that stemmed from discussions bn Work, the response in all nine groups 

was so ..overwhelmingly .affirmative that one could not Ignore the women's

tremendous hostility towards their lot. * ■»

■ Frustrations are all the more intense because women also hold

the' cultural, expectations that limit their freedoms. Behind these 

expectations is the idea that a woman will threaten her husband's 

' authority if■ she'earns more than he or if she knqws how much he earns.

A secretary-of the marriage conciliatory, board in KiboSho mentioned that

"v.*
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, ■ a number .of husbands had brought, accusations against their wives who'

earned .money from beerbrewing while they were without a regular income.. 

He added that "this causes the wife to think of herself as being equal 

to her husband-and to show it by coming home as late:es the husband 

. does." If the wife was found to "feel herself equal to her husband" ''. 

''■';'“^''she“ was warned by the board and fined in ^rder. to keep \hef<;in. her'-,.

■ placer in the follow^bp study- (Swantz et-31-1-^1975.1^2^53) 

r- - observed in_which the" Church fined-a woman for assuming the financial; ' '- 

-'--burden;of caring-for her family. . - ' ; ■ -

Another mean's of-perpetuating women's inf eriority. is by 

relegating to them the control of low st'atus foods*,- a^- to men, -high .- ,

- ,- status foods. Foods'and. their associated activities are viewed, not - 

only a.s distinct ontologtcally,-but also qualitatively. In.patrilineai 

Chagga society, the superiority of the male sphere was believed’ 

necessary for the continuity and health of the-lineage. If women 

controlle'd these life enhancers, competing clans could dominate the 

,-- -- - . patrilineage. - • t

•a-case.-was.- .

•

. V %
All actiyities associated with butchering, -purchasing'and 

.distributing are supposed to be. controlled by pen.' The inaize crop, 

introduced by returning migrants and immigrants to the area, is ,

guitivated-and weeded by both sexes, but, like coffee, its sale is
' ■ *, • .' ^ "... .. • • •

. ' . arranged-b'y men. However, .since many men ^fe employed away from home,

■ w:omen often buy. meat and' sell maize, even though people persist in 

saying that only men,-are engaged'in these activities.

Besides l^barua (daily, wage labor)'’there are three main 

legitimate sources of income fob women: selling beans .and bananas, and 

; brewing beer. Although men.sat beans, they are considered women's -

*.
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food. Klbulu, a beans and banana mixture,-is a low status food that 

. few men admit eating because of the aibu (shame) associated with.it. 

Women usually grow beans fcir- home consumption', but if a woman does not 

receive .cash from her husband,’ she is tempted to sell the bean crop.’

Since it is the husband’' s duty to pro’^^ide meat—the protein .food—she . 

, ' uses her rights to a less ’valued protein to earn her own cash.

Groups’ -of women who descend the mountai’h each morning to ' 

cultivate their fields and cut grass for thieir. cattle can be seen 

. bearing stalks of bananas or other fruit .on their'heads. Selling ^ '•

bananas at the market is almost entirely in the hands of women; it 

would be demeaning for a man to stand by a stall'and attempt; to sell •, 

this woman's crop. Ever^ything related to bananas, whether lit is. peeling, 

cooking or carrying them, must be done by women though some enter-

prising men with trucks purchase bananas at cut rate prices and drive • 

•them intb town to’sell them for a profit three to five times their 

original price); The money obtained from selling bananas is supposed 

to.cover minor household expenses, such as salt, pil, vegetables, and

small personal necessities of the wife and her children.

. Beer brewing ie..',also .usually a woman's job, although husbands 

often participate tangentially to ensure quality- Conflict with men 

occurs when the woman establishes herself in her own business or sets
■ -s.

herself up in a beer club as a regular beer-.brewer. This'both makes 

•demands on her time and gives her financial opportunities which 

threaten male authority. Whereas a man may come home late and spend 

•' his time in beer clubs, a woman, is ■discourage.d from taking such liberties. 

Met will pujilically complain, about their wives' failure to prepare a meal 

or oversee other domestic obligations, and .the women may be fined, Most
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■ off the women dh-.my own cdmmulaity who were re^larly engaged .In beer •’

,'brewing had already suffered some break in ties to their husbands 

either through contjjiual.conflict over his lack of financial and 

•emotional support or through separation, the conflict often,intensified 

because women brewers frequently experienced close friendships with 

neighborhood men through this activity. In sum, regular beer brewing^

, appears to be associated with women already economically stressed■and 

marginal to their .society.

A step beyond this legitimate but questionable activity is .

" brewing moshi (illegal gin). The market for beer is unstable and may 

result in loss of investment, while moshi brewin'g profits are consider

ably greater but may result in. the woman's iifiprisonment. The tremendous 

additional stress this.possibility places on womeh"can compound their 

• problems. For the most part, gin is a desirable commodity on the 

mountain even though it is also recognized as contributing to abnormal 

aggression. Since the Chagga so highly value freedn^i, an individual who ' 

brews gin will not be turned in by her patrons—usually her own neigh

bors, However, as the community is ambivalent towards gin brewing,' 

the, woman must alrtays be on heir guard. Were she to evoke the envy of 

others or enter a.conflict, she could be reported to the police. Siicfi'. •

. pressures tend to erode her trust in others arid .in herself because she 

. ..must lie arid manipulate in order to mainta:a a faultless appearance.

. This was' the bind-facing .tose tlarealle, mother of ten, one-of 
... , .. .' 

whom was institutionalized at NURH. Her husband was an unreliable
■"" . . .

carpenter who was also a.gin'alcoholic. Rose drank gin as well. It is 

: commonly believed that many women brewers of alcoholic beverages

Rose's rieighbors said her husband consumed all^ the .

•

i
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family's meat and eggs SJhile. drunk, so' from their perspective, she was 

' in a desperate situation. Rose told me she ultivated a pori, but her 

. neighbor later said that this.was a lie. Other information Rose gave

me was refuted by neighbors.. Although her neighbors made no mention of 

. Rose's source.o'f income, I could see apparatus for making gin in the 

house and I once_visited when others were drinking inside—a sure sign •

^ of moshi being consumed because pombe is drunk, in groups- outside and 

- .neighbors seldom if ever socialize inside their homes. . In discussing, 

her situation; Rose spoke highly of her husband, blaming his employer^ •

' ■ for. failing, to pay him his Salary. When I asked her about cooperating

with other women' to alleviate some of her burden,, she told nf how she ' f

. ■ and her best friend'had planted a maize shamba together, but the friend
...

had stolen the harvest when Rose was in NURU with her-weanllng child.

Some women moshi brewers are not as fortunate as Rose. During 

the Yc^ung Child Study, I interviewed women at the Kilimanjaro prison 

who were'caught Isrewing moshi. Each had a story similar to Rose'sp^ ' 

although most were divorced or widowed. Two were nursing infants.

Their complaint was,that nope of their extended families would absorb 

them.. They had no land and no way to provide for themselves. "After 

■■ all," one woman remarked, "isn't it better to-.brew moshi than to steal ■ 

-from your neighbors?"- - , '

. . I heard similar complaints by prostitutes and observed a

neighborhood girl become involved in this profession. In comparing her
>3, ■ - • . >

situation, to the life stories given me by four .prostitutes in. Moshi town, .. 

• a typical pattern evolves. The,girl,’Donesta, was from a poverty - 

stricken family in whick the mother had most of the authority because 

the .father was blind and alcoholic. 'Near the age of fifteen shp was

• '-i*
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"iiiafr-lagei^hich:-iiieanfe--feha€--a--ee-r-fealn--yeane-^naa^ j:-ea3Ag-ing- 

her,powerless situation, felt free to force himself upon her sexually. 

Kuolewa na nguvu. ("marriage by force") is an' acceptable alternative 

formarginally supported women of low social status, 

are either unwilling or unable to pay the bride price .installments.

' Such men may simply be fined and., then may "legitimately" cohabit with_ 

the woman, but there are few structural constraints to keep .them bound -

roerced7-±nt-u

Their "husbands"

■ f ...
7^

to marriage.. Under these circumstances Donesta-'s "husband" left her 

• ■ after she conceived. ' Despondent, she ran away t^ stay in the niaize

: .. fields where neighbors found her two days later. ; Afeer’ the birth- of

her son she began to be sexually available to'men-, accepting small 

• tokens for her favors. ’ . ■

The -professional prostitutes- interviewed in Mbshi towajge^rted •

. . similar, conditions, only they did not have the support of a strong . , .

• mother as did Donesta. Town iife was their only alternative, and

reportedly a dismal one for.these young women many of whom were mothers,'

■' Young men I knew who used prostitutes said they paid as little as three 

^ shillings a.night and that they knew women who sold their sex for fifty'

■■ cents. More successful prostitutes are immigrants from other areas such,- 

as Bukoba or Nairobi where they actually receive preparation'and .'suppert.

. from home base community groups, ''They, .charge twenty shillings or more,

.; Clearly, for Ohagga women in'their own environment this activity involves 

considerable social alienation, self-degredation, and little financial 

. ^.::gain. : ■ - • . ■ '
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• The isolation felt by,women trapped in their situation forces

. more dependency on old .Chagga ■ customs. Tradition is especially

. reinforced by the husband's ^mother, whose position cnhflir.ts wj^' her 

daughter-ip-law's. Since the older woman .similarly struggled during '- 

her youth, the greatest reward for her survival is to assume authority 

' over her .daughter-in-law—a ,token granted to women in a pabriafch-al'"- .

• society. This works to erode solidarity among- women, especially .

• between generations of women. Women pass from the most' submissive 

' ■ -role'-to ; the most dominating one in the household. Even' iri'modern homes ,• 

: where .people -view many of the old .women's beliefs as superstitious, they 

still acquiesce to. her whims to reduce tension. large garden plot'

at one-of 'the wealthier'NURU neighbor's homes was set aside, for the.J - _ ... . ,, , • -  • ^
grandmoth’er's tinkerings. They could afford to sacrifice yaluable'caslv'^ 

. lend for vegetable crops in order to kee^ the old woman' at peace with 

. herself. -No matter how .modern they are, people do not wish to risk- the

. most feared curse there was-rthe cufse of the dying mother. -'The rest of
the

■ ».•'

communityjmayfind out-about the curse and wait ip anticipation for 

misfortune—a wait which can. eventually- we.aken comniunity support of the 

cursed individual. '

It makes-sense that old women assume-a .role of authority when 

, they no longer have the.physical ability to make major work contributions. 

•.. 'Older women seem to be the,_arch-custodiansaof tradition and consequently 

• are seldom proponents of maendeleo. Instead,' they make wry comments 

about changes that directly undermine old meanings and traditions. The 

metaphorical opposition of-priests and nuns who will npt procreate yet • 

stand as models for humanity,-contributes to the ire of these TOmen.- 

Nuns, who denounce motherhood, are known'to have nurtured children with
• .c:
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J>3JS tiottles who should not have survived—ah absurd contradiction to 

all .'that-is meaningful. In elite circles the ideal of a fat woman 

sexual symbol^ is devalued, replaced by the ideal of slimness. ' One 

wealthy Chagga woman operated a reducing machine at fifty shillings, 

per hour. Bie clinetele remarked that the vibrating machine improved 

their sex lives, so the operator began by word of mouth to advertise, 

this added attrac.tion. Although often'rsolat.ed,-such changes symbolize 

new trends 'that will eventually find wider acceptance.’ Grandmother is 

- 4the most vocal opponent of these: innovations. To her,-the evil which;- 

accompanies modernism defies- the spirit of the clan. This is 

especially paradoxical when one realizes that mgny bf.the apparent 

.''constraints to...women!s existence were dissolved by progress.

as a

Modern

■; women-,'almost always wealthy,: .have listinct advantages . The fo'llo.wing- 

■ excerpt from the follow-up study report describes these beiTefits: .

The woman's work'load in a wealthier homestead is lightened 
by hiring help in the household' and using paid labourers in 
coffee picking, in-cultivating and in harvesting the maize'and . 
beans below the mountain. Furthermore, even if the wealthier 
women do go dawn' to the fields, they can make use of available 

- transpo:rt^ridlng on a bus or truck. At cultivation time, a' 
tractor is Hired to cultivate the plot._. The plots of these 

■ ■ wealthier households can be much larger, consisting of 10 or
moi^e acres instead of 1/2 to -2 acres, because labour is not a , 
major constraiht,. ' At harvest time, the means are available in 
the form of paid labour both to harvest the beans in a day and 
to transport them up the hill, where the work of thrashing and- 
cleaning cap be done without a great rush. In harvesting the 
-maize, the crop can be transported by lorries straight from the 
field to the buyers. Further, fertilizers can be used'to 
enhance the growth and in the case oP coffee, the recommended 
sprays can be made use of. -

The wealthier household 4<Ls able tp get a loan to buy a grade 
cow or two and thus get a regular milk supply which can be used 
to improve the diet, It is possible'to--keep more cattle and goats 
because the grass can- be transported from the plains to pick-up 
trucks, and women can be paid'to cut the grass along the roadside 
and river valleys. - Inequality is increased by the fact that 

. cattle loans acquired from- the Cooperative Union have in the., 
majority of cases, not been, pald' back or the payments made have '

. been very small. This means that the burden of the wealthier

‘a
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faijner's cattlekeeping is shared
loan repayments are taken from the'Cooperative's income (Swahtz 
ef al. 1975: 63-64).

the smllholders, • since the

More common women do have ways,of escaping their, bind.' Inspire • 

of the individualistic trends in behavior, many women still maintain & 

solidarity with other women which support them through such'dilemmas, 

Sometimes this takes the form of close and long lasting friendships;. •

. sometimes it is reinforced by groups of. women taking a stand oh public 

issues. For instance, in a domestic argument on our shamba,- all women 

: present '(including myself), voted to fine one of the,-men for abusing his

:woman for refusing to cook, - ■■■■ wife, .while all the'men voted to fpne the

for her husband, provoking the abuse. The woman'won,' and the man paid 

a fine of beer to the^^mmunity that had been subjected, to the tension.

■ Poorer'womfen, or ones: with chronic misfortunes are less able to

amiss group su()p6rt.and can become scapegoats for many of the confusions' 

and anxieties experienced by ^men' as a whole. The noncomplaining ideal 

is within their reach since it requires no materials. By following if.

they can prov,e their conformity to norms which may influence sentiment
'

in their fa^r. . Paradoxically this stoicism can actually be effective

in;sanctioning their husbands, since women!s silence in desperate 

conditions carries a louder'message than any explanafipns. On the'other 

hand, many of these women who fail to affect their husband's behavior 

. .. and amass-coimnunit.y support, deplore the lahk of cooperation among women. , 

Time after'time; f.heard accounts similar to that of Rose Marealle's 

where' cultivating cooperatives failed because one woman reportedly' stole 

fbe harvest or cheated in .es. While.some of these accusations -may 

■have projected the individual's own mistrust of herself onto her partners,

sal

■ I got the impression that poorer women viewed cooperation as too risky to 

. attempt.;:; ... ' ;

'i.

f-.
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• In addition to.all of these constraints women, have absorbed .

■ the tasks aba'ndoned by men while still trying'to manage their hausehoTa~"

• and childcare responsibilities. I have witnessed .women pruning, spraying 

and processing coffee, work which women are' considered incompetent to 

per.form,. An economc survey showed women spending an average of 

twenty-two hours (and as high as forty^ hours) per. week cutting and 
carrying'grags-for stall-fed cattle.^ It is claimed that husbands with ■ 

■two.wives' give the favorite fewer cattle because of the responsibility. >....

•. .4.'nvolved. ' ; . . ,
■

i

■j.

'1
irrigation- ditch repair and house 

, building are still done exclusively by men, the daily job of managing 

.the • shamba is becoming-more and more .associated with women, who. receive -

. While-some-tasks .such as 
«r''.

.j.

,little-aoknowledgement fo.r their hfforts. ' In fact, feelii^gs sif_

competence that might be associated with complettng' a'mah's-task are 

supposed to be repressed. Credit goes to the husband for having 

^successfully controlled his wife. The visible creative' accomplishments 
are divided 'saitet 'men'’s self-esteem is associate^ with .a fine house, 

animal lodgings,, and a neat, coffee-^banana shamba, while women's esteem 

is associated with healthy,.clean .children, -and an ordered and 

attractive household. These are seen as interdependent realms so that 

each spouse stands .to lose, prestige if the other. fails in'his or her

Howeyer, meh are.more^easily'excused from their tasks since the

/•

/I
•r

tasks.
■‘■''-'-rf .

demand for cash pulls them from fulfilling domestic obligations. A " ' '

woman's prestige will be lowered if her husband is seen at home most\of .. 

the day giving-men an added ihcentive to go to pombe clubs. ^In additiqi^^ 

if-the husband does traditional women'S 'work'as part of his daily.

routinh, it will make his wife'feel albu (shame)'.' .'
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• V
. ' The Impact , of Changes in’IdeologyWork and -■

Sexuality Identity .on Spacing .
• ■ and Feeding Children

■ . , Cafchp^icism~rs especially compatible with traditional Chagga •

lieplogy in its efjorts to solidify opposition .to the development of 1

i

Although government ideology attempts' to encourage ’’ women's autonomy.

' equality between the sex_es,'.huch notions only ‘strengthen the bonds
•'>

between the, church and-'traditional views' that, women should 'remain 

.'ins.ub,ordinat^'tb..men.:..-/niis:,is_appareht._in':the_tug^f-war* over birth ■ ' 
■ ' control issues where the more peit^fe,ive 'views of the Tanzania'govern-

• ■ • if--:''

:
■ment. (-except towards.;abortion-and infanticide) are used by the churcK - ■

■•to illustrate,.the-inherent -immofality in .all forms'of'birth control and

tion of women and lack 6fa stable

■ ->
. their inevitable Outcome~/lib(

. . . . ‘

family institution, -
■ , -N

ihe Christian churches' eendemna-tion of polygyny, abortion,
. Infanticide, and "artificial", m.eans of’%lrth control (both^oder'n and 

■ ‘ traditional) has-especially jeopardized the podr.- because bhese practices ' 

once operated ^s -escaph hatches-from economically;an'd emotionally . ■ - 

. stressed situations. If a wealthy couple disregards the customary
methods-'of spacing;'births, they.-will suffer less derision,--fOr-breaking ' ■■ 

the safeguards;~t.hey^c£tn<£ie^'churcK- teachings against artificial control 

and the -values for living large numbers of children. - Few criticize a ■ 

wealthy man who .successfully feeds, clothes^ and- educates a large family,
; while-a-, poor family.rs''f3ilure to space children will, be. considered just

Christlkn restriction against -polygyny,creates-potential - ‘ 

■confiiots for the,wealthy nan who customarily had,sexual access to 

another women while one wife, nurses-. Even though, the-,majority of the . -

i '
"v

A.'

,,that-7-a -failure
.•v

,- The

■/ •

:-■

•. r • •
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Chagga are mo^nogamous .it appears that in the past , polygyny was the 

' ■ ■ perogative of the wealthy and/or older man, while the poorer or younger

man's primary recourse for. a sexuaT outlet during the. p'ost-partum sexual ' 

"tahob (for spacing births) was through extra-marital relations; such ' •
*■

alternatives could cost a man dearly in social and monetary _terms.'

—~^...The univfersity^educated Chagga' that.l.knew were.monOgafroiis, yet’I

observed a number of wealthier (both Christian and Moslem) entrepreneurs 

maintaining two households in different geographical areas.
»■»

Older men,
at one time wealthy but Impoverished during the 1970’s., found' that the

custom of .-keeping; two households on the same kihamba created conflict 

between the women who had to share limited resources and between their.

■ sons who would be competing over the land. ''The community came to • ■ ■'

associate the,problems,and misfortunes arising from-such conflict with •

. the.family and, in part, with its pOlygynous structure.. The church's

■ structure changed ah old option, .which 'once acted to..protect

...

some women
from the social sanctions attached to excessive, reproduction, into a

source of immqrality when associated with poverty. ■ •

The -same pattern exists for abortion and infanticide'. Bo.th 

pfa.ctices are illegal in Tanzania' and caij result in imprisonment.

■ '-are doctors in the community who wiil risk performing abortions, but ' 

. =•. usually among people of a similar economic status. The pOor have .to

,. ./seek help from midwives, who act as aborti^Hists for stiff fees. ‘In . .

There •

■ the usual, method" mothers-give their daughters herbal remedies ahd/or “ '

• use the midsection of a leaf to provoke miscarriage. .Despite the lack 

■ , of statistics bn the incidence of abortion.and infanticide there is.

... : always ;talk of their existence, which is'more frequently associated with

.. . Impoyerished-. Or emotionally, deprived situations where school girls, cannot .

u-'..
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••
afford to seek support from their families.

Other forms of birth control sponsored by goveniment programs 

such as the pill, diaphragm, injection and condom are condemned along 

with traditional methods by the. Catholic Church. Paradoxically, witlt 

^ all its.support of progress and increased technology, the Church

■ assumes a' '.'natural" polemic reg'arding procreation. . Other- aspects' of ' 

• man's life emphasise his mastery and control-;of nature except this 

realm, which was left to. fate. Shauri ya Mungu (the will of God)
.functions a.s ah alternative ideology in the face of some people's . . 
Inability to conform to the norms of maendeleb.

People are t^ght'by the'Church about the rhythm method, but, . 

woman remarked, this strategy 4id not workwhen her .husbandas one was

dwnk. Many.women are in favor of contracepti-y-es, although not without ■

mixed emotions and fears of physical .side effects.. In an impromptu '.V

public interview at a maternity clinic, - one woman told me how she had 
/'^tlSred .of pregnancy and decided nine children were.enough. She-went to 

- town for medical.-advice and was given a prescription for birth control 

pills. Her husband found it, became enraged, and then and there took 

heir to'Tied. where she--coriceived agaitnfor 

pre^aht women at the clinic laughed uproariously with her while adding ' 

similar'comments about their problems with the^r husbands.

the tenth time. The other

S ..

V
Generally,' male sentiment, pn contraception is negative, at least 

.publically. For example,, one' day in Moshi town at the checkout counter 

-■- of .a grocery store, a wealthy mn looked at me and . said in a lound 

.. .derogatory. Voice while point.ing to the condoms near the cash register:

"The goverimient just'expect Chagga men to be like Europeans'and have ' 

•• only bw6 children!" Male sexual prowess can still be measured by

;
■"'i •

.• • f-"’

> .
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^ fertility,

contraceptives despite their fears, 

nun-, empathizing with her people, told me 

from childbearing- to a nearby family, planning clinic.

Another alteration in sexual beha^or is the attitude that •: ■ 

associates prolonged nursing with lack of maendeleo. : Fa^ufe t'o lactate. 

• is a strong r'eproff-into traditional Chagga cosmology,--ye't'ihis 

. possibility and the choice to bottie feed infants has. fopnd some'. . .. . •

Yet many men buy condoms and many women choose modern

Even a vixy "understanding Chagga , ■ ;

that ', she ^nt -women exhausted . ■

• ■?. ■

■ (

V

.*

acceptance'. The- foUowing incident shows-how, the Chagga .rs'tili highly 

-value nursing. l-Jhile I sat with-three women-outside a home in ■’ 

Lukaranga,-..a poor, middle-aged woman walked by .us along the footpath ■ ,. 

in front of the house. Reserved greetings were given her; the woman ' • 

• herself was the only one who inquired about, the others' well-being,• yet
■ -

r
the courtesy was not returned. When she was .Jbut of hearing distance

,. maS^g•;
. all three -women spAt on the groupd 

The reason they gave for rejecting- her was that she had refused to

. Chagga see failure to lactate, whether' a ' .

. conscious choice or not, as an act against the.lineage, against the '

derogatory remarks about her.

. ■ riurse.'.her .child

values for cooperation and commensality, against■beliefs regarding 

mother's milk as an essential'link in the life cycle.' Yet it is not 

,, . an isolated phenomenon today, and does .not necessarily follow lines of 

• -wealth
f

•r\:
' Anoth'ef minor event I observed helps- to demonstrate" sonle of the . 

cAatiiges in practical attitudes towards infant feeding. I attended a .

. : baptismallfeast in which the father read a'prepared statement as .the ■

. guests placed their shillings'ra a plate-.-‘a common cash.ritual accompani- 

^ ^ In this statement he asked that the •
♦

7".
-i'—:

... ..
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. donations be sufficient to provide for ample stores of Lactogen so that 

the baby might grow strong and hdalthy. ..The-use of powdered milk 

■formula (usually mixed in. wi-th porridge) was vety cpmmon as -a supple

mentary weaning food, -'older, ethnographies state ^hat partial weaning 

, began at four to six months. '.Between the second and fifth;.year the 

-j;/child was permanently taken off the breast. Lindner's 1972'survey , 

claim'ed that sixty percent' of the women on the mountain bottle feed 

^ their babies, but it neglected to make the observation that this was.

vs

frequently associated with supplementary, feeding and the bottle. more
... . • 

was usually a wide-r-immed soft drink container rather than^ the .

. - coninercial formula bottle. 'Nevertheless,- with the growing work

. pressures on women-, bottle feeding becomes a more acceptable alternative 

■'in spite of the meaning .of mother's milk to the- Chagga. In the same

1972 survey, the majority of mothers cons.idered two to five years 'an

ideal duration, for breast feeding, yet most of them failed t'o-nurse 

even the minimum two years. The,women I observed bottle feeding infants 

were individuals who appeared marginal to their'communities.. 'Already 

■worn'.iy. streqs, -tWe-choice to-lactate would most likely cause' nutritional 

strain and .reduced energy for coping. By choosing the bottle, therefore, 

they removed this nutritional stress and the burdensome -feeling of a, 

physically attached dependent. • ■ :

In addition' to women's labor demands and other forces against 

^ prolonged nursing,:’'a nursing mother today is seldom given the customary

nutritional preparation for lactation of three months of-post partum 

^confinement, tfy observations of the women in Lukaranga who gave birth 

showeia. that the normal confinement period dropped from'three months to 

one^ Even more prosperous families cannot afford to lose the mother’s

.. /

V
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labor and in exbiremeiy affluent, westernized Chagga .fandlries,,'women have . 

'commitments after, birth-for social'actiivities dr-wage emploianenr outside

the home. Modern women's’ obvious, good fortude,- attradtiye .appearancej- 

’ .'and. physical health lead to a, model for others to emulate, hecreasing,

. confinement .is'thus supported .by changing attitudes guided by '

I . maendeleo and the wealthy appearance of those^ who seem to adhere to

these values. However, in comparison to many other societies in the 

world, the post partum attention given a woman is.htill one of the 

stronger suppprti'venatures in Chagga welfare. A-woman is justified 

• ' in complaining'Ifi her wort biir.den is-too . great in the second • and third . 

month of her child's life. In poorer families with limited resources, 

■the mother's complaipts are virtually-sfutiler-ljer. family's survival . 

depends on her. Many women in these circumstances fall back into 

’' Other valued behaviot patterns—to suffer silently’ and accept their..

, fate; •

,*•

. .
1

■:»

..

• V

Summary.

I have'lftSmpted to-show how new traditions oppose some 

central aspects of Chagga morality, working to undermine the ideal of 

, ■ a balanced exchange between men and womeil-.

..customs still function to sanction the behavior of individuals stems 

in part from the collusion of the two often conflicting religious .

' ideologies which reinforce each other's opposition to feminine autonomy 

Even disregarding the conflict over birth control, old' forms of spacing 

' are, weakened in;4he face of the tremendous increase-in women's work 

load and the unstable work alternatives for. men. Today Chagga men

\

The fact that older

■.*

■ feel obligated'to'bring home caA^whtch_j^n:lly will lighten the burden

of women-. .Because so-little is left of the' older forms of men''s work^*'' y
<. .

'■c '...
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1 ; cash oilmen, me'an^ a ;;Xps^ masculine self-.esteem,

■' fprcing'-'mahy fatliers' to exeipci'se’ttieix-dominance' -in■•ways which have-
. ■ ;• **,

■ . 'little tolerance tor their/-wi'i^es' ‘initiatives and unhinge normal food ' •
, •.■ ■ , . _ ■'[. , • • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • T _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'■ distrihutibnvpa'tterns.' *■ Pre3eryet±Qn>-of- tfhe miaie and his'" line gives
/

meaning to Ghagga life.-^^Woien's .lives-depend on'this sopial construct;

‘and so womep.often- act as cocop^irators- to nainfain their ^n''s self-''^_.
i

image,-despite their failures to provide a sufficient cash' income.

The impact of these changes on caring for, children will- be

^-examined'in the. next ■ two chapters. Chapter Five, analyzes-'traditional
. ^ 1 -V • -

'•'■culture in'e-valhating'children'and tha_-processes ,which'bring into, - 

effept 'the u'se of'.this-criteria,--- Chapter'Six'looks'diosely "at the '

V . .

. :.

s •

, process Of nurturing in Contemporary'times'So that the-alterations in , ' ' 

roles'discussed here is made.clear in'concrete situations.

. S-
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'■•■Footnotes

..^ Before I ilnderstobd.the.considefab'le pressures and constrainti ' 
'pn-Cliagga men and'tiie''-preseii^e.,of,,lesb evidentj ,less manual .labbir^ I ■; 
used'.to tease the young men’bnj'bur. cooperatlye ..thaf -Chaaga women did..:^

-^all .tha.workv', 0f cbufpe'•they'.denied this,';'sp"on‘ione occiasiofi j decided .
_,;-...._-to-‘oftain -a-l'ittle "statistical*! proofs I-was assistihg^my'-husbandis....

, ■ head , enumerator who lived with tis to get to Vthe .various. TANU stations ’.
.fpr .research clearance..; Early; one morning':vre'decided.;together to.; '

, ■settle the argtiment abput which' sex:..;wpiks more by'.counting heads.ihvplved-".'- 
in wprk related-activities while we’drove up, the mountain.

Time after time I had to stop to get a count of groups.of women 
pouring down the mountain with burdens- on their head. ' Occasionally I 
added another to.my list who was working in the field and-occasiotially '‘ '■
■we would count-a man doing the same,' More of ten-men wlio were "on'the ■ 
road were not wOrking^-they appeared to be. traveling. ,■ The,only two. ' 
occasions we had to ,a.top .to count groups, of men were the time'we came,

..... up'on the' pombe. shop. . ■ ... ■ . ..

,1, -•

:

.. ..■„ B.eans-.are-aisjO'hinnprously^ssbOiated with.-flatulence. ,. BechiJse,'.--. 
of,, the ma.ie. anaf -.piug' mythj a wif e. .is supposed-to claim responsibility- ■ 

. .. if her husband pa.sses gas; ' -Supposedly-Chagga'men neither defecath'nor 
; ..-■.fart:. . r./. ;■

I

-3' See Swantz et al. -(1975) for a discussion Of the means available; 
to.:men' po'mbe shop o.wners to '..mainfaih- competition ..amongLwomen and .hold '

. the price df b'eer down. .

See Tom Zalla, unpublished dissertation on The Economics of 
; >.Small Holder -Dairy Production on Mt. Jfilimanjaro, Michigan State . .

■ University, 1981^ . . . . ■ ■ - .
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- CHAPTER V.

..CHAGGA CRITERIA FOR SELECTING CHILDREN: '

FOR SURVIVAL .

THe..Fleanlng of the Child to the Chagga:
Rites of -Passage, as Modes'of Assessing
. and Insuring the Child's Success • - .

' The Chagga-say, children Atn. their greatest worldly treasures. 

Children -are' nofmally . given all th.e;aniotipnal .ahd^,fiB:tei:i^l;;.lngredi- 

■ • ent's ,that are cphsidered- necesshfyv. tS-stimulate growth ,and well being 

, . ■ yet they are no’t'perceived • by the Chagga to be wholly .dependeht oh

-,,-:..-.-.their ^nurturers., J-..They.'.have...a..pp.wer ..Pi£.,their',own .which. gives them' '_

, leverage in reciprocal transactions. The Chagga hold a. Vague.belief 

in. reincarnation .' At some, time during the'early months of pregnancy ■ 

the spirit of a'recently deceased ancestor either inhabits the fetus 
• . or serves as i~guaEdian. fc.this.way.the child is imbued with an

-intelligence even though if is unable to articulate-its desires, 

belief, probably reflects t^ Chagga's recognition of the. sensitive, 

intuitive, and ■ emotional capacities of the child, even as a fetus-.

■ If a woman aborted or. miscarried, sacrifdcal offerings had to be made 

to. the‘^b^pnic spirit to proipat the family from danger.,The fetus 

^ and neonate are seen 'as being-a ’tahgibie: iink between the living land
. '■ ^^'^''^e-'-dead,;.:.:

This

A

-(

suggest-s;.thrf .the Chagga' believe that'Spirits-can ‘ 

' use 'the abnormal ..child .:Dr fetus -as-'a valVicle ‘to signify^'-their dis- 

‘ .. pleasures, with parental misbeha-yipr.- As- a. result, -ritual appeasement ,

'':"li7-' ■ ■ , - ■ .. ...

•» . i-'.:'-
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V ; : i- b^c^es’^necessary to’ward^^ri^rdanger, evil, impurity;^; Q^ pollutiofi

ai?4 tci^estore order.\;Aj'f6tus is con^deirS^ to h^e the "

>

bringVmisfortune^to^lits£sibliTig^i^l~£he„nursling=r^luj-is;:-coihpeting '

{dr.'the mother'.s- nutrients. As shown -in Chapter'3, the tesuating harm .
- - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . -. ■ ‘. 7 ' .•■

7. •■■:•

.•-

nuMll^g is tuigi^';o^^ ^bbiorkdr; paiisfed. partly -

• • aincas'tots'^rage, towAr'ds the- parehts'''failurh to-space' children. ' ' ' '

iri'the Child's potency and responsibility is balanced . ' i 

•. by thd, opposing notion of .its-vhlnerability, -.dependency, and need of . '

fs.

- ;r

protection. ■ Symbolic rituals and customs ensure the protection of the 

■child. Transitions.in sta-tius during the .life cycle,are CGnsidered.,
'.•i.

especially ,dangerous;periods--f'or;'.fche.. child.- At ^he'se' times,, the ‘

■ . fprces-of .power and vulnerability' are-activated, to ensure, 'its care- 

. - by both the living-And the ancestefs;,' To the Chaggar.ihcorporatio'n ■ 

status is not. complete until the child- successfully r.e- 

. . ■produces; A childless adult, has no'.bne to: offet^ifie~sidi-ificSl- -

^'3ssth -to insure-his entry intb the ancestry; ■ .'■ ■ 

-.;—Gro.wnlchildr.en._are_a.lso._responsibi.e^.f qtjce^lar'^^if ici’ai. offerings.., 'l.

to

.....
'-'t

secure the deceased parent's. perpetuity in the afterlife, " Withdut 

these offerings, the deceased is believed to wander about aimlesiiy,' :

. keyoc and misfortune 'among the living until‘evStfually

.vanishing from existence. As a result, both childless adultsand 

'.,.:,,;,.:::childreiriWho ,dle.are.thrown into the, hush to'be eaten by wild'animals, ' 

metAphorically si^ifyihg their wild., chaotic, unincorporated' human 

state, - On 'tte Other, hand, adul^ children are'-buried in' the-house ■■ • ' •-

and., receive ritual .hommage because they^are not .perceived a‘s. a-threat fa ’ 
claii .oifder

•i

•>.

■tr'
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-. ' ■ , . ■ "To safeguara, the, child's vvilner'ability Huring. a transitlorial ‘ ' ■ •

. .period^ana'pxotecf others i.r6m:its. p(!)wer/ the. child's motlfer, father•

• , and gaterftai'grandmother have-.ritual'obligations to perforja that mirror 

, ■ 'the broader rela^ionstiips .between them. - The foci of power!;and. authority . 
\\:,r'aS: wel:l.'as\’the'/pbt'ential''sburces'df ''confiic't' ’becqme'-'evident dufitfg ' ''' j'.' ' 

these rituals. Althougfe other relatives have significant roldSy'. the’* ‘ - 

mother,- father., and especially the paternal grandmother -are most •

■important in the nufturigg.process. Their ritual responsibility ..

s fitness for ■em.b&.onal 

These 3udgments."are-

V-

• ■

. requires that they test the child and assess .^s 

;cGiniid.tmeh.t"and .a's a mephfer of; their community,

, ■ not- mad.^ in a.vacuum. By- examining .past'records^of^passage from birth.
•* •

■ •'>

to .the -first feed'irig,-to. teething,'.naming, and-.vteaning, we -can' see' the'- .
, .■ ■*:■-. , . .' , ■' ^ ' -, ’■': “'V''

'whoTe'nin^iiring-community involved iii both assessing'and insuring the-

. ^child.'s.j'yiability. . One could, speculate 'that" it is not just the child's '

viability'that; is being-'assessed 'at- these critical- times, but the- \

'nurturing .community's capability'of caring for'-the child, - Other

criteria such as the child's sex, appearanc'e, .birth’order, normality, ; 
'i ' 's—.... , ■ i

■ the parent's.-marital status, and previous-experiences with- infant

V.

;■

mortality .also influence the nurturers'-Judgment, of-the-child's. 

compat'i'15'tlity'''w'lth"a;Es^suppbft~grqup, Of‘“course these”guldBi’in’’es'

. ’?are not-always, ackn.owledged-and many would' probably he denied by'the '

i

.i .

, ‘caretakers as. having-any' impac't on'their Ib^e .for their child'.
"5

c
• f.'
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■ Rite'e of Pa'ssase;. Birth... ■■

, . importance "'of the husband 's iiiother;-in the bijti-K-i-tual

reasserts the, power of' the paternal family, over th^3®P"8' 

child. It is believed that difficulties during, birth are-caused by- v

....

ahd’

... ■ the-expectant parents. ' The wife, being from Another clan, is.'-the

• ’.first one' suspected. .During birth her cry\can kill the child or harm . -

. her' parents; not obeying the midwife's (mother-in-^law's), orders is' a^' 

sign of.pride and harmful to the child. The birth'gives the older .

' woman ah opportunity to. exercise tier authority. and ‘safeguard her 

^ own unstable position Within the clan. Kin closest to tH^, wife are '

• -believed capable of harmi-hg the mo.ther-Hto,-be so' tjie position-of the. ,

'/ :: r •

mother-in-law does not go unchecked'.'

- Theimottier-ih-.law is the "commander-ln-chief'' of the. birth. .•■. .

' . . The'woman's own'mother is also present, but in the background.' She 

wears a bead :necklace as an amulet, to keep her,'from-being used^as a. 

medium for evil powers. ;■ .Since it. is believed her inactivity makes .- .

her liable to* emotional'displpi^, . custom allows' her to . cry out in 

place .of her daugther who must cbntein her. emotions. Many-women are 

present to comfort the daughter and mother.. The humb'er of 'peo'ple '- 

. 'gathered-.is. consideredf.a sign of the family's social statiis. If the ,' 

husband's-mother cannOt be present’, fhen the woman's own mother or 

. sister takes charge. That th.e chief midwi^ is .a trusted relative 

is important since; the’midwife,.,has pqyer to harm the' child,.

- The husband's role' is to a'ssist; his parturient .wife in case -Of

"■ emergency and .to .'defend, the infant by means of. prayers outside the'hut, . 

■ Although-custom-forbids him to witness the.'birth,,.jhi-tiatipn and 

- marriage rites have educated him on. the birth process So that he can

■ '-.B-

7
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assist-ill, an . emergency

•. ■ i

:----;-The'-mbst ^important imndate,, for the'.wOman is'to' endure;'tfte pain'..'-'

. .in Silence.To'-cry ,out ;or 'make loud noi^s is not-only shameful, but ■ ' 

' hannfui to the .child. From' childhood, a girl is-trained t6'_face hcf 

- o'rdeal with'composure.', During labor her adherende'to.these-i^idelines.

' ds strengthened by "the presence, of relatives -who. pressure her 'to' 

conform with their-various interests.. ' '

' .?■

. Ihe parturient woman is held responsible for any delaydn ••

.a. quarrel with -her ;
f-

'-Carents-in-law, in; which base' she sends-her necklace to'be'-spit upon '

- by the mother-intlaw;,-thus remoi4'*S-^by curse.’ . Or it may .be said that t. 

-■ the .w'oman' s h^dheartedness'has offeaded, ah ancestral Spirit who 

retaliates'-^y, obstructing-the'birth. It is .then the husband 

to. mediate between" the living and. the d^ead in order-'to .reach- 
reconciliation.^-

The hiisband-is',suspe(jted of causing harm'if. .the..placenta" is '

,An-occasioh may-be'recalled when, he. argued -with .Tils father, - 

arid if the father has. since died, a 'saorifice;must be' offered. . If - ' ' 

the father-^in-law is alive, he can "be asked to tajee the,woman's- 

:necklace .into his. mouth to cause the placenta to be ejected. If-the 
Wife. dies in her first, confinement the husba^-is ^unquestionably .

, ;guilty.and mus't 'pay th.e 'full bride price ,t'o,i>his,wife's family as-

. "retributionr 'If - the child-dies, - the husband and wife are, held .1 

. responsiblfe. -Her relati-yes say, "Look, it is his spear!," or accuse 

h'him of ikicking his .Wife'.-

•' the delivery. ■ A delay may be attributed -to

u

.• S

•A
s role ■

.r

- .retained.
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If; the.child-is borri alive,-knives are whetted above its head', 

and drums and-.pbts .are beaten toStimulate breathing! t-fhen the first- 

cry is heard-, tbe ■ hnsband' s mother begins a long high-pitched trill ■.

■ ' and is joined, by the other ■womeI^'t6:^rsignif’y the victory of feminiiTe.' , 

courage and moralityThe husband^ s'toother spits'.upon the umbilical.''

i
t ■

.* •

cord prior to, cutting it to prevent'it froi|i bleeding. '-She ties' it 

, with a banana bast, places it on a stick,' and severs it.itLth a grass 

, knife. For a boy the bast is taken from the species mchare-, the , . 

noblest banana,-and ,^r a girl, from the";ieS's -valued-jrarae. Both'

•were' planted fot this purpose at ':the.-wedding: ceremony t Thes'e' "wedding • 

- bananas" are consider.ed symbols of fertility,'sojto 'take'the'fiber.

■from'other -bananas,, even for subsequent children, will result in'the- 

. children'i-s e'atly death,

*

^ After the...umbilical cord drops,, it is buried under a banana ' 

tree, in the'case 'of a girl, "and under a yam, in the case of,-a boy.

The plant's thriving affects the well-being'of the'infant.' 'Raum-(1960)

. states that in .some families the "cord is placed in ,3 receptacle and.

__;.:^;pu't in the atfiE'^' dry.. After -two months it is ground up with millet, .

and mde into'a .por-Adge.which is eaten by old women’to preserve the 

; ■ .^child's, life. .

To. help -expel the placenta , the mother is given juice to drink— , , . 

• a combination of crushed grass, butter, and her husb'and's wine. After 

"the-,placenta“ is .delivered there'is .anqther .cry—for victory. .The'

.placeiita is. th'eri wrapped in. banana dea-yes and.lcept under the ajother-

;

• Vi

r-

■'i'n-law's bed in-'the-;night and .in. the hut's food-'store-in the day.'" The-’,•. .
1

s: following day if,is buri'ed just as a human would be--in the,byre if a
, .*

' ;•
r
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boy,.'and in the. food .store if a girl; .thus anticipating the child's- 

future .work i " .•

..■■According to.SwUntz (1969: 63^ the-father ^goestp. the/banana
■ ; • ■ ' - ‘ ■ t; ■ ' . ' '

gro.ve to make-.sacrifice'to the ancestors: ns -soon-as he’receives, news-of, 

t^e .child'-s arrival. . He then'digs yams.; to'gi-v^ the assisting women if * . 

the child is a boy, dr cuts a bunch of bananas'if the child is- a girl.

- -v

. : ■

/'
Small children and women are allowed to eat them, but they are taboo'

- - ■ ■ ' f .
’ , for young girls close pB puberty.

The. mbtherT-.ih-law re.cei-ves the child. . She licks it, rubs 

, it'with butter, massages-and shapes the-head, and -then wfaps the 

child. . .For a premature child, the soft top-leaves-'Of. the ,'banana tfee 

• are-used.

of prestige and rank-r--much like .b'eer dr food distribution. Soon- 

. after washing,, the child has "the food of this world" shown to him, . . - 

consisting-of two roasted bananas steeped in.'milk and butter-which _

, . . is then chewed by the husband? S mother and .spatj piece by'piece,

into the -haby's-.mouth. Several, medicines arS added .to,the food'of .lihis ■- 

worldt. the kyana dracaena, to "open the moiith"; the kilau tubers to' '

■ prevent .thread'wom; bark from a msesewe'- tree, masticated with-eleusine;'

.- . to-combat-roundworm; and others to clear-the alimentary qanal of

• ^ r meconium.. In the past, this ritual-feeding was the fitSt fitness- test 

, . of the newborn. . If it refused to eat, it ^pposedly was- left to. die. .

Jr

The baby .'is'then: handed'over'to the other''women-.in the order

■

- •
• /

A
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- ■’ • Rites of Passage: 'Feeding

■ A
Through the brief.feeding rite,■the Chagga'signify the' impor-'

' ^^ ■ ■ ■■■- ■

tance of food in the nurturing process. .The'"food'of the world" test

. indicates whether the child/ancestor will cttbose to grow, of fail' to 

... thrive. ' Eating is the child's first responsibility.' *

There are. conflicting reports as to when the baby is first 

introduced to the breast. Raum(1940) says the baby is fed by its, 

mother after the milk has appeared in her breasts, thus skippingj.the 

'■ benefits "of colostrum. (In the area where J worked colostrum'is ' '

■ believed harmful for the child.) Before nursing beg^s mi-lk''is"

sprayed on the baby's face while, the .moShet spits.'water .over her
. • * ' . - ' . '■•5*
b'reasts'and the child is given a few drops of cows milk. ■ Lema'(1963: .•

, - 371) cites another practice immediately following birth. 'The mother-ip- ' ■>

.law gives the infant ground seeds of a'certafn herb to prevent future’.

. ascariasis. The baby then begins nursing slowly to reduce the'mother's

post-partum pains and obtain the c'olo'strum. According to Lema •

colostrum, was and-still is thought to be-good fora.baby.. Even" animal ■

colostrum is regarded a.s food for young^children and when a cow

delivers, the milk obtained.in the first two weeks is druiik only by

children. . '

"i

. f

-The,;literature also disagrees over'the bel4.e.fs involved in 

■ nurgiag another woman's infant. These apparent conflicts in information 

, . are probably due.to variance in beliefs and practices within and ■ 

'between the different areas. According to Dundas (1924: 201):
\ .

, . Under, no circumstances may a c.hild be suckled by "'any
. excepting the mother for 'such, is b'eaieypd to'.bB fatal to the 

. oh'iid'.V It is said that evilly disposed women will steathily._
. ■ . suckle the infant of another woman'in order to’-cause it to-die.

■ ■Sp strpng is thi's belief that a womap who cannot Suckle her own 
•'.child.'wiii .abandon it, and 'i^he^ becomes pregnant, before the

woman

.»*•

. ..T-'

f
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child is weaned,; abortion .will gen.erally be procurred., •

; - ' Lema' (1963: 37-3) agrees with Dundas' refutatioij of. comunal _ v

suckling'end adds, that if the baby refuses .cow's milkhe ,is le.ft to 

starve to death; In one .place Kaum, (1940: 56) sayS thjt-the.husband's

•;

mother customarily nurses the infant until the mother's milk comes in;. 

in another, place (103) he agrees with Dundas'• observation. He describes^ 

the Chagga's method'of circumventing the nursing restriction. For 

example, if the mother dies, the husband's mother takes her, place and •

■ ■

■ r

. attempts)Ju)-Bt^imulate'milk, flow through the use of charms and medicines.

She receives the same care and diet of' the confinement period. Other.
• ' ’ ■■ .. ■■■■ ■ ... V .

J
acceptable substitutes' may be a. sister of the'husbaiid . or another one ^ .<•

of. his wives .'-^'^^eh..a co^lete ou.tsiderl.-a "runaway ;Wbman''~may be >
V-•:

. entrusted by the; father, with the care of h'ls infarit'. She'in turn' 

receives shelter and protection from h^.
■ V

Raum (10.4) adds that whenever" 

circumstances require a wet nurse, the Chagga'observe rites sanctioning , ..

this relation^)ijp'.. Never-does, the responsibiriity of nursing r^st bn

■\

more than one person ..
■ t ■ ' ' ' ■

.Mother's milk was and still is considered insufficieht, Gutmann 

, ■■ '(1926) say^s the'mother ritually-spits masticated fOo.d into the’newborn' s

■ month. Raum (1940) observes this. is done .frequently during, the day and 

night. Milk and b.utter added to a cooked pap made with mshare bananas

«• *

i

' ' . and .soda'usually, make up this early meal.' Masa (milk and'blood .

mixture) is also given- to the infant. At three months a greater range

of adult foods'is ■permitted,'but mea:t is still restricted (Ra'um:-105-) .
. ;.

. , ' . These'fOod's are given .to familiarize the child with customary nutrlentSi 
but solids'are only a.Uow^to^e chewed but hot swallowed until the 

: first-tooth, appears (Lema,1963: 372) . " When this event'oc'cilrs, the child's '.

(3 • ^
■>

V .► ;•
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. .food is prepared in a special small pof and his milU kept- in' a’separate

, gourdTEo prevent souring. - Lem (1963: 373)-.gives“an informative account-

of "the-preparation of infant food.

The mother peeled one or two green bananas and a small ripe banana, 
-cut them open to'remove the central fibres, then boiled them in 

' milk in. the baby-pot until they were cooked soft. .She then.poured . 
off'the'liquor and. mashed the-bananas to a soft mass using's 
special; instrument (uwiri) . ' The so-^called’baby milk was'added to 
form a .thick porridge, whidh was then d'ilute'd with water. The 
mixturfe was allowed to stand and later the supernatant fluid was 
poured into a bowl and given, to the haby using a wooden spoon.or 
by mouth to mouth feeding by the mother or nurse. If the mother, 
was ih'a hurry she filtered the food through,a grass mat. As the. 
baby grew more teeth, less filtering was done and the. food, was 
less, diluted; so. that by the-age of one.yeur the food^was taken ' ,

; ... unfiltefed and undiluted. At this time, -or even earlier, 'the' ■
■mother ch'ewed .adult., food and -offered it to the'.b.aby from her'.’, .S.,-- 

.. 'mouth;- ' ■ ' ■ ..

A . •

i

V V

r- .

;;
- EJespite the; custom •o'fsupplemehtal feedings ..the -rife-giving'. • : ^ -

powers..of mother's milk is expressed in a number of; beliefs and practices.. ‘

^ "T'.
The mutual relationship between children-'of' one .woman is characterized '.. 

ase—waleonga ve iimu, i.e. "they sucked the same breast"

-V

the
/

(Gutmann 1926: 4) . The clan'is.said to draw its strength not only from ■ ■ 

. the ancestral blood, but also from the m'other'sHiilk.- 'The expression 

"to suck the breast" has th'ejfffo'tce of'.an ihcantation and is a meta

physical expression u'sed in other forms of supplications. A non-related 

child is accepted into a.family by offering him the mother's breast. A. 

blood alliance'is completed.and secured with a few drops of mother's 

■milk. Women'are seen as equal to cattle ig, the life-giving qualities 

of.fheir'nnik (Gutmann,1926: 9)'.

. Just aS'.'mpther^I^milk-.is-considered'-to contain special-i-ifei 

enhancing qualities; it also may'.'become'the source of evil 'and'sickness..'

route of entrance for the spirits.

A

•;

.. s «•

The, breasts-are.beliaved to b'e a 

(which-explains Che ritual covering.of thfe'mother's breasts .during her.-
A

<'r

•b
- ■> \
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pregnancy)., ..tfi certain times .-it beccimes*necessary for', a'..magi'ciaii-te ’ .'

:.scarify the; atet^as and closn up. the nipples witt'.a 'Gharm th.;^;^rfe^nt-. ;

. what t.h'e..f:hagga cnnsiaer Urifit.or "burhing"'breast-milk Which

colic in infants (Raum 1940:/ 103). I-noted that colic was the most
• ‘ . -. s'

commonly cited reason Jor scafificatlqtt'of infan'ts, which draw .t:he . 

logical connecti-on between preventive methods ^nd curing, techfii'ques oh 
a-symbolic-level..' .

.causes " V

P

\
4 .

More Rites of Passage: The First Tooth.
' Naming, and Weanlng~\ ...••

•1/

■ Before the child has been weaned two rites ol '-passaj ;^re perr- ,

‘formed fo further ;i'nsure the ' child's', protection: -the rlte.^pf the firs-f'.'

. ' ,to;oth and''.the.h'ariing ceremohy.' Prihr;^ .to'the expected; arrlyai'.of'the ' ' /

;• fifsf 'teeth a,t about ' six .months, the baby is' eal'led inna^ngu. '(the ;

Swaritz (19.69: 94) refers to th'e'newborn as mgeni (visitor) 

which is the Swahali term. Any delay in .eruption, is attributed; to

incomplete).

■ 6he'„grandfathers.' 'displeasure at not haying been supplied.,with beer and'
■meat.' If .the.'patents' bring him his provisions,-he, retracts hli .spell ■ by .J' 
slitting into, the child's.mouth. A boy child Is' r'egarded■: ■ *

as 'dangerous. •:
to hisimother's clan, since he .cannot' be',incorporated into it,, '"^son's 

• • ab'tiormality is believed to be lethal to his own father. .With the

appearance of the first tooth, the paterriai.grandmother performs a rite. 
' called "to take u-ji the child" in which shejfubs a special herb on t-he

.■. ; ._gtmffi while uttering a blessing to ensure the completion of the ^t of 
■ ' -teeth, (^tm 19.40:. 296^. .’There. great reason for oelebration. as the

.child,h.as';..pa'shed:^thf.ough one.-o'f fhe first 'ct-ilies^ of', life' With 'the*.'-;

it .pre'sents an'additional., testament -Of ; 
its'jormality.;.; Ha(i; the..upper incisors 'a'ppeere‘difirst,'".the,.jjHolel-:..;;''

'/.r-IV:

t
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> community would have .kflown-there was'evil forces at-work agaipst Ijjie , ' 

child. A boy child wbuid have been, kiljled,. while a ’girl child and her . ' 
mother would hav^ been-returned to.'her clan. ^ •,

v;:

. >'v .•••

; Another f'ite of'passage.-.is the naming ceremony. Ord^^rily

naming takes place only afier the child has.'stafted. speaking some^words.

The first born cannot be named without off^ing.a sacrifice (Marealle'
S

1910)If. a child, falls sick before it has been named, this is a sign .

■ that its dead grandfather wishes it to receive a name (Eaum 1940: 297). ' 

The ceremony itself is connected with the'anc'eetors. In 

, normal circumstances the name chosen may be an' ancestral One. The
r'-

first girl is'hamed. after the'patemal grandmother, as is the .first- 

sOn after his paternal grandparents Later children .are-given names 

• of, uncles and aunts or the names may be somehow connected' -with special ’.
. : ■-*

ifamily or lineage events (Mafealle 1963: 10).

Raum (1940: '297) points out that many names are not ancestral,

■but refer .to circumstances at-the time of hirth.' '

: In,'the'oiie case the parents agree upon a common name, .in the 
, other th^“’‘g^ect.different names. 'Then'a child may bn called . 

by its father 'Shilingi'’implying that the confinement, of this 
child's, mother'cost him a lot of money,. while the mother names 
it 'Ndeluakiwa'—-that is. 'I have met bitterness.' Hie true 

, , interpretation of such names is only known-to the parents
concerned. ' ' ' ■ - ’ -

- /

».

A

. His'rlast . statement reflects eitdier a misinterpretation oi»changing times, ■. 

; for .a village girl, with whom I'was acquainted, was called "Sijui" by .. -

her-.mo.ther which.means, "I <Jon''t know." When aSked why she'':gave this' 

hamevto' hBr daughter'she replied that the daughter does not-know her
;.-C'■ '■ ■

Iffather-r-a'bi^ef. testimoifiai;'her. abandoned-

•

•

Status.
■r

in’ the coyering' rite,' a - ring 'of shin. is! placed- on the,; child.' s ,

i. 'This may'-6e.finger to prevent the spirits from cliarihing the; c^iild.

-s;.
\ t ■ ■

1:
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performecTl^ependerit .6£ the naming ceremony of in' exjunction ttith-.it./'. . 

•• It. is a petition to.-the. n^ed ancestor that his wife, sister 
.give‘:their TJlessings to 'tC child.

, and »
*

mother's brother It is the-last, of

-■' the birth rites—a removal of the'cMl;d from the sacred' state.of :

• .belohg^g.to the ancesfors tQ its' final acceptance into human society., 

.■■.Kato,says, some children'are then permitted tp; eat meat., after this, ■

■ ■cefemdny:vhich. may';have been proteptive iof those whose ■pferkture naming' 

was’brought about by their sickness. A normal'child is usually.
i .

one or
one 'and a half year's old before its first meat meal (Raum 1940: 298).

Because supplemental feeding's are re^.larly givenjthe'nursing, 
infant, most-authors view the weaning period as -iess traumatje/^n would 

; Otherwise be ^pected after .prolonged breast feeding. Raum (i940': 206) :

suggests, that the duratiori 'of ^U9iain'g depends on tile custom in vogue in .

•V

•i.

the father'.s olan, but assumes it is at least pwp years. Lema (1963:-373) ' ■-

. ' says'three.yekrs is the .llmit—cq-breast feed-longer than .this is believed .' . ,
/• ' L
to spoil the child's character, Gutmann (1926) concurs with this obsetvar 

tioii. Three years, fa'cilitates the woman' s desire to'.postponfe another 
• pregnancy uAtil the preceding, child no 'longer needs to .be carried.

" “k
Methods to discourage children who are reluctant to wean or who ;

, for some reason have to be prematurely weaned are severe. The mother-. ■
- ■ V ■ •
‘smears red pepper or other bitter substances .on her nipples (Raum 1940:

Lema 1963: 373) , or the child is moc’k^ 

of-his dependency (Lpmar ,373);.

106; and made to feel ashamed ■ 

Grandparents often become involved, in. 

.the child's care at this time, removing the weanling (whether successfully 

wea^d or .not) to another .household,., frequently miles Sway, 

of abrapt,weaning my increase susceptability .to'dis'eas'e; .especially 

• in the case df Vyo.unger , children. .

The stress.'
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■ -'Addltipnal- factors which- -Influetlce- Selection
. for-.Emotional Comsiitmentr ■

V . .. r~ - ■-

■ ■■ During the-critical rites' of rpasSagC'and normal periods-.: of "

growth the nurtiirers assess'the. character traits! which are either '

In goo^ cifcumstances-7 ■ y

-V

• , ■■ projected--onto.-the child,,or .-shown- by £ho child.

problems'my^ be,'oVerlo.oked or h'iddan,'--whereas-in times . o'f.'strsds;! the•• .

■ - -..r^ers'e may o.cciiir' This -section considers - further - criteria, which 

- influence'-perspect-ives, attitude's,-and feelings toward the ckild;' i .

k • ■.-..'Sex.

The parents' reiationship to'the newborn-is of ten influenced'by . 

its sex (Raum 1940,':-86) One family in rthich sex-'played 

^ ' in'selecting for enrogional commitm'ent^a.s Lucas Temba's?
a crucial rdld

Lucas, -a

•yirtually .landiess middle'son. of -a-poor father,'married a retarded .woihan'...,

quite late-in life, probably because he was unable to pay the bride 

.' price installments, for .a normal healthy woman. His home was a', single - ' - 

-traditiona'l rqundoval.made of. banana thatch in which the adults and '.

- fou%.'ehildren, .two'boys and two ;girls, carried .out their ^tife. .^9 one . - 

ever .used;modern medicine. The.-boys, victims, of'

.- . chronic hookworm infestations and malnutrition;' looked burdened by life.

The" oldest was ele-ven, and measured 3'8"; the youngest was'ten and 3'9". .

, . ■ Both were retarded.. 'At the time of my visit the family was in near •'

economic-collapse because Lucas_was dying, -^et, his two daughters, ages 
fbdrteen. and eight, were.■thriving qnd normal

, '., To a mother -with. limited, intellect'liying in Impov.erished
surroundings, ; the -first.;bbrn,. danght^i'v^i.of tremendous .assistance and f 

-comfort.- .Not-only did this.'child.idake major contributidns in domestic

- «

>•
• ;

work, shie also; contributed hei eatnings from-'daily labor on nearby

Both-rshe'and her .younger sister, .'who was-;alignedJ;o her mother's J ' ,

'V

1 r
•i- .x':

A
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*.
. . clUn, wpuia bring extra'security-in ;bri<ie wealth pafmenta. The sons',.. '

who had,little.land to Inherit, could hardly provide future security- 

to the mother. That the/-youngfer son was comparatively healthier than - 

the pider. one might have been because-hC Was aligned tp his mothei^T 

. clan and was,entitled to his father's tiny kihamba.where his mother

'v.
1!-

V

. f t ■V

. "exp.ected to-reside after Lucas' deat-h.. The elements of'selectlytty were.

■ obviously present-When ttjis mother whs forced td' chobSfe Which-'of-he^

, children would receive the scarce meat and milk supplies purebred by - . ^
(; . • •• r . ■ .

her daughter..

• - - From the NURU. statistics, girls appear to, get kwashiorkor more

often than boys but probably both sexes are equally -vulnerable,* as 

explained below.' ' If the wife's'ties ,^th her husband's, lineage become 
: weakened, through separation or divorce, her boy children could j.eopardi^e 

her position in her own clan-area because children separated from,their 

mother are believed capable of causing misfortune. Of the forty-seven 

NURU children.in the follow-up study, thirty were girls and seventeen .

..'were boys. 'It seems likely - that the higher number qf girls does.'not 

'’ .represent thefc-increased susceptibility , to the conditions which hiring 

about neglect, fnstead, since most of these conditions are chronic and 

probably present before the child is born, it is probably that boys 
, more often victims of infanticide Or benign neglect during early in^^ncy 

than girls due to greater fears of the malevolent powers of an' ill-spaced 

.boy, .Alaoi if economic instability forces a parent .to-4Bsess a child's '

/ worth; girls woul'J mbat. likely be viewed as more capable of, reciprocating- 

- in tije future-because of the-help and companionship they bring to their 

; mother- and t-He wealth in'b'ride payments they bring to the whole "family, 
'The- higher -status arid .-Jjalu? placed on boys-,probably makes then^more 

' .•yninerable'.t^ , . ' .

are • , A

N
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. ' V..Appearance ; ' - • ' V
■ ; ' -;.v' -‘“ i ' .

While I'^referred, to" the possible influence of' physical character- .. 

. -istlcs in the distribution of malnutrition in JxaaanneLema's family,
• '/ ■

. in Chapter Seven, if mpst 'by iio means be considered the • key-factor. ■ .

Like jBahy'people the Chagga recognize the importance of the child's'

:phsyicai:- appearance ill evoking'an emotional • commitment . One account Shi's - 

. ''that' to-p'bt’aih'an attractive child a-man must- avoid'-all'^c'dllvefsatlons—-— 

with others after believing his wife ij^s conceived, pntil he meets an - 

individual with desired characteristics. After talking to him-, the , '

husband can return to normal social -exchange, ^Similarly,, if the wife

considers her husband unattractive 'she can leave the.-hpuSe after inter-
, , ■ , • - ■ • ■ ' ' _

•• . cburse-, stay-in .the woods locking f-lowerS, and fefurn only after her

- husband .has left. This will ensure;tha£ the chi-id conceived-will hot 

■ - ' take'her.'husband'h looks, but hers (Maraelle ' 1974: 1)-. ‘

The. conflict, between lineages iS'-manifested in other beliefs 

■hnd practiyes to secure the. children's physical and social likeness.

- - . .Gutmann' (1926.) states- that the Chagga believe the child' 'always' takes

some charapteja^tJJcs from the father's clan, 'and-thus it is possible- . ''

' - for the father to-ascertain that the child is his—a vital, necessity. '

■ considering the danger of bringing another man's child into his clan.

V •k-

'"T

i

-They also believe that the length of pregnancy depends on'the father's 

. ;clan and can vary from nine to eleven months. , If- a .woman from a, clan

- -.' With an -eleven, month gestation period marries a man from .a'clan with .

- nine month pregnancies, she will be prohibited, from visiting her clan -

pregnancy.- This-ensures that her husband's ' 

physical, characteristics wil-l.pass oh. to the dhild-rather than ^ those

V.

....

'-i^om her clap '(Gfu^nn l^ ; . ’ .1- '

■T;
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,v
■.Birth Order

In .each of the thrhe-f^ilies'with' live children discussed in

»

■Chapter 7, birth'order was .shown to play a significant-role in the . ■

. distribution of malnutrition among the' children. ■ Birtli orderlis usually.
interwoven with clan alig^'ent in which children are affiliated with,-

■■ .either the mother's or the'father^^lan. - -Although all children

thought .to'be the father ?s property, customarily, the first-born-child ' •

of each

are-

sex is'related to the patrilineage and-the second boy'and , .

"second, girl have strong ties to the mpther'.s,patrilineage.- ..Su'bsequent ■ ;

. sets of boys and girls'are;ali^ned‘in this manner 4- The key to'

-. evpluating the weight' of birth order arid, clan al-ighment is residentihl ' .

■ context.., Normailyf a family .resides within- the -patrician ,so .that 'the . 

spheres-of influence greatly favor children on the father 's Side.

Howeverother mitig';

. presence of the mother's moaer, the importance of the child's”sex, ■

-.and the . spacing of its .j^rth.dn relation 'to.-other siblings . The'list 

■ is-endless-, whf^h . is .why the-imp.ofta'nc’e .W-birth order .must only be ' • .

'■Viewed iit.,coritext'of the total environment into .'-vihich the cbild^ is 

born.: Children living with their-mother's kin may indicate maritial' 

incongruity such .as a divorced or unwed mother .. ' In this situation, if .

, ., ..any of. the father's clan-affiliated children were staying with the mother, 

fhey might suffer disadvantage due to fea^ of their powers.^ thought, to • 

be competing with the fortunes .of the mother's clan.

. I.

. >

fi’rcimst-ances may play’ a role,' such as the ’ ■

■ *

i- •
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^rriag^. S-tStus,^ .Polygyny, • Infant Mortality 

elements' in -Damas and Ros'e'-Moshi's situation (Chapter Seven) ■■ 

were shown to have inflxtenced which, children they selected for emotional -

commitment.. The waning' of bride price obligations and the. reduction of
‘ - • ■■ . ■ ^ ■

■. o.ther methods of legitimating'children have beco^ie .more, common today;

Despite trends,: hofiSver,.'an unsanctioned-marriage does not ha-ve the ' - ■

protection.normally afforded through religious and social recognition. ' ■

. Community sentiment regarding the marriage'and. It.s, .progeny, may or may.

'> not 'turn sour'and could He strongly-influenced by . the parent's
9 .■ . ■ / -- -- '•

• economic status. The outcome depends on the attitude of all involved 

and the impact of that attitude depends on the'parents' ability to 

■ 'Cope.,.:

C•>
V

/

i

■

»•

. ;

r<,

■“ 1. •

P

.1 have known polygamous families in which the favOrite wife's '

Children'were given the'greater benefits, of "food, shelter ^ clothing-,

and education". From all T^iarts, this is a typical .pattern. 'The 
• /• •• •• ■ • . • • ■ -

senior.wife is expected to receive this favor,'and her children have

a distinct priority, over -children born to the .second wife.' Nevertheless,
- ■' ' ■ ■;- > ... ■ , ■

individual men's emotional attachments to their wives op. children ' -

• ' ■ '.1 ' ..

-probably varies according to compatability of personal characteristics'.

The e.xperlerice of previous children's deaths, can have a 

devastating impact on the family's capability to love and .care for 

subsequent children. The mother' especially will be daily reminded of 

‘ her failure whenever she dis.appoipts people oh other matter.s'^ The

self-esteem and motivation'which.feed a sense-of parental competence are 

extremely weakened when one loses a child..'As I demonstrated in Lydia's 

, situation in'fchapter- S'e-ve'n,- t^e factors', contributing to infant, and child 

. .- ‘ mqftality may. remain cqnstaht,- so' that'individuals come to-expect that..^

v

;

5
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■■ ■ tKey '.will lose tl},eir'chiiaren,,-and thus-form weak attachments, which 

jeopatdize any future children, This may'have the opposite effect as

' i'in ThareSls-situation XChapter77'), w^^^ of,her first born may-

have been the painful fp^^.tt 

essiv^ children.

that enabled her to keep alive eleven

- succ

■Criteria for Slim-lnatinR.the Abnormal Child-

The rites associated with abnormal'or, illegitimate pregnancies -

and births do,not follow the general pattern of^abnormal child's rites

of passage. Counterbalancing actions specific ta the anomaly must 
' —' ' ' ■ '

occur in order to return the society to a state of equilibrium. The , -

following table lists the circumstances which prescribe-abortion or -

k -•

■

infanticide.’ None of the-past ethnographers have attempted ,to quantify , -

abortion, so the reports, given should be
-'A

incidents,, of infanticide or 

understood in terms of this shortcoming.'
T

Tlie'importance pf’the child's ties to others is apparent prior 

to its elimination. The father, or the midwives representing his 

family, cannpt.JdlJ. the. child without permission of the mother's 

- .. familyi” If this custom .is ignored the mother's^ father can sue her 

' husband for dama|^s'unless the husband convinces -the chief that he was 

.justified in eliminating thei:h'ild. ' Two anomalies, babies born without

/■

i

apeftur^pi^r covered with-lanugo,- are considered by the' Chagga to

the whoie community, and require ?hat the chief participate in 

• tife-killing (R^um'1940')'.■ ■ • . -

In-such cases the child is treated-as a victim in a purifying •

threaten

• . ,•» .!T\

. rite ordered by--the chief,- Raum (1940: 90) claims the child is 

dedicated to

s
•v-

:o the-spiritytflib us'e^ .its deformity as a warnijig signal’ and• V
y.- —

is ikilled. in a special, place by a barren priest ,who canno.t be affected

;
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stable 4.- Reasons given for abo.rtion or infanticide. .

Tnfarificide ’■■Abortion
■ y. ■ !»

'i. ■ Premarital, pregnancy

2. Extra^marital pregnancy.
• ■ Raum makes no'mention of who 

pays indemifity. : No killing 
of cTiiid of adulterous union— 

. ■ 'it 'fcecomes object of bar- ,
, gaining between the natural 
, and legal fathers.

' i.' Premarital pr^gimncy

. 2.. Infant.conceived while mother 
still suckling her~previous 

,'child.

, 4- . ,

..c' .V .

- .
3. Abnormal emphasis-on sexuality '3. Infant.'conceived. two months

during pregnancy, e.g.,^mens-. after the death pf mother'-s
truation, husband haying ■ '■ .o'ther child■ ''' .

'. voluptuous dream

4. trying Of'the''child in-utero. ' 4^. Infant conceiveS'after'mother's
■ . . daughter has'been married. .

■ - • '5. Cases in which labor, the child’ .
; .’ • 'itseifof .its develop’raent was

: ’ abnormal'’(expand^ cases—s’ee.. ' '
::. . . . . . .....y:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - Cutmann 1926; ;;.212-23y^^.

' ■ - ' ■ 1'. ‘ 6. -Anomaltie's—'cfying. Of the. child " • ,
iii-utero during delivery;' bijith 
with the.'ainniotic membranes- .
Intact; .premature explusion'.pf, 
the-placenta;'positions • of. fetus— 
out-of the-ordinary such as breech 

' ■ delivery;''Child in'transverse
whose hand prolapses; herDaphrodite. . 
or'monster, twins—weaker k’illed of .

• sex of unrepresented'child 
permitted' to live;' children with 
irregular growth of teeth''(e.g., . , .
born wit^,teeth.or those whose 
upper incisors cut the gums .first); . , 
babies born without apertures or 
coy^ed with lanugo,; excessive. .' "
bodily hair on infant; gifip whose 
menstruation occur's„befbre 

,. '. circumcision. (Ra'um: '88^ . .

V •A
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by the child^ power of retaiiation. Reports on. the method of killing 

vary. In,one place,. Gutmanii i;i926:' 89) asserts that the child's ■ 

neck is. wrenched; in another (1926: 216) that it is suffocated. . Raum .

(•1940: 90) states-that mxdwives dislike to shed blood and go submerg^. 

the child in a pot .of water. This, action seems;mbre injiarmony with 

-■ ' .Chagga“symbolism, (the 'child returning tO' the womb of its mother) and 

their abhorance- of violence toward children. Of significance to this 

study is Raum's observations (1940; 90) that "a favorite'methpd was ' 

simply to neglect the child, which caused fatal consequences during one 

of the many infantile illnesses.. It must be feared that this method is 

still being employed, especially in.the case of twins.," Benign neglect, 

ap' option for parents whose child-signifies pollution,, failure, and a 

potential threat to other well children, is probably the most common'

• form of selective elimination of Chagga children. ' '

- ''In addition to the Chagga's beliefs that the abnormal child 

signifies danger, evil, impurity, or pollution, Raum (1940: 89) claims

.underlyii^ motives for infanticide to be an "immediate reaction to . . e;

extreme.disappointment of high hopes, to perplexity over an unexpected 

turn of events which is desireable to control, and to irritation at 

the stultification of professional skill or parental exertions," 'Yet ' 

he points out hlsewhere that cripples (children with extra fingers or 

toes, hunchbacks, clubfeet, etc.-) are not'Slafed ;for elimination, and, 

in feet, are believed to be sent by the., spirits- and are considered sacred 

and in need of special.protection. Iftiat appear .to be conflicting beliefs 

. are.probably the result'of other underlying forces which affect; why any.orie- 

'one . child , would be eliminated.‘ .-These force's become more clearly under-’

',' ' . stpo'd in the case of twins,. Of the forty-seven'NURU children in'our. .. .

f .

u •-C
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ewere two ..-sets of twins. .. Rauiti (1940: 89) asserts 

that the-ratioriale behind elimination of twins'is the feeling of 

"bewilderment at. excessive productivity." In one instance he says the 

• weakest ;i& killed;,.ln another, boys, since they have more power; and. in 

still ano'ther, the child whose sex is already rdpresente^^n the'-' ’ ,

desired .proportion. He adds that for the same reason it ig thought.' 

unlucky for two wives of one husband or two sisters to become pregnant 

.’ at the same time,.

...; Raum compares the Masai practice of. rejoiclng’at the birth of ...

twins to-the Chagga custom of eliminatihg at least one twin. . He may 

have been led to more fruitful hypotheses^- had h6 considered the sub- ■

. sistance base of the nomadic cattle-herding Mh^i, Comparatively 

speaking, Masai have suffered low bir.th'rates' and high infant mortality 

rates, but have cons^erably lower incidence of kwashiorkor, 

have a reverse problem. This lack ,of loSaShiorkor may'partly be due to ■

. ' the.availability of milk, blood, and megt products, basic to the Masai 

diet'. In contrast,, the banana-, yam, and maize—a-^ lower in protein ^ 

content-^-are the subsistence crops p£ the Chagga and the foods most 

commonly used in weaning, "Low birth rates and infant feebleness may^ 

also-be due to a lower level of maternal nutrition ^among the Masai.

What the .Chagga custom-of killing one-of the, twins may reflect is the 

provision of the choice given to parents whos^ economic and demographic 

situation does not permit the existence of an "excessive .blessing,"

.The Chagga.recognize the nutritional drain bn the mother's, system were 

she to-try to nurse one child while'pregnant with another.’ Twins woul&s^ 

• ; 'create-a similar drain on the mother.as well as-compete over her

diminished. milk'supply which may not be adequately supplemented wlth- 

other higher, quality!protein's if the family's economy is pieca-riou's.

. !follow-up study .t

/ •
>• ■ u-

/
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iilPLllcatfeiris • of Chanaes in Ideology for
Chagga Selection Criteria

■Syen though the stressea of warfare and the onslaughts'of. .

epidemics are limited today, droughts-and diseases of crops and live- ^ .

stock gq.-relatively unchecked by modern-technology,' Fox • the iiidividua^^ 

•family the need to spaceV children tbday is’just as great if libt greater 

, than before, considering the added stresses and pressures created by '

. land,shortages. The value Of an additional child .in such cirnumstances .

. is■ something, akin to'a-starving man Wandering about lbst* in the bush- . cS

carrying a sack of. gold upon his'back. It is a question of when and 
how the -jtireasure becomes a burden, Since the unv^anted child inevitably

appears from time to time, old mechanisms -for'rejecting' it 'are used to;.

■•alleviate conflicting feelings, The-child's..life becomes'a matter, of. . '•

'jts'whole Context which is qualitatively evaluated. In other‘words, 

its right to life is relative'.

'Christianity has added another, conflict to the Chagga view of

-the child. The right to life is an absolute,' Baptism is meaningful 

in-tHe same miSn^ as the naming ceremony, only with baptism, the child - 

is supposedly a ^ully.incorporated member of the Christian community.

, Customarily, people .had their .children-baptised after~the-firaX-too'th 

appeaf's, but many wealthy Chagga' have the .ceremony , performed, at 

month or earlier,.probably because .they feel confident their child will 

survive. A child dying unbaptized places the blame on the.parents for 

;. neglecting its baptisnr. Since the child is .considered totally dependent 

and 'i'iinocent, it cannot possibly'be a source of ■ power or'danger. Thus' 

.■'there is ..no, reason: for eliminating it or neglecting its baptism.. Ideally, . 

■J.pits. life- is.to'be preserved at 'all.cost's..':.

A
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V:-As larger forces’pusMng the society towards modernism'.grew ' 

failed .types'are increasingly__associated with the old ways and beliefs^ 

Even-^:-houglF-the less fortunate hold’ alternative Christian views and 'use 

■them to^ explain some, of their situations , they, also cling to the older 

traditions, which-provide a comforting and^integrated view of the world. 

’The more fortunate hold both modern and traditional perspectives^- in'

■’n .

part because th'e old views provide criteria upon which their scapegoating , 

can -be.basedv They can blame neighbors for aborting or killing their. . 

children. Or'they could accuse’them of having too many children too. '. .>•

soon.
■>

One major criterion not-mentioned herfe .was'jifoper birth spacing.. 

I have discussed this factor throughout my 'thesis and consider it an...

■ eqtial'partner with sc'arcity in determining what , o.ther criteria will be'• 

^ei.to select children, -^s will be, demonstrated in th.e examples of the

"• 'r ■

five families, scarcity and spacing problems can detract-from the
V

^ group's stability, adding further conflict and stress—a poor environment '

for nurturing attachments. The next chapter will examine the nature 'dr 

■the feedback between community,’ nuftu'rer., 'and child in both "normal" ’

■ and problematic situations. It will’explore how the. ability to form 

attachments' becomes undermined in individual persons who afe’viewed as 

separate nurturing units. ■ It also cdnsiderS'^io^JSithe criteria presented _ ■

•here.can contribute to benign neglect and I^ashiorkor.

»-

• •

»
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• Tootnotes-'

. Swantz (1969) Vecalls a Chag^a ihfonnar^ .who told her that the 
. ' 6. mpther-in-law will at this point go to . the DraSnae hush and remove a

"■ leaf ;, if ’it tears it is a sign that the daughter-in-law has done wrong ... 
towards her and has'been angry, at her. She then takes butter’ arid, ■ 
anoints the womap.while praying for. forgiveness for fter own anger also. . _

' Iil'additiorij ah's might pour a libation of milk and; bear. - Wh^p^hese ’
• . actions haye been performed She will pick another leaf; If it does not 

— tear,- the offended spirit has signified forgiveness. *

The teeth, which dp not decay-with,the rest df^the body at : ’
death, are places' of concentrated vital force which.partially'explains 
the fear Connected'with their appearance..,- ;

- ■■

Sex’as a criterion for’emotional commitment come's out clearly 
in the following quote by Kaum (1940:-86). "The warmth with which a , . 
child is received- depends' to some extent- on its sex. To the father, ,.

. , , the birth of an heir’as'the first child is a moral rehabilitation; it 
■ ■ confirms that his premarital sexlife was unimpeachable;;. A son, more

over; is of great religious significance; Becriuserfafter his .father's ■■ - 
death he becomes the family priest, peirpetuatirig-his ancestors' memory ’ . ’ 
and maintaining’th’e-i-r authority through .prayer .and sacrificeWithout 

, a‘son, the family vanishes 'like smoke in the morning wind,' - ' Conversely, . 
a man's social and po'litical influence’ increases, :with the number of hih ’ 
sons; henGe- the prpvhrb: "A qui-vrir-wlth^ut one arrow is of no usej" :
While the y6ung man's chief desire-is to 'm’ake firm' his parental , ’ ' ■ 
dwelling—that is,, to continue his -family through the birth of an .heir-- . . 
in middle age his attention turns to making his service and influence 
indispensable at court. This he can do chiefly By rearing sons to carry 
put his bequests’, to be at their chief ^ s disposal itf peace or war,-v-to 
inherit'his own property and sufcceed to .his profession and :p'olitlcal ’̂'’ 

’position. ■ On the.jjt.her hand, a woman feels-that she’had done her-duty 
. when; she had gixgnjjirth to’ one son. The greeting which, her husband^;’

then extends to her, 'Welcome; you .increaser arid owner of the heritage!,' ^ 
sums up her ambitions, - She is recognized as mistress’of the home and 

' . . has, ri supporter for’older age. The.stability of her marriage having been ,
secured, she earns both the respect , of her co-^ves and the-admiration 
of her age-mates. A Chagga husband may therefore be heard complaining 
that his wife began to neglect him when their son was able to herd the , 
goats, for she may consider it then more advantageous for-her future to • 
ingratiate, herself with her son. ’ - '

’ ,On the whole, women prefer to have daughters bofn to them. They
are-always welcome, because they will later be able; to assist in.field, , 

'..and house, to share in.womanly confidence, ’ to inheri.t personal property 
: and the; professional knowledge vested in the-female sex. 1-Ioreover, ,
^irls are much easier to rear than boys since - they are considered less 

' .fnCell-igerit, their work, requires less ability, and they’do riot possess 
’’that ohstinaricy which-in-.young boys expresses-itself in naughtiness and • 
ill older ones as .irreverence, -'.To 'thesfather, ’too,-a-girl is acceptable;

■ ;as maiidenj-.she'cooks-fop’.him, .h'er'.marri#ge strengthen-s his-family's;--,
’ inf luence by allying it, to-ariothep;'.arid the bride-price i’s a source of, ;’
'-’ income’for a:'great ririmber of years;" ’ ■ ' ’ ■ ■ ’

•<: •/•
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:• CHAPTER VI

THE PROCESS OF NURTURING AND THE PHENOMENOLOGY

OF KWASHIORKOR

There are many aspects of human relationships that enable
f*

society and culture to continue. Nurturing is perhaps fundamental to 

its most basic.pattern, it ds first evident in.them '&iJ.j_.4!:S3uced
the child's nursifig from the mother—a cost in energy to another 

human being. The:pattern repeats itself in ail'reciprocal human 

relationships when ope person caijes fpr the needs of anotheri .-Culture ' ' ' 

governs , this giving by ensuring'a return which is'.expected, and. antfcl- 

In this chapter i'explain the expectations nurturers have of .

/

pated.

their children in return for the-emotional and material resource,s they' 

Th.is concept of 'intergenerational reciprocity ig ope of

I will show that if
once gave out.

' the most vita'Miinks in human interdependency, 

material or. embtio'nal resoufcap. f or exchange are not secure, because of

■■ negligence or fears of scarcity, connections between family, members can 

be broken. Ties are further secured' or eroded by the human capacity tp 

assess a situation in terms of history, its present status, and its 

..' future,.

The previous, chapter presented criteria used by nurturers to 

Jetermiue-’'.the. degree, of‘emotional .and material commitment they are
;

: .yiliing to give a child. In this chapter that very willingness-or . ■ ^ 

. i. capability is- examined aialecticaily, through relationships. In prder.

b
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to give the reader :some. understanding of .what is normal to the Chagga 

L first' present- -a brief discussion describing nurturing in less 
problematic 'situations. This pattern is fol'lowed by examining the 

various units or pefcsons that make up a nurturing. co’mmunity. Each 

r nur'turer. is discussed in terms of normal interaction with the'child.

' nien, I examine situations -in which' interaction was disturbed,, in order 

• to detetmin'e how the.disturbance arises. 'Finally, I lobk-at- one of the 

.results of a- broken attachment—the kwashiorkbric child—€o~anaIyze. the 

child's role in contributing to a break: in reciproci^,

- Nurturing.in-Normal Situations^

- The mgeni (stranger) born to an average Ghagga family today is 

brought home from'the clinic with a virtual absence of fanfare,'-..

. 'CGhildten bor,n. t9 mo,re traditional, families are likely to'-be received . 
in the ritual manner described in Chapter • Seven.) "Recognizing its 

Tragilityypower, the tiny'guest.Us handled quietly, as if it .were an

The father's responsibility is to see that

T-':

ti •

. ;

i ■

appendage-to’ its mother 
the mother's kajslUnement runs- smoothly--that there is ample food and

to take over the mother's tasks.- that female relatives are readie^

Yoijng parents excited by their first born child have difficulty
i

.repressing,their joy--neighbors often joke about the new parents' . 

"silliness" because they, too, feel giddy about the new arrival. .. 

However,, precautions-must be taken to prevent envy, so after initial ^ 

.birth celebrations, the; child is handTed matter-of-factly just as one 

- . behaves in.Chagga'society.when receiving a" gift-from an'dther.

I seldom observed parents relating to a nursing child with 

exaggerated,' fo'cused attention,.' Mo.ther and child in. early' infancy are 

ifeated as a''unit,',so it-is the mother's health about, which people '

\
■ - u'
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inquire,- The baby-is wrapped in the cloth its mother will use to carry 

it on her'back once her confinement is over. The CQ]^ful wrapping 

keeps it warm and protects it from mosquitoes and the sun. Women 

usually restrict their -travel after confinement, but when "forced to till 

the fields or go to the market, they leave the baby at home with an 
older sibling nurse and/or grandmother.',^ 'Grandmother follows the 

■ undemonstrative, nonfocused ’pattern of relating to the child, but, child - ■ 

nurses seemed more attentive for reasons I will soon address, ' '

An infant has its physical and emotional needs met in.close 

. proximity to its mother or caretaker,. ' It cries or whimpers, and the

U ■

mother pu'lls out her breast , or the nurse fipds something to g.ive it_ to i

■eat.,' .Everyone seems' to know when the child will excrete, so it is

In the early -^iionths the. held out at an appropriate time and .place,

baby is us'ually next to someone's- body and will -sleep beside its

mo'ther until finally^weaned; thus-attachment needs are. recognized and . 

met, -Yet the'baby is seldom talked to, especially publicly. To-do' so 

■ would seem ridiculous since a baby has limited verbal capa'city. Once 

•'■that capaci^yhe-gins to take form, people respond to the child, by 

mimicking its utterances.

appeared that the Chagga's nonfocused mode of relating to 

infants inay be consistent with clan life- An infant absorbs a general 

sense of belonging to a physical body as' an attached, 'nonseparate'
- _ _ _ ' -Sf-

. member. Ideally when separation does occur, attachments remain consis- 

ith the pattern of attachment to the mother'. In spite of the 

' .. child's closeness to"the'mother, in a weil-integrated-extended family 

unit, its. anxieties over its mother's departure may be mitigated by ■

tent w

. r
. consistent-and caring substitutes; This pattern-differs-from-the.more

A ■
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■focused, yet more physically.'disEant manner of relating,-found in western 

societies with their extremely isolated nuclear families, and in 

families of very elite Chagga which are more often nuclear than are 

their less wealthy kin,' More distant, focused relationships may help 

prepare the individual to cope with the demands upon himyher.to behave 

individualistically, responsive to individuals or to self,.whereas the- 

physically close, nonfocused relationship prepares the Individual, for 
viewing himselj/herself\as_a rCsponsjile member attached to a group.^ 

PrepSteation for group participation continues as the child , 

becomes more autonomous. ItS’^progress is noted and supported by 

, everyone—especially the men', who take greats delight' in rte.more

independent child; „ Since people worry, about the child developing too 

; much autonomy, there-are restrictions placed on its freedom. Harsh 

• shouts of chafu! (dirty), mbaya! (it's bad), hali! (sharp, mean,

hurtful) remind the child of boundaries. No matter how long the mother 

indulges the child's suckj^g needs, she is aware thpt she can spoil 

the child by giving it a false impression that all its demands will be . 
■ met. For the''ol3er yeanling child, sucking is reduced to once or 

twice a day or- for comfort when injured... However, it .is common to see • 

little toddlers move awajt from their mother and. then run back to fondle 

her breast as if fueling up for another venture into the world. The

/

/

mother,, who may be. pregnant, becomes Slightly antagonistic toward an
' ' ^ •_

Hot peppers may be rubbed on her nipples, the child■ • older weanling

may, be chastized for seeking the breast or sent away from the mother to 

stay with relatives. The mother's attitude at this time J.s not

!

apologetic but negative and insiftept.

S
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Although weaningV^ethods may .be severe, the child's trauma is 

reduced hy others whose comforting communicates an understanding IjV'Its-•. 

depriva'fion. The weanlipg .child of-one and a; half to three and a hal:^ ' •

develops a great deal of anger regarding,its deprivation. Teeth are still

• ’V • ■;

erupting, it is walking, beginning to talk—almost as If everything ih 

happening at once.Just when it becomes capable .of,.more control, ■ .

mother,.who was once its only sphere of control, .becomes less., predictable. 

Others ide'ntify.'wi'Jh the child's untenable situation that is Consistent 

. with .the diletnnas of adult life. In-a well functioning, supportive 

family people, side with both mother and-child, reminding the mother not - 

to spoil her childj and encouraging-the child's. angr^,;,respons.e.

-'.'Huyu ai mtiindu, Sana!!' (That child.is so?mi'schievous--so . 

wonderfully bad!) expresses the:£ha'gga's ambiguity about the child's 

developing autonomy; .Such.a statement'is often said with laughter 

or a repressed, smile behind a false mask of disapproval. For'-a child - 

“to feberrand~gxpress its anger and individuality. means''^fectfs” 

survival is assured; thus it fulfills its principal responsibility to

V •-

/

1

its dan.. YetSSil's~stage receives no ritual sanctioning because

. encouragement of 'individual;-uncontained assertiveness can be

•. - antagonistit to group social life.
k

r.
Social Costs and GSnS~-fSr Nurturers ^

. . In this section I will examine* fhe function' of each person

significant in the nurturing process. I measure successful nurturing 

by'the child's development; unsuccessful -nurturing by the child's

%
tr

^ .’ ■ failure to grow, -1 assume.failures usually occur when one Or more

of the ehild's' caretakers- view: its .existence as problematic or
-VV" '''''-'-'V ■ '* . , :

This si-tuatioa, d-epehds oil'the nurturers'''bwn expectations. burdeiisome;'
' .

P
■ .............■'-s

r
y-.
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about the,child and th^selves—a process only understood by ex^fnlhg 

the entire social and economic context of. each person,'
;

Mothers ■

*
Regardless of intermittent separations, a close attaa

The mother is rewarded for the

t

. between mother and infant is the norm.
good health of her child by.the tremendous enhancement of^her'social; . 

position. Not only, does ’.Chagga society esteein her, obvious success, 
d-ts^f r.eciprocates with affection. As. the child 

■ matures in poiygynous families where the father is often absent,' the 

. mother's social prestige is enhanced by her position as me^ator- between.

This also happens today 'in mdfiogampus household’s 

■ where cash labor and social obligati'ons keep the' father away from the

but the child
w •

father and children.

family much of the time. ' ...

Since the mother'pro'vides nourishment for the child,, 

.reciprocity through food is used initially by the mother to teaeh the 

child its responsibility to those who love it. RaUm (1940: 127) . "

. illustrates that-as the child matures it is taught to reciprocate 

■ .. its.mother's nurturance and protection by giving her food. A boy

accompanying his,'father to a slaughter where women are prohibited, is 
taught by his father to reserve his mother a portion of meat cooked’ 

at the.site. "She is then to enjoy the cooked meat, a luxury which 

she has no permission to prepare in the absence of her husband" (Raum 

, ' 1940: 135). ■ - .

Raum .(135) goes on to show how another source of a mother's 

. authdrity: and respect deri-ves from her control: over the food stores :

♦
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Thfe only eatable which does not come within her sphere is meat.
At meal-time'it is she who distributes the food. A wis'e mother 

■ will give large portions' to the smaller children and show' 
preferential treatment to her sons/in orde;e-to just:j.fy fhe 
•confidence of the weak and to arouse the devotion of the, .strong.

' The herd?';boy is rewarded with additional food for the perfor- 
.mance of special duties. She may refuse a meal to a j;hild.„that .
has annoyed or offended her. Her power to withhold or grant is_

..wgll symbolized in the general prohibition of children from 
entering the food store. For boys especially it is considered 
a disgrace to toucfi a milk calabash. 1110 mbther expects a 
return also after dispensing food. When sharing-out^ meal she. 
has no plate. She eats directly from .the pot or, in times of 
fain^g, may go .without food. Each child is then expected'to ' 
leave a handful on its-.plate for her . To a child who refuses 
to give this return, its'starving mother retaliates: Look,

.. you haven't given mg any food. Don't be astonished if I-do 
• the same to you next time.

■ The practice, of leaying food on one's plate for’the mbther was once a 

customary, expectation and educational device for nifaining the child 

to-share, but according to a group of Chagga women informants it has ; 

been abandoned in recent times due to the influence - of modern school's ;- 

which consider such practices as unhygienic. ^

: • From about eight months on,, children are_ instructed in the

importahce of- food'sharing. Often the mother or other' adults will- . 

evoke the child's interest iri. eating by sitting in frgnl of-the cfhild 

pretending, to eat a succultent morsel in a manner that convey how 

delicious the food is. Of course the child motions that it wap.ts some

too, and is given a piece. Then the child wants more so is given the 

whole portion. At this point, the adult becomes the petitioner and 

■ mimics the face of the pouting sad-eyed chiid, so the child gives to
t •

the adult and the adult responds with loving gratitude. If the child 

succeeds in recip-focating these exchanges often provide; its" greatest T 

sSHSce of. positive reinforcement. They occur in well supported

. r*-

. . situations wiiete adequate food is not a problem.
: .

? v •r
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; Where'suppott is undermined by'eqonomic stress or family 

conflict, these playful instructions are neglected. More o'ften than 

• not in these-situations, feeding a toddler is an unpleasant task 

because either the child's continued existence is questionable 

the adequacy of the food itself in questionable—usually two inter-^ 

dependent factors. How can-the mother play at g,lving when she'knows, her 

' emotibhal .and material resources are lijnited?^ If she anticipates no

;•

or

relief-.from this"situatl&n her giving is even more .testrained. When'

•- she undefstands.I..that heir child has perceived.all of -this, she feels 

■ '‘ guilty and withdraws:'even-inofe, .The'child 's withdrawal affects more * •

withdrawal, and'so'on.

- / :•
-

; ■_ . , ■ : -

'' My most frequent observation of'a weanling eating under these' 

circihnstances was that-of.a small_alienated child taking nonaggressive, 

.noncompetitive, approach to a meal shared with older siblingsi FeSt 

■' experience,'and lack'of .energy led the child to correctly perceive-

the futility'of- succeeding at meal time,—^neyitab-ly-,-sueh;;Ta~child-p^- -̂ - ^

would simply refuse .to eat as if it had no answer to the question-:

."Whgti'mi.the_seHs5‘’^g_oing on if I'm not given foo.dl!!.....Loss of . . . . .

appetite is one, of the most commonly-reported symptoms of kwashiorkor 

and related-states of, malnutrition. In this manner, children can'

r'-
-■

V

■J'

ft

participate in their own rejection..

When the child is born illegitimately and fails to'thrive 

• severe strains may develop in its relationship :'tb others, especially 

witiT'its mother. These strains can reduce the- mother's prestige and 

? cost the child its life.. Such' was the case of Jibber to, the* second *of

' three-ch±idreh ,bo!rn to members of .our collective.,

; ■ -■

rt'. ■-■- ♦•'i: p,'
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Roberto 's aiint Sikina, was -a.-husky outgoing woman-married, to—:- - -

a man-fgom Dodoma 1 She had been working bn the shamba for the original ■_ ' 

owner Natalia-, her.-cousin, Sikina assigned herself the role«i)f my

;

ar

Swahili,and Kichagga teacher, and she attempted to instruct me in Chagga 

customs. My feelings toward her were ambivalent because she was oftdn 

■. tiresome and controlling. ' I had little understanding of my obligations.'

■ to her which cbnfohnded our interaction, but r felt pulled toward her 

generous spirit: and enthusiasm for life'. After monCte .of our being 

together, Sikina brought her-pregnant sister Anna to stay'with.us.'

e .

f-

u •

•-Both Sikina -and Anna had experienced, extremely high -infant mortality.

Anita had' one five year did'girl-but had lost fi-ee,..dthers.. ■ Sikina was

iomh"ot whichcame”topfull-termchildless after ei^ht pregnahcies’j'j

Cfollowed by early deaths), Both women's relationship with men-were-._._- 

unstable. Anna's daughter was. fathered by a different nmn than the-' , 

father of the expected baby. This man was only marginally, involved' - 

•- iwith. her pregnancy, and i never saw him visit Anna after' she gave 

'■ 'birth. ..When Roberto was born, Anna complained of having no breast milk, ' ■

L-hap^ISltopk. oye?job of caring for Roberto wMle Anna 

made frequent visits into town. .

Sikina's attention to the baby was not consistent, although when 

interacting with him her focus was intense and very demonstrative, almost

' excessively soi She spent time teaching the five year old sibling how
■ ■

• to handle the'child,^and generally seemed .pleased by her new'responsi-

;

!J

bility. However, other tasks competed for her time, and so Roberto

. often endedTtrp' in my allying; room on the couch with'his little sister
attending. .After about a month and a ha^ I noticed he had a foul •

odor,; in partHbecause his* clothing always heeded changing, but alsoVi-

J

•r

• ?•-
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iiecause he began to Have gastric problems. Sikiha's iise of the bottl'e 

had horrified.;me-.-whole cows' milk poured into a dirty bottle and 

then,diluted with unboiled water_ from the irrigation ditch. It seemed

■ -that the more'I' discussed this with her, the more she resented the 

intrusion and the accompanying implications about.her' incompetence.

She finally toid me I did not know what I'was talking about, that t 

had never had a child. Thinking myself better informed'because I came

to Kilimanjafo'.to-s’tuiy the impact of bottl.e feeding on child'nutrition,

■ I replied, "You will see Sikina, Roberto will die if you don't boil 

-the-water" and the bottleL" ynknowingl^ I had spoken the' Chagga curse.

. ' "You will. see", is sufficient to be effective, but' l .had .also specified - 

a prophesy.

k

..

< -■

■■

. ■ f .

Whether, tixe'curse was believed effective or .not is questionable, 

since.people are aware of the Wazungus' (Europeans) lack of understanding 

• Nevertheless, 'fhe emotional ingredients that ' ;about Chagga ways.

escalated towards''accu.sati6'ns of a curse, evi^eye, .witchcraft, or 

■ sorcery were’present. Roberto's makeshift supp'or't group was weakened ■ 

by this conflict,,and he became even more sickly. His crying could not 

be eased;-and the tension it produced was visible on the anxious faces 

of- us three women. He was repeatedly taken-to the hospital, but. his 

cpndition.only-worsened. Lifting him would.not relieve the painful 

gastfointestinal cramps.' .We.all seemed to ^row distant from him with 

■: , the knowledge of his approaching .death, knowledge which was communicated

• to^Roberto, who sensed his loss of-support and finally died jjf gastro-
." - ■ -f.

.. ' fepteritis at the age of three months. .

i

;- .; As we bound'him in prepatation for his Burial, Natalia said, to

• me-in English .how tragic it was ..to-place 'the'Child into the gr-ound. '

. ■■ ■ - 'A --- - - - - - - -^' '/*'■ , ■'

withdufe-.the benefit of bapEism. .mere was.'ariger and regret all around.

-I- •

■ '.v.
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Sikina could not fe pulled'from-wailing over Roberto's grave. We left 

her there where'she spent most of her day in'grief. Somehow, Sikina ' 

ebsorhed all the responsibility,- while Anna, the biological mother,

. saddened but shed few tears and seemed resigned to her lo.ss. ■ Anna,

, , without'stable support, and aware of the cost of giying birth to an 

. iiiegitimate male child had formed a loose'tie with her inf ant., ^na's 

dependency on Sikina'could'not compensate-for the lack of a legitimate ' 

father for this little, boy. He would be a burden to her without this 

./protection and without financial .support. Anna's daughter was more a 

l.cpmpanioh- for Anna and by .Chagga cus'tom would eventually' be incorporated . 

into her mother's; lineage. .Illegitimate boys, were, by ' the power, of-‘“. 

the enraged anc'estor, believed to be a-threat to the maternal lineage,'

' ■ a .bearer of misfortune. Anna's past losses’probably contributed to her

- abrupt withdrawal'frqm.Roberto once his physical decline began, 

very little reason-to view herself as a competent mother—she knew the 

messages others could derive from her situa'tlon. Natalia and I had no 

adequate rationale for why we were reluctant to take extraordinary

measures to shve.,the child. Yet we felt the same guilt for-believing .
— - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—:— - . ; ■

we could have done something and conveyed our anger towards Anna to mask
out "own sense of failure.^ '

The last member of the collective to gi-ve birth was Hariahna, .

whose situation was, strjU&ngly similar to Anna's, Yet the outcome-of

;itmeasured by her fat little infant Josephi's development

suckled at her breast,.was in stark contrast. Marianna also was an

"unmarried mother of a girl■ child,-age nine. Her father,'whom she spoke-

was

■ •.

> •

She-had

■ i.

as he N.

• ;

was Asian; her, mother j Chagga.

was:_wprking. as an ayah (housekeeper) 'for some European friends.

I met Marianna when she

She

» *

% ' (
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.-r;'xjas ttell educated, chamiiig -ai^ extr^ly'capable. After coming to '

.. help’me ckre for my. child she bec^e.tlie treasurer for the'cooperative 

and played a principal role in managing the chicken■enterprise. Her ' 

home support group, consisted of her mother and her older,' divorced 

sister ..who lived together on a small shamba by Moshi town.. Her sister • 

•managed a .store in Moshi so that with■their combined salaries they 

were able'to'build a new cement'house. . Tliis tightly knit group pf 

women would, .often'speak of their .contentment and'attribute it to the 

absence of men in their lives. The old mother was a constant critic 

•of Chagga ways and Chagga men—in' faict all men. As a result of her 

mixed marriage, her own two daughters were, marginal.-observers of their 

'own'society;' This devoutly Cathollcfamily regarded many Chagga beliefs 

When Marianna became pregnant and gave birth the ,

. ..

X

> •

, as'superstitious.

second time, the child was well acc'epted. " •'

. ' Even though the shame of an illegitimate birth had some^effect on'

Marianna's behavior (for instance, she never spoke oAthe baby's father)

• she 'seemed i^uite proud of Joseph! and of the opportunity he provided for ,' • 

teaching nurturTHl'skills .to her daughter. Since she was economically 

independent of men and was supported in this status, by a'group of ■ 

feminist relatives', her choice to give birth and care for her child was 

protected by her own strength of conviction and self-esteem.

Unfortunately, Roberto's mother Anna had'no such support and very little, 

self-esteem..'
»

Fathers

The'father teaches the child its responsibility to authority ,

' thtoiigh the notion, of ishima' (respect). It is through the father that 
''7" ;■■'•, ■ , ~ ^ - '

' ■ y , .'authority and respect have-tbeir -riost.: significant function because

■</

m-
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^ these concepts are used to support the patrilineage.' Only inside 

the home in the company of close relatives and friends will a father 

display his affectx^ for his children.. Public displays of affection 

are considered unmanly-and shameful, l^dle there are permissible 

institutionalized ways of expressing fatherly joy, these feelings are- 

not to be publicly demonstrated to-the child.- Men are seldom seen 

holding babies;- and-when they do it is ine-yitably a result of -some ^

.j emergency in the house. Children are never carried close to the
father's body/v^th kitariga cloth, but are held loosely, almost as if ■

*.•

V ■

the father, is expecting another woman fo come to his as'sistance. Many 

loving Chagg9 fathers will unassumingly .sit quietly \5hile their

There are exchanges,, but the childyounger, children crawl upon them, 

is not encouraged to be the center of attention- in his father's' ' 

presence, andhwill be chastized for doing' so. ..

. ■

A perceptible distancing is communicated to the child' even . 

xn its early years which is deemed necessary to teach the child the

importance of.self-control and respect for authority. As the child ‘
.

grows older, 'the«rfather becomes even less intimate, with hardly any 

physical contact. However, there are'ambiguities about this' sti^n, 

since a child with akili {brains, clever) knows from the twinkle.in • 

its father's eyes that there is some merit in certain forms of defiance, 

despite the harsh words used in reprimand. Nevertheless, people say 

•that children.must be taught to fear their^father, since without fe'ar 

there is no Ishima (respect), The child's reaction is to learn all 

^^-^he^t-rlek-s-of-.-deference-and-demeanor-while in their • father! s presence-j— 

and as soon as he, or any other authority figure leaves the children 

released their guard in mocking laughter. "When the hull-'is gone.
(

n.•iv' -
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the lizard's slip out to. sun ^themselves" is a common reference to such

behavior.

A-father's need for his children's' respect does not necessarily 

color ,hi^ whole identity. It is a convention which helps'perpetuate 

the rationale upon which patrilineal^society is based. ■.‘.It is inore • 

acceptable for men to fondle someone else's baby or toddler. As 

.youngsters, many men were once nurses to little siblings so they are 

familiar with handling-a child. In fact, men tend to be far more playful 

with little children than women whose relationships with their' children 

is based on continued contact with little relief.. On the other hand, 

men's, contact with the child provides relief from his day of non-child 

'care responsibilities, so that his encounters are'.more energized. An 

Bspecially touching''form of play between men and'children is through the 

verbal'negatibn of the child's reality. A child points out new know

ledge that-that animal'o-ver there is a Kuku (chicken). "No,'* the man. 

.says, "it is a ngombe (cow)," The child argues with a mixture of - 

irritation and laughter, and the man responds with an-affectionate-hug^ 

indicating hi^-pleasure in the child's intellectual defiance, It is a 

common form of acknowledgement through negation. '

, Generally, the father is considered superfluous for the day- 
to-day heeds of the very young child.^

w •

. \

. -•

Instead he is seen as the sole

supplier of meat and partial contributor to the rest of the family- 

the father traditionally acts, as-diviner,economy. In addition, 

magician, and.medicine man on behalf of.his sickly child. All'these 

‘funet‘i:dns^re'*s'ources' of male aufhor±ty-and-prestlg6-within-the--famiTy

' and in,j.the larger. society, , When men fail In their nurturing''TurictionT- 

■ ■ to control their resources and to provide meat and cash—the basis of 

of their fesphct is threatened, -

. •:
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In Gabriel Moshi's situation .examined in the next chapter, I 

■ demonstrate how his 'father failed to provide adequate food and even

went so far as to consume the greater portion of the family's meat 

and’eggsTT Ib'e'man seemed a typical farmer, but unfortunately had 

received a meager IShd inheritance,. He overindulged his rights to 

meat and alcohol, and was seldom at home (I never met him). ,His own 

daughter .accused him of being responsible for the family's condition. 

Based, on similar, pattexns I observed-in my community, the man probably 

beat his wife and older children out of guilt and frustration of 

consuming most of the family's resources. ' ’

contra'^ii. I point to the unusual contribution to child care 

made by men such as Jumanne and Joseph.Njau (also discussed in the 

next chapter) who whre forced by-dire'circumstances to assume .the 

nurturing role of the mother. Even when men are forc.ed .to assume this 

new role they may relate to their child awkwardly. Their capacity to. 

be playful is eroded, hot only by . the moment to'moment needs of the 

child, but also by their knowledge that their society sees their .- 

"mo.thering" aSjjiaEpropriate. An examination, of Lentiri Ngoti's,

• situation brings out some of the features of this odd coupling of 

father and infant.

•

V . .

r .

i

■ V •

■/

In

V

1

Like many of the other NURU fathers, this thirty year old man

was landless, He was the youngest son, and was still living on his 

father's coffee kihamba of 500 trees. Shortly before his two.year 

old bec^e sick with kwashiorkor his wife, Elimiriata, left him and

—;-iherrchiidren after-an-argumenlrrt-She-was pregiiaiiL dL Lhe~tiiiie~Df~hBr- - - -

■ separation from her husband and gave birth at home after leaving'NURU.

. Eliminata's choice to returh to her-husband was partially due tp the 

children's ill health and her own parent's inability to support her.

i
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, 'On my'first visit to the family I met Lentiri liJhile he was 

carrying hhe new. baby. Other women,.6n the compound did not seem 

supportive-of Eliminata and seemed adamently opposed to the new 

.ideas 'she brought back'from NURU. Her flight from home could-have 

been due to ongoing conflict with these women; or it could have 

escalated it-. Regardless, someone had to help care for the younger

•of their four children, who. were aligned to their mother's clan. .... 

Lentiri'assumed- that responsibility, but only as a last, measure.

He was enraged'at' his' situation—angered that he was weakened with a 

liver ailment., impoverished, .and forced to work for his oto father . 

at three to-five shillings a-day. He systematically .pointed but ail 

■the normal resources his household lacked .then picked up hig 

kwashiprkoric two year old child and. defiantly asked me how.he compared 

to mine. • He was clearly indignant "towards NURU-'s belief that proper ' 

education was the remedy for kwashiorkor. Would I be so kind as to ..- 

find him some work, he inquired sarcastically. He may have felt . 

compelled to take this stance because he made little'economic contribution , 

to the extendeb~#am41y. Were he able to bring in an income, his . 

father's two vrtves might have been more helpful to his wife.. As it was, 

Lentiri's family shared a meager 500 coffee trees and one.acre of - - 

bananas with his father's famly. Eliminata was not able to cultivate 
a^JoH because of childbirth.

In -spite of their love and concern for their cHildren, • men such

two

«; •

.as.Lentiri, Jumanne and Paulo (whose situation will be.examined'in 

' Chapter Eight) were broken individuals who seemed incapable of creating 

a meaningful relationship, with infants and tiny'children. In normal, 

nurturing little in Chagga culture encourages a father's close attachment 

to dependent children. Instead the father's importance is to protect
-K.
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' - the child as an attachment of the mother, by supplying material pro

visions. Whm he fails in this obligation he can "choose" to abandon
" 'lx <-
his altogether .as did .Theresa Moshi's {Chapter Seven) and Rose

' . ■ ... ' ' 
Marealla's (Chapter Four) husbands, or he can stay at home and care for

the children in the removed manner appropriate to men. Among the

Chagga,father's nurturing, is not_an adequate substitute for mother's
nurturing. ...

“ Grandparents

The child's grandfather is the one who intercedes with more
M ■

:■

'"-remote ancestors-or Ruwa on the child's behalf. He. s^bolically

dramatizes inale prestige, authority and power. a day to day basis, 

a grandfather has little interaction with younger children. He is notV

. expected'to-care for the child's needs, although many good natured ’ 

older men are happy,to lend their laps to the playful antics of 
toddlers. For the most part, the grandfather remain.s a distant, yet 

concerned, observer of the nurturing process, .

This is not at all the case of the child's grandmother, 

especially its paternal grandmother, 

enhances her role in the nurturing process by making it taboo for her

As we have seen, Chagga cu&tom

*
to bear children once her own children are circumcised and capable of

reproduction. Her daughter-in-law has .many heavy labor demands which 

•take her away from the compound so the grandmother is the most likely 

.memberof the extended family to take over the child's nurturing.
^deMormal-conditiona Jh&r If Tglstl-Tlg veyy

simirar to that of.the mother—she permits close physical attachment. 

It is not uncommon for these older womien to let the-child suckle at 

. their:breast, if only for solace. . In fact, if the mother "dies, the•X
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grandmother will try-to induce the return,of .her.

suppl^eht to other foods. In this way .the significance of lactatioi/ 

as. a: continuation of, lineage .life, is perpetuated, and the child’is ' s 

given theii^armth and closeness recognized by the Chaigga-as important 
to'its‘Well-being. •

■ The paternal grandmother is a fascinating person in'Chagga- 

culture..' She becomes a member of her husband's clan only through 

, stages'. At'each point .along the way she. is reminded that she; is an 

outsider, usually by her.own mother-in-law who knows'only too well 

her own conflicting pulls'of loyalty.. Her establishment as a "fully" 

incorporated member .of the clan occurs after the .bir,th of 

Through him, her,husband's lineage is perpetuated and through him she 

will eventually aspire to the position of. authority and power'over 

his. wife. ; Yet "she will always have emotional'ties to her

• A
owH' breast milk as a

> ■

a son.

)
own clan •

which are^reinfqrced' by .the ri ^unimportance of 6er brother in h^er- 
.'child-'s'life..

The ambiguity of her situation comes out clearly in her 

■ relationship to'TtHlf'grandchild. In terms of control and acceptance, , 

. this woman "cares" more than anyone about the child. She stands as 

a symbolic opposite to the child on the continuum of living people. 

Like the child who recently descended from the ancestors, she is>

close to the'ancestors with her approaching death; similarly, shh is
. , ... , ■ ’ , &> . .

. considered weak; '\minerable and dependent, yet powerful. She needs 

the goodwill of her husband's lineage, for it is this group who will

make sacrtii'Cl'es—to-ensur^-h'er-perpetuity-,—Yet.,^he_must 

sint^she contributes comparatively little to the food economy, her

gal* anrl
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adults engaged in’hie’ayy labor. 'In other wo.rds;, she'oah'b'eTvie^^ .

a burden. ■ "jChuSi it. Is t6 her benefit to. be"^ensittve to the-circtim-. 

stances of the family. And because of her power to inflict misfortune 

through.the worst form, curse conceivable to the Chagga--the curse . .

■ :.,of the mother on her. deathbed--the family in torn, benefits from 

•-responding to the grandmother's needs, • . .

Like' the tiny infant who'will be' in-her ca-re-, the grandmother is 

' a barometeh pf the stresses in, Chagga, society. .Erorn birth.’qn, grand- ' 

mother arid infantfwilT work as'a team to .ensure the well-being of. the 

■whole clan,' - The child's -first rit'e’.of passage—the "food of the world."-r ; 

tests-whether the child/aiicestor chooses to grow jsrxjjfllTaiSl, to 

thrive.- Eating is the child's first responsibility. -It is•the grand- ' 

mother who assesses tlje child's capacity to fuifill its. responsibility 

to life. Her judgment takes into'account the femot'ional-and ,material' ' 

environment of the'infant. The grandmother's own state of mind^ 

influences her verdict on the child's capacity, to survive in a support 

group possibly weakened by emotional splits’ or poverty. If the girand- 
hersel^*°feels well supported, she wil-l'pfobably not reject the 

' child who refuses'-to eat. However, if she is gravely overstressed, she, 

may reject the child who balks at her concoctions. Through her 

recognized authority she makes judgments over the life and death of 

potential, clan.members.

-owerful .livihg'member.1.

The presence of-such power can be seen in the family of Maria 
Stephen.—This_young_WDmanis:_situation_was_hroughLlto_mylatte 

the balbzi of a' neighboring .NtJRU family. He. said the woman 

. two kwashiorkoric .children  I.was startled, to be led into' one of the

y

?. .

-

: mother

-f . , i

V
In effect, the grandmother is a clah’s^most '

■

nt*T rtr» Tiv

by'hadnear

- .

•i.
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-..wealthiest compounds in :the area. The largest home was made-of stone;

There was a separate housetow otherS;_were- cement brick structures,

for cooking and numerous cattle bams. Outside, the grandmother sat in 

a plush chair surrounded by two of the well-dredged sons, their wives, 

and a number of small children; The young men had advanced through 

■ high school and had clerical jobs in town. When I asked to see the

. children the young men. explained-that their condition was due to 

' hookworm.- They were swollen-and their-hair had turned light. The

grandmother had.objected to building a.latrine, so the residents of 

this densely populated compound defecated in. the coffee grove, which 

most likely perpetuated the hookworm problem. When I inquired about . 

what Maria fed-the children the sophisticated' younger men changed from 

'Swahili to English arid told me that Maria did what she could. .The . . . 

problem in feeding, they said, was due to the grandmother,'and. they . 

asked me to, speak to the old woman, who. was a.lready assessing me 

suspiciously. I later discp-yered the source of the grandmother's 

antagonism toward the two children. Maria was first married to one"of 

her sons and'gaveTjirth to two of his children. She had problems with ' 

her-husband and even left him at one time. While she was staying at 
■her'^rent's

H •

V-/■

i

residence,' her husband was killed during-an argument in 

a pombe club. Maria felt-compelled to return to care for her little ■ 
boy and girl, in spite of .the conflict that may ha-Jre awaited her. She 

• . was reabsorbed into..the. family by forming a Ipose. relatio'nship to one

■ of Kef husband's brothers iwho fathered two girls--the same .two sickly

*
<7

-■ children. Maria ^^‘said to he~vefy cdopefatxve arid' hard wbrking--she 

simply;had. to be, -The.windowless, one room, mud house allocated her 

>. • starry-iContrasted to th*e‘other occupant’s* housing although she and

■4 ■> -
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her children had access to the abundent material goSds.

Since so much of Mhria'.s time was absorbed in cultivating a 

lower*shamba, she depended upon her mother-in-law to feed and care for ' 

Maria's first child, a' boy, and second child, a girl 

safely aligned with the patrilineage. 

however, had the customary affiliation with their mother's clan, so 
any spite the grandmother might have felt toward h^Vs-daughter- 

couid be.projected, onto these two more vulnerable-Children. Maria's 

situation shows how important is the web of human feelings in the

■ nurturing process. Obviously, food,jsas_jiat—the-problem in this . .  ■-

affluent family, yet the -grandmother needed-some emotional-appeasement 

for the tragic loss of her son, ^ The anger, projected onto her daughter- 

in^law might have offered her an escape from any feelings of- regret she 

might have had about her son's death. .■

' . In les,g, affluent families where resources ate scarce, the

her children.
The two•younger girls,were,

in-law

- *

grandmother's role as nurturer becomes an even more critical factor
Maternal grandmothers are alsoin preventing or affecting malnutrition. 

r ’
subject to many-of”the same sorts of pressures, and often care-for

weanling children who are already stressed and emotionally difficult. . .

Tolerance of the child depends on the grandparents' view of the parent's

...morality, which includes fulfilling their obligation to provide meat.

'this food is valued not only for its symbol pf honor and respect due

■to aging parents; but as- a real and symbolic return of the protein
■" , ^ ‘ j . . . . . . . . . . . ’

stores once-, shared with the .child. It is a special offense to neglect...

ithe-, grandmother'' s customary -meat provisip_n,.__f,om-.her_hady_was_onc^.the._. : .

source of food fo' her children. Since milk and meat are-equally'

important in clan perpetuity, it is understandable that a grandmother

■V', '■■* V
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—--feelsVobligated to withhold meat from children whose parents' iehavior

threatens that perpetuity. Sacrificing a little child to save,the ■ •

Whole group is the* old woman'sfduty.' The mother is far less capable

She wishes control fate,emotionally of taking Such a measure.

•whereas- the grandmother's ambivalence and acquired wisdom to see the

■ whole makes,her a lil^ely judge, of whether to control or accept the 

■■ will of, God.' , . ■ . .

r

tt-

I
•Neighbors who Nurture

siV

"Neighbors may help the mother care for her child.. HoWever, a 

major change in this .arrangement has occurred because"^ of mobility,

■ division of land, and change in. inheritance patterns—rail of which

"bring unrelated strangers to tfie'neighborhood. The high value "of

- privacy, increasing the incidence of^ theft',, apd concerns o-ger, sorcery 

and evil eye have-further eroded community, life often making people

There seems to be a growing trend tomistrustful of their neighbors, 

consider children as private property with-pfivatb'responsibilities,'
f... .

Neighhaii^will look after a visiting child’playing’'6h their 

compound, but will not encourage it to share in main meals. Chagga

mothers' concern over .sorcery is behind their belief that no one else 

should cook for the child unless there is an unavoidable situation or - 

crisis.. Yet I frequently observed families giving little visitors . .

_ freshly-roasted bananas, maize, or sweet ^tatoes. It is the mixed 

dishes that ..are, more .suspicious ^d are not supposed to be given to 

children.

'■i

-

Nevertheless, there are.other kinds of pressures which 

encourage "good neighborliness"<^nj^cb^ensality with, children.

Omari and Tarde, the two orphaned boys on our collective, survived a "

i •
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difficult childhood partly because of neighbors. When their mother 

left home, the father left .the compound and became an alcoholic. It 

was a perfect situation for the two little boys to fail, since their 

grandparents were impoverished.' Instead of becoming victims of their 

situation, they were rescued by their next door neighbor, Ngaraneza^

■a Nyarawezi wjio migrated to this lower shamba area and married a 

■Chagga. He permitted the boys to stay with his family of five 

. children. Ngarineza was well respected and was one of the neighbor

hood balozis during my stay. As the boys matured, they moved in 

■ 'with Lazarro'^ a Waha who had also migrated to Kiminjaro and married a 

Mchagga. LaZarro had six children of his own and^was considered a 

good and-honest man. Both of these men stood'to improve their image 

by welcoming the hoys into their households. Because .both'had 

relatively few financial problems a'nd were not unusual as strangers in' 

this area' w\ere twenty percent of. the heads -of households were non- 

Chagga, they could easily; absorb the children
insure their acceptance into the community.^ This is less likely in 

the more densely settled middle kihamba belt, where children like Omari 

and Tarde may suffer the traditional scrutiny that -selects out 

children from problematic families.. Or they may be closed out by 

wealthy neighbors like Jumanne Lema's .Well^to-do cousin discussed in 

the following chapter who, onca he began to open his doors to the 

hungry, risked an unending drain on his own resources and a threat to 

the survival of his own nine children.

■

idieir-family-and thus 'n f*n

■•r.-'

•
P-

■ , ■r*
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Children Nurturing Other Children 

Traditionally,'inost'families used to hire a twelve-to fifteen 

year old girl nurse to complement the grandmother's tasks by performing 

the more laborious activities of baby carrying.and reacting quickly 

prevent the child from'harm. The'^l^et, 

supervised the nurse's work while preparing the family's food. ■ It was 

the grandmother's responsibility to feed the baby if the mother was 

away.in the fields.

■ A nurse was usually acquired during the three month confinement 

.period (Dundas 1924: 201; Raum l940: 137). • Special care .was taken in 

her selection. She was often..a neice of the father dr a trustworthy 

- child of a neighbor.- In addition to the training in child care, the 

girl r.ecei-yed her room and board (if she lived far away) and a goat if. ’ ■ ' 

her "charge was. without .blemish at the end of her-stay .(Raum 1940-:

173; Gutmann 1926: 279).
Like other relationships in Chagga culture, t.he institution of 

the nurse had ritual expressions that gave meaning to the role. Raum 

(1940': 138) illustrates this with the following discussion of two 

events in the child's life.

Thus it is the nurse who ritually announces the eruption*of the 
first tooth, even if the mother has actually discovered it.
The baby is made to laugh, whereupon the nurse calls the mother;
'Look, the house has got a new prop!' It :^s only now that the * 
mother may express her joy, ' Likewise Ae first calling of the 
child by its name is performed by the nurse. Having been, 
informed of-lt_beforehand■ she hands the baby tp its mother to 
be suckled, saying: 'Here mother. Take Such-and-Suclir'~*"The

_ mother, stimulating astonishment, asks: 'When did he get his
■ -ii'ame?' "To which-the nurse replies;- 'He >ad“ to'wait "a "long time 
for it!' Only now does ihe mother's face-brighten up and she 
receives the child,. Wishing him luck and his grandfather 's 
blessing.. Here, quite, definitely the nurse assumes before the 
world of spirits guardianship over.the'child.

less energetic woman. to

'4

■1

" '
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Changes in this institution were evident,during Raum's stay.

. Gutmann'(1926:''279) also remarked on the changes taking place. .He 

noticed that .the age of girls dropped drastically, so that they 

hardly seemed capable df carrying their charges about. He attributed

the change to the j'x^ult of great thrift which modern economic
«

. conditions demands from parents." However, the ritual connections

between nurse and child were still maintained during Gutmann's 'stay. . !.

__lhis_jjas not the’ case in my own field observations. Only, better-off 

women employ an older girl nurse,, but this is merely an economic 

arrangement devoid of ritual content; The average woman is helped by 

relatives and neighbors, it if it her first cliild. Otherwise, young

siblings, both boys and girls', are left in charge.- Usually, these 

children are between the.ages of fbur^’STd eight, because school
’^’little .■responsibilities keep' older ones away from home. Often 

nurse looks after the child when the mother is around so that she can 

get on with her work, but the actual'physical care-including-meal 

preparations, remains with the mother. Thus, when the mother is absent 

the children eat lefit-overs, finger food, or sometimes go without. The 

substitution of these young nurses, a growing,porm on the mountain, 

presents health complications in cases where the baby has not yet 

been weaned or is being bottle fed. Even if the mother was aware of 

the necessary bygienic precautiohs to be taken with food and bottle 

preparation^ I never observed the nurses following suit. , •

Because mothers have every reason to worry about the well-being, .•

' - of their infant in the care of a.nother little child, they often resort 

■ .to instilling fear in the nurse to force him/her to be-^respo.nsible.'.

In better-off—families such a child is also positively'rewarded and . .

.>

. ’

•

•
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• and takes si^e delight In-the responsibility. Often *the bonds between,,.... 

these two Cthe.murse. and child) are extremely close and persist

throughout a-lifetime,. In stressed "families, the relationship is 
more erratic, with the-nurse becoi^ng resentful of her charge and 

being easily■ distracted in other activities. Although abuse-'of an ' 

infant or-toddler by a nurse is unheard .of, neglect' is common and 

expected,. Thereforff, whenever other persons appear, the nurse changes . 

fto.m a more detached mode of relating to an attentive one to. ■ .

exaggerate, and advertise the care which, she/he less frequently gives 'V--

■ in private,.

- - - —Nursin'g~is not■’tfieTinly' care provided by sibliiSgs,,’ For little

children.-siblings can be the main'source of .delights. It often seemed

to me that .Chagga babies and toddlers were'the favorite playthings 

of older brothers and sisters. In happier circumstances, ..children 

are rewarded b^ being able to hold and carry the baby. Since the 

patents are often busy, the older children, spend hours training the ■■ 

little ones to-sit, walk, talk, etc',, and any of the babies' achieve

ments are identlSiSa as their own. It is a' form of Chagga community

life, reflecting the patterns set by adults,
, 4' ' • •

sibling meals-are also shared similar to adult eating customs 

within the household. Depending on the kinds of food and the 

circumstance, a family may eat from a shared pot'or distribute food 

on individual plates, with the latter considered, preferable. Hurried 

d-yersj and maize ugali dishes with a liquid stew are 

. /■'usually eaten from common plates. The Chagga feel it is Important 

that, ^lleiv children receive their own. dish to ensure a balance in- ■ 

their'diet. An older sibling often has the responsibility of feeding

'

■/

meai^rcglrfiieft

*■
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IBS .

People more bften adhere to"this rule when their
economic '

the younger.ones
energies are^not drained from constant emptional'and' 

conflict' In problanatic homes there .is less energy to .'attend to. -

this task so little children must fend for themselves. ' If_Jood is 

actually scarce,' older .children will meet their.nutritional needs. 

ffrst, rationalizing that their baby siblings cannot chew and digest' ' -

protein foods'. ■, ' ■ '

:

■ The Child with Kwashiorkor and.the Impact
of Its Illness on Nurturing ■ ■

physiological level, kwashiorkor is viewed by the Chagga 

polluting disorder of the .child's body., espei^ally its digestive 

system. .This is because eating and appetite are fraught with problems, 

and diarrhea is an a'ccompanying symptom. iDiarrhea is; understood to 

drain the body. Continuous refusal to'eat under these-conditions is 

an absurdity in the'face of the normal heed's of a growing..chiW. 

a time when close ph^ical contact with’another is still necessary for 

• normal development, a child with .kwashiorkor becomes miserable, '

. - ' hostile, unsoc^bl"?. I observed'mo^t younger kwa'shiorkoric children 

isolated on a mat or bed, older ones apathetically picking straw from 

one side of^ a mud house or engaged in some, other nonact.iylty,' Such 

, children are irritable and do not wish to be touched since the high 

level of nervousness accompanying the Syndrome makes it actually 

• painful for them to experience contact. The pale, flaky, ulcerated

skin'Inhibits any. kind of caress; and the hair begins to lighten~'and
■ ■■ ■ . .. . ■ ■' ■ ' ■ . ■ . ■ .

> r' fall out. - This physical appearance mirrors' a disorder in the aging

' ■ ; ^ocess as well as a'frightening glimpse of what is in store—the .
" . ■ ; ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ' ' ^

spirits are.-thought to be light-haried and light complected.' In a

On a

as a

.

At
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sense, .the body of a child with kwashiorkor'defies the very attachment

whose loss the child is mourning, -. . -

, Negative reactions to such children create more stress in already

stressed^ adults who giye less attention to a child Who arouses 

' ' ambigupus- emotions The child, in turn,,absorbs these negative
....

responses and. swells with the disorder surrounding him. ' Kuvlmba
■i* ;

Cto.sweri)'is another bodily response associated with death, and is 

.■the'Swahili'term used by^^:*he-Chagga to describe kwashiorkor. Under 

these sffessful conditions protein becomes hard .to digest, and the 

child’s .life is marginally maintained'with starchy food's'which give
• •

the child the feeling and appearance of being filled, thus reducing 

the. guilt of--those responsible for'ijts growth., .'

r believe that kwashiorkor and the> related syaidrome marasmus 

combined physiological/behavioral manifestation of 'the stressful 

experiences, similar to alcoholism, obesity, anorexia’nervosa, and 

other eating problems,. While the latter are common in situations 

where- older individuals can "control" the' substances which .tKey ‘

consume, stre^eda-little children have more limited control over their 

enyiromnent. However, they can control their relationship to the 

• world, which they so painfully experience .by refusing to eat and 

. drink or by developing digestiv? disorders (such as found in celiac 

. disease) which also affects. loss_^ pf , appetite,* - It is. a self-

destructive response tp a world which■the child perceives is neglecting 

its needs.' That medically induced cures through controlled feedings

■ kre. often temporarily,successful, shows, :that the child's sense of
'^pelesshess can^be transformed. Food supplied within a hospital , 

setting may initially trigger the child's transTpftation. The increased ■ 

' sense of weil--being may be partly due to the child's removal from the

-A
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intense demands to reciprocate. It may also be due to greater • 

regularity and consistency, .in contact and feeding which may have been ■

' missing,in parents whose tenseness dissolved into apathy, ...

In the'child's .home environment, 'food and support are almost 

inseparabie parts of a child's life line. When support becomes ,

• ‘ ,undermined through'reduced economic security and increased internal ‘

conflict j little ch'ildr’en are deprived of a stable attachment and

. sometimes can'.be deprived of food. Kwashiorkor is an, expression of ^

the child's mouraing for its loSs.

In an article on deprivation in infants and young children, "

Prugh and Harlow,(1966: 215) summarize the factors they "consider-asr

important in initiating a mother deprivation, syndrome:

- 7.—^—^It would seem that the child's response to-separat-ion-as-a 'T
representative potential, trauma, is a complex process,

/ influenced by its nature and duration, the quality of■
' mothering before and after the experince, th'e...age and' stage'- 

of development of the child; and the emotional conflicts with 
which he is principally dealing. Also Important are such,, 
factors'as-the child's physical health, his' integrative or 
other, ego capacities, and the nature of. important later . .

—- - - - ^events, -The influence of other variables such,..as^th^inborn /
or acquired.biological capacities of the-child are more 
difficult^q_assess but must "also be, considered.

■ • , What I. have attempted to show in this chapter is that the

-stage for emotional stress is often set before the child becomes ill..

The child is reacting toongoing conflict and deprivation. Once it;

becom^ ill, .the family experiences even.more stress.' Kwashiorkor is

,3 stressful illness to manage, , not only b^ause it signifies, a moral

failure on the part of ^he'parents, blit also,-.and perhaps -more

• ' importantly, because the child fails in its major Responsibilities in 

'■ a ■reciprocal-exchangeT~it refuses to-eat, if refuses to be connected, .

■ it seems to refuse life. ,. Nurturers become more withdrawn and .the child.

•• •
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reaction to the chiiaTs lack o{ 

is communicated to. the' cliiid, and a cycle of resentment and 

frustration. in the nurturer-child relationship~is-establ-ishe_d

■The next chapter illustrates the process by which problems of 

reproducing and providing for children come to characterize particular■ 

Central to my thesis in/importance. Chapter Seven 

•brings to life the'problems, not only of the families, but of the 

whole community, in handling a malnourished child. , .

• '.C
less responsive The nurturer's

■\

response
»

• .fellies’ .lives
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Footnotes

I had the opportunity to closely observe people caring for their , 
children with the'birth o.f three children to members of our farm 
collective. The first borii was Johani, the youngest of six children 
who came to his parents under "normal" circumstances. His development 
from birth to three is'.the basis for many of my ideas about child- 
rearing under good circumstances. Opportunities to observe the care 

. . of other children,, including my own, ddded to my understanding of
chlid-care norms. Since mine was a first child, most people assvuned 

■ (correctly) that I needed direction and; Instruction in the handling 
of an infant, tony ,Chagga norms regarding child care were exaggerated to 

' give me, an :ignorant outsider, lessons in important concerns. In all; 
observations from these Scp^ierices have a consistent.rhythmic pattern.. . ,

2 ' ' ' ■ • ■ 
According to a forty year old Chagga friend of mine, this pattern

of leaving the baby at home while the mother goes to market is a 
- radical change from the past. The two of us were doing research 
'together on-.the young child. She suggested that we go to the tochame- 
market to observe mothers and children interacting. When we got there, 
there were no'cTfildren in.sight. This highly educated woman did not 

. frequent the mountain markets, and when she did,, she was not looking 
at them-for bits of information. She-was, shocked to see that children 
wUre not present; and when she inquired why this was so, she was told 
that children were in school and babies should not have been around an • 
'area with ,§0 much uchawl (witchcraft and evil eye). ’

■

- rft.

The shock of trying to care for my chil^ according to the western 
pattern came-during my one trip home. I flew on a chartered East African 
plane from East to West Africa- to Londbn. -My eighteen month old son 
would wander down the aisle and be immediately taken up by the 
passengers—almost all African and Asians-^who- were delighted to have, the 
flight's monotony broken up by this little bundle of entertainment. I 
noted that ot^ier children were enjoyed in this same manner as well. On 
the British plane^rom London to the States we sat across the aisle from 
an American couple who seemed irritated that the child was allowed to 
roam. In. fact, this attitude seemed to be held by most all the passengers 
so children were strictly confined t-o the lap. I noticed while at home 
that people were annoy^ by the presence of children at social gatherings. 
People were..more reluctant to share, the responsibility* o.f interacting 

. with someone else's child than were the Africans I observed'.

^ My relationship with Sikina .slowly deteriorated to the point that 
we no longer spoke with each other. She resorted to hostile acts of . 
aggression that sabotaged our conpnunity life. She failed to clean up 
her own litter, took banana stalks that belonged to all 'of us into 
town to seel for herself, and stole eggs from the'secondary school'boys'

- -hens. . She was upsetting everyone.;;.but especially me. ,I could no__ _'
' “l9nger--.tolerate-the-stresS"“ana~call^'Tbr a baraza (judical meeting).

I told the boys that I was going to confront, her and they begged me not 
to because, they said, she was a witch. One of the boys' fathers came 
to conduct the baraza and' after much discussion about our cooperative 
needs, I raised my hand and then blurted out with growing force that

•

7'
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Sikina had betrayed my friendship, that she had only used me for '
■ material gain and that she was stealing from the Shamba and from fhe' . ^

boys.-^ Her gentle tiny husband' Mohammed tried, to mediate and suggested 
that I had these feelings sinpe I was pregnant, and.as eyeryone knows •

' pfe^ant women are hali (mean, sharp, powerful). Much discussion 
ensued and Sikina. was forced Into admitting the .thefts. It was^decided 
that she would have to 'leave' the shamba for four months—two months 
before my baby's birth and two months after. She was distraught so we 
agreed to help them make a temporary home not far from us. Before 

■■ they moved Sikina had a hormible fight with her husband and went into 
hysterics chanting as if possessed by spirits. She finally moved a 
couple of days before Christmas. On-Christmas day she drank, pombe in 
our neighbor^"village" Lukaranga.

The day-after Christmas I was i-visited by ah obviously disturbed 
■ • woman named Christina whom I had never met before. She had been

drinking pombe with. Sikina and for the'.first time in her-l^fe went' 
kichaa (crazy). . We took her down to KCrtC Where' she was admitted -with 
the. diagnosis of acute alcoholic psychosis. She seemed to' haye a 
special affinity for me. She was constantly touching me and spoke a 

■- series of languages—German, English, jCichagga and Swahili, Everywhere 
I walked'in'the hospital she followed as if attached, 'so that if I 
stopped, we bumpe_d each other, did not think th'at peculiar since 
I had worked extensijvely with people who had •psychiatric-, disturbances 

■ and assumed that her attachment showed'that my talents transcended 
cultural barriers. The evening of the day we,took her to the hospitali 
(She showed up on my door step talking in tongues One moment then ■ '' '
catato'nically rigid the next .moment-. We all persuaded her'to stay d-n 
one of the houses for .the night and the next day a group of us,' 
including her husband, took her”eight miles up in the mountain to her 
home. We tried to trick her into thinking we were only making a visit. 
Once there, and after some discussion, I got. back into the car with the 
others while Christina was taken ou^bhck by her father. She heard the 
motor and started running towards''us and fell against the window with'a
hideous, .murderous^look:upon.her face. ___ ;___ ^___ _____ ..._____ _____ ___ ;__

. . . . "Around-Jam.-o'clock the next morning I he'ard' unusual sounds on
my tin roof. My husband got' up • t-o see what it was and slowly pulled 
open the porch curtains to' find Christina peering in.' Both screamed 
and ran in opposite directions. We yelled'that we would get the 
police if she didn't stop badgering us and went back to .bed to try'and 
sleep. . The n^t day I found my door step..littered with a number.of 
objects—flower petals, charcoal, coffee beans, stones. Christina 
had already been taken home again by some helpful neighbors. One week 
later as I was picking lillies by the irrigation ditch, I saw Christina'

,.. coming towards me Oyer the horizon. She wa? carrying an iron pipe in 
. \ one hand and a rag bundle in the other. Without greeting, I-asked

her- what she wanted since I felt r.ather "wulnerable in my. ninth Month of
en she

A-

pregnancy. She kept coming, closer without saying a word. , Wh
:- - raised Jthe pipe, as if to strike me, screamed, :She:^elJL<flat on the
’- 'ground with her legs sticking straight up. Thinking perhaps I had 

misinterpreted her gesture, I walked towards her. As i approached her 
side she.jyimped'up and opened -her bundle which she thrust towards my 
face. Again I screamed and the whole community came running. '

. , The interpreation people gave for Christina's behavior was that
she-Hadbeen bewitched by-Sikina. The hospital psychiatrist said such . 

. behavior could have been caused by hypnosis. - •
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- '"^.Raum (1940: 129-131) gives a detailed account of the father's 
.role in the education of his oU'er naleVchildreft-. '

'■ * '* '■ ' "■ '- - - - - - - -

The Lukaranga area- was once shamba territory which has been 
converted into kihamba land.' Lower slope, klhamb'as are'more open 

j to outsider settlement. The twenty percent non-Chagga-heads, of 
households in .hukaranga’ was a pattern characteristic of .the lowir 
rather than the upper region o£ the cultivation zone.
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CHAPTER VII

- FAMILIES AND THEIR NEIGHBORS WHO

; EXPERIENCED KWASHIORKOR

. The'most'fortunate of normals, is likely to-have -his half
. . hidden, failing,'and'for every little failing., there is a social'

occasion when it will loom large, creating a shamefui-.gap between 
: virtual and actual social identity. ' Therefore, the'occasionally 

: precarious and the constantly precarious form a single continuum, .
their situation in life and'analyzable by the'jame framework 
(Goffman.' Stigma 123).

!

- X/ :

Introduction •

•A- •:
On,.the surface, .the majority of NtJRU families seemed'to have 

of providing adequate food for their children. Most of them

extended clan network wfiich

*

some means
. ' were not isolated units, but part of an

- included better-off kin who often, lived next door. Both NURU families
1

to a time when brotherly and- ' 'and theif 'neighbors nostalgically referred

■chiefly obligations provided, at least ideally, a more secure subsistence
■ ''TfSsurance .during times pf sear city. ■ The following description

illustrates how a growing dependence on cash income in Chagga society 

. ■' appears to be a major force disrupting community welfare systems and
loosening ties between spouses and betwMrP-generations. Cash dependency 

large pool of'excessively poor individuals who provide cheap 

1 ahor to better-ofl Chagga-. Reactions of the ppor to 

• their plight range from rage'to indignation to fatalism. The hunger 

they effdure'repfesents the moral failure of the larger society. The 

' betterToff , - torn betweSh'their obligations and their f ears of a reduced
175 ■ . ■ • • .

creates: a
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.  life atyl^i' erect multiple defenses to.,shield themselves from their own-

feelings^, of failure, providing further barriers to a solution,

to understanding of kwashiorkor is only possible 'in context of 

the physical and economic environment of the families affected. In the 

following examination of five families I explore pertinent historical 

factors arid birth spacing diso-rders which might have contributed to 

malnutrition. I also compare the economic^status of the immediate 

■ . neighbors with that of the family investigated, in order to understand . 

how that family comparati-vely V^ews their , situation. In addition, I 

discuss actual"or potential conflicts .between-the family and neighbors, 

arid.whether the neighbors'-attitude towards the failure of the NUEU 

family to feed its children affects'the family's ability to provide.

. >

-A^ •
Damas and :Esteria Moshi's Family

It was not Damas Moshi who was singled out as a failure and 

suffering stigma; it was his■better-off father, Elikana Moshi, whose 

bad moral record jeopardized .his social standing within the community.' 

Elikana is ty^ical_pfa growing.number.of older men on Kilimanjaro who 

•once enjoyed greater affluence but who have been forced by economic 

. fluxuations to feel financially insecure. Father-son conflicts

typify the large number of intra-familial land disputes, now the most 

common form of litigation. In four of the ten families studied, father-
- a

son land, dispute exists. In Damas' situation the interpertonal j

-’difficulties involved in these disputes will be shown to have far 

—^"-Tteaching-todnsequenees-forr-the-social network- that- nburishes .children.

My first encounter with the old man Elikana came about when’I 

sought him-out for information concerning a NURU. child. I was told- 

■ Elikaria was her balozi (10 cell leader), but when I got to his house I ')

v:
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, found 'that he no longer held that position. The following excerpt from
my diary, that day-captures some of his reaction to my visit: '

After a lot of- chit-chat (with,his daughters) we went outside where 
I spoke'to Elikana who could hear what he had been talking about 
(cooperating). _ I asked him about getting "help from neighbors and ' 
relatives these’ days and his first answer was, "It’s the same'as 

•• before." He later stated-in ani extremely defensive manner, i'You 
can't give out support these days because you have your own 

■ - problems." I assumed he saw the question about getting help in 
. terms of himself-^-by most standards he is a wealthy, man. He said, 

'■'to'l'iou can ask once for food or .help but not a second time. People 
■ have changed. Before there was inuch more cooperation. If you 
need help these days you can go to KNCU where the balozis' have 
sent the names of those, in need of food." •

Elikana definitely_ had his own proble^, His compound was large

f buildings incl'udang.-a~ljicicte;'*ot^e which appeared, to 

have been a fine structure originally,..but presently was in a state "of 

disrepair. The clearing was unkempt—uncdnfion for an

with- a number o

owner of a large
coffee estate estimated by -his children,.tb be between 3,000 and 8,000

trees. I was' especially surprised that no one mentioned-that-Elikana's

son Damas also had two girls institutionalized at NURU. There was

Implicit in his statement 

go to KCNU for food rationing during the current 

, drought , Why did this man shirk his responsibility towards his

■* ■

,—-something defensive in Elikana's manner. 

- was that Dama^^honld

own son
and grandchildren?

- - _ _ _ _ _ The-_answer was given when I first went to Damas' house, during

. my conversation with Elikana's oldest son who was visiting.

. compound, located on the far edge of his father's estate, was'one of 

.the most-.deptived units I had entered. Made of mud and thatched with

There were no chairs npr 

It contrasted dramatically with.his 
■father's house'and those of his better-off neighbors, 

older btother that the purpose of my visit was to find- out\ what caused

Damas

S
■ .bahana leaves, it too was in need of repair, 

any other income indicator items.

l-fhen I told the

.... ..
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his niece's malnutrition, he answered that Elikana had refused to 

partition his coffee land even for cu^ivating crops. He had given his 

oldest .son a space to. build a home, but the eldest moved with his wife 

- to the pori.(lower slopes). The youngest,son was married, living at 

. • his .facer's compound. Damas was one of two middle sons, the' other

ha-ving moved into libshi town. To refuse one's grown children a space

. to grow food crops during drought conditions is an-affront to Chagga

values of commensaldty and lineage solidarity. With such a clear case . 

against their father the sons took him .before a court of elders,

.. Although judged in error and told to partition his land, Elikana 

refused to act.

Elikana felt especially righteoug in,his treatment .of Damas,

. • •

'^Two neighbors concerned with Damas* plight said that Elikana had given
■Si' -■

him chimbia (bride price) and .had'selected'a, bride from,a family of

friends, Damas squandered the.money on alcohol, consumating his 

marriage in shame. The neighbors tried to explain a father's .: 

predicament during times of scarcity, but they clearly sided with 
Damas despite his shameful behavior,^ For a man to refuse his son food 

when ifaffected the well being of his grandchildren was an even 

greater shame—one that stood as an immorality against maintaining 

■lineage solidarity. The neighbors described Elikana as hali (mean), 

saying his meanness was behind his actions^. When asked if Elikana was 

: unconcerned about tambiko (ancestral offerings) which would ensure'his 

.’perpetuity in the afterlife, they answered affirmatively, adding that 

■ he had recently begun to read the Bible, an alternative to the 

: traditions of tambiko.

C .

. .
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Damas' response to hfs father’s behavior was to persist in 

the dispute rather than follow his brother to the lower plains, where 

his options inight -have been-enhanced. He was said to consume a great 

deal of arcoholrwhich his-wife-blamed -for- the-children' f-laclc.-of 

■food, hut which hi's neighbors defended, saying that he.drank out of 

despair. They added that a solution to his problems, which they 

considered to be basically economic, would result in' less drinking.

At the time he was working as kibaruwa (day -laborer) at the mission 

for three.to five.shillings a day, ■ ' • , ' . ' •

I met Pamas'for the first, time torar^ds the md of'my research.

By then, I 'had organized a meeting for the fathers to initiate a
jr- _ ‘ - ' * ■ •

Damas, amazingly robust aiid alert despite his'family’s'poverty, 

had just,finished venting his indignation towards Elikana, I asked 

..him if his father wanted him to be self-reliant and move off the 

land. With a great deal of agitation he retorted that this was 

exactly his father’s position—that Elikana had'bought the' land himself, 

started the coffee crop with no outside help and expected his sons- td 

do the same. ' Elikana was supported by the Tanzanian government 

ideology of kugitengamea (self reliance), which may have provoked 

Damas’ defensive response, Damas agreed to come to the Co-op meeting, 

but failed to arrive on the appointed day, When.I asked others why • 

this might have happened, the woman next door again spoke in. his 

defense,- This was her reply as noted in my diary of that day:

c

C0-:dp .
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, ' : .± askW if She knew why Damas didn't come to the meeting and she
said because, of the rain. :she then pleaded;with me„ saying he . •

. “.badly needed a start. I was'impressed with her concern. I
noticed every time. I came to theif-house, Damas' "children were 
about and she said they of test eat, with ;her family,';

- - - - - ;—The rain could have been-an obstacle as the-neighbor suggested,

; . of there might have been extenuating circumstances of which I was

. . ‘unawai^e. 'More probably, however, Damas'felt ambiguous about joining
Since his family's, deprivation illustrated to others'-

- the extent of Elikana's moral decrepitude, a successful co^p -might ■

weaken his staflce against his father, .If the venture,failed, then he

V-• such a venture.

So

.. would have wasted precious energy, and an additional failure of someone

already besieged -by miFfortuhe“c6uld-swtng-commu,riity-sentiment-agains.t._ 

him. He. also might have felt sensiti-ve about joining a group of 

individuals stigmatized by past misfortunes and united on the basis of-

a comMn misfofturfe—the malnutrition of their children. It was a 

rational choice that Damas chose to retain his strong support by the' 

community and hope to benefit all his family in .due time even if the 

risk involved-'was temporary nutritional deprivation. His job as a wage

' laborer at the- mission simply perpetuated his dependence and fortified 

his reluctance to change,
Damas' family was caught between the stubborn father pitted _

- apiri'st the stubborn son, At-the time of my visit two of Damas' 

children, Yasinta and Hose, still had signs of lurashiorkpr and were 

■ plagued with diarrhea. Their baby sister had died the year ,before at 

the age of one, while the oldest child, an eight year, old girl, was

■ healthy and without history.of chronic illness. Their mother.—:- - - - ^- -

gratitude for what she had learned at NUEU yet must 

. ViooTi •f-rPgt-ratp.d h-g her ihabjlltv to apply her new knowledge. Wlfh'
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their compound completely surrounded by the untouchable, unedible-coffee 

of Elikana, she had no room to develop a small vegetable garden. During 

the course of my visitsr-l observed a pitiful effort to plant flowers and 

build a latrine, to be'completed with their neighbors’ help who lent 

Damas money for the wooden' top.- Esteria cultivated a small maize and 

bean garden miles Ifelbw their home, which meant that the children were 

cared for by their eight year old sister most of the day. One day a 

week the family bought and ate'l»s kilos of meat. The only other source 

of high quality protein in their diet was-one to two pints of milk at 

one shilling and thirty cents a.pint.. Health differenc£s_ between the 

three living children appears to have followed a-pattern often found in 

Structurally,, their mother's position as a member ofother situations.
^her husband's clan had been weakened.- Incorporation into the husband's 

clan takes place over a number of years' and accompanies bride price

^stallments which are made at various points during a woman's raarrihge. 

As we saw, Damas squandered the money to be used for marriage payments. 

All of his children were illegitimate, which would have placed them in 

the wrath of their father''s ancestors. These children,would have 

. .belonged to‘the mother and her- clan, positioning them ideoiogically at 

odds against those with whom they were to reside. Under such circum- 

-- stances Elikana would not have allowed his wife.to go and care for her 

grandchildren. Esteria's own mother, who ^id not live nearby, would be 

less, motivated to assist a daughter whose children brought shame upon 

Lack of bride price sabatoges the customary linkage betweenher clan.
the clans and leaves the children suspended without support.

- -
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The predicament of illegitimate children is appreciated by the 

Chagp. In the pst, illegitimate fetuses were usually-aborted or • 

killed at birth-(see Chapter 7), but both practices have been outlawed 

by the church and colonial and independent, governments, 

growing commonality of Damas’ predicament—landlessness 

kin, no
survive the cultural mandate for eiiminatipn. A young father caught in

* ■ ■ ' . ■ • - i. - - —
this position might realize that the alternative of postponing children 

under such uncertain circumstances is not acceptable. “With luck, he- 

be able to -win his court case against his father and-eventually 

by, making installments to his wife's faBlily and'^sacrifices to the _

. ancestors.his children may become .legitimate. This was the chaftce 

■ Damas took, . . '

With the 
, deputes with

funds for bride installments—more illegitimate children

may

The Chagga customarily .favor the eldest child, 

the mother's incorporation into the clan and guarantees the father's
An illegitimate boy is considered '

A boy cements

■ perpetuation in the afterlife.
especially d§ng^ous .■ 'As an illegitiaate male- with maternal clan

affiliations the ancestor within him has the powers, to bring misfortune

A legitimate first bom girl is expected to, be ■ 
Illegitimate girls are

upon the father's clan,

a close companion and helper to her mother, 

considered less of a threat than illegitimate boys as they eventually
r

However, the viciouswill be allied to another clan through mafriage. 

circle is sometimes perpetuated if illegitimate status reduces the
.Host .likely,. ■Damas Jelt, that.. . .-i..,„glrlls--Ghances of securing bride wealth

this would not happen. His hopes focused on the future, and the oldest

girl was able to help at home. In charge of meals during her mothers 

absence, she competed with the younger children for the choice foods,.

... -
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Next door to Damas were hfa-two concerned neighbors actively

oa^e^^udovick and Johan. Both were relatively well-off•involved in, his

with cement houses, average "size coffee holdings (!>! acres), and live

stock.

■ f

Ludovick was a'school teacher and permitted Damas' children to 

eat with his family on occasion. This indicates the' extent of trust

, between the.two families because children are usually cautioned against 

eating with people outside the family. _Evil eye; sorcery, and witch

craft were believed rampant—aind on the increase. I got the impression

.from Ludovick that' the children .were not encouraged to become dependent 

on his family for food-because' he wished to protect himself against

Both neighbors.,>saw Damns' problem asliability from such accusations, 

chronic. 'They empa?thized with his fight against Elikana and expressed

^ hope that the old man would give in. Few would hold Ludovick (who 

represented'Damas in court) irresponsible in his obligations toward 

his neighbor—he had twelve children of his own., Johan, Damasl balozi, 

■,was in a s.irailar position with seven children to support.

If I judge their’■•involvement correctly, the drain their young 

neighbor placed on their own material and emotional resources was 

tremendous. The bind demanded an outlet—a focus for their guilt an^

■ anger. Elikana was 'the logical scapegoat.- They and the rest of the 

‘community'felt that if the old man were not. miserly, his grandchildren 

would not be suffering. Damas' drinking ras understandable. For 

. Chagga. drinking is considered an acceptable emotional vent for social

Although being 'urevi'~(a~dfuhkard)'T»ouTd--have-faeen-a- - .

-stigma under different clrcmnstances, Damas act 

increasing the visibility of his conflict with his father.. His shameful 

squandering of bride price money was also understandable: the old man's"

. •

dishainnony.

ually gained power by

*. -
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meanness forced.,his children to behave in abnormal ways. Ml Damas'

.. failures, including his children's'malnutrition, advertised his rightful 

position against his father.' If Elikana were to give in or die,, the 

community would have cause to.condemn Damas as they had his father.

The old man--tired, hostile, withdrawn,, defensive, a^ reporting, 

many physical ailments—was reading the Bible to seek solace from the

■r

Christian God who^appreciated his rightfulness. -His 'four sons were not

p.rovid.ing him the social security due an 'aging man. ' Coffee prices',were ' 

unreliable', and his crop had. been'plagued by coffee berrj^ disease—a 

■grim picture considering’the sharp rise ,in commodity prices’. He was 

. .loosing control,over his life, yet rather than give in he-remained

adamant in his rightful position.Why were his sons not self-reliant as. 

, . he had once been? Why did they not contribute to'-his welfare as cu'stom

required but wasted their money on alcohol?

His emotional reaction to this loss of control was to be' »

A-

domineering, although his son held a more powerful,social position. 

.Because of his bad moral record Elikana was socially discredited and 

sought to manage the resulting social tension by controlling information. 

■ Damas needed to control information as well, since his misfortunes could

A

A.

in time work against him instead of for him. 

considerable stress and had children dependent on.the outcome.

Both men were enduring

With

insufficient food., poor living conditions and lack of adequate care.

it was small wonder that the younger children suffered kwashiorkor.

•X

JS
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, Hgaria and Theresa Moshl's Family

" a half mile from Ellkana's klhamba and smarter mile from-Bamas■

• : home lived Gabriel Moshi, a malnourished child;of„;^'bout 20 months. His.

father, Ngarla Mdshi, tfas first cousin to Damas and nephew to Ellkana,

He earned nine shillings and 50 cents a day as a day laborer cutting": 

coffee trees "In nearby estates, ' . ,

The Moshl's closest neighbors were a’formerly wealthy family 

headed liy Elizabeth, a recent widow. Elizabeth expressed pity over the , ;

condition of Gabriel's,mother, Theresa, pointing out that she was 

.. exhausted" from giving birth to-.eleven children and tha,t Gabriel's 

' .cheeks had bej^n swelling after he returned' Home,frdm NURU. Elizabeth" 

blamed Ngaria" for Gabriel's condition." claiming he had Spent all the 

available cash on pombe. According---to the Moshi"s, Elizabeth was a good 

neighbor since she.gave them banands when they had no money. That was 

the extent of her material generosity: her husband had died the year • . ^ •

before,, and the coffee berry disease of the last two years sliced into

her income. Although five of .her children were adults who contributed
. . . . . . .  ... ■

to the family economy, her two younger children were still in standard

school. Already her life style had be^n to deteriorate and she was just

as involved as the Tarimos in trying to improve it?^

The Moshl's compound adjoined that ofNgaria's youngest brother,

, wWTlived^with his family in his mother's ijouse. The two .main houses of

bothTfimilies were separated by about twenty feet and large dracanae 
- ■ * . ' >

hedges. Their compounds were well cared, for, apd although the younger " 

brother's house was deteriorating, a new cementblock structure was 

already under construction to improve it. The younger brother worked as 

a driver for Kilimo (MihisteTr of-Agriculture)-in-^Arushar'6'0"‘miles~awiy,

■‘M

-.A-;<•. ,

. .

r
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' and was fortunate to receive a monthly wage of 340 shillings; This 

' enabled him fo improve his house and to keep his four children, wife 

• Helena, and mother in good health. The older'woman, exerting a power- 

~ fiil influence on these'two families, preferred to-stay in a traditional . 

roundoval (made of thatched banana leaves) close to her youngest son^s ^

house.

Because both families shared a klhamba of only 600 trees, there 

were already potential conflicts oyer resources.when Ngaria began his 

family. Ngaria and Theresa's first child, a girl born in 1951, died 

during infancy from unknown causes. The child was Eustat who at

the time of the follow-up was married with a hew Jaby.7 Between 1956 

to 1959 four more-children arrived. No .children were born during the 

sixties when Theresa acquired her slster-in-lsw Helena, who gave birth, 

to four children in the years 1967, 1969, i971, 1972. Theresals last 

luster of births (five children bom_ in 1970, 1971, „1972, 1973, 1974) 

overlapped with the birth of Helena's children as well as the birth in 

' 1974 of her own grandchild by Eusta. Tradition obligated l^aria's

mother to assist'^eresa with childcare and other household tasks before 

and aftfer birth. It is possible that this normally conflicting situation 

between women could have turned sour when Theresa's first child died,

. which the older woman might have interpreted as a sign the ancestors 

. were irritated with the yoimg couple's behavior,

The grandmother apparently had her own reasons ^6r being 

irritated with them. ■ She resented her oldest son who maintained his_ . 

rights to 'a plot of ialh'd insufficient for the heeds' of two. large faniilies.

^.^.^-.^i^garials- failure. as a wage ..earner-noticeahly-stdoa*- but when compare(L_to

_ _the-success_.of_his_j'ounger_hrpther,—In-his-drunkness he neglected to

• V

A
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'• provide meat for his ,mother—a, grave offense against a. highly valued

lineage obligation! She realized the importance of cash and might have
. ^ . . 1 -

encouraged him to follow the path taken by other eldest sons--a movement 

the^^irection of accessible, wage labor.

Grandmother Moshi- faced an emotional dilemma since customarily 

the oldest son is the'most cherished'child. .Through him she gains 

membership into her husband's clan.. He becomes the. family authority at 

his father's death, controls the largest portion of land, and is , .

ultimately responsible for his mother's welfare even though she resides 

with the youngest >son. ■' The conflicting emotions this ^woman felt toward 

Ngaria were.p.rojacted onto her daughter-in-lawi Theresa, 

of her two dauther-ii^laws was strikingly different.

_ hostile towards Theresa, whereas she was cooperative toward Helena. In 

fact it appeared that'Grandmother Moshi was forcing Helena to take a 

stance agains.t Theresa. . When the grandmother was not present Helena 

expressed pity and concern over Theres'a situation mentioning the lack 

of cooperation between women. Women could no longer be expected to help

. off the'mountain in

Her treatment'
. r"

She was openly

.

during or'after, birth or with child care, said Helena—they had too many
Yet later in her mother-in-law's■ responsibilities to their own families.

presence Helena told me that Grandmother Tarimo took care of her four 

• children while she went to cultivate, in addition to helping her for

four months,after each birth.
Many factors.explain why Grandmother Moshi neglected Theresa and 

us'edller^as a scapegoat. Guilt was probably involved because it w^ the 

mbfher-in-law's duty to provide assistance to her daughter-in-law, 

especially the first one who would be the source of her authority. 'Yet 

the pressure on this extended; faimily who share4 a limited land plot arid
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.. ,were overpopulates by their, own fertility, :^orced the older woman to 

■select where her own limited energies would go. Aligning herself with
her younger daughter-in-law was logical because'Helena's family could 

more successfully provide for her, welfare? Theresa's large, impoverished

The old woman could cite Theresa'sf^ily had too, liany needs,

■ ' infractions of lineage,tradition: the-death of the first child, failure 

to maintain a post-partum sex taboo (actually the'husband's fault), and 

■ . giving birth after her daughter had married and bom a child. , Although ■

■

Grandmother Moshi was morally justified in shunning Theresa, she had to 

"modify her indignation in order .to gain and maintain the support of the

younger daughter-in-law. Helena had also failed'to maintain the post 

partma sex taboo—her last two children were bom within,a year -of each 

, other-. After blaming Theresa's close, births on'her excessive fertility.

Grandmother Moshi and -Helena said that the spacing of births tjas ■

shauri ya Mungu (the will of God). If the grandmother opposed"one 
—- - ' '

■woman, she would have to protect’the other for she could not exist without 

one fami-ly's support. Helena was also in a dilemma. If she befriended 

Theresa she risked loosing the old woman's assistance and favor.

Although she empathized with Theresa's intolerable life, she did not want 

to jeopardize her own security.

That Theresa remained cheerful and energetic despite a void of 

extended family support was miraculous, managed to plan a small

■ vegetable and flower garden within the matted clearing ■that formed'her 

family's compound, and expressed pride in that achievement and in her 

new knowledge acquired from NURU. She maintained an almost sisterly, 

relationship with her daughter Eusta who was able to provide emotional 

support. 'Perhaps by maintaining a positive appearance Theresa was able

:
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■ ■ ^
if she bemoaned her injust treatment by thoseto prevent disputes. 

shirking their obligations the tension.in this'already extremely stressed

family'could explode into dispute. Most likely, Ngaria would not win 

community support,' and might loose his land.

-When Theresa went to cultivate, her eight year old daughter cared 

for the four.^oungest'children, all boys. Gabriel was the third boy bom. 

in this cluster, aligning hiig to his mother's side; . He was also a • 

weanlingT—displaced from his mother' s breast at the age of six or eight . -

- -. mon'tha._ His-infant, brother had been sickly for some time, despite

Theresa's attentions'.. It was not, for lack of mother's love that these 

children suffered malnutriy,Bh. Deprived - of her .ha'sbandis wr in.rlaw.'s- 1

■v

•M

sup^rt, Theresa did everything in. her power- to provide food for her

She brought’ home maize from her fields, she went to the. ,. -young family.
KNCU center for handout-s to drought stricken victims, she accepted what ■■■.

subsistence the neighbors offered and she brewed pombe for sale. Theresa 

was determined her children would surv|-ye to •compensate, for the death of - . - 

her first bom child that had marked her as maternally inadequate for
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ V ,

life. What aibii (shame) she experienced from other failures would be 

offset by being a model-of kutitengenea (self reliance)... Yet, the recent 

drought had wreaked havoc on the land "and one could not predict how long 

.. a .hu^n being could continue to preservere.
—■

■s>■ Jumanne and-Mirium Lema's Family

Hamisi and Adjia were two of - five malnourished children who. 

belonged to Jumanne Lema. Jumanne's predicament has some similarities to

• Daias -Moshi's situatihn, with some^oticeabie-diffefence-s; ''Dumanne-’^ra^^ .

•not a typical Chagga man and entered jfl rather homogeneous neighborhood 

rather; late in life, fe became fully'aware of his outcast status and had
•<

•'i
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as his imly recourse an adaptive technique which aff irmed rather, than' 

his status. Jumahne's family was the first I visited during 

the follow-up study. He stands as a centfhl figure in my' personal 

recollections of that research experience. Not only did I have more 

contact with him than any other individual, but he was also a focus 

of attention for the rest of his hetter-off neighbors who. were concerned 

and ashamed about his predicament. ' Through Jumanrie'.I came to appreciate 

the concept of relative poverty and how one's comparatiye.-deprivation ■ •

distorts the perception of control over one's life reducing self esteem 

and motivation.. I[ut.. Jumaniie also had-to struggle agaiust very real 

, obstacles—^such as connnunity antagonism—which kept him from improving ' 

his lot.

denied

■ w

•A
- The first day I entered the mission area to replace one of the

Chagga university women, I was brought to the TANU headquarters.

Since the previous investigator had initiated contact with a couple of 

families, the community was informed of our purposes, A crowd gathered 

about as the young Katibu Kataa (TANU chairman) expressed special 

concern over the-difficulfies of the family (Jumanne's)^I was going to

see, All, agreed that some extraordinary measures had to be taken to
. ' ’r . '

assist'.them—they seemed to have no control over tlieir lives. Two 

, . . dignified men (the TANU bookkeeper and an older well dressed resident of 

the area) escorted me to Jumanne's house, s>As we were walking, Jumanne’

passed hy--I noticed hiin immediately. Startled, he was called over 

to' join us. Usually the' Chagga give long, courteous introductions but

none were given to Jumanne, who .stood mute while his neighbors pointed _

-s.'i.

■
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/ out his deficiencies to me, "Look at this, hair, Bwana'jlOie older man 

said as he casually grhsped"it in his,hands,- "You must cut it if you're 

going to have visitors. And,your clothing is^ disgrace," The unk^pt 

man, whom I thought must have been the "village idiot," agreed that"he
. . . . . . . . . . . ■ - - • ;.i , ■ ''.r" , . ■ •

was disgraceful and rushed off'to change his clothes before we could 

reach his-home. He was? dressed in J)urlap sacking and his hair was 
^.uncombed.^ '

The road we took-was a broad, muddy avetiue wide'enough for a- 

truck. All the homes near the road were'set back behind--coffee,. banaiTa

. trees, dracanae.bushes, and other shrubbery neatly arranged to provide

maximum privacy. For some reason, we s.topped af'a la'rge wealthy 

compound belonging to Jiimanne|s paternal unple. There we-met Agusta,.

. ■ • - wife'gf Mwardi Lema, Jumanne's uncle's son. She apparently had taken 

ah active role in helping out with the difficulties experienced by 

her husband's" cousin and was a welcoming Informant to the young 

researcher who preceded me. fer husband, outraged that she gave 

infoijnation ^out their financial status, kufukuzwa Cthrew her out), 

and she sought refuge with her mother-in-law across the way. Even 

though her husband had an average coffee Icihamba (2 acres of 1,300 

trees) , liis compound was one of the wealthier mountain homes on 

Kilimanjaro., I was never invited to visit there; the man refused to 

see me even though I was friends with his .Wealthy cousin who lived in 

•my neighborhood, - -

•>

- ’. .--l ■ I gained access tojEdwardi ,Lema,!;s-house-:a-couple-of months _ .

after the.follow-up was completed. With a photographer accompanying 

me to capture the contrast in.life styles, -I entered the compound

Ko one was there ^cept one of thehoping to discover someone at home.
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elder daughters who' invited us in. The main house was filled with 

the latest ^devices and'comforts—refrigeratpr, plus chairs, radios, 

cabinets, and wardrobes. Outside, other buildings surrounded^a well- 

kept floral compound. One of the smaller houses was a white brick 

- stable with electricity'and glass windows, where four Jersey milk 

cows were housed. .Edwafdi Lema, an executive for KNCU, had some 

controlling interests in a meat marketing .business.

That his father's coffee estate was much larger than his could 

be measured by the eight coffee drying trays stacked neatly outside.

(Most families oxmed only one or shared one with a number of families.)

■ The older man's tidy,, picturesque compormd contained two .large brick 

houses and one brick house with cement surfacing, which had a motor- 

' ■ .‘cycle parke'd, on the outside. A sweet potato garden was being "culti

vated by Edwardi's mother, who was harvesting some yams and sugar cane 

plants along the irrigation, ditch. That their garden was unusually 

Targe (about 1/8 an acre) became evident as I saw that almost all space 

at this level\jjas taken up with coffee, houses, roads, rivers and 

irrigation ditches. -'Very few food gardens were planted.

Agusta, who acted as the family representative, led the way to 

Jumahne's house, clearly visible from the road and about 200 yards 

from where we were sitting.- Little attempt -had been made to keep it
• V ' . . .

private irregardless of the strong values Cliagga place on home privacy.

It'was a single building made of unsurfa'ced mud with a poorly thatched_ , _

•grass roof "and flatt'ened tin cans covering spaces to prevent rain from 

entering.. The questionnaire I took that evening describes the condition 

of the compound. ■

(■

. v-
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House in bad state of repair. Debris' thrown about;
Cooking utensils not washed. Large room at back used,for 
cooking only. Two beds made from le'hves and sacks; felled 
of urine. Poor'ventilation within home. Fairly large coffee 
shamba, but'no garden. No attempt to plant'flowers;even 
though neighbors nearby have them. No objects of interest 
for ch'ildren, not even empty cans or other garbage. No animals 
kepti■although father added'one extra room to his one room 
house for-animals.■ However, he says he hasn't had enough 
strength to make a.door and without a door no one would lend 
Jiim animals to cafe for.-

As we approached this setting: we found Jumarine's wife liiriam 

outside, yet she ran so quickly into her house I did not notice-what ■ 

she was doing. When I met her she kept'exclaiming Yesu (Jesus) and 

' began giggling. /.The following excerpt from my diary describes Miriam, 

- Jumanne, and the events that followed our first meeting.

. . . . .(Miriam) seems tq be a highly agitated person. She 
was dressed in rags as were .the four children outside. After 
waiting a few moments, Jumanne himself stepped outside holding 
their infant girl.. In contrast to his wife.he had a-great 
deal of personal presence. It was very difficult to describe - 
hiHi^ According to the social history taken at NURU where both 
he and his wife were present for the questioning, he is 52’^years 
of age and Miriam, 33. In fact he looks 10 years older. With 
large.liquid brown.eyes and a tiny .frame, he appeared frail.
His clothing was tattered, and I-had the impression we were 
waiting for him to make a change of dress 1

I^waa’SpJaining that we wanted to learn from them so we 
could teach' the hospital and, if needed, the government.
This sparked a few. comments of kugitengemea (self help) from 
Alfred! (an'accbr^jany'ihg nelghbo'r) who emphasized that each 
person was ultimately responsible for his own condition.
Jumanne,- on the other hand, said that the government' was our 
father and our*mother, and he seemed insistent on defending 

, its good name as protectorate of the people. Since all. of 
the children's health cards showed deterioration, we discussed 
in an abstract way how this could happen to a family. All 
said it was on account.of the food situation. Agusta -' 
menlJidned, for example, that-one pint of milk these days costs 
1/20, and what do you do if you don't have any money?^ 

y Hiri'i^ 'gave^ qui'ck 'answers to ' the''questions on what foods
were preferable fof'the'children, the usual test given to 
.assess the educational input of-NURU, but all surrounding me 
agreed that this f^ily simply couldn't buy these foods. Since

i-
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■ ; Jumanne was out the-day before pruning someone else's trees,
: I will-try to find out if he gets paid and on"what he spends . .

the money. '■ .
I noticed that Miriam had freshly cultivated an area for 

planting so I,pointed out that it takes time for these things 
to grow. "Isn't there anyone in the neighborhood who, can '

^ help--as people used to before?" (Two other neighbors were
present, as well as the mother of Miriam, Who appeared 
suddenly.) The response was that there were simply too many 
of these families, so people take what they can to the 
churches, and■the church will distribute it. I wondered if '

- this channel could possibly have, bypassed Jumanne, a Muslim..5.

When I asked her what had caused the'children's illness, Agusta haid

■ that Miriam gave bjjrth too rapidly, and.-that both she and Jumanne were

. incompetent parents. - •

Jumanne explained his situation to the first researcher, who 

recorded the ' following: , . •

Jumanne said he was very happy for what the.NURU center , - 
• - had done for him-, .adding that, if -it had not been for them,

his- children would be dea4. He said that his wife did not 
look after the children ptaperly, that she refused to take ,
them to the clinic and that he was' the one who tobk them to 
KCMC and stayed' there for one. month. Later Miriam was told 
to go to NORU to be with the children, yet she refused, so. 
the-TANU-people made her go. She stayed there from 6/9/73 
to 9/10/73 running away before she was discharged. Jumanne 
was the one who took the children to the clinic because 

' Miriam akTga~ndani (was staying inside for traditional post
partum rest) .

Later, as my notes indicated, Jumanne claimed responsibility for the 

children's malnutrition, since he earned only five shillings a day 

for working eight to ten hours on the Mission's estate, hardly enough 

to buy cooking oil and lamp oil, let alone»beans, milk, and eggs.

. With 1,500 coffee trees (he went and counted them for me) there was no

A kih^^ of ^h 1 s sizB should

- have ptovlded sufficient cash income. I will now try and unwind the

.«
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contributing factors which will help to explain this perplexing
'* -K,

situation;

When -Jumanne's grandfather died, Jumanne's father, a middle son, 

received a small portion of land (now occupied by Jumanne) while the 

' younger son, Edward!'s father, received the larger portion. Forced by 

the British to-work on sisal estates near' the coastal area Jumanne's 

• father was not able- to cultivate the kihamba. He was young and 

converted to Mohammedanism, taking a bride from one, of. the Muslim 

.coastal populations. Shortly after his marriage, he returned to the '

- - ’ Kilimanjaro region and obtained a shainba in the plains ..where there' are 

' ' Muslim'settlements. -They had four children, one girl"and three boys, 

of whom Jiimanhe was the youngest. Jumanne's mother died when he was’

, only four, which he claimed gaye him a"bad start." He lived most' of 

his life in the pofi,'although I presume he may have helped his father 

plant coffee trees in the upper kihamba. as young sons do. Ihe older 

..: man never built a house on the upper estates, jJreferring to live in the- 

plains where-the eldest child, a girl, cared for the younger ones.

He refused to partition., his land holdings among his sons when they 

reached adulthood. This, Jumanne said, was because he was haji (mean).' , 

When his father died Jumann^^_A;a^forty-eight years old and for lack of . 

land had not yet married. His sister received the lower shamba, and 

Jumanne finally married and came to live aifeng his lineage neighbors 

■ on the upper kihamba. There h§ built a’ hblise and had five children in 

five years..

u

:•
/
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As far as I could judge, lack of spacing,betweeh births was 

Jumanne's only-noticeable infraction of traditional obligations—
>■

understandable, considering his late start.; For the most part, he 

seemed extraordinarily compliant with his culture''s rules, perhaps too 

His an^.others attention to the'early loss of mother,and late..much so.
' start-was material enough to‘provide for a self-fulfilling prophecy

people selected him out as a failure. He became a inan of, little confi- 

A late comer to his clan area, a Muslim-'in a pr,e.dominantly 

•Catholic population, and labeled as an unfortunate, Jumanhe had little

>
derice. •

* o
chance to assert-himself. Instead,^ in a community that could have put

Were hehis land to better use, he .became a minstrel..for Jiis; people, 

to'try to adhere to the.values of maendeleo (progress) and ishlma 

(resources) he would have to risk conflict with others over use of .

resources'.' Jumanne'knew he was powerless to win disputes—the mind of .

Acting out his stigma, wearing histhe community was set against him. 
failures on his. burlap sleeves and uncombed hair for all to see', made

it ion andNo one's values of-coopihim tolerable to the co^unity. 

assistance would be challenged, 
failing to help Jumanne because he made it evident and even agreed with

That is, no one would have\to admit'-

“ ' them that he was, indeed, a shameful person.

.-rrjQrium's situation was closely.linked to that of her husband.

.She was literally unnerved by'it. Five pregnancies, five births, and 

five children in five years would drain the energies of most women, , 

Traditionally, women are not expected to cultivate/during the repro- 

.- ductive cycles—at least until, three months after birth.

sustenance coming from the wife's lower shamba could not be relied on in 

- .this fanily's case. The.stress of seeing her children slowly deteriorate

/

So. the added

•; .
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unhinged Mirium's maternal.self confidence. Mirium's attachments to ■ 

her children appeared unusually distant—certainly being- a mother under 
such circumstances provided little encouragement for her-self-esteem. 

Perhaps if Jumanne had been more forceful with her, as are other Chagga ' 

fathers who see their wives shirk child-care responsibilities, shg _

. . . might have gained some direction to her,life. Ihsteadi he. took on a

- nuiiber of the household tasks and childcare responsibilities and gave 

her the money he earned to buy food. It was'as.close a role reversal, 

as I had seen among the Chagga, borne in part out-of necessity'. 

jumanne's added‘help probably kept'the children alive, if only in a 

weakened state

•*

/ My predece^or asked Agusta why Mirium had refused to take the
■ . ?- ■■. . . -

children to the clinic when they were.ill. Mirium's resporie £o Agusta"

was that it was God's-will (Kazi ya Mungu) that they get sick. Mirium ' 

had no reliable social supports to assist her. Jumanne's mother was 

dead—paternal grandmothers are the first choice for childcare assis

tance. Mirium's own mother who lived within walking distance was

there on occasion, biit I never saw her caring for the children, 

usually came for a meal for herself.- Neighboring women, while concerned, 

could not be counted on for daily assistance. They had their own

In such isolation, Mirium's fatalistic response reflected Jier 

inability to change her family's situation-. Most likely she saw'no 

other recourse than to submit to God's will.

According to the clinical measures reported on their cards all 

the children were underweight. Their oldest child and only son Hamisi,

. :: tand;'-theif second eldest daughter Adjia were asses^d.at the-mobile

■ clinic as needing hospitalization and were referred to NURU. According

She

worries.
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td_the_iia^erning- I have demonstrated exists in selecting which children 
receive preferential treatment, Hamisi’s condition could be explained by’ •

the presence of Mirium's,jmother -at meals. -Although he resembled his 

mother, Hamisi, being the eldest son, was clearly aligned with his

His maternal grandmother_vrould be expected tofather's patrilineage. 
retrieve special (protein) tidbits for those aligned with her husband's

clan-t-the second, of each pair of same sex children. - 'Adjia, -aligned with 

her mother's clan, was in worse condition than Hamisi when she.was 

admitted to NURU at the age of one and a .half years with severe

marasmic-kijashiOtkor. Hamisi, three years three months old when
Adjia andadmitted, had malaria, pneumonia, and early kwashiorkor.

Hamisi were the only two children in the family who resembled their

mother—the other three girls looked strikingly like Jumanne. 

may have affected Jumanne's care of the children and the condition of

This

Hamisi and Adjia who were reliant on their father's abnormal contribu

tor Adjia a more significant factor was that whention to caret'aking.

she arrive^ at NURU her mother had just given birth to her third
A prematurely weaned child needs extra. 

Although traditional ties with her
daughter and was pregnant again.

. protein in order to remain healthy.

maternal grandmother theoretically put Adjia-in a favored position, the.

material, physical, and emotional resources of her two parents made . 

Adjia especially -vulnerable and disadvantaged.

Like Jumanne himself,.-the community viewed his predicament

The only demonstrable attention provided by his well-fatalist ically. -
off neighbors was to prod him and Mirium along, reminding them of their

shortcomings and what■they must do to -keep from disgracing others. 

Jumhnne's better-off kin were,concerned, but his situation.seemed
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inspluabie. FurthemoreV they would gain from Jumanne's”^ failure, as a 

coffee iEa’rmer. Good land so poorly cared for^could be put to better 

use by those, with resources.They could anticipate his returning to 

the plains to escape the stigma of a deviant. There he could grow food

crops without evoking his neighbors' horror that food should take

Such behavior is an affront to theprecidehce over valuable cash, 

material values of maendeleo (progress). Also, Jumanne was 

position to be a proponent of kujitengamea (self reliance); with so
many against him it would be more adaptive to be dependent. Neither 

his dependency iior his lack of prbgressiveness would bring him the .

■ ishima (respect) so necessary to every Chagga's self-esteem.

Samson and Lydia Lema-
the^- Lemas were a young couple who were neighbors and cousins to 

Jumanne. Their situation of landlessness which Samson Lema sad^ly 

described ijfr me one day repeated the pattern and problems faced by 

Dainas' and"Jumanne's families. They lived in a. squalid two room house, 

fa£Ber''s compound which custom had allocated to,Samson's 

younger brother who lived just a few yards away in comparative comfort. 

The kihamba was, small and Samson, a middle son, had no land for crops 

or coffee cultivation except a small hopeless lot beside his house.

What income he.had came from kibarua work at the mission. His father,
■g, . .

widowed when Samson was still young, married- a second time, and lived

It was there he arranged for a bride for 

Samson^aT^ungr handsome, energetic Marusha namqd Lydia whom Samson 

took back with him to the Kilimanjaro area. As an outsider,, not only 

in^clan but in ethnic affiliation, Lydia entered a stressful, unfamiliar 

“environment where her behavior would be closely scrutinized to bring her

on Samson's

sixty piles away near Arusha.
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She gave birth to four childreninto conformancd with Chagga-norms.

■ in four years; and when I met. her, she was pregnant .with the fifth
All four children, two of whom werein her fifth,year of marriage, 

twins, had died. ^ found this incomprehensible since Lydia appeared

to be in. robust physical health.
I asked the. neighbors why this had happened and was told that

When I asked if she

r

she had had too many.children too closely spaced, 

continued nursing while pregnant I received horrified looks, 

she stopped nursing her children before they reached the age of one. 

In . discussing her problem.with Sophia, my twenty year old Chagga 

assistant who was in. nurses’, training, I suggestSS educating Lydia to 

continue- nursing while pregnant. Again, there was a strong reaction. 

Sophia said that the milk was poisoned and would make the child sick.

•I assumed
■ ■ ■;

causing him/her to swell. According to Sophia mothers often'nurse
Later-, discoveringtheir child when^they do not know they are pregnant, 

their condition, they abruptly wean the child, but often it is too
When I tried tolate—swelling has started, kwashiorkor has begun, 

explain the fault in her logic--that the child got kuvimba (kwashiorkor) 

because .he/she was weaned too abruptly and that the mother could 

continue, to nurse by increasing her nutritional intake—Sophia. retorted- 

that it did not matter because the ancestors would be enraged.

The reasons supporting Sophia's explanation are analyzed in 

^ Chapter 3.--.Lydia’s situation dramatized the force behind these beliefs

- : in contemporary times. . Although Samson rather than Lydia would have

' been faulted for'violating the post-partum sex taboo, Lydia would have_
The birth ofbeen blamed'for continuing .to breast feed while pregnant.

... - - . . . ' “

twiftslCsee 7) .symbolized abnormally excessive fertility resulting

■ - ,^-4
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in. nnd further proof of Lydia's deviant status. As an out-
^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ■

sider, she was particularly dependent on her women neighbors and in-laws—-

for support. To continue nursing while pregnant would have undermined 

that support especiaW.y necessary during the critical per^q^ surrounding 

the birth of a new child. That she^hose not to abort iprobably indicated 

her inability to gather support from other women customary in such 

circumstances. Nursing twins was difficult for Lydia while she sensed 

the condemning attitude of others towards what the .Chagga consider an ' 

excess. Both twins eventually became sick and died while she was' 

pregnant with her fourth child. The other two children died from ■

. ,, ki;LviiDba shortly after being abruptly and prematurely weaned when she

discovered she was pregnant.

While Jumaiine and Mirium faced, a similar predicament ^ all five’ 

of their children born in five years lived, although at marginal,levels. 

Both Jumanne and Lydia were ethnic and religious deviants in their 

community. Jumanne's ambigious situation forced him to take an, 

abnormally active role in childcare, increasing his status as an outcast. 

Samson, considerably younger and more socially integrated than his 

cousin Jumanne, would have invited additional criticism if he had become

a substitute mother to the weaned children. This left Lydia without . . 

She chose to invest her emotional energies in her unborn 'assistance.

child hoping that its older sibling would survive on cow's milk purchased 

at. great sacrifice.
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Joseph and Agata kjau's Family
In tha family of PfificuV^jau, a two year old child who had been _/ 

institutionalized at'UURU, stigma was not a major cause of malnutrition.

I first met his-parents when visiting the mothers who had just .given ' - 

birth at the clinic where I was staying. The cost for a midwife at 

this clinic was 14 shillings—a-price the poor thought too extravagent 

when'they had access to free traditional assistance at home. Since, I 

was expecting a child myself in two months I frequently made these . 

nightly visits to the maternity ward.^ After a day filled with events '

! surrounding"the. illness and death of little children, it was soothing 

- ' , ,to be' in a place, where, infants were bom into more'‘lortunate and hopeful

circumstances. One day at the maternity ward I was surprised to 

encounter Agata Njaii, mother of Prisons, one of the NURU children T had"

■ intended to visit. ‘After an extended conversation I asked Agata how 

many children she had (an inappropriate question since Chagga-do'not 

enumerate their children). She answered, six; I asked her if she 

planned to have any more after, this infant and_.she_said she would give 

thanks to God if this were the last. Shortly afterwards, her husband 

Joseph entered.
as well-as this day and; the two following days. He would bring her home.

. the third..day..;,. l was. imp.ressed by .both their preseutation o£ self and- 

their relationship. Their dignified reserve# was typical of respectable 

Chagga deportment. They were articulate and had-had six years of 

'■^— schooling (an average -for-middle class - Chagga) , ,Despite my role as

investigatihg the causes of Priscus' malnutrition I felt np hostility 

..tcurards me,. ;.:in-;fact ,;^hey:ralready;.knew of- my:;work and.'iriVited me to 

■visit thra;after Agata returned home, - In our conversation," Joseph

He had come to visit her the day before she gave birth

.i ;

'"'-'I.!
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referred to the problem of malnutrition as being common and he made 

abstract hypotheses on why it was so common at this particular time.

He conveyed to me an image of one who spoke vAth quiet authority about 

the prdFlems facing his people. I found out later from Sister Emmanuel 
th^ he was balozl. (10 cell leader) to his area. I was looking forward 

' to visiting their home as my curiousity about this apparently 'average 

Chagga couple had been roused. They seemed to have little in common 

with the other parents with whom I had had contact. Iii my diary I 

recorded my visit to their house: —

Friday, May 17-

We started early in the morning to make a .6-mile trip up the 
mountain, to the home of Joseph Njau. It was'"very refreshing and 
■beautiful, but I wondered how much his wife Agata Appreciated it 
when she walked the 6 miles back from the clinic carrying her 
newborn baby of 3. days. , We arrived at their home. Higher up the 
population density is less. Most homes are tidy beautified ■ ’ '

• plaices. We were pleased to encounter a lovely entrance at the 
Ifjau's and a'neat 3 room house. Inside the home was filled with 
f-ine- furnishings—wooden tables, cbairs, cupboards and a large 
double bed for the parents, Outside, the family kept an extra 
well-maintained house for cooking and for cattle.- A bunch of 
fire wood had been cut by Joseph. There was a sizeable chicken 
cage in which' they kept hens, but most have died, and they haven't ■ 
had money enough to begin a brood again. Agata was in bed resting 
while wV^iked. Her husband's younger brother's wife was filling- 
in for her. Agata said she expected a rest of 2 months during 
which time her sister-in-law would care-for the family.

• I began directly with a series of questions, I could see iny
■ visits wouldn't be too frequent due to the climb. Agata's answers 
showed' that she was an educated woman—she knew every detail about 
the shamba, her husband's work, money matters, etc. Joseph must 
have appreciated his wife's capabiliti'es, since he gives Agata most 
of■the money,he earns 
needs.
difference compared to the other mothers.
was in good health although he had a distended stomach. His mother 
said^that Priscus had.had a chronic w orm infection including

—^ hookworm.-.. The-irrigation ditch,J.s. right on the compound and the
children help themselves to water, although this -shouldn't have

■ been the cause of his infection since they are close tO- the forest 
where population.is .less dense. They also ha-ve a choo (latrine).

Joseph has a 1,'000 tree coffee shamba which had not brought in
a profit for 2 years now because of coffee berry disease. He_ -
works kibaru if work Is available^ but eyen_tlie-wealthler'people .

r
with which she purchases all the household ^ 

Perhaps her educational level;—Standard VT—makes a
Priscus, the NURU child, .

•• f

•t'
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cannot hire out because of crop failure. -He plans to uproot some- 
of his coffee trees to make space for a vegetable garden—a 
decision made before the mother went to NURU. He is ailing from 
a chronic kidney disease.

Mama Agata spoke very highly of what she had learned at RURU.
. , ■ . Indeed,'she gave a large list of protein foods, vegetables and 

fruit.. But there are no fruit trees, very little money to buy 
meat, chickens all over the areas are not laying'eggs at this 
time (their production drops in the rainy season)—and milk costs 
2 - 2/50 a pint up here. She wasn't able to cultivate a shamba

. . this year since she was pregnant and has a newborn, so all food
must be purchased.

We talked .of ways to prevent a recurrence of this illness even
■- -  under the above mentioned circumstances.' I Suggested to have

Priscus eat by himself and make sure he has a larger share .of the 
protein available to the family'. But in general, I was stumped for 
answers. Her husband'would be a good prospect for,my plans to 
develop a work co-operative, but that takes money.1 will go to 

, TANU tomorrow. I asked Agata if she had shared her knowledge 
learned at NURiU withlothers. and she said other, women would 
consider it out of place for her to tiry and'^t'eachT" I must 

. ■ •' enedufage'her in acceptable^means-of doing such.

Compared to Damas and, Jumanne, Joseph had not.experienced any

• long standing problems, such as“a^^social dispute,. that tVapped him in

a'difficult situation with llptle escape. The area was not densely

populated near the forest zone so that when his. father partitioned his

kihamba, Joseph, the oldest son, received an ample estate at the time of .

his marriage .''--Joseph's youngest brother was staying with the father on

‘what appeared to be a larger estate. Events flowed smoothly for

His eldest child, a girl, was attending Standard V; all his

other school age children were enrolled. There were two to three years

space between the children's births, and all of them had survived in good

health up until that time.
When i asked the neighbors what had caused Priscus' illness, they 

repeated what Agata had~toid~me^ He' hacTaeveiopea-a-hotikworBr'infBStation^T 

’ with vomiting and diarrhea, and then began swelling. Joseph did hot

elaborati on the'dnSet of Priscus' disease; instead he spent a great deal

Joseph.
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of time. talking about the problems of cash ''siku hiai" (these days) and 
the fact that no one could be relied on for help.^ He took me about

the compound, proudly pointing out his own achievements, including

Because his coffee cropthe construction of his cement surfaced home.

was'severely damaged by,coffee berry disease at the same time the 

drought-wilted the bananas, he was forced to work as a day laborer at 

better-off estates. This provided only limited income, however, because 

the wealthier farmers also faced problems caused by the drought. 

Furthermore, due to Agata's pregnaincy, ,the family could not rely on 

her' contribution from the lower fields. Perhaps the stress from all

-t

'i ■

these events contributed to Joseph's development of a chronic kidney

ailment.

As the first boy of the third set. of children, Priscus was 

aligned with his father's side, 

half years after Priscus' birth; not an abnormal spacing and cause for 

Priscus' malnutrit-ion is explained less in terms of cultural

His infant brother was born two and a

shame.

patterning, \jh^h I have demonstrated exists in more stressed families, 

than in terms of his own -vulnerable situation. His mother's pregnancy 

forced his weaning. He was in competition with older siblings who felt 

.the stress of food shortage and their parents' anxiety over the drought 

, and coffee "Berry disease. The combination of his physical and emotional 

loss that accompany weaning, and the nausea of a hookworm infection.

made him poorly equipped to compete with his older siblings at a
%

-communal meal. In addition, proteins, especially meat and beans, are 

particularly difficult for children under emotional and/or physical 

stress to digest. Priscus' problems might have been solved by giving

. ;
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him; a well-prepared diet-in the same careful Banner he was used to as a; ■ ' 

But energy in this already exhausted family was in shortnursling, 

supply. ■

On my, second visit I met with the .two families north of the 

:—‘ . Njau's house, Joseph's sistery'in-Xaw,-who. lived'^t Joseph's father's 

estate to south, refused to be interviewed, both days-^the only 

refusal I encountered in that study’. One of■ the two famiiie's to the 

-north shared the Njau's middle range economic status*but had sufficient 

This was because the fathenhad a secure job as a driver for 
C.Si^r'ahd^could provide adequately for his wife and six' children.

&e other family had lost one of their seven-children,- and their second

!

food;

K.

youngest appeared malnourished. The mother in this household was very 

dependent' oh the mother of the other household for help, 

had'a less reliable source of income as a tailor in Moshi, and it 

hinted, was not very productive. . Both-women helped each other because 

of their husbands (unrelated to each othpr) Were gone.

: ^^with little en^gy for the Njau family who had the benefit of Joseph's
presence.

Her husband

was

This left them

\

If any conflicts had existed between Joseph, his father, or his 
brother, they would have had difAcuity telling about them because 

of the.presence of their suspicious and hostile sister-in-law. The ■ 

previous fortunes of Joseph's family could have evoked envy_pf their 

neighbofs. With more research time, 1 might have found evil eye, 

witchcraft, or- sorcery given as a; cause-for whatever.social .conflicts . 

®lsb-? baye existed. Such causes were alleged to the researchers of 

seven other NURn families nuflng the’follow-up;

......

«
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■Without cash from the coffee crop, Joseph's family was Beginning 

to slide backwards, economically and nutritionally. Joseph seemed . 

detached from the stigma of Priscus' malnutrition, viewing it as a 

phenomenon not unusual in his community. Yet'Priscus' problem- could, 

contribute to further backsliding if pot managed in a way that would 

reduce tension. By philosophically referring to his own plight as a 

symptom of shared ailments rather than a reflection, of his own unique 

feelings,.Joseph was ableto retain his position of authority. Agata 

was less able to act in this manner. Kwashiorkor is stigmatic and' 

•usually considered to be the fault of the mother. Though-more educated 

than the mothers surrounding her, Agata felt it would be improper for 

her to teach others what she had learned at NURU., She wouid not 

foolishly call attention to her son's malnutfition by pretending to be 

an authority on child rearing.

The problems of Priscus' family were included here to illustrate 

the dynamic nature of a community's .response to malnutrition. Because 

long standing- social and economic stress were absent in the Njau family, 

Priscus' kwashiorkor is explained less in terms of structural ties than 

in terms of his own vulnerable position. As shown in the two previous

•A-

• chapters,"the precarious position of the weanling can account for 

.kwashiorkor in traditional cultural terms if obligations to follow the 

cultural norms for spacing are violated. J^his was less the case for 

‘Priscus. People attributed his kwashiorkor to prior sickness, to his 

mother's inability to grow extra food during her pregnancy, and to, his 

father's failure to earn adequate cash from vjage employment and coffee.

They may have further explained Priscus' reaction to this stress and 

the accompanying social disharmony by accusations of witchcraft or

- - V.
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• evil eye—more recent -phenomena on the mountain than the older Chagga 

explanations of disease causation. All of ttfese social and economic

reasons given for Priscus' illness were factors of a more modern nature, 

reflecting the stresses of modern times. Traditional explanations 

seemed'ta he used in situations that had little chance of changing. 

Belief customs provided security and a mechanism for explaining the 

absurdity the Chagga appeared to sense when their own little children •'

became the blamed victims.

In contrast to the other fathers in this chapter, Joseph was 

more'modem and therefore more respectable. He could afford to be as 

. his energies were not drained by chronic social disputes or economic 

stress. Joseph was even able to talk publicly about a community mis- ' 

fortune which he shared, giving him a responsibility as spokesman.' Yet 

in'order to maintain his respected position, he had to-accomplish two 

things: he had to carefully manage-the information surrounding'this 

- misfortune; he somehow had to prevent the recurrence of Priscus' 

problem. Failure to do either would lead to his stigma.

In many ways, Joseph combined the most acceptable characteristics 

of some of the other fathers—gentle and dignified like Jumanne, yet 

righteous in his justified anger like Damas. , The difference‘was that 

Joseph did not have to be overly compliant—he could do something about 

his anger e-ven if this did not conform to the norms of maendeleo. To 

Joseph and his wife, the remedy to Priscus' kwashiorkor was to.uproot 

the trees which had failed to provide money and plant-food crops instead. 

With luck, Joseph could maintain his personal respect, - becoming; an 

example of kugitengamea''(self-reliance) for his community. Rather than 

absorb the individualistic twist this term had come to mean, Joseph's •

4
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self-reliance was clearly an attempt to regain^control over his life ' 

while enhancing the well being of others , Fpr . a people.who could'make 

water canals flow up the mountain, Joseph's uprooting his cash crop 

, just-as innovative as irrigation, considering the social environment of '; 

the time. ~- - - .

was

Welfare Alternatives for the Families

One might ask what keeps^ these famijyns from starving or from 

being driven down into the plai^? Why do they continue to struggle? 

Although these are central issues, I-will'treat them briefly,

Kilimanjaro is ..their ■ home. • It is very difficult for the outsider to
..... '■ ■

appreciate what a poor Chagga would loose by moving._ Chapter 3 glances

only briefly at the extent to which Chagga culture is in^^ally 

related to the mountain environment. Despite the constraints of their 

• society, it remains a source of security and support. In familiar ' ' 

surroundings with his neighbors close by, the poorest man may feel safe-'" 

from ruthless thieving outsiders-.- Mountain folk are believed to be more 

virtuous thap those.who live below, and children should be^ reared in an 

environment where virtue prevails.^ If the'poorer' Chagga have nothing,

; they at least still have-access to ishima (respect). The Watu wa porlni

w

4 '

(people of the plains) are backward "savages," totally alien to

It is the Chagga's wealthy neighbors and relatives whomaendelee'va^ue^

give substance to these values by being ricii—a proof of their virtue. .

Consequently, poor people identify with the rich and in their fashion 

~~thi~ri:clf'return'the respect given by the poor -hv never- acting mginga- 

. (foolish) which coUld mean giving out what-can riot be returned.
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/ A poor man does not wish to appear mRlnsa, It would be foolish ' ■

to move his family to a dangerous', immoral environment away. from all 

known support when'he still has a-chance to inherit a kihamba. His 

father may still be living, or he may anticipate earning enough money 

to purchase a plot .of land 

cultivation rights,, and loses'most of■ his children and his own life'as 

well, at least his remains would be-placed near his-ancestors, and 

surviving kin would remember him with an ancestral offerings, insuring 

him his rightful place and perpetuity on the mountain,

- . . In'everyday life, the poorer Chagga are left largely to fend for

, ■ themselves ;in small^ groups of similarly disadvantaged-. Although they

offer each other nonmonetary assistance such as helping s.ick neighbors'-

receive medical treatment or simply listening to another’s woes, they

are not wholly isolated from the rest of the community, Betterroff

individuals do make efforts to help, as Elizibethi, Agusta and many

others in*Lukaranga demonstrated. The obligations of wealthy Chagga

to their poorer relatives are fulfilled more frequently and'hre made

with considerably more sacrifice to them than what I observe occurring

in my own society, -Nevertheless, there are erosive inroads in Chagga

welfare similar to the unreliability in our familial welfare and which .

give the over-all effect of making helpful gestures seem hollow,

. As already mentioned, non-afflictedl people may justify their

' inaction by pointingjput the victims' inabilities to reciprocate—they

have little of value to give in a cash economy, People also claim that
o

the poor can rely on other resources, some of which were developed with
• f .

the support of better-off Chagga, The Kilimanjaro Christian churches 

are seen as an important resource for the destitute, and the pattern

Ultimately, even if he fails to obtain
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set^by the Church is followed almost exclusively by other modern welfare 

institutions in Kilimanjaro.
As chiefs.were once able to amass a work corps to cultivate 

■ their crops and clear irrigation ditches, priests elicited free labor 

from women's church groups by promising benefits in the afterlife and 

.in social' status. Because these work crews were not .entirely reliable,-

the-parish priest hired workers at roughly half the .goverrunent daily

Usually church workers were young, unmarried women supported by 

They used the money for clothing, cosmetics, and

Also hired were impoverished men 

and Paulo (Chapter 8)r,-'whose ill health and •

that

*wage.

their families.

; donations to their family economy..

• like Jumanne, Samson,. Damas 
■ ' chronic'misfortune made them visible failure^ in feeirv^iety, so

their hiring was viewed as charitable.-. During my stay at one mission. ■ji

the men iii the follow-up study received an increase Irorn 5 to 6
. - ^ • r'

shillings per day--still far below.the government wage of 9 shillings
I' assumed my presence ^fgcted this

about the missionN;here I'

and 50 cents on similar estates, 

raise, since a young nun-unwittingly took me 
was staying, showing me all their holdings while freely discussing the

profits made by some of the Church's enterprises. Like any wea^hy 

Chagga.male who guards his wife's tongue to prevent knowledge of his 

assets, the priest reprimanded the nun and shortly after increased the 

workers' wages.' 3>

■ ■ The priests were not insensitive to the needs of the community.

ffit past mentioned above initially supported my work and later   . . .

expressed his concern for the poor.
he sought to fulfill the people's highest expectations of maendeleo.

of a grass roots program designed to restructure

Yet, in order to maintain-the system
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Church. . social inequities would clearly conflict with such ideals.

welfare programs were designed almost exclusively for young people
■■

whose needs overwhelmed him.
•a grade school, and a number of maendeleo work training schools, all'

The priest supervised a high school.

of which required cement structures to conform’to the people's

A poor man such as Jumanne, who'had little future.~ . expectations.
-wojild be out of place in such fine-buildings where he would be competing

Instead, his needs were supppsed to be met by the Stwith the young.
Vincent de Paul Society which distributed old clothing and household • :

■ V

This was the new welfare, whose existence excused. .items to the poor.
. , . others from their obligations to poor friends and- telati-yes.

Jumanne, who walked about in burlap'sacking, said he wouW be ashamed

Yet even

to ask for clothing from, the St. Vincent de Paul Society. The nu^iiif 

■ '^charge told me that ..the only people-who made use of it were wakichaa

' (the deranged).

Most Chagga were not unaware of the myth of welfare said to be 

provided by the Church. Although it was through one set of people's 

values that the Church gained its supportf.lmany expressed ambigious 

sentiments' about the Church's role,- as the following incident will .

t8>

highlight. During the two years of drought household and crop theft

While most robberies were small scale, the ire and fear of
a

the.population was aroused.

increased .-
My own shamba.was raided by seven men with

fot-j^e the‘ a truck who systematically beat the,six children present to 

l.l__liadult:o.ccup,ants_to reltoquish th^ belongings.

'abounded,' such'a's a child being beheaded by a thief.

f/
Other. horro.r stories
—yi- - - - -
gening fireside

Stpty telling was obsessed with^discussing such fearful events as well
Various

.

as tales of bravado regarding imagined or actual retaliation.
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preventive measures were instituted. My community set up a night watch.

and finally decided to raise enough- money to pay the.parish priest to 

give a ceremony asking for God's protection against this scourge...

Again, the priest assumed a chief ’s function by colleoting^money^ayments 

• for the ceremony just as the chief would have collected sacrificed-

‘ animals -during community misfortune. Yet the latter^offerings
’ • . . . . . ■

redistributed to. the people according to ranki—After-our_parish priest 

had arrived in his car and-begun the proceedings, Yesiah, a nearly blind 

,old-^n (Who-was Donesta's father) walked drunkerily up to the gathering, 

shouted blasphemes, -accused the priest of being a 

.urinated in,full view upon the proceedings as if to'hyphenate his words.

His wife, although horrified and a.mained. found it hard t‘o hold back her 

giggles as did the'-rest of the congregation, who partly amoed with his 

accusation.- On other occasions people complained about their- obligatory ■ ■ 

work on the .Church shamba or about the priest discussing money for the 

Church during worship. Yet people seldom made these complaints publicly. 

They usually relied on the Wakichaa (deranged) or drunks to make public ' 

statements of . truth.

Government,organizations also had programs designed for the poor. 

The bverwomsd Moshi town welfare office with its staff of eight case 

workers supervised an assortment of projects aimed at the whole popula- 

tion's needs. An evaluation of the welfar^services which I and a team 

“^conducted in 1973 demonstrated that systematic organizational approaches 

to problems are often disregarded by welfare workers having to meet 

immediate needs--ones that are more loudly Wcali^ed'by p^ple to 

powerful positions.- This is seen in other government programs such as 

Mima Maendeleo workers ahd agricultural extension officers whose efforts

were

and then

-,A
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- \ focus on individuals who ar^e already visibly successful, thus insuring 

the success of the program. The two types of government welfare

_ _ programs do not focus on Improving the situation of the abject poor,

_ but,- in effect, on maintaining it. One such program, the Destitute Home

in Moshi town, was organized to provide food, clothing, and shelter for 

■ up to fifty impoverished men, women, and children. Although 1 never

visited this home, I was told by the District Welfare Officer that-the

majority-pf temporary occupants were disabled migrants from outside the 

■Kilimanjaro area. By using this facility adult Chagga would certainly 

risk further .ostracism, ■

,,—.In contrast,.the two orphanages run by Europeans and supervised 

by the Moshi Welfare office were filled almost exclusively: with 

. Kilimanjaro children. Nuclear ^families are often unable to maintain all 

their children all the time, and they expect that other clan members 

will assume Responsibility in times of need. With the decline in 

reciprocity, the number of homeless children increases, and institutions

- - beeome-an-acceptaUe..substitute. This development further undermines

obligatory familial ties, The fact that institutional solutions are

still rare in African society is a- testimony to the strength of these 

familial bonds. Only twenty children's homes exist in all of Tanzania, ' 

mostly in urban areas. Of these twenty, two are in Kilimanjaro and they 

cater almost exclusively to rural children ftom the mountain. Although 

the firsts established in 1966 by a group of German nuns, was supposed 

to house children from all of Tanzania,' the needs of the mountain people

have absorbed all the available space, The second, established in 1968 

by a Scottish couple, was designed to care for children with kwashiorkor. 

Since hospitals have taken over this function, the home now shelters
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twenty-five older children, who because of problems of family disruption

or physical disability, have no reliable support. ^_ _

An alternative to the British bureaucratic-model upon wnieh most 

church and government solutioiiar.to poverty are based was Tanzania's 

■ •concept of uiamaa. which ideally would prevent poverty. Since ujamaa

was not §ccepted in Kilimanjaro, as ’shown in Chapter 2, the government 

sought to sponsor small scale cooperative societies instead. During the 

* follow-up study I attempted to initiate a cooperative among the NURU

fathers. I received enthusiastic encouragement from the Moshi TANU ‘ * 

chairman, a-personal friend who baptized my first child. He stated that 

7 ■ such men were the ones for whom uhusiano (cooperatives.) were designed. ,

He then referred me to the Regional Welfare officer w5io dispenser- 

government funds to help initiate cooperatives;.' The NURU fathers would 

' receive full support, .the officer said,'after—t-hey (most were-illiterate) . . 

wrote a'proj.ect proposal and demonstrated that the project was in progress. 

The same reply was,given to me by the Minister for Cooperatfves in Dar 

es Salaamf They also wanted to know why these men did not move off the
• •• . V

- mountain into ujamaa-villages on the plains.

Clearly the better-off viewed the destitute as a hopeless lot'.

' ■ Tragically', this attitude created a further obstacle -by becoming a 

self-fulfilling-prophecy. The fathers' cooperative did not succeed 

partly because their'initiatives were blocl^d by local TANU officials 

; 'and the parish priest'. .Yet in the beginning of this .effort, I witnessed 

• pebple transformed and hope spring forth. The Chagga university

*. *

;-l-reshhfdHefa::whbse:high::status.add :pBtsonal interest led the NURU 

families“fd believe there 

initiative in the'families.

potential began to observe' signs of 

That these more powerful individuals were'
was

- -
f-' /

.. . ,..V ;
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C
concerned and involved offset the weight of the hopeless community 

attitude.

Summary

Among other issues, this chapter demonstrates how social 

malaise withi^the whole community can result from contradictions in 

ideals' of reciprocity. Secrecy, unending material aspirations.

hoarding, and alcoholism are symptoms of the conflict more fortunate 

Chagga experience when they witness one of their own falter. As was 

shown in the examples of the wealthier Lema's. and Moshi's family 

breekups can occur when individuals are too frequently reminded of 

their failure to provide assistance in time of need. Although 

neighbors and kin like Ludovieke, Elizibethi, and Agusta made sacrifices . 

to help, they usually erected- defenses to protect their own well-being 

from the chronic drain of the hungry families. One defense was to

'rf..

pass their responsibility to existing church and government programs.

However, these proved unable to provide a form of welfare that the 

recipients. fhlJUJas substahtiaX and^c'ohtinuous witlTtheir proiQise~of^ 

Chagga .society.

■Underemployment of the NURU fathers was seen as the key to the 

hungry families' troubles. These men were not without aspirations for 

improving-their condition, even thqugh cash security seemed hopelessly 

out of reach, Damas' anger, Jumanne’s acquiescence, Samson's gloom.

. A

arid the other fathers' alcoholism were defenses erected to nurse their

fragmented selves and produce some minimal transformation in their,

world; :
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~~ The persistent tension endured by. women such as Esteria'and • ^ ..

Agata was expressed in their.tendency to give up, to retire into them-.’ 

■selves in an attitude of passivity and acceptance. Whaf in some 

situations appears to me to be an abandonment of maternal responsibility., 

as in-Mirium's predicament, . Was more likely a flight from the con-. . 

flicting feeling, that there might be hope.'" Other women like Theresa’, 

who senshd her virtual powerlessness, fought to preserve an aura of 

control. False fronts can help influence a censoring community.

Emotional stress provides another environment for children' '

•

•'u

■ . whose idiosyncratic responses might determine their very survival. 

Although factors such as health, appearance and temperment may affect 

a' child-'s treatment,, this study emphasizes the more subtle cultural-

' criteria .in determing whether the child's nurturing is felt' by the 

child tq.be substantial or iS characterized more.by empty gestures" of 

support in mimicry of their parents' experience.' The next chapter, 

examines the medical treatment of kwashiorkor to show how modern 

institutional forms of treatment attempt to rehabilitate the family.

-

. -.*%.

-i

. .

' r'T ,
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Footnotes

^ Similar failure of a son to complete^customary bride price 
arrangements was. said by one of the other researchers to have resulted-■. 
in the malnutrition of a NURU child. . . .

, ^ TANO or Tanganyika African Natipnal Union, is maihland Tanzania-'s
-- . single political’party_ _

^ Like the mention of an ass, which the Chagga associated with the ' 
"savage" Masai, burlap material makes people want to-laugh; In cases of 
extreme poverty, or mental derangement, people who have no other means 
may resort to using sacking material to cover their' nakedness. One - .
deranged individual, known to many because he made loud oratories before 
crowds in Moshi'town, used to alternate his dress between butlap sacking 
and transparent plastic bags. Uncombed hair is also considered a sign 

. of mental instability. ,

>

■ Recall here that Augusta had four Jersey milk
^ At this first rather still encounter the apparent overtures of 

respect I perceived being given to Jumanne was due to the positive 
feelings thrown put to me by the other neighbors. ' In other words, I 
saw what I wanted to see. In my presence, Agusta later scolded Miriam 
for accepting seeds from me and warded her she had better work 
diiigentl-y.

^ S.ik'u Hizi (these days)—a phrase commonly used by the Chagga in 
discourse. ‘They often spoke of events in terms of their historical 

In fact, life of old was still a common memory to the 
majority of the adult population, so statements of significant facts 
were made comparatively since most significant facts had altered 
considerably.

cows.

context.

If



CHAPTER VIII

MEDICAL CARE OF CHILDREN WITH KWASHIORKOR
• ■ // , -

The Choice to Treat

The foregoing has shown that kwashiorkor for the most par.t

arises out of situations which are characterized bychronic stresses 

■ caused by'shortages of gnaterial and/or-emotional resources. Neglect, 

a phenomenon present from time to-time in almost any human'bonding, 

cannot be' ruled.out as the-characteristic response to these conditions, 

In fact, •! have tried to demonstrate that neglect is a. necessary 

“accompaniment of some phase of the disease. Neglect reflects.the 

nurturer's and child's passivity in confronting the disease.

u

A. ■ .

continuum of possible reactions of both nurturer and child to the 

disease extends from passive acceptance to active control; from any 

point on the coBExnuum, a decision to overcome the disease by working •—

against fate may arise.

The decision to actively struggle against kwashiorkor is

probably encouraged by improved family circumstances, economic

epidemological, .and social. Paradoxically, the greatest incidence of
* ^

dcwashiprkor, occurs after .the maize harvest, when foods are available. 

_.Jliis paradox_is_only-apparentT—however, -since dietary, epidemological 

and social conditions promoting kwashiorkor are strongest in the 

period before the harvest. A long marasmic pre-harvest period may 

- lead to-kwashiorkor in the sudden post-harvest abundance of, high

219
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calorie, low protein food." During the cold rainy pre-harvest season, 

disease,resistance is probably lowered by upper respiratory infection's
*'"~'\pas^ed among family members living in close quarters.

' ; ■intestinal, helminth infections are also higher during the rainy
—V-sea:son. - The-fact that the family unit congregates at home and indoors

With

Rates of

during the pre-harveet period compounds the existing stresses, 

the let-up in rains, and perhaps in spirit, weakened children can 

In as much as their illness says, ."Go away,■afford to become ill.
I don't wish to be touched,"' they also seem to taunt their nurturers 

to pull thejn jOutside of themselves. 
their rejecting behavior that those who care for ^em will be stimulated 

to control the cycle of events. They may also sense that once the 

harvest is completed, parents have more time and energy for such

Children take a chancq with

•Vefforts, •

Following other patterns of health care I observed, once the

family decides to treat the child, they first offer soups containing

If home remedies do nof work.grasses believed to reduce swelling, 
then the child'''mayTie taken to a nearby mganga (traditional healer). 

This individual (often a man who has migrated from the coast) has the

to counteract any mafusa (witchcraft, evil eye or sorcery) saidpower

to have contributed to the child's illness. The fact that only six of 

the forty-two NURD families claimed that mafusa was involved in the 

.child's illness poorly represents contemporary Chagga reality. The 

■ researchers placed little emphasis on witchcraft and left the .families 

to name witchcraft as a cause against a skeptical audience. Neverthe-

\

less, mafusa was probably at least suspected in most instances, since
accompan^ contmporarywitchcraft/sorcery accusations commonly 

confliets on the mountain,^
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--—- - -Ihe.^mgansa'.s treatment-consists of discovering-the hidden

cause of the swelling which is often thought to be brought on by 

sorcerers; Such ill-willed people (usually women) are believed to 

take the child's stool, urine, hair, or clothing, treat it with 

medicine and then dispose of it in a tree, the earth, or a flowing* 

river, or by ingesting it. If the mganga discovers the cause of 

swelling before the child breaks out in blisters, he is believed to 

•have a chance of curing the child. If the blisters break -out, he is 

too late. This point represents-.a final stage in the disease process 

which is recognized to mark the child- as moribound.

Since kwashiorkor is usually characterized by a slow 

Insidious onset, its initial symptoms do.not present clear,criteria 

for choice of action. While acute ailments may be treated-within the 

■family or by the mganga; once the illness becbmes life-threatening, 

the sick one usually will be taken to the nearby medical dispensary. 

The larger hospitals are frightening because blood is taken routinely 

as if by sorcg^ers, and the majority of people are said to die there. 

Thus, the decision to t^ke a gravely ill child to the hospital is 

risky according to more traditional Chag'ga—a chance people will take 

as a-last resort.

The choice of clinical treatment presents further obstacles.

For some parents clinics are located mileSafrom home and entail lengthy 

V . ---waiting periods, requiring a whole work day for walking and waiting.

. This, may “be .one of the reasons, for the increase in clinic attendance

. during the rainy season when work loads are reduced. Other children 

may remain unattended at home if the mother cannot find substitutes.

To carry a sickly, unhappy child without much hope of a cure to the
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clinic requires an extra supply of energy that many parents do not have. 

In addition, the journey requires a suitable dress, the exceptionally 

■poor may be reluctant to go to clinics for this very reason alone. 

Finally, as i have sho^^n, obvious cases of kwashiorkor entail a great 

loss of face for those responsible for the child's care. - Many people 

.not wishing to make public their failure would keep the child at home

and out of sight.

Medical Services and Child Welfare Clinics

'The Kilimanjaro people appear to have a definite advantage over

their fellow country men in access to health services, yet people's
2

.• aspirations, for improvement are still high. Model center's such as

KCMC built with grants from abroad and maintained .with foreign __

contributions, are able to .usurp patient flow from other facilities 

and create'new needs in the society. The following summary (taken

from the 'iSoune Child Study. Freyhold, et al, 1973) of, the proliferation

of child welfare clinics on the mountain shows^the development of

this dependency pattern more clearly:

in the late sixties a ntnnber of child welfare clinics were added 
to those already run by hospitals. Missions added clinics to 
their dispensaries, the Kilimanjaro District Council supported 
21'Antenatal, Child-Welfare Clinics, Health Centers, and also 
started Child Welfare Clinics. Most of these were immobile and 
their main dis.advantage was lack of regular supplies, particularly 
vaccines and food supplements. Since 1971, mobile services have 
been increasing and sometimes take over immobile services. By 
1972, two mobile services existed, one from KCMC and one from 
Mawenzi, KCMC has come' tO be the coordinator of both. The 

. strength„of^KCMC lay in the fact that it had fewer problems in 
getting supplies, spare-parts and supervisory staff since it 
would appeal both to government and to private overseas sponsors 

7 if was needed. After achieving complete integration
between KCMC and Mawenzi mobile services the KCMC Community Health 
Department offered in 1973 to also supply and coordinate activities, 
of the Catholic stationary clinics which had been supported by 
the Catholic Relief Service, The three Rural Health Centers in the 
district were also visited by KCMC mobile clinics although, in

*. .
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_—-1970,—they-stilL_reported Tunning..child .welfare.,clinics, of _their 
own. They have cars and could start mobile services theiBsdlve^ 
if needed. Routines at KCilC coordinated clinics and various 
stationary clinics differed slightly but they always included 
weighing o'f children and distribution of food supplements either 
to underweight children (KCMC) or to all children (Catholic 
clinics), Nutrition and health education, some Cooking
demonstrations, a brief medical examination“and-a-b±t-of- - - - ^- -
medication was also the rule. All clinics also vaccinated as 
long.as they had any vaccines. Some of the Catholic cilnlcs.

' ■ also had demonstration gardens, and one had a poultry unit,
■ The-advantage of stationary units is that they can give such» 
agricultural advice, that they could concentrate their teaching 
more- on locally known health problems atid that they could do 
some home visiting if they had enough-staff,'Up to now'J no',- - 
home visiting has been done from any of these clinics. Although 
there is no research available pn-The question, and although 
mothers view nutrition education and cooking demonstrations with 
great respect, the coordinators of the KCMC program are con
vinced that antenatal lecturing of‘the type that is now done at 
the UnderrFive clinics has very little effect^oh what the mothers

■ will do at home, If_this is true, then the only effect of the 
clinics would be to pick out children whose cfodition has already 
deteriorated-before it gets worse and help them recover with 

' ■ the aid of-donated food supplements. Almost all tlnder-rive
■ clinics seem to cover their costs (excluding staff) through 
various donations from the U.S,A." '

■

The. pattern of centralizing health care was developed through

this large regional hospital, even though government policy was set to •'

discourage centralization. Mawenzi hospital was to spearhead the

direction of health care, but the heavily funded KCMC facility and

its staff of expatriot physicians were able to create a more efficient

service, which the ministries of health were reluctant to restrict.

I did detect, however, a very strong competitive element between KCMC

and government staff physicians as I witnes^d KCMC gain control of 
’ 1 

the mobile clinics,
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The Development of Hew Concepts for the
Health.^Care of. Malnourished Children

Before 1973 most children with kwashiorkor or maras^s were 

sent to Mawenzi hospital for medical treatment and from, there to Moshi 

Chapel Children's Home, which was originally established to assist in 

the'child's long-term recuperation'. The home made some attempts' to 

teach raothe'rs cooking methods and improved interaction with their 

child. However, most families would come to depend on the institution 

as an orphana,ge, as it was viewed by its British founders, and would 

leaye the child for- more than a year,. ’• The opening of KCMC brought 

plans to refer all malnourished children there for short-term treat- 

' meht, although only three hundred and twenty-five were admitted in

-i..

1972.

■ The;.relatively large proportion of malnourished children 

(an estimated two thousand yearly out of an TJnder-Five population of 

forty thousand), prompted the physician in charge of pediatrics to 

plan a rehabilitation unit similar to that at Kampala's Mulago 

hospital, whereMie-had been a_ staff member. Both Pediatrics and the 

Department of Community Health personnel planned a.^masslve baseline

■' research project on the existing "practices, knowledge’ of and 

attitudes toward various aspects of health,.and nutrition amongst 

the people of Kilimanjaro." From this they hoped to "obtain informa-

tion which would prove valuable in guiding the direction of health
The American minister in 

an American
education in the area" (Lindner 1972: 1). 

charge of hospital religious services, helped to secure

sponsor to fund the resea.rch as well as money for developing a 

■ ' network of mobile health clinics, an'd the nutrition rehabilitation 
This tripartite package rellad, on the predominant ;
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assimiptldn that malnutrition could he eradicated through ediication. The 

research was designed to validate the assumption, while the mobile

clinics would prevent malnutrition through education of the healthy and

target the malnourished for special education at the nutrition center. • 

Sedondary to assuming education was a panacea for malnutrition, 

the^research aimed to ".provide quantitative estimates of the current 

situation which could be used as a basis for future cOmparison^iid 

, for•evaluation of the effectiveness of various types of health v'
/

education" (Baldwin, et al, 1972), lly observations found staff who 

developed these objectives, genuinely concerned with assessing their

w

underlying, assumptions.—Unfortunatel-y,—-the,.results..of the baseline 

research ware not tabulated until almost a year and a.half after the 

interviews with mothers had been field. The mobile clinic was already.. 

in service.and NURU had been constructed. The timing was unfortunate 

because the quantitative analysis showed no clear correlation between

p 1

exposure to health facilities and childhood malnutrition. In fact,

in comparing areas with high exposure to medical education to those 

with low expbsu5S7~the final concluding remarks of the study were: 

"So, with better health facilities, with more knowledge about health 

■■ and with better education they still do not succeed in overcoming 

■ malnutrition and child mortality. One wonders whether the answer to

V

' 4

these problems lies in health education at all" (Lindner.1972; 58),

HURU; A Medical/Educatlonal/Hutrltional
Solution to a-Social Problem

Of-all-the-documents available, the following statement written

by the founding physician clearly and simply states the objectives and 

functions of the unit. It was taken from a handout given to the public

on occasion of a KCMC open-house day.
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PRESENTATIOH OF HCTOITIOH RIEABILITATION UHIT AT KCMC
/

I. Kaoy cbilldreo around us do not look very sick, but they are auch 
’saaller-Chan they should, be, less active. - If they get a disease,

' they will suffer for a longer time or they asy even die. We call 
these children aalnourlshed because they have not been getting 
food that yould have been good enough to build thea a strong body.' 
Soae Bay becoae aore aalnourlshed and will then be either soall 

<A and thin or swollen and alserable. . Ue call these conditions
aarasois or kwashiorkor. This Und of a condition Is vdry dan-, 
gerous and aany of these children die. The best thing is there
fore to detect the aalnutrltlon before It Is.too late to try and 
treat It.

2. The treataent of aalnutrltlon Is best done by the aother. If 
she prepares the right food for the «hlld and If the child eats 
enough of this good food, he will be e healthy child-again. . . ,

3. The aother aust learn exactly what good food Is, how to prepare 
It and how to give It to the child.

4. At the Nutrition Rehabilitation Unit the. aother is .therefore 
shown In detail how to cook good food. She will learn what kind 
of fo'od chat is good for building* the child's body strength. She 
will also learn what kind of foods give energy and which foods

’ protect the body froa certain diseases.
5. The mother will bn shown how auch to take of each k^nd of.fobd, how _ 

to mix Che food and'hov.to cook'lt. She'-vlll also' be'told how 
often the child needs food..

6. The nurse will help the aother.and explain to her why It Is
•laportant to do all this In the right way. After a few tiaes 
the aother will know it very well herself. .,

7. In the ahnnhn that belongs to the unit there is a variety'of food 
like maize, beans, groundnuts, bananas and aany kinds of vegetables 
and fruits. The gardener who has several years of training in 
faralog will help and advise Bothers in shaaba work. Staff from 
Klliso will also give soae teaching.

8. There will also be rabbits and chickens and the gardener will show
hope It Kill be

the Bother who is Interested to get some sniaalB with 
to take home.

the Bothers bow to take care of such animals. We 
possible for 
her

9. Every afternoon there are lectures about good child care. The nurse 
will explain and advise about good food, the iaportance of cleanliness, 

'-^icasAtsfeeding and weaning, antenatal care, boae delivery, laaunlxatlon 
and Under-Five clinics, diarrhea, woras, fever, and care to sick 
children, aeasles, skin disease and accidents in children. The mother 
can ask questions and discuss with the nurse and other mothers about 
probleas she may have.

10. The Bothers wlU also be taught how to sew aiaple clothes for 
children. Each aother can make at least one new dress for her 

- children. She will also learn how to repair clothes. _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .

11. On adalsslon the child-will be examined by a doctor from .the.chlld
department of KCHC, who will find out if there is any disease that • >
needs treatment. The doctor will also make rounds two tines a‘week
to see that the children are growing well.

12. ,,Even If the aother will have to work auch wi^ learning new things, 
^.'cook food, work In the shaaba^ sew and wash, there will be tiae

for-having a nice time together with the other aothers. Sometimes 
student nurses will coae to entertain the aothers. We also hope 
.that it will be possible to shcn/ files..

13. If- the aother has been through all.the lectures and' knows well bow 
- - - to-cook. and. care-'foB-her-cblldy-shef will a_cBrtlflcate at the _ 

end of her training. She-can bring this hoae to show her femlly-~ 
and it will realnd her of the weeks she spent at NURU treating her 
own child. We hope she.wlll feel.^faappy.

14. Anybody la Welcome'to co:^ and visit HURU at KCHC any time. 
Karibunll -
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In spite of.the enormous-number of children affected by mal-. 

rhitrition in 1973, only 200 children were admitted to NURU during-its 

, fir-st twelye months of operation. The low admission rate itself 

wouldnot have been a criterion for failure if the staff could have

been assured that the educational advice was: 1) finding acceptance; ■
■ 's

2) improving post-discharge the nutritional status of children;

3) being disseminated in the community by rehabilitated mothers. On 

these three points the staff was not assured and called for the follow-
C-

/ ,
lip study. Each point will be considered separately in light of the
study.

1) Mothers Acceptance of NURU

One of the major complaints of the NURU staff was that mothers

were leaving the program prior to the doctor's official discharge. . . . . .

, ..Ideally, a woman's stay was to last until her'Child was considered 

cured and until the, staff.decided she had acquired the correct' knowledge 

and attitudes regarding her child's care, RCcCgnizing that these 

criteria would__T^y from individual to’individual, the staff neverthe

less estimated the average length of stay would be approximately 

twenty-one days. Of the forty-two mothers in the follow-up study,
i. ‘

th’e ’awfage’Tength of stay was twenty-four days. Three of these mothers. . .

were said to have "absconded" even though their stays were twenty-one 

and forty-three and forty-one days. Sixteeti other mothers had stayed
'S

less than twenty-one days, but there was no reference to their having 

"absconded," Accurate recording of this phenomenon is questionable

and probably describes" a clear act of defiance on the part of the 
absconding mother. Those who appeared compliant-may have been more

/'
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successful in obtaining early discharges, 

faction abput the mothers' participation and the mothers^ dissatis

faction about.NURU can be better understood by looking at the 

experience of one mother who absonded.

Some of the staff dissatis-

■ Sophia. Paulo and Revocarte Lena .
fc-

When-I .first met Revocarte,. age two and a half, who had not yet 

started’to walk, he had obvious signs of kwashiorkor. His mother was 

nine months pregnant and the mother of twelve children, seven of whom 

were still alive. Revocarte was the weanling.

Paulo, the father of Revocarte, was a landless middle son who 

worked kibarua at the mission when able. He was ill with a leg

- inflammation that looked like elephantitis or-plebitis. Paulo's . . •

problems--repeated- the pattern'found in Samson and Jumanne's situation. 

On our first meeting, Paulo "was carrying Revocarte about in the same 

manner I observed Jumanne handling his youngest child. Although 

Paulo's mother was often present, she was an old woman, isolated and 

embittered'byTief“lot in life. P^ulo was past fifty; his wife, Sophia 

was forty, yet she was still bearing children in spite of the fact that 

three of their remaining children xjere adults. _

u

i-

I had arranged foi^ophia to go to NURU, where ! presumed she 

would gain added support, care for her child and medical assistance 

for-her expected delivery. In order to convey her view, I will present 

two full days.observations recorded in my diary:

I was supposed to meet Mina Sophia .at~tHi^Misslbn~at:“twelve- -
until two thirty p.m; and began'to Worry that 

something had happened or that I had completely misinterpreted 
her-reaction to the suggestion that she and Revocarte go to NURU

to stay at home. Because of both of 
these coricems, I set out to see what had happened. About half

•N.

-*

r-'.
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way to her house I met Samson and other neighbors who .said that 
she came to the mission early that morning and waited a couple 
of hours by my car. We just mixed up "bur directions. She 
apparently was accompanied by the neighbors who were walking 
back again to the mission when they heard I arrived. Sophia 
■had fallen behind because of exhaustion. A minute more and 1 
saw her coming over the hill, 
not to have let -her and her family down, 
dress, clean, but not quite as worn as was Revocarte's. 
been scrubbed and I was almost afraid to admit him then, since 
he looked almost 50 percent better than last week.

. still had obvious symptoms of kwashiorkor. So we went on.
We got in the car, for our destination—six miles down the 

muddy mountain road. Sophia went through a personality change. 
From the quiet, tired, disinterested stares I,used to observe, 
she began a non-stop chatter and a volunteered life history, 
much of* which I lost in the attempt to concentrate on my 
driving. What I did gather was that she has never felt her 
•husband to be a good provider because his salary was inadequate. 
It seems he shared what he has, but she held it.against him for.

She felt it was because of her that her
Only four of her twelve other children

I was very glad at that' moment 
She had on her .best

He- had

But he

not earning more, 
family was able to go on.

at home—the others are tembea tu.(walking about). Theyare now _ _ _ _
don't seem to be of much help to the rest-of the family and the , 
older children at home don't help much either, she sai3.

Since Sophia mentioned in Klchagga that they hadn't eaten, 
we stopped off at a little restaurant in town for ndizi ha nyama 
(bananas and meat) and milk. Revbcarte refused to eat which I 
thought was a little strange. It seemed that Sophia was quite 
uncomfortable herself in these'*surroundings. After dinner we 
.headed for the ritual admittance at KCMC. The bureaucracy was 
exasperating! Firfet to-the ward, then to NURU, then to the ward 
again.
hours in tofaT.

Admittance procedures were finished at six p.m.—three
By that time Sophia had lost a lot of her initial 

excitement and was frightened that she wouldn't get a bed in the 
ward, since many were using floor .space for sleeping, 
obtained my assurances, although I didn't think she became

A friend of mine who accompanied me to their

She

assured, and I left,
home the day I suggested that she go to NURU will stop in to see 
her tomorrow. I was too tired to go back to the mission so I 
slept in town. I must say in retrospect that I 'in not quite 
I did the right thing. Perhaps I've merely, absorbed Sophia's 
apprehensions and misgivings. Then, on the other hand, it did 
seem a rather cold and callous handling of a woman in her ninth 
.month of pregnancy with an ill child.

sure

In this day's events," Sophia was experiencing more than simple 

discomfort, she was afraid, - Her first contact with modern medicine 

had brought her to KCMC, an enormous hospital still white with its 

newness and smelling of antiseptic.. "People inside had a way of
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rushing, and everyone, including custodial help, maintained toward 

Sophia attitudes' of superiority,, conveyed hy their curt manners, 

sometimes patronizing kindness, and' continual "reference to her while 

talking with me. She was asked only to affirm or deny what we were
)
.-ytalkirig-ahout.

NURU, too, was a forbidding establishment to Sophia. It juas 

called a village, yet it was only,two large buildings made of white

washed concrete. 'Women were to sleep dormitory style and work in , 

the spirit of cooperation in lin'e with the government's socialist 

objectives, yet.pot all in harmony with Chagga values of privacy. 

Sophia's entrance into this strange "village" brought.her stares from 

her "comrades," in. part because she was accompanied by me.

When the time came for me to leave, Sophia began a barrage of-

.. O

questions,' displaying her anxiety, She finally asked me to stay the
4

, refused..'.night, but I, already too depressed with the situation 

discomfort was probably due to her misunderstandings, I .thought; as

Her

soon as she could come to believe as I did, her suffering would

somehow disappear.

Sunday,'May 26
, Ear ly-.-this-morning, feeling-a little more "together," I_ _ _

decided to give myself a lift by checking in on Sophia, I was 
sure she was well situated and more in harmony with her life, 
since the reports my European friends gave to me regarding her~^ 

■ , were positive. They had been to visit her once while in the 
hospital and'Once in NURU, But they Sust have seen what they 

- ' wanted to see, what we wanted to see, because my own visit
caused me .greater^pause . to reevaluate OTRU than_all.-the- -

•' recidivism reports. , ■
Sophia was extremely upset! She started her discussion by 

irsIrKesitantly-acknowledging-that-her—stay-was-beneficial- 
She thought'"she could see'^oio’e improvement in Revbcarfe, He 
looked about the same to.me. I asked her to describe a day 
and a whole series of complaints followed. They had‘mosquitoes, 
she began, and they were forced to take dawa (medicine) to' 
prevent malaria. But she got a fever anyway. She. then turned '

■- - - - - - - - - - -
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"on her source of anger and said that they make you work here. A 
nurse who was listening from afar said Sophia was excluded from 
the agricultural duties and Sophia said yes hut 'she was asked to 
wash the floors iWiile the others were out. She saidtshe refused 
to wash..the floors and tears came to her eyes'. I inquired of 
.the nurse why Sophia was asked to wash floors and she. said all'

_ the women had to make a contribution to their upkeep. Participa- 
- tion seemed a sensible goal of the program and well ^thin the 

orientation of Tan^iiia's kuiitengamea (self-reliance) I thought,' 
but couldn’t a-woman in her ninth mphth of pregnancy be one 
exception? ■

Sophia had .every right, to‘feel alienated at NURU; her work at 

home was of direct benefit, if not pf necessity, to. her and her family. 

And she had'no floor to wash iS her house! Many women "absconded" from 

NURU .because of 'what, they saw to .be forced and meaningless labor, 

unit attempted to be selfr.reliant in food stuffs ,r'6ut women would stay 

only three or four weeks, only a-portion of the agric.yltural cycle.

Only those harvesting could appreciate the fruit of their work.

Ideally, participation also was tc have provided a demonstration of 

improved-agricultural techniques, which instead stirred most women to 

anxiety over their own gardens left behind. Since knowledge cannot be 

eaten, they thought the concurrent state of their own plots more 

important‘than learning knowledge applicable to the future.

The nurses were well-intentioned and kindly women, becoming 

capable with this experience, especiaHy under^the direction of 

the program leader, a Chagga woman very aware of the real problems 

confronting.these people. The staff seemed, to get discouraged with 

lack of compliance despite their good will, and the large numbers of , 

returning children must have made many question their roles as health

. i. .

Ae

more

care workers. Unfortunately, pride and the quest for self-esteem as 

■ displayed by Sophia often lead to defenses against rather than openness 

toward altemative modes of caring for children. .
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.NURU had a number of visitors, usually European or high status

Tanzanians demonstrating the institution's.success involved the exposure'

The exposures were made in
. i

of personal information about its" clients 

front of the women and her peers; often mothers were publicly chastised.

■ -At the time-, the nurses' behavior seemed congruent with hierarchical 

relationships normal in Chagga society. Depreciation by the nurses 

did not, however-^ affect the painful loss of face communicated 

■’ nonverbally by the women treated as inferiors.

Other indignities had to born by the NURU mothers during their 

stay, &wing classes were held weekly by groups of European doctors' 

'•wives—a symbol of materially successful women. The'imposition of

the white,'well-dressed, successful women's good will represented ' .

unknowing condescension, which of its very nature made the failures ’ 

of the mothers, staying at NURU more apparent. While the women of 

Kilimanjaro readily seek self-improvement in sewing, cooking, child 

care, and reading, the imposed education of NURU mothers, captives and 

failures, was tolerated at most, accepted with ambivalence, or rejected 

outright as an insult. The ambivalence of the Chagga towards authority 

came out clearly in the assumption by the Chagga instructors that the 

NURU mothers were incompetent. ’ The Under-Five mobile clinic staff

>•

•A

-

f

!-■ frequently complained about womdh leaving the site before the teachings 

Consequently, they decided to Jjand out free milk powder

The women's attitude was

were.given.

after the lessons as an inducement’to stay.

to appear compliant and grateful while.mocking the donors on the way

~~home9for^being-m1inRa. (foolish) in this transaction._

comradeship among NURU mothers was bom out of a solidarity in opposi- 

'tion to.NURD staf^^ visiting patrons, Needless to say, Sophia chose
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to leave the program after two weeks and bore her thirteenth child' at •
_ _ _ _ _ _ • ■ . • ~

home, where she sought care judged to be more personal and genuine by

comparison.

2) The Impact, of NURU on Child' s Hutfitio’nal Status

One of the .strongest points in the NURU educational program ,, 

was to emphasize the child's need for continual checks with the monthly 

mobile clinic. The departing mother was issued a well baby card, 

which was used to chart her child's development and keep track of 

immunizations. “Foir the same'reasons-listed on page 222 as obstacles 

to clinic attendance, only eleven of the forty-two mothers made 

return visj,ts to clinics.
The'clearest indication to the NURU staff that their health ' •

■ education-.^s failing was the high nvimbers of children returning for 

treatment. Some of the NURU children who were seen after their stay

, i. .

N.

at the unit by the mobile team were judged to be at risk, yet were 

sent'home for lack of space in the hospital. Children whose, condition 

was judged motea.critical were re-admitted. Of the forty-two families

in the follow-up study, eight had one or more of their children 

re-admitted to NURU at least.once prior to the research effort. Of 

■ the forty-seven. NURU children in these families, thirty were assessed
'CJ.~ ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

by. the researchers to be in poor health, 

that knowledge, whether improved or not, has little bearing on the 

capability, of a family to alter its situation. Problems of lack of 

community-support, familial discord, neighborhood conflict in over-

These figures demonstrate

populated conditions, and limited and unstable economic resources cannot 

be easily altered through knowledge. If anything, the assumption by '

\

*
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those who are obviously successful that knowledge Is potent merely adds 

to the frustrations and burdens of those who chronically fail.

■ 3) NURU Mothers as Community Educators
To evaluate nutritional knowledge the mothers in the follp.wcup 

study were asked what foods they considered nutritious for the child 

and.what food the child had eaten the day before: Researchers .varied
Of the twenty-nine mothers whosein their pursuit of this question, 

responses, were noted', twenty-four gave the NURU list of nutritious 

foods and reported that’th^ir child had had a nutritious diet, 

mothers were judged not to be aware of a proper diet- f^
- - Because—refieerehers—were-^viewed—as—health—wo-rker—extensions—o-f—NURU,

Five

their children.

the twenty-four positive responses should be viewed suspiciously; the,

■ women may^•have tried to meet ttie perceived expectations of. the
The general impression gained by the researchers was that 

the NURU mothers did understand the importance of a nutritious diet, but
■ researchers.

prevented from using their knowledge which supposedly had been 

given to .them''ByTniRU, because of the prohibitive costs of even the low 

There was no way to determine whether mothers'

were

cost protein foods, 
knowledge of valuable nutrients had actually improved, because no

■ nutritional knowledge assessment test was given to her when she first 

entered SURU. The assumption that lack of education was responsible 

for.her child's malnourished state had been too elementary to the unit's 

own identity and function. •

one of my visits to the home-of—Amalia-Ngotiy-wi^rsE-fatHerT^ 

discussed in Chapter Six,.-! was given a
The mother,-

Eliminata, was questioned in front of a large gathering of people whose

Lentiri (see page 156) was 
defiant response to my questions about the child's diet.

a-,,
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presence transformed the occasion into a. public spectacle. Two of the 

women in the gathering were'cb7Wives of Eliminat:tf-’V^husbMd-*-s^ather 

with whom she shared a, common compound. When I asked her what^Thnalia 

the day before she.said emphatically "ndizi tuj" (bananashad eaten
only). -When I asked her what food should be given to her child, she

One of ,jherepeated, "ndizi tu!", and looked about for affirmation, 

older women had her hand over her mouth to restrain her laughter, the

other asserted that banahas were food to the Chagga, and that all Chagga 

strong through the ages by eating bananas. Coupled-with Lentiri'sgrew

more, "rati.bnal"''explanation -of their strained .economic predicament, ••

faulty knoWdge, the lack of. Ej-iminata's defiance was not based on
knowledge7 or a value placed on traditions which obstruct health and ,

U'

It was, instead, a simple and valued assertion of a commonly 

held belief—that bananas are good food—imposed upon an implied belief— 

that without money to purchase milk, meat and eggs,- bananas would

progress.

.at

least sustain the life of a child. Considering the previous conflict
blamed for her child's illnessthat had eru]^d When Eliminata was 

because she had left her husband, to bow to my authority by repeating

her "improved knowledge" in the presence of her mothers-in-law would 

have defied their authority." ' She would have chanced conflict and loss 

of support which she was trying to regain through returning to her 

children.

Eliminata's situation echoes lohtoy "^t other mothers were . 

less able to say in my presence.. Their-experience at NURD would, under
cifcumstanc"es;“lmprbve“ theiT-authority-regarding.-proper nutrition^-.

and child care',. Most NURU women's credibiiity as model mothers stood

very little chance of being improved by staying at NURU.. Their child's

illness whs too conducive of stigma.

no
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All of the' moChers .with whom I had contact express'ed either 

mild hesitancy or strong opposition to the idea that they become 

teachers of other women, "It would not be my place to do so," was, 

the most common response. The goal at NURU was to prepare these women • 

in a non-formal method of sharing information which normally does 

not take place among cohorts. Women "teach".Jheir,children. They do
V

not teach one another,.

Agata Njau, wife of Joseph and mother of'Priscus, had five 

' years of education, and at one time had been fairly well off economically,

two women neighbors,she had ■ comparatively more “nd-vantages than her 

yet refused.to take on the role of teacher for one of them whose"

children were also malnourished.- To teach she would" have had to assume

authority about being a successful mother when her own child's health

Since the family was not as highly stigmatized 

by chronic misfortunes as others, it behooved them to keep information 

about their child's state quiet, 

kwashiorkor- dould~also be vulnerable to accusations of envy (witchcraft, 

evil eye, sorcery) from others who might have felt spite towards her 

because of her previous successes.

Mariatta Kigalu, another potentially "successful" woman was 

also viewed as a failure because of her child's malnutrition.

testified to her failure.

A better off mother whose child had ■

I had

memories of this woman from accompanying the mobile team on a visit 

to her home area. She was strikingly beautiful according to Chagga 

standards—-tall, dignified bearing, fine features, and fair complexion.
V . I was- surprised then to encounter her as one of the NURU parents during 

the follow-up. She was living at her own parents' compound, where her 

mother cared for her two children while she worked. The compound was
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picturesque, well-kept, and Showed signs of affluence. Mariatta proved 

to be bright'i-motivated,' and appreciative of her NURU stay. • She was 

the first .mother I had encountered who took some initiative in • 

discussing'the situation of other women like herself and.led the way 

to Damas and Rose Moshi's house, Yet in Rose's presencejshe remained ; 

relatively quiet, even though Rose was reluctant to speak. I thought 

of her during the research as the ideal grass roots community 

educator and discussed this notion with her. She appeared politely 

. encouraged .• Reflections after the research forced a re-analysis of 

her situation, one Which was'compounded by three sources of stigma— 

failure to secure a legitimate marriage, failure to keep harmony with 

the father of her.children who left her, and failure to maintain the 

: children's health. To "reward'.' Mariatta at -NURD with a diploma for 

having overcome one of her failures would not be unlike ’"rewarding" 

Hester Prynn with a diploma for adultery instead of a scarlet letter 

A. To ask of Mariatta, then, that she .teach others and look upon 

^rself■ as a model nurturer would be like asking Hester Prynn to take 

to the pulpit and lecture to her community about marital fidelity. '

Such requests would not be commensurate with these women's social 

situations. -

s

l^en so much self-esteem can be stolen through subjection to 

NURU.and other Western modes of treatment, ^hy would people seek it?

I have tried to demonstrate.throughput this thesis that Chagga society

The effectivenesshas adopted Western values for tephnological progress. 

■of“m6dem-medl’cine-in-the -cure-of;-acute-illness-episodes“has been one"- 

of the most outstanding attractions of the industrial way of life.
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. A search for technological certitude teji^ds to undermine the-more ' .

qualitative, contextual, holistic'knowledge in the .'traditional realni/ 

People will however, often opt for a.partial, mechanical treatment of 

their situation as they experiment with varieties of solutions to.their 

' ''problems. ^ ■

■Even very self-respecting individuals like Mariatta may be 

forced''b^sffessful'rconditibns~tO'-trade-loss-of face-for—a-,chance_to— 

Improve tljeir condition; In the presence .of grateful "rehabilitated" 

families, one senses their view that the well intentioned clinician 

' saved them from'theiir-own iii-ch'osen ways. 'Others do not find support
» • • • _v-'- ' •

'in‘assuming such a stance; it can cause further failure. Assessing 

outcome of treatment must therefore be weighed in terms of each 

.family's membership and-social'.relations.
. -A-

••

Simimary and Conclusion

In this chapter I have examined what occurs when a malnourished 

child's family seeks treatment for their child's condition,' .Many begin 

personal^etKod of treatment, usually a'remedy administered in 

the home. If home remedies do not’prove successful, the family may 

. ' J make sacrj-ficies to the ancestors or seek a nearby mganga for

This specialist though ].ess personal than any family • 

member, has a larger measure of reciprocity with and accountability to 

. Chagga society than do modern non-Qhagga medical personnel.^

his dealings with the family are impersonal, his metl 

locating sources of personal conflict to simultaneously restore social 

. and-the child's^health. In this process, the child's family

exercises greater freedom and greater control, enhancing self-worth

■with a-

■ consultation.

if

aim at
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On the other hand, N0RTJ often added additional weight to the 

already cumhersome burden of stigma bornd by members of the sick . 

child's family. Nutrition rehabilitation was a new concept to East 

Africa. It was developed when planners sought to incorporate indigenous 

ideas’about , care of children into nutrition pi^pgramming. ’ Nutritional

rehabilitation promised a holistic, innovative solution to a widely

'recognized problem. The planning staff knew that .poverty was involved

hut rightly asstimed that most families still had some access to food

■resources. They further• assumed that poor planning, .ignorance,. .

alcoholism, and family breakdowns wgre the key obstacles to insuring 

food availability to the child. Of all.these obstaeles, poor planning 

and ignorance seemed most manageable, thus they were emphasize'd'by the 

staff. The extent, then, to which NURU was supposed to merge the 

concepts of medicine, nutrition, and education was undermined by the 

assumption that education was the key to change. The result of 

singling out education was a systematic attack on traditional Chagga 

notions. The Ghagga traditionally regard medicine, nutrition and

education not as separate sphers dominated by different specialists.

but as concepts which are interdependent,, often undifferentiated,L_a"'^ 

further integrated with’Chagga culture and society. NUKU, on the other 

hand, was patterned after the traditional Western approaches to 

institutionalized welfare that found acceptance in the growing class 

orientation of Chagga society. In the same fashion as the St. ’Vincent 

DePaul Society and’ Moshi Poor House, NURU provides a substitute.
T

artificial and temporary support for families of malnourished

children. Obligated kin, wracked with guilt for not providing because

■ . of tljeir own insecurities in this cash economy, could assume that if
1
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their-brothef really cared about his children, he would-tahe them to

And, regarding NUp's■ the clindjc and submit to treatment at NURU. 
role, the less manageable problems, such as alc6Hbrism7~family

breakups and a father's- failure to find work, were twisted to become

, not of the illness^ but of the families' lack of compliance

and the reason for NURU's failure. To reinforce 'the'message of ah

■ often ‘heard gcwernment radio advertisement where a crying baby was
- - - - - - - - .... • * ■ ■ . ■ '

being cb^OTted by its mother while the_ fath^ belligerantly demanded

his food in an inebriated state, a picture poster conveying the same

moral was hung at' ITORU. in the center of the 'instruction, room. NTJRU

_ ; was blaming its own victims.

causes

.*
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Footnotes

1 ' ' -
'• Had on^ of my. ten families mentioned witchcraft as a caUseiof 

their child's illness I would have had even richer material to integrate 
the moral order discussed in "Chapter Three with the relative deprivation 
discussed throughout the thesis. Witchcraft accusations have been 
shown by others to-be related to a state of deprivation and the sense 

, of "injustice which arises from.it. I suspect since people maintain 
witchcraft is new yet rampant in Kili^njaro, that there may be some 
extra explanations differentiating types of causal factors in people's .

. minds. For example, it is possible that younger infants more commonly 
victims of marasmus, could also be said to be victims of evil eye 
and/or their parents reproductive improprieties.. Older children past 
weaning might more frequently be considered ill because one of their 
parents was believed to be a witch. This would reflect the neglect of 
the society towards a child the family was willing, jfet unable to '■

■support because of the family's deprivation. People.may less seldom.^ 
accuse families.who have:older children with kwashiorkor of. repro
ductive improprieties, because older children are already named and are 
more removed from the time of their, birth. Such _possibilities would

_ _ ^provide-fascinating material for another approach to the study of
kwashiorkcfr and the Chagga's response to it.

^ There is, in general, tremendous demand on the mountain for 
- modem'medical care. . The follpwihg rather lengthy excerpt was taken 
from the Young Child Study, "Moshi District" (217-223) toJemonstrate - .
the Chagga peoples success in p'rOcurring. the desirable medical ' 
facilities. . • . •

"The general medical services in the dl,gtrict are above 
.national average. In 1970/71 there, was already 1 hospital bed 
to 623 inhabitants of- Kilimanjaro District (National average:
1 to 745-1,. 1 health center to lf430 inhabitants (National: 1 to 
9,050). Within the new Moshi District there is now 1 health 
center to 120,000 people and if one includes the beds at the 
new KCMC hospital which are used' by the district, the overall 
ratio would be around 1 bed to 550 people. High population 
on the one hand and a more equitable spread of facilities 
across the district allows for a high accessibility and 
utilization of healthofacilities. If one compares the medical 
facilities of 1971 with population in 1967, 40.6% of the 
population lived within 5 kms. of a hospital (National: 25%); , 
25.6% of the jjeqple had a health centet within 5 kms.' of their 
home (National: 5.1%) and 67.4% have to walk up to 10 Ions.
(National: 13;i%). Only 1.5% of the population did not have 

. .any health facility within 10 .kms. of their home (National: 13.1%).
- If one assumes that 60% of che-.patients-of KCTIC and Mawenzi— -----

•hospitals, more of Kibohgoto (TB hospital) and all from the 
small hospitals in the district came, from inside Moshi district 

. then the rate of hew in-patient admittances in 1972 would have 
been 78 out of every 1,000 inhabitants. (National average of 
.hospital admittances: 35 new in-patients out of every 1,000 people.) 
(Calculated from Information from Ministry of Health Planning

•/ ■ •
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.Unit, Dar-es-Salaam and I.D, Thomas and A.C. Mascaranhas , ' .
"Health Facilities and Population in Tanzania," BEALUP, Research 
Paper No. 21.1^.University of'Dar-es-SalaamO ' • • ' '

The large number of new oUt-patient cases, seen in 1972 at
■ various hospitals, health centers and di.spensaries was'more than ;

. - twice as'large-as'the pbpulation. Even before the opening of-the
"^7 ] kcMC“ hospital,' public-health expendi-tures-TJer capita in -the- - - - - - - L

district-was about 1^ and private spending at least 57 "(National: 
public 11/, priva'te'S/). The facilities of KCMC have increased to 
at least jL8/. KCMC has been built by foreign donors and 
according to West German standards for about 31 million ■ shillings., . 
to serve, as a supra-regionai Reference hospital. In .actual fact,

■ 95% of the patients come from-within the,region and more than 
half- from within Moshi District. Mothers coming-for delivery 
and children in the pediatric wards come almost exclusively from 
the district (at least.90%). Xftth seven.hospitals--KCMC, Mawenzi, 
Marangu‘,;..Machaiile, Kibpsho, TPC, Kibongoto--three rural health 
centers and about fifty-dispensaries, the district was fairly

_ _ _ _ :. jwell..equipp^._.J ... .  _ . ■" . . ■
While most people had a dispensary in reasonable vicinity, of. . 

their home not- all of them used the nearest facility available to 
. - ' them. .. Some do not go ”to mission dispensaries ..and walk further to 

a government facility in order to avoid fees, others wa-lk a longer 
-way-to go to a mission center because they hope to.get'better 
service if they pay-or because the mission staff are attributed ■

• with more personal concern for the patients.
In two villages it was rumored' that the medical staff at the ■ -. 

government center do not give proper medi^nes to the patients 
aiid sell the medicines privately instead. So people preferred 
the mission hospital." -In a number of other places people avoided 
the local dispensary and went straighto to a health center or 
hospital because the dispensaries were so often without drugs 
that they felt they were wasting their time. Others considered 
the dispenaacy.. unsuitable because they felt the staff was not 
sufficiently qualified. While it is difficult to ascertain 
whether these criticisms are warranted or not the result is that 
maybe as much as one third of the people, walk longer distances 
to health facilities than statistics would indicate." '

3
It was-Paulo Lema who took me to See Lucas T-emba.

Lucas, Paulo had been the poorest -man I had-yet encountered in the 
follow-up. '"His situation was brought to my attention by Jumanne and 
Samson Lema, neighbors and kin to Paulo. ^

■ ' ^ T rationalized what had happened, detaching myself from it^-by
holding fast to the belief that this was all occurring with Sophia's 
and-Revocarte's best interests in mind. Western medicine I told myself,

V would relieve them'ofrpai^e-TCh" though—tKe£e'-was~a—great—deal—of——- - - ^^
-suffering to.:he encountered in the"relief process. -

••

■

Before meeting
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CONCLUSION

. . Researching the problem of malnutrition among the Chagga-was

. ■ not easy because the Chagga wish the world to see them as they see .

themselves—a people who care for their own.^ My study has not provided 

the kind of atiswers most likely expected. There was a genuine gap- in 

understanding kwashiorkor from using conventiona]^,techniques which-^ 

this thesis addresses- I began my inquiry by probing the Kilimanjaro 

people's sensitivities regarding'the contradiction of hunger-in the , 

midst of-prosperity by asking--how Can the same criterion be.used for . 

evoking compassion, cooperation and brotherliness in one situation and

.• .

yet“contribute to an individual's feeling oT^elf-worthlessness and a. 

community's rejection in other situations? This paradox is common to 

any human conmunlty, not just the Chagga.' The richness of the^hagga.
le factexperience in tackling it stems from their way of celebratinj 

of huban interdependence--a fragile fact which is real as long_as''~—^

In the broken bonds within families withpeople perceive it to be so.

. kwashiorkoric children, certain individuals are believed to threaten

the senses of connectiveness and perpetuity which maintain the group. 

As Sally Fahlk Moore (1975: 113) explained in her work on social 

disputes among'the Chagga: •

Sloughing-off of a community "brother'|^ must be rationalized 
with the idhology^bf community solidarity.^ If-a" community must 
reject one of its own and yet extol th^values of community and 
brotherhood and mutual obligation, it must somehow identify the.

243
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rejected person as a jnstifiab'le exception to these comiiion 
commitments. Rejection of a member must be burned into an 
affirmation of community.

This study shows that kwashiorkor is a result of. rejection and 

-is not simply a nutritional disease. Criteria devised-by-the community 

- to protect-and reflate its adult members can also be used to justify
any one family member can weaken- 'rejection. .^;Thaj_^jection suffered by 

affection shared within the family, ultimately causing certain children - 

.^to lose the security of consistent and substantial support. The

pattern of rejection appears to repeat itself: community rejects adults,-

What then are the processes which a-ffect thisadults reject children.

_ pattern?
The Chagga people have devised a complex perspectlvey explaining-

- - the problem in interdependent religious and social forms. These

explanations have had some continuity over time, although religious 

and economic changes have emphasized certain aspects over otherh. One 

idea that has remained central is the cyclical notion of clan 

. perpetuity—children are born, grow'old, and die when they become 

ar^stcrrs-,—r-eal and active members of the Chagga's patrilineal society-.- 

Ancestors protect the clans' interests just as parents nurture their 

dependent children. In turn, the living sacrifice slaughtered 

animals to admit the dead into the afterlife and, periodically, to pay 

homage. The reciprocal- relationship maintains the patrilineage and 

serves as a model of reciprocity for other social relationships within 

Chagga society. However, moral guideline's are necessary to insure this 

exchange, since the group's.annihilation through events brought about by 

the Inevitable human error is believed possibie^^ Most predominant among 

these moral guidelines are 1) mutual support among clan members and 2)
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the spacing of births so that conflict over resources is averted.

Scarcity of food and an imbalance in human fertility bring potential 

chaos to this.system. . '

. Kwashiorkor' signifies to the community a moral failure in both' . 

reproduction and provisioning. It has probably been a frequently. ■- 

experienced tragedy from, the very beginning of Kili*anjaro'-s settlement-,

, because Chagga cultural patterns promote kwashiorkor under certain, 

conditions. A pregnant or lactating woman is not expected to produce 

.food. .Not only are excess children a potential drain on the food 

supply, but cipse-birth spacing can also devastate the family's capacity . 

■ to produce. ■ '

;■

The moral,and material complexities that developed during the 

growth of Chagga society were- managed by chiefs who arose from the' 

body of clan elders. Chiefs governed access to. surplus cattle and

4

their 'products, they oversaw land and water rights, they protected the , 

people from warring neighbors and environmental disasters, and they 

legislated Chagga morality. , '

This ranked system of welfare is patterned after the relation

ship of ancestors to' the living—chiefs providing for general subsistence 

needs by redistributing the surplus, and commoners providing homage 

through their labors and"gi£ts of food and cattle. . Droughts, crop 

failures, pillage in warfare, epidemics, and other disasters gave 

importance and meaning to the chief's role as protector and provider, 

made ■yj^sjjjj/bv his rituhl and~~redistributive activities. More power^tfl 

"Undividuais would also assume chiefly resp.onsibilities in times of . 

d^rth, ' so that none of their patrilineag'e would go hungry. The 

system, which anticipates scarcity, seems perfect, Yet the complexity
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■ of the preventative measures discussed in Chapter Three. suppCrts the, 

deduction that- scartity and’ birth spacing failures have been experi

enced throughout Chagga history.'

..Some indi-viduals and their families suffered the brunt of the,^ , 

conflict between ..the society's attempts to provision through both old 

and new forms of welfare and its incapacity to succeed, ba:r.ter and 

labor no longer being valuable commodities .in a cash economy,. Such 

contradictions were denied by better-off Chagga in their behavior 

towards kin and neighbors whose families were .starving during -the 

1972-74 famine. '.'As-pne individual remarked- to me when confronted with 

, gqvemment statistics from Kilimanjaro that showed'^50,000 heads of 

households making formal requests for government emergency food 

rations, "You.knpw these (lower class) people. If they realize 'they , 

get something for free, they'll plead for i.t, whether they need it 

or not-," Placing the blame for failure on the victims provides ' 

rationalization for the better-off Chagga's failure to help their kin '

^_ in time of need, -

can

Tlirough an analysis of the NURU families, I showed how certain

behaviors, common to less stigmatized persons; become weighty for
•.

those who axs obligated to help the families in need., Even within 

these families, certain infractions appear less noticed because the 

families are less burdensome to their neighbors,' Thus, the context of 

each family was scrutinized to appraise the community attitude towards 

deviants and the circumstances defining a. deviant act as intolerable, 

lack of conformity with spcio-cultural traditions could be the fore

runner of innovation in more successfully managed situations such as 

that of the Njau family, and, in fact, is characteristic of Chagga

..i.
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' history Y for 'change strains against the immediate need ■

for security in.an insecure cash economy, often resulting in conserv^at.ive . r;:-'
■ decisions while sabotaging the Chagga value for cooperation. •

• Failed Chagga can point to better-off-neighbors who.have 

- -'--similhrly ^ escaped outright social ostracism.;

The linear symbolic logic labeling them as failures does not correspond 

with the equivocal meanings which they know and feel to,be a part of a. '• 

shared culture, sheltering their accusers, who sometimes have committed 

the same misdeed. The sense of injustice.on ^e-part of the rejected 

cannot always override the attack to the rejected individual's,.personal

Such hapless individual's feel they are 

unable to transcend the social order, by exploring possible alternatives 

to their situation. Even the deviance which serves to bring them into 

focus'is brought about more Often through their perception of limited 

choice father than free exploration of alternatives.

■ ,'4s.

.

•;

-integrity and self-esteem...

These experiences of self and community rejection erode the 

Chagga culture has incorporated the fact .of' capacity to. nurture.

: failures in the nurturing process by offering a repertoire of criteria

. . used to assess the.compatibility of any one child with its support

Ethnographers may have perceived growing numbers of malnourishedgroup.

children paftTv because benim neglect was increasingly substituted for.

Tied to the nurturers'birth control, abortion, and infanticide.

. expectations of failure to provide a life of maendeleo, reciprocity" 

between the chiid and its parent could have been further eroded with 

increasing!^ -visible economic differences ai6hg pe6^e"T- Such co^^

an Individual's self-esteem. Without strength of

self to convey love, little children could be neglected by their
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parents, .resulting in their own withdrawal and unwillingness to be

Dependent, on its human cbnmunity, a child could offer, only
Failure to show

lovable.

.its! affection and its proven capacity to thrive, 
these qualities, could’strengthen the forces leading .ultimately to the ~

■ child's rejection.
••

„ Despair and.rejection were not clearly separated from’hope and 

reaC'ceptance.. Thus, some people tried, with varying-intensity,. to '

T—l-wan-feed-to^- - - - - r

know how .effective were the available resources in.enhancing a family's - 

hope-to cure the child, and in reintegrating the rejected ones into 

their community. Primary focus was given to NURUy»*tlie nutrition- 

■rehabilitaFion unit which I personally had a hand in developing.

Information from a follp.w-u^ Studv~or'f6ftv^two‘familles-who.Jiad.. their. 

children "rehabilitated" at..^U shows the program failed the majority '. 

of families, in part because it offered simplistic solutions which 
compounded some people's rejection. The predominant assumption of 

this program was that malnutrition is caused by people's Ignorance—

' u

ah afisiimptionnconveyed-to-the.-families.. adding insult to the fragile _

integrity which had coaxed them to try to solve their problems.

! ~ other cures occurred because saving the child was regarded niore_
Some families• important~than the adult's immediate need for respect.

might have been better able to regain respegt by the simple cure of

their child.,- People"seemed generally aware of this paradox; thus thgy 

wouia respond more energetically if they perceived any future community

„._ac.rp.ptance.-.--Beyond-these observations_ I_have no way of knowing what_ _ _

! enables.; some people to transcend the opinions of the community—and 

the brittle yet often inpenetrable myths which hold it together—and
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The uftimate human paradox.is that social continuity ’ 

relies-on the interaction between .cultural patterning and its main

tenance, on the one hand, and innovative choice, transforming personal* 

and social relationships, on the other. ,■ — •

The-last-question implied in this research is^ wjiat^^^n-be^ "■ , 

done to facilitate these' transformations and eliminate the experiences - 

of hunger on Kilimanjaro? On tlie. mountain, rapid . change^ has^ thought 

dietary alterations and Changed traditions of teaching balanced family 

diets. Without the protection of old customs, people adopt food fads-— 

such as infant formula, soda pop, and bleached white flour; . In this 

nutrition education in large' -public /orums' such 

campaigns using posters and the radio can help people to reevaluat.e 

their food choices. The mixing newly- Introduced starchy staples, such ■ 

as rice and maize, is. less ijrdblematic when costly' protein items 

affordable.. In my observations, people make use of balanced mixtures 

of low protein foods such as maize and beans, or bananas,' beans and 

milk, when meat is"unavailable. Because less value is placed 

on these foods, knowledge that they are nutritionally beneficial gives

still survive.

...x.

■

as nationalcontext,

■jv .

are

little solace to families deprived of meat-. At the very bottom are 

__ families who cannot even afford beans. Nutrition_education_is. no .—

. solution for the problem of those who have nothing to eat.

. r • . If nutrition-rehabilitation could provide a temporary solution

far impoverished-families, it would have meet the needs of the people 

in their own territory. The six researchers who visited families during 

—theTbpTow-up'itud^noted alterations in the families' outlook, and to 

the extent possible, improvements in homes and gardens. Even more 

importantly, starvation became an issue openly discussed by all. A-
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show of support^frorn others, especially the changes ip neighbors'' 

'attitudes,-’gave the debilitated'a new energy. Neighbors, and ;kin of 

failed families■seldom Consciously'added to the failures of these (

people—they simply, did not recognize the extent to which they acted 

' .as obstacles. Once misfortunes'become cyclical and chronic,

responsibilities were dropped—the -syndrome of blaming the victim set 

in. Yet, better-off members within families and conmiun-ities at least 

can be motivated to permit change if they, see the benefits of their ' 

neighbor's improvements to their own well-being.

I, have acknowledged ■ throughout this- study the significant role ■

- . the. Kilimanjaro people have had in bringing about'ioalnutrition within 

• their community. They are the ones who are ultimately responsible for

altering their own predicament.._ .Yet,_as-I-have-a-iso-tried-to'“eraphaaxze,”

kwashiorkor .on Kilimanjartf^s'nOt just a Chagga problem 

problem, nor an African problem. - Other societies have shared in its 

making; it is our problem. Just as a child can be scapegoated within ' 

its family and a family can be rejected by its community, whole 

societies are scapegoated and rejected when the rest of the world 

experiences ^^rcity. Notions of triage and of bread basket societies, 

supported by sociablolpgical findings are used to ignore responsibilities 

and blame victims for bringing about their own oppression. We seem to. 

have-some sense of the problem and we.try 6.,o prevent it. Yet the 

adopted perspective nearly always views the problematic societies as
t-responsible—When-our_programs_fail,_we_seek.iexplanations_p6intlng„to_

the victim rather-than to the state pf the world; which we are reluctant 

: to change. With greater value placed on consimption of goods and

services than on an.enhancement of the cooperative spirit, our world

> -r <

w

i

, nor a Tanzanian ■ '

-i-.-.-.

V
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appears -more aftd more willing to declare certain situations as hopeless, 

.‘.effecting its own propheSy, ..Unfortunately, tensions and insecurities

0■ r. can only increase when resources are not shared,^ but a sense of 
hopelessness is This does hot have to happen.

■ w

*f
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Footnotes^ -

..Like .-the re.st of humanity, Chagga use certain beliefs and _ :
. . . attitudes to help them deny i^fny painful truths ap^weli as to .express 

•anger and bitterness over their existence-. For instance, one does not 
recall the dea'th of a child' nor should one' even enumerate the number of 
children living because of the possibility of death. The strength of 
attitudinal denial was refreshed in my mind three years after completing 
the follow-up wheii'l acted as hostess for an evening to. a Tanzanian 
woman who was attending a seminar.in Michigan sponsored by AID. We 
exchanged warn greetings and in time I found out that she was a first 
cousin to one of my closest of friends in Kilimanjaro and that her 
hu^and, also.a Chagga, was a minister for nutritional research in 
Tan^nia. Wh^'TTjqld her I had been doing research in Kilimanjaro, 
her'manner cooled'; when I added that-*ffly topic was malnutrition and its

_ _ _ _ relationship to social stratificatidh,' she withdrew from discourse as
far as the occasion permitted; she folded her arms around her chest and 

■ 'swung.her crossed leg'back and forth. We.only had the antics of my 
children to-divert her attention. I could not retrieve the,evening.
I had similar encounters with Chagga intellectuals at the University 
of Dar es Salaam, although there were some exceptions.

>1»
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